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PREFACE

In the preparation of this volume the aim has been to

give definite, factual information on bookkeeping practices

and procedures in a form to make it quickly available to all

who are confronted with specific problems in practical book-

keeping. It is the emphasis on this service aspect of the

book—that of giving quick answers to the specific questions

that are likely to arise in the practical bookkeeper's daily

work—which has motivated all who have collaborated in

planning and writing this volume. It is this emphasis which

in many respects gives the volume a distinctive character.

In organization, in arrangement, in scope and style of pre-

sentation the volume differs quite radically from the usual

works on bookkeeping intended principally for classroom use.

Every effort has been made to place before the reader

information that is accurate and up-to-date, having to do

with approved practice. The information is presented in

short, self-contained items. Each item treats a specific prob-

lem of bookkeeping, or a subject closely allied to bookkeep-

ing and ordinarily falling within the scope of the book-

keeper's work. Where several alternative procedures are in

use, these are explained. It has been realized that in book-

keeping some of the seemingly innocent and unimportant

practical details are often the cause of much annoyance and

embarrassment if not properly attended to at the outset.

Accordingly, in preparing this work pains have been taken

not to slight such details but to give them the attention which

their real practical importance deserves. It has also been the

aim to make the explanations full and comprehensive and

yet to give them in the briefest possible compass so as to

economize the reader's time.

The Ronald Press Company.
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HANDLING CASH RECEIPTS

Separation of Cashier and Bookkeeping Functions—Cash Remit-

tance Sheet—Temporary Disposition of Doubtful Remittances

General Control of Cash Receipts.—In handling cash

receipts care should be taken to safeguard them against dis-

honest persons and insure that proper record will be made of

them on the books of account. Various methods are in use,

depending upon the conditions obtaining in the office, but all

are based on the general principle of separating the actual

handling of cash from the recording of it. According to this

principle, the duty of handling cash receipts is delegated to

the cashier, while the duty of recording them is delegated to

the bookkeeper. The work of the one should be separated

from the work of the other whenever the volume of business

warrants such separation. This may not always be prac-

ticable in a small concern.

Opening of Mail and Recording of Receipts All mail

should be opened by or under the supervision of, a person

other than the cashier or the bookkeeper—possibly in the

presence of one or two others—and a record should be made

of the remittances at the same time. All receipts will be

listed on a cash remittance sheet or slip, an illustrative form

of which is given on page 4. This form provides columns

for the name of the remitter, the number of the account to

be credited, and the total amount remitted. It also provides

columns for distributing the total receipts into classes, ac-

cording to the character of the receipts—checks, money orders,

currency, and drafts. A separate column is provided for

notes which are accepted as good. The cash sheet will con-

tain other details concerning the remittances, as the cash dis-

count taken and other deductions and claims. There will be
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as many cash sheets as there are customers ledgers, one be-

ing prepared for each ledger. When cash is received, not

from a customer, but as the result of some special transaction,

as the sale of a building, scrapped machinery, or some other

fixed asset, the account to be credited may be indicated on

the cash sheet, or the remittance may be entered directly in

the cash receipts journal.

The cash sheet is made out in duplicate or triplicate. One
copy is kept by the person who has entered the cash items

upon it, one is sent to the cashier—the receiving cashier, if

the general cashier's function is divided between a receiving

and a disbursing cashier—who enters the amount in the cash

receipts book, and the third copy is routed for entry to the

bookkeeper in charge of the particular customers ledger to

which the cash sheet relates. The credits to the ledger are

made directly from the cash sheet. On the other hand, only

the total of each cash sheet is entered daily by the cashier in

the cash book. By this method the cash receipts journal

is relieved of detailed entries. The cash sheets should be

preserved in a binder since they constitute the detailed record.

The cash remittances are attached to the copy of the cash

sheet that goes to the cashier. If more than one bank ac-

count is kept, these remittances are then arranged according

to the banks in which they are to be deposited. A simpler

practice, however, is to deposit the total receipts of one day

in one bank, and the total of the next day in the other bank,

and so on. The cashier prepares in duplicate one or more

deposit slips as called for, the originals of which go to the

banks while the duplicates are retained. A check on the

accuracy of the deposit slips is furnished by comparing their

total with that of the cash sheet.

Proper Scrutiny of Cash Items Received.—Before list-

ing cash receipts on the cash sheet, they should be carefully

examined to see that they are m order and acceptable in pay-
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ment of the invoice or account in question. Checks, for ex-

ample, should be scrutinized for their date, signature, and the

amount as written in figures and spelled out. Cash is not

infrequently received where the remitter fails to state with

sufficient clarity for whose account the remittance is made.

In such cases the cash is deposited in the usual way, but until

it is ascertained by further correspondence whose account

is to be credited for the amount, such receipt may be credited

to a temporary suspense account, entitled "Customers' Credit

Balances," or bearing some similar name sufficiently indica-

tive of the nature of its content. Credit to this account will

be shown on the cash sheet. When the account to be finally

credited is known, a journal entry is made, debiting "Cus-

tomers' Credit Balances" and crediting the particular account.

Items are also received about which there is some dispute.

A customer may send a check with a notation that it is in

full settlement of an invoice or an account, but the firm may

refuse to accept it as such. In that event, the item is not

entered in the cash sheet nor deposited, but is kept with simi-

lar items in a separate file in the safe, until some adjustment

of the disputed matter is reached. Meanwhile, only a memo-

randum record is made of the item. Another method of

treating such cash items is to handle them in the usual way

and credit them to a temporary suspense account bearing a

title which would clearly show the somewhat doubtful char-

acter of the cash items as assets of the firm.

HANDLING CASH DISBURSEMENTS

Various Procedures in Entering—Canceled Checks—Cash Pay-

ment Requisition—Disbursements under Voucher System

Check as Basis of Entry.—Modern practice makes the

bank check the most acceptable means of disbursing cash.

The exception to this general rule covers the disbursements

made out of the petty cash fund. This fund, however, is
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controlled, under the imprest fund system, by periodically re-

imbursing the petty cashier with a check for the total disburse-

ments of the period just elapsed. (See page 109.)

The check itself, or the check stub or interleaf in the check

book, provides the basis for the entry in the cash disburse-

ments journal (or check register). Where the voucher sys-

1 ^„
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In many concerns the check is signed by the proper cor-

porate officer or officers only after entry of the disbursement

has been made on the books. The purpose of this procedure

is to insure the prompt recording of all disbursements and to

minimize the danger of having the balance of the cash ac-

count represented larger than it in reality is, because of the

failure to record all disbursements. The fact that a disburse-

ment is entered on the books is shown on the face of the un-

signed check when it is presented to the corporate officers for

their signatures, in a space especially provided for the pur-

pose, as illustrated in the voucher check form shown herein.

If the check when presented for signature should be canceled,

a reverse entry is made in red in the cash disbursements jour-

nal, with a cross-reference in the explanation column to the

previous entry. The canceled check is marked ''canceled"

and filed with the checks that have been issued, paid and re-

turned by the bank. When summarizing the cash disburse-

ments journal for posting, the amounts entered in red should

be deducted from total and only the balance posted to Cash.

Authorization of Disbursements.—Authority for dis-

bursements covering accounts payable should originate in the

accounting department or in the accounts payable unit of a

large accounting department, and the amount of the remit-

tance called for should be approved by the accounting head,

who may be the controller. The accounting head will have

prepared and will approve a remittance advice, as shown in

the accompanying form, which will set forth the deductions

from the amount in the creditor's statement so as to arrive

at the net amount remitted. Such a form may be used in

lieu of the voucher check. On the reverse side of the car-

bon copy of this remittance advice there is found a creditor's

reconciliation statement as shown, which reconciles the bal-

ance shown in the accounts payable ledger with the amount

of the remittance. These forms will then be passed to the
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cashier's department, which is responsible for the preparation

of checks and their entry in the cash disbursements journal

or the check register. Where two or more bank accounts

are kept, the account to be drawn on will be determined from

the balances as shown by the cash receipts and cash disburse-

ments journals.

Signing of Checks.—The responsibility for disbursing

funds, that is, signing checks, for routine transactions after

they are properly approved, is commonly assigned to a sub-

ordinate officer in large organizations. He may be the

cashier or an assistant treasurer. In a small organization

the treasurer makes the disbursements. Sometimes the

cashier is authorized to draw checks for sums not in excess

of a certain amount, while over that amount checks must bear

the signature of the treasurer or assistant treasurer. Counter

or additional signature is an added safeguard. The first

signature is usually made by president, treasurer, or assistant

treasurer ; the counter-signature by vice-president, controller,

or secretary. Although counter-signatures are desirable,

these will not in themselves prevent forgery, since both signa-

tures may be forged. Neither will they prevent errors from

carelessness, if one signer relies on the other, thus making

his signature a perfunctory matter. When the check has

been completely signed, it is ready for entry in the cash dis-

bursements journal, if that system is followed.

A "request for check" or a "cash payment requisition"

form as given, requiring the approval of the financial man-

ager, may be used to authorize disbursement cashiers to draw

checks for other purposes, such as notes and acceptances pay-

able, payrolls, dividends, investments, advances for traveling

expenses, petty cash reimbursements, etc. Such requests

may be in memo form, but should be prepared and signed in

the first instance by departmental chief clerks, chief pay-

masters, general ledger bookkeepers, and even officials whose
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nated clerk who has audited the vouchers, and the summary
entered on envelopes containing them; those authorizing

large traveling expense advances to be made by check should

be signed by the various department heads ; and those issued

in connection with dividend and investment disbursements

should be signed by the treasurer. The financial manager

should, of course, exercise discretion in handling these re-

quests, not hesitating to demand further information in cases

of doubt, and even requiring copies of directors' resolutions,

certified to by the secretary, or even the production of the

directors' minute book itself, where the nature of the trans-

actions indicate the desirability of such action.

Authority for Disbursements under the Voucher Sys-

tem.—Where the voucher system is used in its entirety, no

check is drawn, for whatever purpose, unless a corresponding

voucher is prepared. In this manner unusual disbursements

can be readily verified in a routine way. In addition, one

of the best controls of all cash disbursements is effected. The
voucher check that may be used in making the disbursements

under such a system will provide an itemized statement either

on the face or the back of the check, but the ordinary check

with a remittance advice may be found more adapted to par-

ticular needs.

HANDLING STAMP RECEIPTS

Placed in Petty Cash Fund—Delivery to Mailing Department

Stamps received as remittances from customers may be

placed in the petty cash fund by the petty cashier "buying"

the stamps, precisely as though he purchased them from the

post-office. The cash he surrenders for them becomes a part

of the daily deposits made in the bank. The petty cashier

can from time to time deliver the stamps to the mailing de-

partment and secure that department's postage requisition or

petty cash voucher for the cash value of the stamps turned
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over. If the amount of stamps received daily is large, a

check can be drawn reimbursing the office cashier for the

amount of the stamps authorized by the postage requisition.

EXCHANGE OF CHECKS FOR CURRENCY
Making Entries for Exchanges—Cashing Checks Out of Petty

Cash

Exchange of Check for Currency.—A concern at times

receives requests from persons, who desire to mail a remit-

tance, to exchange its check for currency. The entry of such

exchange is best made on both debit and credit side of the

cash book by a charge to an account called "Exchange," with

a reference "contra" added in each case to show the self-

balancing nature of the record, though neither entry need be

posted to the ledger. This makes the cash book record check

against the bank record and shows the full history of the

transaction.

Exchange of Currency for Check.—When a check is

cashed in currency or when a check for a larger amount is

received in payment of a debt and the difference is returned

in cash, no record need be made of the check, as only the

nature—not the amount—of the deposit for the day is changed

and no disbursement is made which affects the bank account.

When, however, a check is issued as "change" in lieu of cur-

rency, record should be made, debit and credit, as explained.

Cashing of Checks Issued to Employees.—When checks

are issued to employees to cover expenses personally incurred

by them on behalf of the company, and the checks are re-

turned to be cashed by the company out of the petty cash fund,

they are deposited in the bank in the usual routine and a petty

cash voucher is made out for the amount of the disbursement,

which is retained by the petty cashier until the petty cash fund

is replenished.
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CASH HELD AT BRANCHES
Deposits in Local Bank by Branches—Segregation of Operating

Funds and Collections—Control of Branch Funds

Remittances to Head Office.—Regular remittances are

usually made to the head office from all affiliated or controlled

sources receiving cash, whether these sources are factories,

branch sales offices, or affiliated companies. When the

amounts involved are of some size, daily remittances may be

made to the head office or may be deposited in a local bank

to its credit. Remittances by branch offices to the head office

are generally made at least semi-monthly. A consecutively

numbered form of remittance or collection slip is used to

simplify the record in the offices at both ends of the trans-

action and to make easier the verification of cash in transit

whenever this is necessary.

Branch Bank Accounts.—Wherever a branch or affiliated

company may be located, all daily receipts are preferably de-

posited in the local bank account. The cash not yet remitted

to the head office is thus always on deposit in the local bank

account of the branch or affiliated company. To control cash

at branches making their own local collections, each branch

may have a separate "operating" bank account as an imprest

fund to be replenished at regular periods by check from the

head office to cover branch expense reports. All branch col-

lections are then deposited in a separate "branch collections"

bank account against which are drawn only such checks as

are remitted to the head office. Only the head office may
draw checks against such "branch collections" bank account.

When this is done, the local bank account at the point where

the branch is located becomes in reality a head office bank

account, and it is then necessary to treat all branch deposits

in such bank account as if they were direct remittances to the

head office, and make entries accordingly on the records both

at the branch and at the head office.
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Certificates of balances from local banks covering the

"operating" bank account of branch offices are required by

the head office at least monthly. In some cases, and always

when the separate "branch collections" bank account is used,

the monthly bank statements and the canceled checks are sent

to the head office direct by the local bank.

All local bank accounts of branches may be deposited un-

der arrangements which permit withdrawal by designated

executives of the head office as well as by the properly author-

ized persons at the branch. Such arrangement prevents em-

barrassment in case of unforeseen circumstances occurring at

the branch.

Intercompany Cash Transfers.—Where transactions be-

tween affiliated companies are many, a current controlling

account will be kept with each company on the general ledger,

and additional detailed accounts of the various classes of

transactions may also be provided even to the extent of a

separate "Cash Remittance" and "Cash Received" account

with each company. Transfers of the total of the monthly

entries in such classified accounts should be made to the con-

trolling general ledger account summarizing all the transac-

tions with the company.

The controlling company will receive regularly detailed

statements from each affiliated company, for comparison with

the head office ledgers. The use of separate accounts for

intercompany outgoing remittances and incoming receipts

simplifies the auditing of the general ledger controlling ac-

count with the affiliated company and enables identification

to be made of items in transit at the close of a month. This

practice also enables an auditor to compare elapsed time be-

tween original remittances on either side and the dates upon

which the funds reach their destination, and puts him quickly

upon the trail of any shortages which are being made good

from subsequent transactions.
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DAILY PROOF OF CASH

Daily Cash Summary—Count of Cash—Proof Against Check

Record and Cash Book

Procedure in Verification—The cash book is supposed

to be a complete record of all cash received and expended and

the balance of cash on hand and in the bank. In practice,

however, errors creep in, and it is therefore advisable that the

amount of cash on hand as verified by actual count and the

amount in the bank as shown by the check record, be proved

against the amount called for by the cash book. In making

the proof, a simple procedure is that shown by the following

form:

Daily Cash Summary

Date

1. Old balance in cash book $1,500.00

2. Plus the total receipts 400.00

3. Equals total cash $1,900.00

4. Less total disbursements 650.00

5. Equals present cash balance $1,250.00

Verification

A. Balance in bank per check book $1,077.25

B. Plus cash in the office

:

1. In cash register or till $ 47.75

2. In safe 125.00 172.75

C. Equals present balance in cash book $1,250.00

If all cash receipts are deposited daily and all payments

are made by check, the balance of the check record sihould

equal the balance in the cash book.

Counting Cash for Verification.—In counting cash on

hand at the close of each day, use of a form similar to that

given below will aid in making an accurate count. The cash

should be sorted by denominations, and the number of coins
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CASH ON HAND

January 21, 19—

Denomination Number Amount

Currency

$100
50 - -

20 - -

10 - -

5 - -

1

Coin
.50

.25

.10

.05

.01

Checks

Name

Cash Verification Slip

or bills of each denomination should be entered on the form

together with their total amount. Any undeposited checks

should also be listed on the form.

CASH SHORT AND OVER
Entries for Shortages and Overages—Closing Out Cash

Short-and-Over Balance

An actual count of the cash on hand should be made fre-

quently and compared with the balance shown in the cash

book. In most concerns cash inventories are taken at rela-

tively short intervals, often from day to day. If the cash
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book record does not agree with the actual amount of cash

on hand, it is necessary to bring it into agreement with the

actual cash on hand.

Shortages—If there is a shortage in the cash as com-

pared with the cash book balance, an entry for the differ-

ence is made in the cash disbursements side of the cash book,

with an appropriate explanation. When the posting of the

entry is made, the amount is charged to "Cash Short and

Over," or an account with some similar designation, while

Cash is credited. Since, in order to determine the balance

of cash in the cash book, the total of the cash disbursements

side is subtracted from the total of the cash receipts side, the

inclusion of the item as a disbursement will make the balance

of the cash book less by the amount of the discrepancy and

thus bring it into agreement with the actual cash on hand.

Overages.—It sometimes happens that instead of being

short the cash is "over," meaning that the actual cash count

shows a larger amount on hand than the cash book record

calls for. To make the cash book agree with the count of

cash, more cash must be shown on the record as having been

received. Hence, it is necessary to enter in the receipts side

of the cash book the amount of the difference between the

cash actually on hand and the amount shown by the cash book.

In posting, this amount is debited to the Cash account in the

ledger, while the corresponding credit is posted to "Cash

Short and Over."

Disposition of Cash Short-and-Over Balance—When
the balance of the "Cash Short and Over" account is small or

when the items posted to it have in the main been small, it

is customary to treat the account as a profit and loss account,

and therefore to close it out when the profits and losses are

summarized at the end of the fiscal year. If it contains a

debit balance, denoting more shortages than overages during

the period, the account is closed out by crediting it with the
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amount of the balance and debiting Profit and Loss. If an

"over" or credit balance is shown, the closing of the account

consists of debiting it with the amount of the balance and

crediting Profit and Loss.

Discovering Cause of Discrepancy.—Although the cash

book is easily adjusted by charging or crediting the Cash

Short and Over account whenever the cash is short or over,

the bookkeeper should realize the seriousness of errors which

cause a difference in cash, especially cash shortage. The

Cash Short and Over account should be merely a temporary

makeshift to bring the book records into agreement with the

cash count, and the error should be located as soon as pos-

sible. Otherwise, if no further attention is paid to the ac-

count, there will be a temptation to use it in covering up care-

lessness or fraud. After doing his regular work, therefore,

the bookkeeper should exert every effort to find the error, and

upon its discovery he should at once make the necessary

counter adjusting entry canceling the previous one. By this

method the balance in "Cash Short and Over" will be elimi-

nated, or at least kept down to a nominal figure.

A shortage of cash in the drawer may come about in vari-

ous ways, aside from actual pilfering. Where cash is han-

dled carelessly, a practice may be made of taking cash from

the cash drawer for small purchases or to pay small bills.

Unless a record is made of these expenditures, the bookkeeper

has no basis for recording the items in the cash book. Again,

in making change for customers, more cash may be returned

to the customer than should be. Overages usually occur in

much the same way as shortages. Errors in making change

where not enough cash is given to the customer, and the plac-

ing of cash in the cash drawer without recording its source,

are the usual causes. Restaurants, motion picture theaters,

and similar business organizations having several cashiers

expect "Cash Short and Over" discrepancies to occur with
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a certain amount of regularity and accordingly provide spe-

cial columns for these items in the cash book.

STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND
DISBURSEMENTS

Form and Arrangement of Statement—Statewients for Various

Periods of Time

As Aid in Controlling Current Finances.—Statements

of cash receipts and disbursements in various forms are

prepared for the president or treasurer of the company in order

to enable him to control the situation with respect to financ-

ing of current operations. These may be daily, weekly,

monthly, and yearly. The statement of cash receipts and

disbursements is in reality a summary or analysis of the cash

book and wherever possible the columnar arrangement of the

cash book should conform closely to the items of information

shown on the statement. It will then be a comparatively

simple matter to total the columns and insert the figures on a

printed statement form.

Form of Statement—A simple form of daily cash report,

showing the cash balances on the first of the month, the total

receipts of the month to date, and the day's receipts and dis-

bursements, and the bank balance, is given opposite. Another

form of statement, which may be used to report the daily,

weekly, monthly, or yearly receipts and disbursements is also

shown on page 21. A more elaborate statement that may

be used with special advantage for the longer periods, as a

month or a year, appears on page 22. This form is of

particular assistance to the treasurer in the preparation of the

cash budget. The information contained in such a report is

secured from a variety of sources. A composite summary

of the monthly cash statements may be used or an analysis

of the posting to the ledger accounts may be made on a re-

capitulation sheet.
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DAILY CASH REPC
Date

Balance—1st of Month
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Statement of Receipts and Disbursements

For Year Ended December 31, 19-

Cash Balance, January 1, 19—

:

On Hand ? -
In Banks -

Receipts

Collections:
Customers' Accounts $ —
Claims against Common Carriers -

Notes and Loans, including interest - $

Sale of Assets:
Materials and Supplies Sold to Employees $ -
Containers -

Liabilities Incurred:
Notes and Loans $ —
Deposits by Employees —

Credit Accounts of Officers -

Miscellaneous Sources:
Insurance Premiums Refunded $ —
Dividends on Material Insurance Policies -

Miscellaneous Refunds -

Total Receipts

Disbursements
Liabilities Retired:

General Creditors $ —
Employees' Payrolls -

Notes and Loans -

Bonds - ?

Interest on Indebtedness
Officers' Drawings Against Credit Accounts
Transportation Charges on Materials

Factory Overhead Expenses:
Automobile Expense $ —
Warehouse and Delivery Charges —

General Factory Expense -

Miscellaneous Shipping Expense -

Selling Expenses:
Salaries and Commissions of Salesmen $ —
Advertising —

Special Jobbers' Commissions -

General and Administrative Expense:
Salaries $ -
Postage -
Telephone and Telegraph —
Traveling Expense -
Legal Expense -
Miscellaneous -

Total Disbursements

Cash Balance, December 31, 19—
On Hand $
In Banks

Statement of Receipts and Disbursements
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BUSINESS PAPERS REPRESENTING CASH
RECEIPTS

Purposes Served hy System of Paper Work—Receipts from
Cash Sales—Remrittance Slips

System of Paper Work—The system of paper work in

connection with the receipt of cash serves four chief purposes

:

1. It furnishes a basis for formal entry in the books.

2. It is so organized as to safeguard the cash, thus pre-

venting theft and loss.

3. It serves as a basis for internal reports to executives.

4. It places responsibility for the cash.

Sources of Cash Receipts.—Cash receipts come from

various sources, among which are: (1) original investment

by owner; (2) sales of merchandise for cash; (3) collection

of customers' accounts; (4) notes payable and receivable dis-

counted at bank; (5) interest, commissions, rentals, etc., i.e.,

earnings of all kinds; (6) the sale of securities, fixed assets,

etc. In some of these cases the cash received is evidenced by

a business document or paper, in others not. The cash sales

ticket, the cash register record on the tape, the customer's

letter with check enclosed, the receipt issued to the payer,

letter of notification from the broker or agent of amounts re-

ceived from sale of assets other than merchandise—all these

comprise the business papers supporting the receipt of cash.

Handling Cash Receipt Memos.—In the retail store, cash

sales usually constitute the largest source of cash receipts.

Where sales are evidenced by sales tickets, the total of the

tickets checked against the count of cash provides the basis

for entry in the cash receipts journal as well as in the sales

journal. Similarly, where cash registers are used, the "read-

ings" taken at the close of each day's business, after being

entered in a memo book or register, provide the basis for

formal entry in the cash journal.
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and amount, or a duplicate receipt blank, if a formal receipt

is given the customer, or immediate entry on a cash sheet will

provide the basis for formal entry. Entry on the cash sheet

may itself be sufficient formal entry, where such sheet is later

made to comprise a page of the cash receipts journal. Other

cash receipts are usually evidenced by cash memo tickets, by

memo or report from the bank, sales confirmation from the

broker, or other similar means.

Remittance Slips—When mail receipts are accompanied

by the regular remittance forms comprising the top of the

customer's monthly statements (see accompanying form), the

checks and the remittance forms or slips are delivered at once

to the cashiers. The cashiers should take charge of the cash.

When a large number of cash receipt items are handled, the

remittance forms should be put through cash registering ma-

chines for appropriate stamping and registering the total

daily receipts, before sending them to the bookkeepers in the

accounts receivable department. Forms similar to the top of

the customer's monthly statement should be prepared for re-

mittances from customers which were not accompanied by

such forms. In the same manner, remittance slips should be

prepared for receipts accompanied solely by letters. After

the preparation of such slips, the letters and other data may
be sent to the various departments interested in matters re-

ferred to in the correspondence. All remittance slips go to

the accounts receivable unit for posting to the credit of the

respective customers' accounts.

CASH BOOK AS A DETAILED CASH ACCOUNT

Cash Book Handled as Ledger Account—Disadvantages of

Practice

The cash book, so far as balancing and ruling are con-

cerned, is handled like a ledger account. Hence, the cash

book, in addition to comprising two special journals, may
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also serve as a detailed cash account, the receipts side being

the debit side of the account, and the disbursements side the

credit side of the account. This induces some businesses to

omit the cash account from the ledger as an unnecessary dupli-

cation. This, however, makes the ledger record incomplete

and out of balance, so that when taking a trial balance the

cash balance, secured from the cash book, must be added. It

is better bookkeeping practice, therefore, to make use of a

cash account in the ledger, to which will be posted weekly or

monthly the totals of the summary entries in the cash book,

and so make the ledger a complete final record of all trans-

actions.

BALANCING AND RULING THE SIMPLE
CASH BOOK

Method Illustrated—Forwarding Balances of Cash Book

Form of the Cash Book.—In small organizations, for

convenience in watching the inflow and outgo of cash, the

record of both receipts and disbursements may be made in

the same book, which is called the cash book or cash journal.

The receipts and disbursements are made on facing pages,

the receipts on the left-hand pages—pages 2, 4, 6, etc.—and

the disbursements on the right-hand pages—pages 3,5,7, etc.

The record of cash receipts and cash disbursements is kept

in separate bound volumes in larger concerns where greater

subdivision of clerical work is necessary.

Balancing and Ruling.—To show the amount of cash on

hand at the end of a week or month, the cash book is bal-

anced. The method illustrated here (pages 28-31) in con-

nection with the two-column cash book may be explained as

follows

:

1. On the disbursements side on the line below the sum-

marizing entry, "Cash, Cr.," enter the date, the word
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"Balance" and in the second money column the dif-

ference between the total receipts and disbursements.

It is sometimes written in red ink to indicate that it

must be brought down on the cash receipts side, but

red ink balancing is no longer deemed necessary in

modern bookkeeping practice.

2. Rule single lines across the last money column on the

receipts and disbursements sides and enter the totals

on the next line. These totals on both the receipt and

disbursement sides must be now the same.

3. Rule double lines across all money and date columns.

The double ruling separates the current record from

the record of the next week or month.

4. Enter the balance of cash below the double rulings in

the second money column of the receipts side.

Frequently blank lines appear on one side or the other of

the cash book because the number of transactions is not the

same for each journal. If desired, these blank lines may be

jcanceled by drawing a line diagonally across them.

Forwarding.—In the use of the cash book, it frequently

becomes necessary to carry forward the total of cash receipts

(or cash disbursements, as the case may be) from the bottom

of one page to the top of another, as from the bottom of

page 2, to the top of page 4. This is done by writing on the

last line of page 2, "Forwarded to page 4," and the amount

carried forward. This is then shown on the first line of

page 4 under the title, "Brought forward from page 2," the

amount appearing in the same relative column as on page 2.

The carrying forward of cash disbursements totals is done in

the same way. It is not customary to balance the cash book

at the bottom of each page just because it happens to be the

bottom ; the balancing is done at regular periods. When the

totals of one journal are carried forward to another page,

it is not necessary to bring forward the totals of the other
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Cash
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Book
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journal unless the entries of that journal also fill the page on

which they appear. A simple illustration of forwarding is

included on pages 28-31.

SIMPLE CASH RECEIPTS JOURNAL

Columnar Arrangement of Journal—Rules for Posting—
Alternative Procedures

Form of Cash Receipts Journal.—On page 32 is given

a simple cash journal, ruled up to provide columns for date

of entry, the account to be credited, certain particulars re-

garding the transaction (corresponding to the explanation in

the general journal, if the transaction were entered there),

the ledger folio, the amount to be credited in each transaction,

the discount allowed in sale of merchandise, and finally the

net amount received, which is to be deposited daily in the

bank, if that is the customary practice of the particular busi-

ness.
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credit daily from the cash receipts journal to the

proper account and enter the page number of the

ledger in the folio column,

(b) In the case of a sale of merchandise in which there

is an immediate receipt of cash, no credit posting

is necessary from the cash receipts journal, inas-

much as the posting will be made from the sales

journal where the transaction is also recorded.

When the entry is made in the cash receipts journal,

the fact that no posting is required should be im-

mediately indicated by entering a check-mark (V )

or a cross (x) in the folio column, or by a posting

mark "SJ," showing that the credit posting is

through the sales journal.

Instead of the foregoing procedure, the method is used at

times of posting in full the entry in each journal as follows;

The cash receipts journal entry—debit Cash account and

credit Cash Sales account; and the sales journal entry—debit

Cash Sales and credit Sales. By this procedure the Cash Sales

account will always be in balance, so that the postings to it will

not duplicate those made to the Sales account. The same

method may be employed when the cash sales are entered in

special columns in both journals and only the footings of the

columns are posted.

19—
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SIMPLE CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
Form of Journal—Making Entries—Rules for Posting

Form of Simple Cash Disbursements Journal.—An ex-

ample of a simple cash disbursements journal, in which a

number of typical cash expenditures are entered, with one line

devoted to each transaction, is shown below. The columns

provided are for entry of the date of the transaction, for the

number of the check by which the disbursement is made (in

the simple form of disbursements journal this column is fre-

quently omitted), for the account to be debited, for certain

particulars regarding the transaction, the ledger page number

of the account to be debited, if posting is to be made from this

journal, the amount of the debit, the amount of the discount

on purchases, and the individual amounts of the checks drawn.

19—
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in the folio column, or by the letter "P" to indicate

that the debit posting is from the purchase journal.

2. As to the credit postings:

(a) No postings for the individual disbursements or for

the cash discounts received on purchases are made

during the month.

(b) At the end of the month the "Bank" and "Discount"

columns are footed and their totals are posted to

the credit of Cash and Purcha;se Discounts, respec-

tively, the ledger folios being indicated in the cash

disbursements journal under the footings, as shown

in form on page 33.

CHECK REGISTER

Contrasted with Form of Cash Disbursements Journal—Where

Several Bank Accounts Are Used—Inclusion of Additional

Columns

Form of the Check Register.—In a small enterprise the

regular cash disbursements journal is used, providing columns

for the following

1. Date 5. Folio

2. Check Number 6. General Ledger (debit)

3. Account to be debited 7. Creditors Ledger (debit)

4. Particulars 8. Discount on Purchases (credit)

9. Bank (credit)

In large establishments using the voucher system and mak-

ings all disbursements by check to liquidate audited vouchers,

the disbursements journal becomes a more abbreviated record,

and is referred to as the "check register." Provision made

for certain entries in the voucher register will then obviate

the need of some of the columns enumerated above as appear-

ing in the disbursements journal, as follows

:

(a) If discount on purchases appear in the voucher reg-

ister, column 8 in the above list is not needed in the

disbursements book.
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(b) W^hen all payments are charged to vouchers pa}-able

control which is the substitute for creditors ledger,

column 7 above is not required. Hence, general

ledger column 6 will not be used, and columns 3, 4,

and 5 are also no longer needed.

(c) The amounts charged to vouchers payable control and

credited to bank are identical. Hence, column 9

may be dropped.

After the foregoing changes are made there remain in the

record of cash disbursements, columns for the date, check

number, and a single column representing Bank, Cr, If a

column is inserted for the voucher number, the check register

will appear as shown below. There are no postings from this

check register until the end of the month, when the total of

the checks drawn is charged to Vouchers Payable control

account (page 163 in the general ledger) and credited to the

bank account (page 101 in the general ledger).

CHECK REGISTER
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register, if there is only one series of check numbers, as in

the following

:
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Date
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THREE-COLUMN CASH BOOK

Columnar Arrangement of Book—Special Problems of

Suwrm^rizing and Balancing

The use of the three-column cash book presents some spe-

cial problems in summarizing, posting, and balancing. The
reader should note carefully how these problems are handled

in the illustration shown on pages 38-39.

Cash Receipts Journal.—This is prepared for posting or

summarizing by first entering the totals of all columns and

then arranging the totals in the form of a journal entry. The
Net Cash and Sales Discount columns are debit columns and

the General column is a credit column. The totals are ar-

ranged in the form of a journal entry in the first two money
columns, as shown in the illustration.

Since each individual amount in the General column has

already been posted at the close of each day to the credit of

its respective account, the total of $5,293 appearing as

a credit to General in the summary is checked ( V ) and not

posted.

For convenience in posting and to prevent errors, the

columns are arranged in the order shown so that each amount

in the General column, which is posted, will be as close as

possible to the name of the account in the Accounts Cr.

column.

Cash Disbursements Journal.—This is prepared for post-

ing (summarized) in the same manner as the cash receipts

journal, except that General is a debit column and Cash and

Purchase Discount are credit columns.

Balancing.—This serves two purposes : ( 1 ) to state the

present balance of cash; and (2) to rule off the cash book

and prepare it to receive the cash receipts and disbursements

of the next period.
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The manner of balancing the cash book should be studied

carefully. It will be noted that the amount of the balance

entered at the beginning of the month of December in the

cash receipts journal is not extended into the money columns

but is entered in the Explanation column. This is done to

keep the balance brought forward separate from the cash

items received during the current month.

SPECIAL-COLUMN CASH BOOK
What Determines Number of Columns—Cash Sales—Deposits

Made in More Than One Bank—Proving and Closing

Additional columns may be introduced in the cash book

for the purpose of segregating any particular kind of in-

formation desired and saving labor by posting to the control

accounts in the general ledger the total of items of the same

kind, in place of the detailed postings necessary when addi-

tional columns are not used. The addition of columns may
be carried to any degree desired. It is a fundamental prin-

ciple, however, that an additional column should be used only

when transactions of a particular type occur frequently. The

nature of the business, the different kinds of transactions,

and therefore the kinds of information desired, usually deter-

mine the number of columns.

Additional Columns in Cash Receipts Journal.—An
illustration of the special or multi-column cash book is given

on pages 42-43. Not infrequently a special column is set

aside for cash sales in the cash receipts journal, as in the

present illustration. In such cases, care m^ust be used in post-

ing the totals of the columns at time of summary. As cash

sales are usually entered in the sales journal and therefore

included in the total credit to merchandise sales posted from

that journal, the total of the cash sales column in the cash

receipts journal should be checked (V) or marked "SJ,"

and not posted. The purpose of the column is simply to
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inform the manager of the business what amount of the total

sales were made for cash.

Some concerns use the sales book for credit sales only.

In that event, the cash sales column in the cash receipts jour-

nal is posted to the credit of the Sales account and the folio

indicated.

In a business where all sales are cash sales, the use of the

cash sales in the cash receipts journal will make unnecessary

the use of a sales journal. In this case the total of the cash

sales column will be posted to the credit of the Sales account

in the ledger. In larger firms having accounts with more

than one bank, in addition to the net cash column, there will

be columns to show the deposits made in individual banks.

Special columns commonly found in cash receipts journal are

Sales Discounts, Cash Sales, Notes Receivable and Accounts

Receivable.

Additional Columns in the Cash Disbursements Journal.

—In the cash disbursements journal, columns may be added

to show the various types of recurring disbursements. If

there are many entries for the same kind of expense, a column

may be headed with the title of that account. All disburse-

ments affecting that account will be extended into that col-

umn, only the total of which will be posted to the debit side

of that account at the end of the week or month. This makes

unnecessary a large number of detailed postings during the

period. Thus, the cash disbursements side of the cash book

shown on pages 42-43 contains special columns for De-

livery Expense and Salaries, the totals of which are debited

to the Delivery Expense account and the Salaries account at

time of summarizing the cash book. Likewise, if special

columns are carried in the cash receipts journal for accounts

in two or more banks, corresponding columns must be in-

cluded in the disbursements side in order to show the amounts

disbursed from each account. Special columns usually found
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in cash disbursements book are: General Expense, Payroll,

Selling Expense, Notes Payable, Purchase Discount, and

Accounts Payable.

Proving and Summarizing Special-Column Cash Book.

-^-When using additional special columns in the cash book,

care must be always exercised to maintain the mathematical

proof of the accuracy of the entries, this proof being shown

at the time the summary entry is made. Thus, in the illustra-

tion on pages A2-A6, the totals of the Net Cash and Sales

Discount columns must equal the totals of the General and

Cash Sales columns. Likewise, on the disbursements side,

the totals of the General Delivery Expense and Salaries col-

umns must aggregate the totals of the Net Cash and Purchase

Discount columns. The method of making the summary en-

tries for each side of the multi-column cash book and balanc-

ing the book are also shown.

OPENING OF A BANK ACCOUNT

Steps Taken in Opening Bank Account—Filing of Signature

Card—Opening of Bank Account by a Corporation

Introduction to Bank.—In dealing with a commercial

bank, the first step is for the prospective depositor to intro-

duce himself to the manager of the bank or be introduced by

one of the bank's depositors or some one else known to the

bank. If the introduction is satisfactory and the banker

desires the party to become a depositor, the arrangement is

made to accept whatever moneys the depositor places with the

bank, subject to withdrawal by check at all times. A con-

siderable expense is incurred by the bank in safe-keeping its

depositors' funds, in nandling their checks, and in rendering

other miscellaneous services ; and more and more banks are

beginning to have a service charge for the work performed

by them.
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Depositor's Signature.—Before the bank will allow a de-

positor to draw checks, it must have one or several of the

signatures which the depositor intends to use on his checks.

Since the bank agrees not to pay out money except on the

order of the depositor, it must pass on the genuineness oi

the signature of every check. This copy of the depositor's

authorized signature is made on the signature card, forms of

which are shown opposite. The second form is used when the

depositor authorizes another to sign his name to checks.

Provision should also be made for the signing of checks when

those regularly authorized to do so are away. The signature

cards are made in duplicate and then placed in files for ready

reference by the employees of the bank whenever checks are

presented for payment. Separate sets of signature cards are

required if checks are to be cashed at more than one branch.

Having supplied his official signature, the depositor re-

ceives from the bank a pass-book and two kinds of printed

forms. One, known as the deposit slip, is used whenever

he makes deposits. The other is a book of blank checks, to

be used in making payments and withdrawing cash. The

new bank customer thereupon makes his initial deposit.

Bank Account of a Corporation.—The opening of a bank

account by an incorporated business must be authorized by a

resolution of the board of directors. Such resolution speci-

fies the officers whose signatures are required on each check

or on each indorsement of a note or other negotiable paper

which may be handled through the bank.

THE BANK PASS-BOOK

Procedure in Making Bank Deposit—Duplicate Deposit Slip

Use of Pass-Book—When the deposit and the deposit slip

have been prepared, they are taken to the bank's receiving

teller, who verifies the deposit item by item against the de-

.
posit slip and also the total amount. H found correct, the
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amount is entered in the depositor's bank pass-book which

should be presented by him each time a deposit is made, and

the teller's initials are placed against it. In the absence of the

pass-book, a duplicate deposit slip may be presented for the

receiving teller's signature. The pass-book is a small, bound

memorandum book with date column at the left, and a wider

explanation column, and a single money column.

Dr. THE ALDEN TRUST CO. 1 in
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PREPARING CASH FOR DEPOSIT AND THE
BANK DEPOSIT SLIP

Preparation of Cash and Deposit Slip—When Cash Receipts

Items Are Numerous—Bank Acting as Collection Agent

Sorting and Wrapping the Cash—The bank deposit slip

shown herewith is used for the purpose of Hsting various

kinds of money about to be deposited. Provision is made on

the slip for listing separately bills, coins, and checks. All cur-

rency should be carefully counted, sorted according to denomi-

nation, and wrapped in standard rolls, consisting of 50 cents

in pennies, $2 in nickels, $5 in dimes, $10 in quarters, and

$10 in half-dollars. Each wrapper should bear the initials

of the person who wrapped and checked the count as well as

the name of the firm. The bills should be arranged in pack-

ages according to their denominations—$1 bills in one pack-

age, $5 bills in another, etc.—and in the same order, that is,

face up, and all lying one way. Each check in the deposit

should be properly indorsed, and its amount should be entered

on the deposit slip separately, indicating the name of the

drawer of the check, or the account credited with the payment,

as this information may prove useful at some future date.

If the deposit is large, the list of checks may be made on the

adding machine or on a deposit slip provided by the bank,

which can be inserted in the adding machine. Checks should

be stacked in the order in which they appear on the list. If

the pass-book is not presented with the deposit, a duplicate

deposit slip must be made out which will be signed by the

receiving teller.
*fe

Preparing the Bank Deposit Slip.—In preparing the de-

posit slip all dollar signs should be omitted and the figures

should be carefully placed underneath one another so as to

make addition easy. Frequently the ordinary bank deposit

slip will contain a notation to the effect that the bank merely
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mail, as shown in the form on page 4. The deposit sHp is

then prepared simuhaneously with the cash sHp and its total

will correspond with that of the cash slip from which the

various accounts will be credited. Entry in the cash receipts

book will be made from the bank deposit slip. If there are

two or more bank accounts in whicii deposits are made, a

separate deposit slip may be made for each, and there will be

a separate column for each bank in the cash receipts book.

The daily receipts may, however, be deposited only in one

bank and a single deposit slip made out.

Where the daily cash receipts consist of hundreds of small

items, they are run off in duplicate on an adding machine tape,

which serves as the bank deposit slip. One copy is forwarded

to the bank with the cash items, and the other is retained by

the firm for its records. If the firm has two or more bank

accounts, the adding machine tape is stamped or marked with

the name of the bank in which the cash items listed on it are

to be deposited. Before running the items off on the adding

machine tape, they may be classified according to the type of

sale they represent, as cash sales, sales on account, instalment

sales, etc. The invoice numbers of the items may also be

run off on the tape against the amounts of the items. The

invoice number is noted on the back of each check by the

bookkeeper when entering the amount on the books. The pur-

pose of having the invoice numbers appear on the adding

machine tape is to facilitate making any adjustments in the

accounts which later may be necessary.

OPERATION OF THE BANK ACCOUNT
Deposit of All Cash Receipts—Disbursement Exclusively by

Check—Operation of Several Bank Accounts

Daily Deposit of Cash Receipts.—The best practice re-

quires that cash receipts of each day should be deposited in-

tact, just as received, in the bank toward the close of the same
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day. No portion of the receipts should be appropriated for

petty cash or other purposes before their deposit. Likewise,

all disbursements of funds (with a few exceptions) should

be made by check. Strict observance of these two rules is

one of the most effective means of protecting the general cash

fund against mistakes and embezzlement. It secures a double

record—the bank's record and the cashier's record. Any dis-

crepancy is detected whenever comparison of the two records

is made. As banks do not usually stay open late enough for

the deposit of all the cash receipts of the day, any receipts

subsequent to the bank's closing are held over and deposited

the next day. Some banks, however, have night depositaries

open to receive late deposits.

Accounts with Two or More Banks.—Where regular ac-

counts are maintained with two or more banks, the question

must be considered whether to deposit cash receipts more or

less in proportion to the size of the accounts carried in each,

or whether to make the bulk of the deposits in one bank and

make transfers therefrom to the others. Generally speaking,

the former policy is more desirable since it distributes the

work and expense of collecting the checks equitably among

all the banks. The steady use of one bank to make the bulk

of the collections throws an undue burden upon it, unless there

is a special arrangement with the bank, which is compensated

by carrying with it a proportionately larger account, or in

other ways. It is not necessary that every day's deposits be

split among the several banks, but it may suffice if the deposits

of one or two days are made in one bank, the next day or

two in another bank, etc.

Similarly, the disbursements should also be fairly dis-

tributed among the banks. A small account which is being

rapidly turned over by frequent deposits and frequent draw-

ings may not be a very profitable one from the standpoint of

the bank.
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At the end of the month or any other period used, when

the bank renders its statement of the account, the canceled

checks which the depositing company has drawn are returned

to it as evidence of the charges which the bank has made

against the account. After the reconcihation of the bank

statement with the cash account on the depositor's books, the

canceled checks are filed away numerically for possible future

reference. These checks may be later needed for purposes

of evidence should any question arise regarding past pay-

ments.

RECORDING DEPOSITS AND CHECKS ON
CHECK-BOOK STUB

Different Forms of Check-Book Stubs—Making Entry in the

Cash Journal

The customary method of making the first record of a bank

deposit is to enter its total amount in the stub of the check-

book. Each day's deposit is added to the previous balance

and the checks drawn that day are subtracted to give the bal-

ance which is subject to and payable by check at the moment.

In one form of check stub, on page 54, there is a single

column for both checks and deposits. In another form, on

page 54, there are two distinct columnar sections—one for

deposits and the other for checks. Except in very small or-

ganizations the check-book stub is merely a memorandum rec-

ord, not being a part of the regular double-entry system. It

serves the purpose of preventing overdrafts, that is, of issuing

checks for an amount greater than the funds on deposit with

the bank.

All deposits and disbursements made by check are, of

course, entered in the cash book. Some bookkeepers make

the entries from the stubs of the check-book to the cash re-

ceipts and cash disbursements journal.
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SPOILED CHECKS

Proper Procedure in Writing Checks—Different Disposition

Made of Spoiled Checks—Entry in Disbursements Journal

With proper care in writing checks, few, if any, should

be spoiled, and to reduce the number to a minimum the stub

should in each case be filled out first. When checks are

spoiled, however, several methods of handling are used, but

any one of the methods described below will usually be satis-

factory. The simplest method is to correct the stub record,

destroy the spoiled check, and use in its stead a new check

detached from the back of the check-book or secured from the

bank which keeps loose blank checks (known as "counter"

checks) for this and other purposes.

Some concerns, however, insist that no papers be de-

stroyed. Here, the spoiled check is attached to its stub and

marked "Void" or "Not Good' across the face, and the signa-

ture, if made, is torn off and destroyed, and another check

of different number is made out. If it is desirable for the

cash disbursements journal to show in numerical sequence

all checks, the spoiled check should be entered and complete

explanation (including reference to the new check issued in

its stead) given, but no amount should be extended in the

money column. A line is drawn through the money column

to prevent an entry therein.

BANK REGISTER

As a Daily Summary of Cash Book—Its Use by Treasurer in

Controlling Financial Activities

The bank register, shown herewith, is a convenient daily

summary of the cash book, a line being provided for each day

of the month. For each bank with which an account is car-

ried, there is a column for the day's deposits, another for the
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amount of checks drawn on it, and a third to show the bal-

ance—the entries being made from the cash receipts and dis-

bursements journals. The bank register is designed to serve

the treasurer in controlling the company's financial activities.

Summary columns may also be given to show the total daily

BANK REGISTER
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ord of each deposit account, and the statement mailed the

depositor, an example of which is shown above, is a transcript

of such account. The statement frequently contains an

admonition that unless errors are reported in ten days the

account will be considered correct.

RECONCILIATION OF BANK STATEMENT

Why Reconciliation is Necessary—Several Methods Used in

Making Reconciliation—The True Bank Balance

Discrepancies Between Depositor's and Bank's Ac-

counts.—When the bank's statement of account or the bal-

ance as shown by the pass-book is received, it will seldom

agree with the depositor's record, for several reasons. So

far as checks drawn are concerned, the depositor's record is

more up to date than the bank's record. As soon as a check

is written, it is entered on the stub of the check-book. The

bank, however, knows nothing of the checks drawn until

they are presented for payment. Some checks are sent out

of town, and others go through the local mail, not reaching

the bank until the following day or several days later. These

outstanding checks cause the chief difference between the

bank's record of the depositor's account and his own.

Other transactions, however, also cause differences. If

the depositor holds a customer's note due in a few days and

places it with his banker for collection, the bank will not credit

his account with the amount until it has actually been col-

lected. Nor does the depositor ordinarily add it to his de-

posits until he receives notice that the amount has been col-

lected and placed to his credit. If the bank's statement should

include this item and the depositor's record not include it

—

because he has not yet received the notice from the bank

—

there will be a difference between the two accounts. Again,

it may happen that customers' checks deposited and accepted
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for credit to the depositor's account cannot be collected by the

bank. The amount of the uncollected check is then charged

back against the depositor's account. If the bank statement

takes account of this uncollectible check, while the depositor

has not yet been notified of the failure to collect the item, there

will be a discrepancy between the two records.

Sometimes the bank allows interest on moneys deposited,

and sometimes collection charges are made on checks and notes

placed with the bank for collection. The bank knows both

the interest which it will credit and the exchange or collection

costs which it will charge to the depositor's account, whereas

the depositor does not know these facts until notified by the

bank.

The foregoing are the chief items that give rise to a differ-

ence between the two accounts.

Making the Reconciliation.—In checking one account

against the other, the depositor must take all such items into

consideration in order to make a reconciliation of the two

accounts. For the purpose of safeguarding cash, it is best

that the reconciliation be made by some one who does not

draw the checks or make the deposits. The first thing to do

is to compare the deposit items shown by the monthly state-

ment with the deposit items on the stub of the check-book.

Items in one account which are not in the other will account

for the difference to that extent. Next, the canceled checks

which the bank has returned should be arranged in numerical

sequence and compared with the check-book stubs. Fre-

quently, each stub corresponding with a canceled check is

marked with a large red or blue check-mark. Checks which

the depositor has drawn but which have not yet been pre-

sented to the bank for payment will in this way become ap-

parent. A list of these showing the check numbers and

amounts should be made. A reconciliation of the two ac-

counts mav now be made.
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Three methods of reconciliation are used. Under the first,

the balance as shown by the bank is reconciled with the bal-

ance as shown by the depositor's record ; that is, starting with

the bank balance, adjust to arrive at the depositor's balance.

Under the second, we start with the depositor's balance and

bring it into agreement with the bank's balance. Under the

third, the difference between the two accounts is found and

a statement of the transactions causing this difference is

set up.

Reconciliation Illustrated.—In the illustrations follow-

ing, the first and third methods are used. If the bank's bal-

ance includes a credit to the depositor's account of which he

has not yet received notice, the bank's balance will be larger

by that amount than the depositor's record. Hence, the

amount of such credit items—notes collected, interest credited,

etc.—must be subtracted from the bank's balance. If there

are any outstanding checks, the bank's balance will be larger

by the amount of these checks than that shown by the de-

positor's record. It is necessary, therefore, to subtract from

the bank's balance the amount of the outstanding checks in

order to arrive at the balance as shown by the depositor's

record. When these adjustments have been made, the two

accounts should agree. An illustration will make these

points clear.

The company's balance as shown by its bank is $63,120

as of March 31. A comparison of the depositor's record and

the bank's record of deposits shows that the bank has credited

to the company's account the following items for which the

company has not yet received notice : A's note collected $3,750

and interest credited for the month of March $34. A com-

parison of the canceled checks with those which have been

drawn, as shown by the depositor's check-book stubs, shows

that the following checks are outstanding: #345, $10.25;

#346, $110.50; #350, $67.50. The company's record
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shows that it has a balance in the bank of $59,157.75.

Reconcile the two accounts.

(One Method)

Reconciliation Statement of Bank Account

March 31, 19-

Bank balance per monthly statement $63,120.00

Deduct

:

A's note collected but not yet entered in check-

book $3,750.00

Interest for March credited by bank but not yet

entered in check-book 34.00 3,784.00

$59,336.00

Deduct : Outstanding Checks

Ck. #345 $ 10.25

#346 100.50

#350 67.50 178.25

$59,157.75

(Another Method)

Reconciliation Statement of Bank Account

March 31, 19-

Bank balance per monthly statement $63,120.00

Check-book balance 59,157.75

Difiference $ 3,962.25

Difference accounted for as follows :

Deposits not yet entered on check-book

:

A's note collected by bank $3,750.00

Interest on bank balance for March 34.00 $ 3,784.00

Checks not yet canceled by bank

:

#345 $ 10.25

#346 100.50

#350 67.50 178.25

Difference accounted for $ 3,962.25

Finding the True Bank Balance.—Neither the bank's

balance nor the depositor's balance will necessarily be the

correct one. In the case above, the bank has credited the de-

positor with a deposit which had not been recorded in the de-
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positor's books. On the other hand, the depositor has a record

of checks drawn against his deposit of which the bank has

no knowledge. The purpose of the reconcihation statement

is not necessarily to show the true balance available for check-

ing, but primarily to check the correctness of both records.

Two independent records of the same account—in this case

one kept by the bank and the other by the depositor—^provide

the best possible proof of accuracy. The reconciliation state-

ment serves this purpose. If the depositor desires to know

the true balance available for checking, he will take account

of the deposits with which the bank credits him but which

he has not yet recorded on his own books. His own records

will then show the true status of his bank account.

In the example shown above, the true balance available

for checking is $62,941.75, made up as follows

:

Balance as shown by depositor's record $59,157.75

Add : Items credited by bank but not yet taken into

the depositor's record

:

A's note collected $3,750.00

Interest for March 34.00 3,784.00

True balance available for checking $62,941.75

OVERDRAWING THE BANK ACCOUNT

Bank's Attitude on Overdrafts—Small and Large Overdrafts—
Laws on Bank Overdrafts

Nature of Overdraft.—When a depositor draws checks

for a larger total amount than he has on deposit in the bank,

he has overdrawn his account. If the bank should pay the

checks as they are presented, a debit balance or overdraft is

created in the account. The overdraft is in reality in the

nature of an open-account loan made by the bank to the de-

positor—one not evidenced by a promissory note. The bank

is accordingly under no obligation to pay checks after the
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balance of the account is exhausted. But if the overdraft is

small and the depositor is considered good for the amount,

the bank may accept the overdraft in order to spare the de-

positor inconvenience and embarrassment, though it will im-

mediately advise him of the overdraft and expect him to can-

cel it with a fresh deposit, possibly charging him interest in

the meantime. On the other hand, if the amount of the over-

draft is large and the depositor's standing is none too good,

the bank will refuse to honor the excess checks and will re-

turn them marked "Insufficient Funds" to those presenting

them for payment.

Effect of Frequent Overdrafts.—Frequent overdrafts are

a source of annoyance to a bank and may render the account

unsatisfactory to it. In that case it will either insist on no

more overdrafts, or failing that, on the withdrawal of the

account. Moreover, banks usually expect the depositor to

maintain at all times a certain average minimum balance, de-

termined by the amount of service it performs for the de-

positor as well as the line of credit it extends to him, and

unless that minimum is kept, it may make a monthly charge

or a charge per item handled, or reimburse itself by increased

fees for collection or other services it performs, or by in-

creased interest rates on loans it extends to the depositor.

When a firm opens an account and is extended in connection

therewith a line of credit, that is, the privilege of borrowing

up to an agreed limit, one of the customary terms of such an

arrangement is that the firm shall maintain an average deposit

balance of no less than 20% of its outstanding loans.

Overdrafts may occur by mistake, but they should never

happen knowingly. Many states have laws which make it a

crime to draw a check on a bank where there are insufficient

funds to pay it. In some states the intent to defraud need

not be proved ; the mere fact that the check was dishonored

by the bank is sufficient to establish legal responsibility.
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POST-DATING OF CHECKS

When Post-Dated Checks Are Generally Issued—Bank's Atti-

tude—Entries for Post-Dated Checks

Use of Post-dated Checks.—Post-dated checks are checks

which are given a future date. Thus a check drawn on March

2, may be dated March 8. It is, in that event, not payable

until the future date, and its recipient must hold it until the

date named. Checks are post-dated generally when there are

insufficient funds in the bank and it is anticipated that de-

posits will be made before the day arrives for the payment of

the check. Post-dated checks are also issued if they are pay-

able on a certain day out of a particular fund, as dividends

for example, and it is found convenient to make out the checks

a few days in advance.

While post-dated checks are as valid as checks otherwise

drawn, they are not payable until the day of their date. If

presented to the bank in advance of their dates, payment will

be refused. The use of such checks to meet obligations is

contrary to good business practice. They give evidence of

financial weakness and injure the maker's credit standing.

Moreover, such checks, by inadvertence or design, will not

infrequently be presented to the bank for payment, escape

the bank's vigilance and cause overdrafts. Banks frown on

such practices, and if the practices are persisted in, the bank

may be strongly inclined to ask for the withdrawal of the

account of such depositor.

Entries for Post-Dated Check.—When a post-dated check

has been received in payment of an account, it may be treated

as a note receivable and the entry made accordingly, with an

appropriate explanation. The check is held until its date,

when it is deposited. The entry then will consist of debiting

Cash through the cash disbursements journal and crediting

Notes Receivable.
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STOPPING PAYMENT OF A CHECK

Need of Written Notice to Bank—Bank's Responsibility—
Liability of Maker and Indorsers

Sending the Bank Stop-Payment Order.—A depositor

has control over the payment of any check he draws, up to

the time it is presented at the bank for payment. If he finds

that the check was written by mistake, the amount was wrong,

or if for any other reason he desires to prevent payment after

the check has been issued, he may do so by sending the bank

written notice to that efifect. He may telephone an order to

stop payment, but the bank is legally required to recognize

only a written notice. A stop-payment order by telephone

should, therefore, be immediately followed by a written notice.

Such notice must contain the date of the check, its number,

amount, and the name of the payee, in order to enable the

bank to identify the check. Blanks on which the required

information may be entered are usually supplied by the bank.

(See illustration below.) No one but the maker of the check

has a right to stop its payment so long as there are sufficient

funds in the bank. If the check is not presented to the bank

in a reasonable time, the bank may issue a notice of the fact

to the drawer and request to be relieved of further liability

on the stopped check by the drawer signing and returning the

notice to the bank.

Responsibility of the Bank—Upon receipt of the stop-

payment order, the bank is in law responsible to the depositor

for omission to comply with his instructions. As the risk to

the bank is considerable, it must take every precaution to pre-

vent the accidental payment of the check, and it is, therefore,

put to not a little trouble and expense. While the average

bank is pleased to cooperate with the depositor in this as well

as other matters, it does not take kindly to frequent orders

for stop-payment, and the friendly relations between bank

and depositor are bound to suffer in consequence.
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STOP PAYMENT ORDER

TO INSURE PROMPT AND ACCURATE
ATTENTION. PLEASE COMPLETE THIS

FORM.

NEW YORK..

THE CHASE NATIONAL BANK

NEW YORK CITY.

GENTLEMEN:

PLEASE STOP PAYMENT ON draFT

TO THE ORDER OF_

IN WHICH ACTION WE AGREE TO HOLD YOU HARMLESS.

THE ABOVE DESCRtBED dr^FT "*^ '^°'^ ^^^** ^*'°

ACCORDING TO STATEMENT RENDERED TO_

SHOULD YOU PAY THIS pp^^ THROUGH INADVERTENCY

OR OVERSIGHT. IT IS EXPRESSLY UNDERSTOOD THAT YOU WILL. IN

NO WAY BE HELD RESPONSIBLE.

YOURS VERY TRULY.

AUTHORIZED SICNATUR

Stop Payment Blank, Supplied by Bank and Filled Out by Depositor
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Stopping payment on a check does not relieve the maker
or indorsers of HabiHty to an innocent third party who accepts

the check in good faith and for value from one who has no

right to it.

The printed stop-payment orders, however, which larger

banks supply their depositors with, may contain a notation

relieving them from any liability for inadvertently paying a

check or draft on which a stop-payment order has been issued.

Entry for Stopped Check—When an order to stop pay-

ment of a check has been issued, a reverse entry is made in

the cash disbursements journal. The entry is made in the

usual way except that a notation of the stopped payment is

made in the explanation column and instead of inserting the

amount of the check, a cross-reference is made to the previous

entry in the amount column. All this may be done in red ink.

If by the bank's inadvertence the check should be paid, the

reverse entry is canceled.

THE VOUCHER CHECK
Advantages in Use of Voucher Check—Forms of Voucher

Checks—Procedure in Its Use

Voucher Check as a Receipt of Payment.—The voucher

check is one which serves the double purpose of a receipted

voucher as well as a means of payment—the ordinary bank

check. Under the voucher system of recording purchases,

each purchase is settled individually, and it is, therefore, de-

sirable to secure from the vendor a receipt for the payment

of a particular invoice. When a separate voucher, or rather

the invoice portion of it, is sent for the purpose along with

the check, and the vendor is asked to receipt and return it,

he not infrequently fails to do this, and if he does, he is put

to a certain amount of inconvenience.

To obviate these difficulties the voucher check has been de-

vised. By this method of securing the vendor's receipt, the
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invoice portion of the voucher is set up in condensed form

at one end or on the reverse side of the check remitted to the

vendor. When received and deposited by him, it bears his

indorsement, and when paid by the bank comes back to the

drawer. The canceled check with the vendor's indorsement

constitutes at law a good receipt for the payment of the bill,

the details or summary of which are stated in the small in-

voice form on the check. Sometimes the check carries on its

face a notation to the effect that the check is issued in pay-

ment of the attached invoice. Sometimes also on the reverse

of the check, above the space for indorsements, a notation is

made that indorsement of the check is acknowledgment of full

payment of the bill. When received, the check is clipped to

the appertaining voucher along with the other papers involved

in the transaction, and the whole then transferred to the paid

voucher file.

Forms of Voucher Checks—Many dififerent forms of

voucher check are in use, but in general they are classed into

two general groups. The first is what is described as the

single voucher check, with the invoice appearing on the face
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THE F.E.FOWLER CO.

New York City_

Pay to the order of

.

_«-

In full settlement of the within accounts

THE F.E.FOWLER CO.

TO CONGRESS BANK AND TRUST CO. By.

New York City

_Xreas.
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NOT

»>3

CEis^
NET AMOUNT

PAY

Minn eapoIis.>linxi.

PAYABLE AT MAIN OFFICE OF

DISCOUNT ALLOWABLE—OR.

VOUCHERS PAVABLE-CR.

(,first sheet)

(c) Voucher Check with
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or the reverse side of the check. Such a check with the in-

voice on its face is shown on page 68. The second form

of voucher check, an example of which is illustrated on

page 69, is the folded voucher check. With this form more

space is available for the invoice portion, on which the details

of the vendor's bill are entered. To meet the objections of

bankers, who have not liked either of the above forms of

voucher checks because of their bulkiness or undue length, a

third form has been developed, as illustrated on pages 70-

71. The check itself is of regulation size and has attached

to it an informational statement, which is detached and re-

tained by the vendor as a permanent record when depositing

the check. The voucher number appears both on the check

and attached statement. The distribution section is made out

when the voucher is written and is then detached and sent

to the accounting department for entry in the general and

expense ledgers. The second sheet shown in this form

of voucher check should be attached to the invoice and other

supporting papers and filed as a permanent record of the

transaction.

Procedure in Use of Voucher Check.—Where an invoice

has been received from a creditor, it must first be verified as

to content and extensions. From this invoice, the voucher

statement is prepared which shows in as much detail as the

form permits the creditor, date and terms of invoice, amount

of invoice, cash discount, if any, and net amount of bill. This

voucher is then filed in a tickler so that it may be paid promptly

within discount period. When date of payment arrives, the

voucher is sent to the cashier who prepares the voucher check

attached thereto and mails this to the creditor. A duplicate

copy or a memorandum thereof is retained in the office so

that the bookkeeping department may complete its entries.

When vouchers are paid, and disbursements recorded, the

vouchers are filed in numerical order in the paid vouchers file.
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WRITING THE BANK CHECK
Parties to a Check—Standard Forms of Checks—Essential

Parts of Check—Forms of Check-Books

Form of Check.—A check is a written order made by a

depositor upon his bank, directing payment of a stated sum
of money usually to a named party. The parties to a check

are:

1. The drawer or maker, that is, the depositor.

2. The payee, or party to whom the check is made payable.

3. The drawee, that is, the bank on which it is drawn.

By reference to the following illustrations in which two

standard forms of check are shown, the essential and non-

essential parts of the check may be noted.

No 37^ New York ^JJL,. /Cp^19::^

The Third National Bank
OF THE CI

Check for Less Than One Dollar

The Fifth Avenue Bank '"'^•^
f-re

Pay to
Ciitc^

I THE MEWfORK CLtflRiNG HOU^ fl^SOCIAtU

on Order,

ars.

Check Payable to "Cash"
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The essential parts axe :

1. Date.

2. Name of bank on which drawn.

3. The definite order or demand evidenced by the phrases

—

(a) "Pay to the order of"

(b) "Pay to bearer"

4. The statement in both words and figures of the sum of

money involved.

5. The signature of the maker of the check, that is, the

depositor.

The non-essential parts of a check are

:

1. The check number.

2. The purpose for which the check is given.

Although not essential, these parts of the check are very

convenient, especially the check number which saves time in

proving the correctness of the depositor's balance.

Check-Books.—There are many forms of check-books.

These are usually provided without charge by the bank in

which deposits are made. A small charge, however, may be

made by the bank, if, as is usually done in businesses, the

firm name is printed on the check. The checks are printed

either with several checks or with only one check to the page.

Where a stub is not provided, an interleaf between checks is

used to record the essential memoranda concerning the check.

The form on page 75 shows a check-book with stubs having

one side for memoranda of checks drawn and the other for

memoranda of deposits made.

Drawing of Check.—In drawing checks it is always best

first to fill out stub or interleaf, as this will prevent making

errors on the checks themselves, and thus spoiling them. The

next steps are to date the check, write the name of the payee

;

and then write the amount beginning well to the left. No
spaces should be left between words, and all blank spaces
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should be filled with wavy lines. Figures should be written

close up to the dollar sign, and it must be made certain that

they are legible. Usually a simple plain signature is harder

to forge than an illegible one with many flourishes. When
writing a check for less than $1 fill in the written amount,

"sixty-nine cents only," and cross out the printed word "Dol-

lars." After the amount in figures one may also write the

"69
word "only," for example, —— only." Banks, however, do

not look with favor on drawing of checks for less than one

dollar. A check is often made payable to "Cash," "Myself,"

"Bearer," "New York Draft," "Payroll," etc. This indicates

that the check is payable to a bearer. A check made payable

to "New York Draft," "Payroll," etc., indicates the purpose

for which it is drawn.

Check Indorsements.—For purposes of transfer, before

presentation to the bank drawn on for payment, checks must

be properly indorsed. The various forms of indorsement ex-

plained in connection with promissory notes (page 228) are

also used for checks. The full indorsement is preferable in

ANO^^Mi

^ 5Q.50

-n^^-<L-i?->^

.

.DOLLARS

1 No_4Ql.

Blank Indorsement Full Indorsement
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all cases. This is shown opposite. Checks made payable to

"Cash" when presented to the bank by the maker, do not ordi-

narily have to be indorsed. Those made payable to "Myself,"

"Bearer," or "Payroll," if the cash is to be passed over the

counter to the maker of the check or to another party, must

usually be indorsed by the receiving party. A check made

payable to a special payroll account in the bank, to be dis-

bursed by it, and checks so drawn that the bank itself is to get

the funds and is to pass them over the counter to the one pre-

senting the check, do not ordinarily require indorsement.

Protective Devices Against Forgery.—Various devices

are used to protect against fraud, in issuing checks, as where

the amount of the check is cut into or perforated through the

paper and the cut edges inked with indelible ink ; the use of

printed marginal maximum amounts so that the check will

not be good for more than the indicated maximum ; the use

of special watermarked paper, and of forge-proof ink. These

have all been helpful but are not wholly successful. The bank

is liable if it makes payment on a check with a forged signa-

ture. In the case of alteration of other portions of the check,

as for example, raising the amount, the maker usually suffers

the loss. Writing the check in accordance with directions

given above prevents many of the simple and more apparent

alterations. However, even the best protected checks are

often changed by a clever crook in such a way as to escape

detection by the watchful eye of the bank clerk.

THE DRAFT AS A NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT

Parties to a Draft—Sight and Time Drafts—Procedure in

Accepting Draft—Draft Payable After Date

Draft Defined.—The draft is defined as an unconditional

order in writing addressed by one person to another, signed

by the person giving it, requiring the person to whom it is
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fzs-Qi^

/A<pyy}}y/jpJ//-^ jA. /^.^.^t^.^^a^ y^.'^LgJ.^

,y44fj^y^ NOV 2 6 19- ^^
JZL--=«^^: i^^

/C«^^^-e> ^/::^<^x-g»^,g^ ^̂̂ ^> -̂>^~ ^'

%. '^^-^^4^^ ^^ '^^.i^

(a) Sight Draft

(b) Time-After-Sight Draft—Accepted

lyVec^f^ c^//7-/__ J. /S- ^9—

e6.d^ a.^^t:^.^ e!i,<x:tLy-

^^Z<j:6:<i-Ae^^y

:^i!^.f'i

(c) Time-After-Date Draft—Accepted
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addressed to pay upon demand or at a fixed or determinable

future time a stated sum of money to a third party or to

bearer. The party who draws the draft is called the drawer,

the party on whom the draft is drawn is the drawee, and the

party to whom the draft is made payable is the payee. The

bank check is a common form of draft, inasmuch as it is an

order by the depositor upon the bank to pay another party.

It is not customary to refer to it as a draft, however. In

actual practice drafts are frequently made payable to the

drawer, so that drawer and payee are the same person. By
indorsing the draft as payee the drawer is able to negotiate

the draft with any bank or other party.

Kinds of Drafts.—Drafts are classified on several bases

:

1. Geographically as to place.

2. As to time of payment.

3. As to the parties.

1. Classified geographically as to place, drafts are :

(a) Domestic, or inland drafts, those drawn and payable

within the same state.

(b) Foreign drafts, those drawn in one state but payable

in some other state or a foreign country.

Thus, a draft drawn in New York and payable in Chicago

becomes a foreign draft. Similarly, a draft drawn in New
Orleans and payable in Brazil is a foreign draft. A draft

drawn in San Francisco but payable in Los Angeles is, how-
ever, a domestic, or inland bill. A draft drawn on New York
is known as a New York draft; on a Chicago bank as a

Chicago draft.

2. Classified as to time of payment, drafts are

:

(a) Sight drafts, which are to be paid as soon as presented

to parties on whom they are drawn [see form (a)].
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(b) Time drafts, to be paid some time after they are first

presented and accepted, that is acknowledged by the

drawees as their obligations.

Time drafts may be drawn for a certain number of days

after sight or after date. When a draft is payable after sight,

it matures a certain number of days or months after accept-

ance [see form (b)]. It is important, therefore, that the

party on whom it is drawn be found and the draft presented

for acceptance as soon as possible, in order to establish the

date of payment. A draft payable a certain time after date,

however, has its payment date determined by counting for-

ward from the date on which it was drawn.

3. As to the names of the parties, drafts are sometimes

classified as bank draffs or commercial drafts. If one bank

draws on another bank to make payment, the draft is a bank

draft, whereas if one merchant draws on another merchant,

the draft is a commercial draft.

Acceptance of a Draft.—For a time draft to be binding at

law, the drawee must signify his willingness to make payment

as requested in the draft. Without such written acceptance,

the draft has no more legal status than an ordinary request.

This acceptance by the drawee binds him to the contract as

stated in the draft and makes him primarily liable.

Acceptance is usually signified by writing across the face

of the draft the word "Accepted" and the date, followed by

the signature of the drawee. Banks frequently act as agents

in securing acceptance of drafts. See forms (b) and (c).

BOOKKEEPING ENTRIES FOR DRAFT
TRANSACTIONS

Entries on Books of Drawer, Payee, and Drawee—When Draft
Accepted and When Paid—Dishonored Draft

Inasmuch as a merchant may at different times be the

drawer, drawee, or payee of a draft, it is necessary to con-
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sider the entries to be made under each of these situations.

It will be assumed that John Squires draws a sight draft on

Rodney MacDougal, made payable to James Rogers & Co.

Entries on the Books of the Drawer.—When drawer and

payee are

—

Different Parties.—If a sight draft is drawn, the

drawer, John Squires, will debit the payee, James Rogers &
Co., to show the settlement of his debt to him, and credit the

drawee, Rodney MacDougal, to show that MacDougal settles

the debt he owes Squires.

The Same Party.—In case the drawer and the payee

are the same party—that is, in case Squires draws the draft

in favor of himself, the draft reading "Pay to the order of

myself," and being used for collection purposes—no entry

will ordinarily be made by the drawer until he has received

notice that the draft has been collected, when the entry will

consist of

:

Cash $499.50

Collection and Exchange .50

Rodney MacDougal (Drawee) $500.00

When the Draft Is Protested for Non-acceptance,

—When the draft is protested for non-acceptance by drawee

and returned by the payee to the drawer, the original entry

must be reversed, as follows :

Rodney MacDougal (Drawee) $500.00

James Rogers & Company (Payee) $500.00

If Rogers & Company paid the expense of protesting, the

drawer will make the following entry

:

Expense (of Protest Fees) $2.50

James Rogers & Company (or cash) $2.50

If the drawer reimburses Rogers & Company immediately

for the expense of protesting, the credit item in the above

entry will be to Cash instead of to James Rogers & Company.
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If the draft is for collection and the payee and drawer are

the same person, no entry is necessary if the draft is pro-

tested, since no entry was made at the time it was drawn.

Payment of the draft by the drawee at maturity does not

affect the drawer, and so no record is necessary. If, how-

ever, an accepted draft is protested for non-payment at ma-

turity, the entries for such a transaction are the same as for

the protested promissory note. (See page 225.) In this

case the entry would be

:

Rodney MacDougal $502.50

Cash $502.50

Entries on the Books of the Payee.—The transaction is

now being recorded from the standpoint of James Rogers &
Company, the payee.

When the Draft Is Received.—When a sight draft

is received by James Rogers & Company, the entry is

:

Cash $500.00

John Squires (Drawer) $500.00

Since this is a sight draft, the payee may wait until the

draft has been collected, or make the entry as soon as the

draft is received.

If the draft is "after date" or "after sight," the following

entry is made when the draft is received

:

Notes Receivable $500.00

John Squires (Drawer) $500.00

Sometimes this entry is deferred until the draft has been

presented to the drawee for acceptance. Theoretically, this

latter method is preferable, since drafts prior to acceptance

are not promises to pay, that is, notes receivable. Practically,

however, the entry as given keeps track of the draft.

When the Draft Is Paid.—When the draft is paid at

maturity, the following entry will be made on the books of

the payee

:
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Cash $500.00

Notes Receivable $500.00

If the Draft Is Dishonored.—If the draft is dis-

honored for non-acceptance or non-payment, the reversing

entry, in the case of a sight draft, will be

:

John Squires (Drawer) $500.00

Cash $500.00

In the case of a time draft ("after sight" or "after date"),

the reversing entry will be

:

John Squires (Drawer) $500.00

Notes Receivable $500.00

An additional entry will be made to record the payment of

protest fees incident to the dishonored draft

:

John Squires (Drawer) $2.50

Cash $2.50

Note that this is charged to Squires, as it is an expense

which he, and not James Rogers & Company, should bear.

Entries on the Books of the Drawee.—The following

entries are made on the books of the drawee, Rodney Mac-

Dougal.

When Draft Is Paid Prior to Acceptance.—If a

sight draft is presented or if a time-after-date draft is not

presented for acceptance until its date of maturity, the follow-

ing entry will be made by the drawee if he honors the draft

:

John Squires (Drawer) $500.00

Cash $500.00

When Draft Is Accepted.—If the above draft is a time

draft and it is presented to the drawee, MacDougal, for ac-

ceptance and he accepts it, the following entry will be made

on his books

:

John Squires (Drawer) $500.00

Notes Payable $500.00
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If for any reason MacDougal refuses to accept the draft,

he makes no entry on his books, since the original record of

the transaction still holds.

When an Accepted Draft Is Paid.—When Mac-

Dougal pays the draft at maturity, he will make the following

entry

:

Notes Payable $500.00

Cash $500.00

CASHIER'S CHECK

Its Use in Making Payments to Non-depositors—As a Form of

Exchange

A cashier's check (see form below) is a check drawn by a

bank on itself and signed by its cashier. In effect it is the

bank's promise to pay on demand. It is generally used by

the bank to make payments to those who are not its deposi-

|V.YTe THK ORDBR OP.

f ViCTLY fk

Cashier's Check

tors. Such payments include loans made by the bank to non-

depositors. But a common use of this form of the bank's

obligation is also in making remittance where an ordinary

check on a bank is not acceptable. It is, in other words, a

form of exchange. Cashier's checks are purchased by re-

mitters, the bank making a charge for the loan of its credit

in this form.
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CERTIFIED CHECKS

85

Certification of Checks—When Certified Checks Are Used—
Presentation of Checks for Certification—Bank's Liability

Effect of Certification.—Certified checks are required for

some business transactions such as payment of taxes, licenses,

etc., and are desirable for many others. A certified check is

one on the face of which is the bank's certificate that the check

is good. The bank's statement that the check is good carries

o
>-

o
•-3

No. 1785

Paytothb
ORDER OF.

Jew ycittK , Aujguat 8th

S,|CSiMPANYOFNEWYORK

Tan >^nA Dollars

fyCO^ »

Certified Check

greater weight than does the individual's because the bank is

a better known institution. Any check may be certified by

presenting it to the bank in which the funds drawn on are

deposited and having the bank's statement written or stamped

across its face that the check is good or that it is accepted.

A form of certified check is shown above.

In the case of certification or acceptance of a check by the

bank, the bank and not the depositor becomes liable for the

payment of the check. To carry this liability into effect, the

bank charges the depositor's account as soon as the check is

certified and the amount of the check is transferred to the

general funds of the bank. When the check is presented for

payment, the bank's funds and not the depositor's will be

used to meet it.
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Presentation of Check for Certification.—Either the

payee or the drawer of a check may present it for certification.

A payee may desire to have a check certified because he does

not care to collect payment from the bank immediately or be-

cause he wishes to send the check through the mails to another

party. When the payee has a check certified, the maker is

absolutely released from all liability for payment.

The drawer may desire to have his check certified before

sending it to a creditor in order to make the funds immediately

available for the creditor instead of compelling him to wait

until the check can be collected by his bank. It is customary

to deposit certified checks as evidence of good faith when bid-

ding on a contract. If the drawer of a check has it certified,

he is not entirely freed from all liability inasmuch as the

courts have held that he is still liable in case the bank fails

before the check is presented for payment. Because a certi-

fied check has been charged to the drawer's account, it should

be deposited in his bank account if unused, not destroyed.

BANK DRAFTS

Purchase of Drafts—Drawn Payable to Purchaser—New York

Exchange

Bank drafts are sight drafts drawn by small interior banks

on banks in the larger cities, and are used when the ordinary

bank check is not an acceptable form of payment. The one

making the remittance purchases the draft from the drawer

bank, paying the face amount of the draft plus a charge for

the service, amounting to a fraction of one per cent. Fre-

quently the draft is made payable to the remitter, who before

remitting it places his indorsement upon it. In this manner

his name appears on the draft, and the draft, though held in

the files of the drawer bank upon being cashed and returned,

constitutes better evidence of the payment in case of dispute,
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since it shows the name of the remitter as payee and original

indorser. Most bank drafts are drawn on New York City

banks, in which interior banks keep accounts, because they

are the most acceptable throughout the country. These drafts

are frequently referred to as New York exchange, or New
York drafts. If drawn on a Chicago bank, they are called

Chicago exchange or drafts.

CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT

Use in Lieu of Bank Deposit—Payment of Certificate—
Transferahility

Certificate of Deposit Defined.—A certificate of deposit

is an instrument signed by an officer of the bank, certifying

that the named party has deposited money for a stated amount.

It is either payable on demand or at a stated period. In the

latter case it bears interest. Part payments may be made by

the bank upon it and the amounts entered on the back of the

certificate or the old certificate taken up and a new one issued.

Demand certificates of deposit are treated by banks as

demand deposits, while time certificates, or those payable at

a stated period, are treated as time deposits.

When Used.—Such a deposit is not subject to check, and

is frequently issued to those who have regular accounts with

the bank. If, for example, a depositor of a bank in a small

town desired to make a time deposit in a bank in a large city

simply for the interest it will draw, without any intention of

establishing any permanent relations with the bank, the de-

posit will take the form of a certificate instead of a regular

deposit account. However, the fact that the certificate is

transferable, particularly if it is payable on demand, renders

it at times a convenient form in which even depositors may
carry at least some of their time deposits, or deposits with-

drawable upon the expiration of a stated period.
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EXPRESS, POSTAL, AND TELEGRAPH
MONEY ORDERS

When These Forms of Remittances Are Used—Charges Made

for These Remittances

Where there is no bank account or remittance by check is

unavailable for other reasons and the amount of remittance

is comparatively small, the express money order or the postal

money order is frequently resorted to as a means of trans-

ferring funds.

Express Money Order.—Such money orders are sight

drafts issued by certain large companies which formerly did

an express transportation business as v^^ell, and which are

still referred to as express companies. The drafts, made pay-

able to designated parties, may be purchased at any one of the

many offices of these companies distributed all over the coun-

try, and they may be cashed at any other office. They may,

however, be collected through a bank. Express money orders

may be indorsed and transferred any number of times.

Postal Money Order.—The postal money order is issued

by the United States Post Office Department, and is used by

those without bank accounts, whose remittances are usually

for small amounts. In requesting a postal money order, the

applicant fills out a form, and presents it at his post-office

which thereupon issues to him against payment of the required

amount, including a service charge, the money order payable

to a stated party at any post office. A receipt is also received

for the money paid.

The cost of postal money orders varies from 5 cents for

orders of from 1 cent to $2.50, to 22 cents for orders from

$80.01 to $100. Business use of postal money orders is

largely limited to making payment for C.O.D. items sent by

mail. Postal money orders may be transferred but once by

indorsement.
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Telegraph Money Orders.—These money orders are used

in situations requiring the quick transfer of funds. The tele-

graph, cable, or radio companies will pay to the payee speci-

fied in the telegraph money order, upon proper identification.

The cost for this service by telegraph is the cost of a 15-word

telegram to the payee's destination, plus a service charge

based upon the amount of the money order.

CASH DISCOUNT TERMS

Net Selling Price Defined—Relation of Cash Discounts to Trade

Discounts—Figuring Cash Discounts—Typical Cash Discount

Terms

Credit Period.—Most firms sell goods on certain terms

with respect to the time of payment. The sales may be for

cash, the remittance to be made upon the receipt of the goods,

or payment may be made in advance of shipment, as cash with

order. Many business organizations, however, sell goods on

account, allowing the purchaser a stipulated period in which

to pay for the invoice, which is called the credit period. These

credit terms, or merely "terms," as they are commonly re-

ferred to, are specified in the invoice and they may range

from "Cash" up to six months or longer. The more com-

mon terms are 30 days and 60 days. If payment of the in-

voice is due in, say, 30 days, the expression "Terms; net

30 days" will appear on the invoice. This may take the more
abbreviated form "n/30." The word "net" in these expres-

sions refers to the invoice amount, which is the net selling

price, that is, the list price less any trade discounts allowed.

Deduction of Cash Discount.—Firms which sell on ac-

count frequently offer customers a percentage deduction from
this invoice amount if payment is made sooner than the regu-

lar terms within a few days from the invoice date, usually

ten. This deduction is called cash and sometimes merchan-
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dise discount. From the standpoint of the seller it is cash

discount on sales, or merely sales discount ; from the stand-

point of the buyer, it is cash discount on purchases, or merely

purchase discount.

When a cash discount is allowed, the rate of discount and

the time within which the buyer may make the deduction, is

shown in the terms on the invoice. For example, the regular

terms of payment are net 30 days, meaning that the invoice

amount is payable at the end of that number of days from the

invoice date. At the same time a discount of 2% is allowed

if payment is made within 10 days from the invoice date. As

expressed in the invoice the terms are "2% 10 days, net 30

days," or "2/10, net 30," or "2% 10/n 30." The date of

the invoice is usually the date the goods are shipped, and the

discount period begins to run from the invoice date, no matter

when the buyer receives the goods.

Cash discounts are figured on the invoice amount, or the

net selling price. When the invoice is prepared, the trade

discounts, if any are allowed, are deducted on its face in order

to arrive at the net selling price. Since the cash discount may
or may not be taken by a buyer, as he may choose to avail

himself of the entire credit period, this discount is not de-

ducted on the invoice. It is deducted by the buyer when he

remits payment within the stipulated discount period, of 10

days, in the foregoing example. If the invoice amount is

$1,000 and the discount rate is 2%, he will remit $980 in pay-

ment of the bill. If, on the other hand, the buyer fails to

remit even within the regular credit period of, say, 30 days,

he may be charged interest for the time over the credit period.

The date on which check is mailed is usually regarded as the

effective date of payment. This is important in case of dis-

pute as to whether the discount should be allowed.

Typical Terms—^Various kinds of cash discount terms

are offered buyers, but a particular business will usually adopt
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a particular set of terms to which it will adhere as a matter

of policy in its sales to all customers or certain classes of

customers. Moreover, within a particular industry, due to

competition, the terms tend to become standardized, and all

doing business within that industry will offer about the same

terms.

The following are typical terms of cash discount, an ex-

planation being set opposite each.

1% 10 d. 1% discount if paid within 10 days.

Net 30 d. Pay net within 30 days.

2% 10th proximo 2% discount if paid by the 10th of the following

month.

5% e.o.m. 5% discount if paid by the end of the month.

2% 10/n 60 2% if paid in 10 days or net if paid from 11 to

60 days.

If a seller quotes a price f.o.b. destination, meaning de-

livery at his expense at the buyer's place of business, the in-

voice price includes the cost of freight. In this case the

cash discount should be figured on the basis of the invoice

amount less the freight.

RECORDING CASH DISCOUNTS ON
PURCHASES

Entry as Made in Various Types of Journals—Purchase Dis-

counts in the Profit and Loss Statement—''Discounts Lost"

Account

When Entry Is Made in General Journal.—A bill of

goods is purchased from J. H. Smith & Company for the

invoice amount of $1,000, on terms 2/10, n/30, which call

for remitting $1,000 if payment is made 30 days from the

invoice date, but only $980, or the invoice amount less a de-

duction of 2%, if remittance is made in 10 days from the

invoice date.

If the discount is taken and $980 remitted in full settle-

ment, the entry on the books, if the general journal is used,

will be

:
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Merchandise Purchases $1,000.00

Cash $980.00

Purchase Discount 20.00

Payment of invoice, No. 7, within cash discount

terms of 2/10, n/30.

When Entry Is Made in Cash Disbursements Journal.—
When a cash disbursements journal is used, the entry may be

made partly in this special journal and partly in the general

journal, as follows

:

Cash Disbxirsements Journal

Date
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Cash Disbursements Journal

93
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Lost" account, and no charge need be made in the handhng of

purchases on the books.

RECORDING CASH DISCOUNTS ON SALES

Several Methods of Recording—Posting the Journal Entry—
Discounts on Sales to Employees—Sales Discounts in the Profit

and Loss Statement

Journal Entry.—A bill of goods for $1,000 is sold to

Thomas Cameron on 30 days' credit with the option of set-

tling within 10 days with an allowance of 2% from the in-

voice amount as a cash discount. In other words, the sale is

on a cash discount basis and the terms, as usually stated, are

2% 10 days, net 30 days, or 2/10, n/30. When the goods

are shipped and the invoice is forwarded, Cameron's account

is charged through the general journal or the sales journal

with the invoice amount of $1,000, while Merchandise Sales

is credited with the amount.

If Cameron pays $1,000 at the end of 30 days from the

invoice date, his account is credited, while Cash is debited,

with $1,000. If, however, he makes settlement within 10

days of the invoice date, he deducts 2% or $20 from the in-

voice amount, and therefore remits only $980 in full settle-

ment of the account.

Recorded in the general journal only, the settlement ap-

pears as follows

:

Cash $980.00

Sales Discount 20.00

Thomas Cameron $1,000.00

Payment of invoice No. 25, with cash discount

terms of 2/10, n/30.

Where in addition to the general journal a cash receipts

journal is used, the settlement may be entered in both journals

as follows

:
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Cash Receipts Journal

95

Date
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Posting to Customer's Account—In posting the credit

to the customer's account, it is best to post the $1,000 in two

amounts, $980 on the main Hne and $20 just above in smaller

figures. Bookkeepers frequently do this in order to show in

the account that the customer has deducted his discount. Had
only one amount, $1,000, been entered, an inspection of the

account would not show whether the customer paid his bill

in time to take the discount or waited until the full credit

term had expired. When completely posted, the account will

appear as follows

:

Thomas Cameron

IP-
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expenses incurred in borrowing or obtaining money, such as

sales discount and interest cost. If the sales discount per cent

is very large or the time allowed very long, the discount is

treated as a trade discount. In that event the total sales

discount is deducted from Gross Sales amount on the profit

and loss statement.

Sales Discounts Allowed Employees.—Some concerns

allow their employees sales discounts, enabling them to pur-

chase goods practically at cost price. Such discounts, instead

of being charged to the regular Sales Discount account, may
be debited to a separate account bearing some such descrip-

tive title as "Discounts on Sales to Employees." Another

method is not to record the discount at all but simply to credit

the Sales account with the net price received.

HANDLING CASH DISCOUNTS ON PURCHASES
UNDER VOUCHER SYSTEM

Recording Cash Discounts in the Check Register—Making

Entry Instead in Voucher Register—Adjustments That May Be
Necessary

Monthly Summary Entries.—When the voucher register

is used in place of the ordinary purchase journal, no indi-

vidual ledger accounts are kept with creditors. The credit

and debit entries are merely made to one summary general

ledger account. Vouchers Payable, or Accounts Payable, by

monthly totals. The cash discounts on purchases which are

a part of the credit entries made in recording the payment

of bills, are similarly handled by monthly totals for all the

creditors instead of individually for each creditor.

Recording Cash Discounts on Cash Disbursements

Journal.—Practice varies somewhat, however, in this gen-

eral method of handling purchase discounts in connection with

the voucher register. Probably the most usual method is to
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make the voucher, which is the office representative of the

creditor's invoice, for the gross or invoice amount, enter this

amount as a credit in the Vouchers Payable column of the

voucher register, and divide the offsetting debit entry in ap-

propriate columns in the so-called distributive section of the

register, containing columns to record newly acquired assets

and expenses. (For an illustration of a voucher register, see

page 153.) No cash discount column is provided in the

register any more than one is used in the regular purchase

journal ; or if one is employed, it is merely a memorandum
column, which is ignored in making postings. When a bill

is to be paid in time to secure the discount, the amount of the

discount is deducted on the voucher in order to arrive at the

net amount for which the check is to be drawn. The payment

will be entered in the check register by inserting the gross

or invoice amount in the Vouchers Payable column, the

amount of the cash discount in the cash discount column pro-

vided for the purpose, and the amount actually paid in the

Net Cash column. At the end of the month when the totals of

the columns of the cash disbursements journal are posted to

the general ledger, the total of the cash discount column will

be credited to the Cash Discount account, and debited to

Vouchers Payable instead of to individual creditors' accounts.

Recording Cash Discounts on Voucher Register.

—

Where concerns can count on being able to take all cash dis-

counts on purchases promptly, they sometimes make up their

vouchers for the net amount of the purchase, that is, for the

invoice amount less the discount. This net amount is entered

in the Vouchers Payable column of the voucher register, and

the amount of discount they anticipate taking in the Cash
Discount column, which under this system of recording Is

provided in the voucher register instead of the check register.

After the lapse of the stipulated discount period, a check for

the net amount of the voucher is mailed the creditor, and the
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amount is entered in the Vouchers Payable column and Net

Cash column of the cash disbursements journal. It is also

customary to provide a cash discount column in the cash dis-

bursements journal for entry of the cash discounts, but this is

only for memorandum purposes. At the end of the month

when the totals of the columns in the voucher register are

posted, the total of the cash discounts column is credited to

the Cash Discounts account. The offsetting debit was in effect

made when the individual discounts were deducted from the

amounts entered in Vouchers Payable column of the voucher

register. It will be observed that one of the principal differ-

ences between the two methods of handling cash discounts on

purchases is that in the one case discounts are entered in the

cash disbursements journal in the usual manner, and in the

other they are entered in the voucher register.

Necessary Adjustments.—The second method of record-

ing cash discounts on purchases, by entering the discounts in

the voucher register, has one disadvantage. It will be noted

that by this system the discounts are entered in the voucher

register before the payments are made and the discounts are

actually earned. At the end of the fiscal period, therefore,

when the books are adjusted and closed, there will be a few

vouchers remaining unpaid, but the discounts on them will

be entered as though actually paid and earned. All such

anticipated or unearned discounts on unpaid vouchers will

have to be set up in an adjustment account—one deferring

the anticipated income to the next fiscal period, and accord-

ingly to be carried in the statement for the current period as

a liability account, or more exactly as an offsetting or contra

account. This method of recording cash discounts on pur-

chases is also upset in the event that the firm is unexpectedly

prevented from taking the anticipated discounts. An ad-

justment will then also be required as well as the preparation

of a new or additional voucher to cover the discount.
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SEASONAL DATINGS AND ANTICIPATION
RATES

Anticipation of Regular Discount Term—Handling of Freight

Charges—Table of Anticipation Rates and Percentages and Its

Use

Dating Terms.—In many seasonal businesses, as certain

lines of the dry goods business, for example, in addition to

the regular credit period, the buyer is allowed an extra num-

ber of days in which to make payment. This is for the pur-

pose of inducing him to place his order early, so as to relieve

the seller's rush period and enable him to get information in

advance as to the quantity he is likely to be called upon to

manufacture.

Suppose, for example, the terms of sale are 2% 10 days,

net 30 days, and 60 days extra, or as it may be expressed,

2% 10d./n.30 d./60 d. extra. Under these terms, the regu-

lar credit period of 30 days does not begin to run until the

extra 60 days have elapsed. The buyer, therefore, may take

his cash discount if he pays at the end of 70 days or he may
wait for a total of 90 days before he remits the full invoice

amount.

If, however, he anticipates the regular discount term,

which is 70 days off from the invoice date, he is allowed

interest at a per annum rate, customarily used in the trade.

Thus if he settles 50 days from the date of the invoice, he

will be allowed interest for 20 days. This interest allowance,

or anticipation as it is called, is in addition to the regular

cash discount of 2%. It is an extra cash discount which is

computed on a different basis from that of the regular cash

discount.

Terms which include the extra period are referred to as

dating terms, due to the fact that to all intents and purposes

the invoice is dated in advance by the number of extra days

allowed for payment.
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Example: Invoice dated March 31 for $4,750.90, terms

2% 10 days, 90 days extra, f.o.b. destination, paid on

April 27.

Invoice $4,750.90

Less : Freight 30.40

4,720.50

Less : Discount 2% 94.41

4,626.09

Less: Anticipation 6% for 72) days (1.2%, see accompanying
table) 55.51

Amount of check $4,570.58

In the foregoing example the cash discount was based on

the invoice amount less freight. The subtraction of the

freight is due to the fact that the goods were quoted f.o.b.

destination and the price included the freight. The anticipa-

tion was based on the amount left after deduction of the sales

discount of 2%.
It is the custom with some stores to compute the discount

on the face of the invoice and the anticipation on the net

amount after deducting the discount; then deducting the

freight charges. This plan, which favors the purchaser, is

illustrated below.

Using the same example as shown above, namely, invoice

dated March 31 for $4,750.90, terms 2% 10 days, 90 days

extra, f.o.b. destination, paid on April 27, the computations

are as follows

:

Invoice $4,750.90

Less: Discount 2% 95.02

4,655.88

Less : Anticipation 6% for 72 days (1.2%, see table) 55.87

4,600.01

Less : Freight 30.40

Amount of check $4,569.61

Table of Anticipation Rates and Percentages In com-

puting anticipation on invoices, the accompanying table,

adapted from the publications of Controllers Congress of Na-

tional Retail Dry Goods Association, will be of assistance.
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A Table of Anticipation Rates and Percentages

Per Annum Rates

Days
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A Table of Anticipation Rates and Percentages— (Continued)

Per Annum Rates

Days 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10%

56
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TRADE DISCOUNTS

List or Gross Prices—Discount Sheets—Purpose of Trade Dis-

counts—Quantity Discounts—Table of Chain Discounts

Definition and Purpose.—Trade discounts are deductions

which merchants allow dealer customers from their list prices

as given in their catalogs, for the various articles they handle.

It is customary to express the discounts as percentages on list

prices. The list or gross prices less the discounts are the

actual sales prices at which the articles are offered to cus-

tomers, or the so-called net selling prices. In addition to the

catalog with the list prices, dealers are supplied separate

sheets, called discount sheets, which show the trade discounts

to be applied to the list prices for the various articles. The

articles are identified in the discount sheets by their catalog

numbers. For example, the merchant may list commodity

numbered 45 in the catalog at $500, but in the discount sheet

he may allow a trade discount of 10% on the article. The

net selling price of the article is 90% of $500, or $450.

The custom of using trade discounts serves several pur-

poses. The list or catalog prices may be the retail prices at

which the articles are sold, while the net prices, or the list

prices minus the discounts, are those at which the articles are

offered to dealers. More important, in most industries using

trade discounts, the opportunity is afforded by the use of trade

discounts of changing the selling price of an article to meet

fluctuations in market prices by making a change in the dis-

count sheet instead of revising the catalog. Effecting changes

in catalogs is more expensive than making the same changes

in the discount sheets containing merely the catalog numbers

for the articles and the trade discount. Trade discounts are

also used for the purpose of partly concealing the real quota-

tion. Without the discount sheet giving the rates of discount

allowed from list prices, the catalog reveals little concerning

the real prices.
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"Quantity discounts" allowed from regular selling prices

on goods purchased in large quantities are also a form of trade

discount. The practice of showing sales prices by means of

a list price with trade discounts is not universal, however.

Some trades do not favor it.

It is customary to enter trade discounts on sales invoices.

The list price is first set up and the discounts deducted, giving

the net selling price, or the amount with which the customer

is charged on the books. The net selling price is the usual

basis for computing any cash discount allowed the customer.

Chain Discounts.—Trade discounts are used singly or in

series or chains. An article may have one discount rate or

it may have several. In the latter case, the net selling price is

determined by applying the first rate to the list price, then each

of the successive rates to the net amount resulting from the

application of the previous rate. Suppose an article listed in

the catalog at $750 has a discount series in the discount sheet

of 335^ %, 10%, and 5%, The net selling price is computed

by taking 66%% of $750, which gives $500; 90% of $500,

which gives $450; 95%, of $450, which gives $427,50, the

net selling prices.

Method 1 Method 2

$750 List price $750
^1/3

.66 2/3 Less ZZ 1/3 (1st disc.) $250

$750
$500 1st balance ' Tpss 250

90 100% less 10% (2nd disc.) ^^
$450 2nd balance 10
.95 100% less 5% (3rd disc.) ^

$500
Less 50

$450
.05

$427 . 50 Net selling price

$22.50

$450.00
Less 22.50

$427.50
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The computation may be made by either of the preceding

methods.

Cumulative or chain discounts are a necessary device for

following the rise and fall of market prices. As the market

falls, the trade discount rises.

Short Methods of Calculation.—Short methods for cal-

culating trade discounts when given in a series or a chain

are often employed. For a series of only two discounts, a

single rate equivalent to the two may be found by subtracting

their product from their sum—always treating them as deci-

mals. Thus, a series of 20 and 20 is equivalent to a single

rate of 36 as follows: (.20 -|- .20 == .40; .20 X .20 = .04;

.40 -.04 = .36).

Where there are many such chain discounts to be com-

puted, it is well to have the clerk prepare a table like the fol-

lowing taking into consideration the usual discounts that are

given in the particular trade.

Table Showing Net Equivalent After Chain Discounts
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counts allowed. The trade discounts will thus be entirely

ignored in making the formal book entries. The only records

of them may be the invoices, and the customers' discount file.

If, however, a business sells at list to retail customers, and at

net to dealers, all sales will be entered at list, but in the case

of sales made at net prices, an account called Trade Discount

Allowances, or bearing some similar title, will at the same

time be debited with the dollar amounts of the discounts. A
column will be provided in the sales journal for entering the

amount of the discount on each sale, the total of which at the

end of the month will be posted as a debit to Trade Discount

Allowances, while the net amount of the sales invoice will be;

posted to the debit of the customers' accounts. At the close

of the fiscal period, when the final statements are drawn up,

the total is shown on the profit and loss statement as a deduc-

tion from gross sales, giving the total net sales. The treat-

ment is thus equivalent to a sales allowance.

On Customer's Books.—Ordinarily buyers who purchase

merchandise or materials at prices subject to trade discounts,

charge Purchases or the individual merchandise or materials

accounts at the net invoice price—the list price less the trade

discounts. It is the policy of some concerns, however, to

carry the inventory at the gross price and consider the trade

discount as financial earned income, credit for which is given

the purchase department. In such instances, merchandise or

materials are charged at the gross price, while the seller Is

credited with the net amount and an Earned Trade Discount

account with the amount of the discount. A column is pro-

vided in the purchase journal in which the discount on each

purchase is entered from the invoice as received or the voucher

if the voucher system is employed. When the postings are

made at the close of the month, the total of the column is

credited to an Earned Trade Discount account. Trade

discounts being viewed in such instances as Income, the ac-
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count recording them, "Earned Trade Discounts," will be

balanced and closed at the end of the accounting period, and

its balance will appear on the profit and loss statement in the

section composed of the Financial Management or Other In-

come items.

RECORDING ANTICIPATION

Entries on Vendor's and Purchaser's Books—Treatment on

Vendor's and Purchaser's Profit and Loss Statements

Entries on Seller's Books.—Where dating terms, or extra

credit periods, are allowed customers, the anticipation or in-

terest allowed them for anticipating all or a portion of the

extra period is a financial expense to the seller, in addition

to the regular cash discount allowed. In every case where

anticipation is allowed, the regular cash discount is allowed

also, since the anticipation can only take effect after the cus-

tomer has earned his cash discount.

While these two classes of discounts or financial expense

might be lumped together and treated as one on the seller's

books, and handled as ordinary cash discoimts, it is customary

to keep a separate anticipation account. The cash receipts

journal, therefore, will have a discount column for anticipa-

tion in addition to the one for the ordinary cash discount.

When the anticipation is taken by the customer, he will in-

dicate the deduction on the invoice he sends back with his

remittance, or on the voucher check if he uses one. Upon

receipt, the seller enters the amount of the remittance in the

net cash column of the cash receipts journal, the cash discount

in the cash discount column, and the anticipation in the an-

ticipation column. When the cash receipts journal is posted

at the close of the month, the total of the anticipation column

is debited to an account entitled Anticipation Allowances, or

Anticipations Allowed, while the individual amounts compos-

ing the total are credited to customers' accounts.
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Anticipations allowed by sellers are a financial expense and

the account is balanced and closed at the end of the fiscal

period when the books are closed. The balance will appear

in the Financial Management section of the profit and loss

statement, along with interest and rent paid, cash discounts

allowed, and similar items.

Entries on Customer's Books.—The customer, on the

other hand, when he deducts the anticipation from the invoice

amount, enters it in a column provided for the purpose in

the cash disbursements book. At the same time he enters the

cash discount, which he also takes, in the Cash Discount col-

umn and the amount of the remittance in the Net Cash column.

When posting at the end of the month, he credits the total of

the Anticipation column to Anticipations Earned or an ac-

count bearing a similar title, and debits the individual items

composing this total to the respective creditors' accounts.

The anticipations earned by buyers are a species of finan-

cial income, and when the books are closed, the account is bal-

anced and closed like any other income account. Its credit bal-

ance appears separately or is lumped with other financial in-

come items, such as interest or rent received, or cash discounts

earned, in the Financial Management Income section of the

profit and loss statement.

PETTY CASH—IMPREST FUND SYSTEM

General Operation of System—Methods of Entering Charges for

Expenditures—When Several Cash Funds Are Established

Methods of Handling Petty Cash.—A certain amount of

actual currency is necessary in every office for the purpose

of making change, cashing checks, making minor disburse-

ments, for items such as traveling expenses, postage, express

and C.O.D. charges, and for payment of small purchases from

concerns with which no current accounts have been opened.

There are two standard methods of handling such petty cash
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funds—the imprest fund system, which requires no petty

cash book, and one in which a petty cash book is used (see

page 113). The former of the two methods is preferred be-

cause of its facihtating better control of the fund.

General Operation of Imprest Fund System.—Under

the imprest fund method, the petty cash fund is always re-

plenished for an amount equal to expenditures represented by

receipts or vouchers, not as yet charged to the accounts, so

To Cashier:

Pay to

Charge
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accounting department, and receives a check for the total

amount of the summary. The fund is thus restored to its

original fixed amount.

Suppose, for example, $50 is the amount of cash deemed

necessary to take care of petty expenditures for a month and

that is the amount of the check drawn to inaugurate the petty

cash fund. At the end of the month, the petty cashier has ex-

pended and secured receipts for $47.50. He turns over these

receipts to the general cashier and receives a check for $47.50.

This amount, together with his balance of $2.50, gives him

once again a fund of $50.

Methods of Making Entry—Each receipted bill or

v^oucher, as well as the summary, shows the account to be

charged for each expenditure, and entry is made by any one

of the following three methods

:

1. Charges are made to the several accounts through the

general cash book, their total offsetting the check replenish-

ing the petty cash. By this method no charge appears in the

"Petty Cash" account except for the item covering the origi-

nal check. In other words, the "Petty Cash" account only

contains the original entry for the amount of the check creat-

ing the fund, and remains unchanged except when it is ad-

justed through the cash book or check register for any in-

creases or decreases in the fixed amount of the fund.

2. An entry is made through the journal debiting the vari-

ous expenses and crediting Petty Cash. This latter method

necessitates charging in the general cash book each replenish-

ing check to Petty Cash as an offset to the journal credit of

the same amount.

3. Where the voucher system is employed, or where all

purchases are passed through the purchase journal, the charges

for the petty expenses are made through the voucher register

or the purchase journal. Accounts Payable or Vouchers Pay-

able is then debited in the check register with the amount of
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the replenishing check, the bank account being credited. This

method is similar to the first in that the Petty Cash account

remains unchanged.

Most accountants prefer the first or third of these three

methods, as they consider the postings to Petty Cash unneces-

sary—except the original posting when the fixed fund is

established or is changed. *

Several Cash Funds.—In certain lines of business, as the

hotel business or the large department store, there may be a

number of cashiers in charge of cash funds. Also special

funds may be established for particular purposes, as those set

up to provide salesmen with traveling expense money, all con-

ducted on the imprest basis. When this is the case, there

should be a separate account on the general ledger for each

fund. This method is also used in instances where the firm

has separate petty cash funds with each of its branches.

PETTY CASH BOOK

Petty Cash Book as a Subsidiary Ledger—Summarisation and

Posting of Petty Cash Book—General Cash Receipts and Petty

Cash Fund

Operation o£ System.—Where the Imprest fund system

is not used in handling petty cash, a petty cash book is used.

According to this method, what is in reality a subsidiary

ledger—the petty cash book—controlled by the "Petty Cash"

account in the general ledger, is used. Checks are drawn for

varying round amounts from time to time as needed, and are

charged to the Petty Cash account. Provision is made in the

petty cash book for entering the proceeds of such checks in

one column and the disbursements in a number of other col-

umns. At the end of each month, a journal entry is made

crediting the "Petty Cash" account for the total disburse-

ments, while the respective expense accounts are debited with
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the totals of the distribution columns provided for the classi-

ncation of the expenses. The balance of the fund as shown

by the adjusted balance in the general ledger account should

agree with the petty cash book balance. When this method

of handling petty cash is used, petty cash vouchers, orders,

or receipts may be dispensed with when the amounts disbursed

are small and the entries are so explanatory as to indicate

clearly that proper payments have been made. A form of petty

cash book appears below. It is columnized to provide for

PETTY CASH DISBURSEMENTS
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offsetting entries must be made in the check register or cash

payment book which are not actually represented by checks.

All receipts, except stamps (see page 12) should be deposited

in the bank and no part of them be used for petty cash dis-

bursements.

FACTORY PAYROLL

Entering Time Tickets on Payroll—Routine in Closing the

Payroll—Several Methods of Recording Payroll

Labor Time Ticket.—The key form in accounting for

labor in a manufacturing company, where employees are

paid by the hour, is the labor time ticket, as shown on

page 304. A time ticket is issued daily for each employee,

on which the field timekeeper or departmental clerk in the

factory enters the number of hours the employee has worked

that day, how those hours were distributed between different

jobs, if the factory is operating on a cost accounting basis,

the rate of payment, and other required data. Through these

tickets all the information needed to account for the cost of

labor is provided. They are sent daily to the accounting de-

partment, where they are sorted and resorted so as to abstract

from them any desired information.

The time tickets are entered daily upon the payroll, which

is a form used for compiling the wages due each employee

for a specified period—usually a week. The form on page

116 illustrates a payroll form for a factory set-up for one

week ending with the date indicated.

Closing the Payroll.—After all the time tickets for a week

have been entered in the payroll, the roll is closed. The
routine is as follows

:

1. Total the hours of each man listed and enter the total in

the Total Hours column. Add these totals and enter

the sum as shown in the payroll illustrated.
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2. Enter eaeh man's rate in the rate columns. Multiply his

total hours for the week by his rate in order to obtain

his gross earnings. Record these earnings in the

Gross Earnings column and add them. Enter the

total as shown in the illustration.

3. Usually there are some deductions to be taken from the

gross earnings before paying the employees. They

may, for example, live in company houses and pay

rent and may deal at the company store maintained

for their convenience. Ordinarily each service is con-

ducted by a separate organization which maintains

its own books. Before each pay day, each of these

service organizations renders the payroll department

a statement of the amounts which employees owe for

service. Each worker's indebtedness is deducted from

his pay and placed to its credit. To record deductions

on the payroll, enter the amount of each employee's

indebtedness in the proper column opposite his name.

Subtract each man's deductions from his gross earn-

ings to determine the net earnings. Enter the net

earnings in the Net Earnings column and foot the

column.

4. Prove total net earnings : Total gross earnings minus

total deductions equal total net earnings.

After the payroll is completed, the labor cost of the week's

operations is entered on the general ledger by issuing a

voucher, if the voucher system is used, for the total amount

of gross earnings and entering it in the voucher register. The

entry consists of charges to Labor in Process and Factory

Expense, where a cost accounting system is in operation, and

setting up a liability for net wages due the workers and the

amounts due the service organizations.

The same entries may be made instead in the purchase jour-

nal where all expenditures, whether of material, labor, ex-

pense, etc., are passed through that journal. Again, instead

of passing the payroll through the voucher register or the
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purchase journal, the entries are not infrequently posted to

the general ledger account direct from the payroll itself, which

then performs the function of a journal and is in fact some-

times referred to as the payroll journal. On the other hand,

many accountants use the labor summary for each department

as the posting medium which shows in separate columns the

total hours and the total labor cost on each of several jobs,

day by day, for the period taken. In a concern not operating

imder any cost system, the payroll is passed through the cash

book or cash disbursements journal and posted to Payroll

account in the general ledger.

Making Payments—The payroll In a large concern Is a

frequent source of error and fraud, and therefore requires

special safeguards. It should be checked as to mathematical

correctness, and also as to content of the roster, where pos-

sible, both before and after making payment.

If payment is in currency, this will be secured by check on

the bank and the pay envelopes made up from it. Before

drawing the currency, the individual amounts should be an-

alyzed to determine the denominations of the coins and cur-

rency needed for filling each envelope. On each pay envelope

should be marked the name and the amount. One payroll

clerk should count out the amounts, and another clerk verify

them and fill the envelopes. A payroll machine is often used

for filling envelopes with the proper amount. When the en-

velopes are delivered to the workmen, each man should

identify himself in the presence of his foreman. The clerks

making payment and the witnessing foreman should sign the

payroll. Any unclaimed envelopes are returned to the treas-

urer to be held a certain length of time for claiming, after

which time liability for them must still be shown on the books

as Unclaimed Wages.

Special Payroll Records in Connection with the Social

Security Act.—The Social Security Act passed by Congress
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in 1935, together with the supplementary enactments which

the several states may adopt, as contemplated by the federal

law, impose upon bookkeepers special duties in connection

with the payroll records. The federal law provides for old-

age and unemployment benefits for employees, the cost of

which is to be borne partly by the employers and partly by the

employees in the shape of taxes based on the payroll and paid

by the employers to the government. For the purpose of aid-

ing the administration of the law, employers must maintain

special payroll records on forms prescribed by the govern-

ment, and must submit annual reports to the government

which will in effect show how the amount of the tax paid.

was arrived at.

PAYROLL RECORDS OF A SMALL CONCERN

Use of Time and Payroll Book—Various Forms of Pay
Envelopes—Payroll Analysis of Currency Sheet

Time Book or Card.—Payroll is a business term referring

to the list of the employees and the amounts that are due them

for wages. In order to ascertain the amounts they have

earned each period, usually each week, it is the practice to re-

cord the time they have served in a time book or on a time

card. A list of names of the employees is written in the time

book, together with their numbers if any are assigned, and

the title of the position each occupies. The book is so ar-

ranged that the amount of time served each day of the week
may be listed in appropriate columns opposite the name of

each employee.

Payroll Book or Sheet.—The payroll book or sheet fre-

quently consists of a time book and a pay book. The form
shown opposite is used where the number of employees is not

large. The columnar arrangement of the payroll book pro-

vides space for entry, besides the working time, the wage
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rate per hour, and the total amount earned for the week.

The names on the payroll are usually grouped by operat-

ing departments or according to the nature of the work being

done. Space may also be provided for the employee's sig-

nature when receiving his pay, but this may be given on a

separate receipt. Payrolls when completed and paid are

usually placed in a file in the safe so as to make them acces-

sible only to authorized persons.

PAYROLL WEEK ENDING AUGUST 15, 19
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and currency from the bank. For this purpose an analysis

may be made of the amounts of the wages earned into the

denominations required for their payment on a separate sheet,

No. 3

Name
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DATE
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inside of the flap is ruled to provide space for the date of

each payment, the employee's signature, and the amount of

pay. Upon receiving the envelope, the employee extracts the

cash from it, signs the flap and returns the envelope to the

cashier for use on the following pay day. The accompany-

ing form illustrates such a pay envelope.

Instead of paying wages in cash enclosed in envelopes,

some firms not infrequently hand employees payroll checks

on a particular bank, with which special arrangements are

made for the payment of the payroll.

OFFICE AND SALES PAYROLLS

Vouchering of Payroll—Form of Payroll in Small Organization

—Em^ployee's Signature on Payroll

The office and sales payrolls are kept separate from the

factory payroll, since the factory cost records are not con-

cerned with office and sales salaries, which are charged to the

appropriate general ledger expense accounts. The office and

sales payroll may be ruled in the same manner as the fac-

tory roll, as illustrated in the form on page 116, in order

to compile each clerk's or officer's time, except that fixed

salaries are more common than hourly rates in the office and

sales department. At the close of each pay period, the roll

is vouchered and entry is made in the voucher register, or it

is passed through the general journal. On the other hand,

where a simpler system of accounting is employed, the sal-

ary roll is entered in the cash disbursements journal and

posted to Salaries in the general ledger. For a form of office

payroll in a small organization, an arrangement such as

shown in the form below might be used. The form provides

a column for the signature of the employee, when the salary

is paid him. When he is asked to sign, the column is folded

over so that the salaries of the other employees may not be

seen.
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THE H.J.BROWN COMPANY, INC.
GREENVILLE, N.Y.
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may have engraved or printed on its face a legend limiting

the amount payable in the check, as "Not good if over $200."

Another legend at times carried by the wage check is "Void

thirty days from date." Such provision on the checks causes

them to be promptly cashed. If both the regular bank ac-

count and the special payroll bank account are in the same

PAYROLL CHECK BOOK
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ITEMS TREATED AS CASH

Treatment of Stamps Received and I.O.U.'s—Handling of

Non-Cash Items—Notes Receivable and Drafts

Cash Items.—Checks, express and postal money orders,

currency, stamps, notes and acceptances receivable, sight

drafts and time drafts, are all in the nature of receipts but

not all are cash receipts, nor equally available as current

funds. Checks, express and postal money orders, currency

and stamps should be handled as cash receipts through the

office cashier. Stamps should be exchanged by the office

cashier for currency from the petty cash fund in the manner

explained on page 12. Under no circumstances should the

cashier carry any I.O.U.'s, uncashed checks, receipts for

temporary advances, or any miscellaneous memoranda, as

part of his fund. If any one is entitled to cash, he should

get a proper written authorization and deliver it to the

cashier at the time the cash is paid him. That written author-

ity should be immediately attached to the petty cash voucher

(see page 110) and be handled in the regular way.

Non-Cash Items.—Notes and acceptances receivable are

not cash receipts and should not be handled through the

cashier, but should go to the accounting department where

they should be immediately entered on the notes and ac-

ceptances records and be credited to the customers' acr

counts. Sights drafts and time drafts receivable, drawn on

customers, will originate in the accounting department, and

will not be handled by the cashier at the time of issuance,

but be placed with the bank for collection. The proceeds

from the sight drafts or any discounted time drafts may be

entered in the cash receipts book by the accounting depart-

ment if they are handled directly with the bank and the pro-

ceeds entered on the bank deposit book as separate deposits

from the regular receipts which pass through the hands of
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the cashier. If, however, the practice is adopted of requir-

ing all incoming funds to be handled through the cashier, it

will be necessary to prepare separate remittance sheets show-

ing the details of the proceeds from sight and time drafts,

which should be routed to the bookkeepers in order to make

the proper entries. If the major portion of the business is

done on a sight draft basis, the simplest method of handling

these transactions is to treat the debtors' accounts as ordinary

accounts receivable until the sight drafts are actually paid,

and when recording the payments of the drafts in the gen-

eral cash receipt book to make a memorandum, for refer-

ence purposes, of the numbers of the drafts paid. The drafts

may be drawn in duplicate and the copies of the unpaid drafts

may be arranged alphabetically to form the office record of

the drafts still in process of collection.

PURCHASE REQUISITION

Purpose and Form of the Requisition—How Issued and

Approved in Various Lines of Business

Issuance and Approval of Purchase Requisition.—In a

large and well-organized business, all purchases are concen-

trated in a single department under the direction of a pur-

chasing agent. This rule applies not only to merchandise

but also to supplies of all kinds, equipment, and other pur-

chases. The purchasing agent gets his authority to proceed

with purchases from the purchase requisitions he receives,

which give him the necessary specifications.

The purchase requisition or request initiates the entire

purchasing procedure. It may be filled out by various per-

sons. One for office supplies may, for example, be made
out by a clerk and approved by the office manager. In the

case of merchandise, the requisition may be prepared when
the stock of a particular article falls below a fixed minimum
quantity. This may be done by a clerk in charge of the cards
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on which the quantities of various kinds of materials in the

storeroom are entered.

The requisition should be approved by some one in author-

ity before being sent to the purchasing agent. In a large retail

organization it may be the merchandise manager. In a man-

R. H. SMITH & COMPANY
Requisition No. L584 Date Jan. 10, 19-

Please purchase for delivery before Feb. 15, 19

—

Quantity Description

100 Sheets 14 oz. Hot Rolled Sheet Copper
14" X 48"

300 Sheets #9 Gauge Rolled Zinc—36" x 84"

Requisitioned by Approved by

Purchasing Agent's Memorandum of Order

Purchase Order No. 084 Issued to The Green Metal Co.

Date of Order Jan. 10, 19— Detroit

Purchase Requisition

ufacturing plant, the requisition may be issued by the stores-

keeper when he discovers that the supply on hand of the

particular article is below the minimum amount he is ex-

pected to carry, or by the production or planning depart-

ment in the form of a "bill of materials." One copy of the

purchase request is forwarded to the purchasing depart-

ment; another is retained by the department making the re-

quest. When the request originates outside the storeroom,

a third copy of it is sometimes forwarded to the stores de-

partment.
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Form of Purchase Requisition.—A form of a purchase

requisition is shown above. When filled out it bears the date

of issuance and the serial number given it for identification

purposes. It specifies the kind and quantity of the materials

or merchandise to be purchased, and the date before which

delivery should be made. It is signed by the persons who

issues it and by the one approving it. Appropriate space is

also allowed in the purchase requisition for the purchasing

agent to insert the name of the firm to which a purchase

order for the materials specified has been mailed, and the

number and date of the purchase order.

PURCHASE ORDER AND PURCHASING
PROCEDURE

Form and Content of a Purchase Order—Number of Copies Pre-

pared and How Handled—Blanket Form of Purchase Contract

Purchasing Procedure.—In a well-organized business, all

purchasing is made through the purchasing agent or depart-

ment, so as to facilitate closer control of all purchases. The

purchasing agent's authority to initiate a purchase is the

purchase requisition or request approved by some one in

authority and setting forth the purchase requirements. When
the purchase requisition is received, the purchasing agent

makes out, in accordance with the requirements specified in

the requisition, a purchase order, which he sends to the

vendor of the particular articles. The purchase order is

prepared by filling out a standard form, an example of which

is shown herein.

A number of copies of the purchase order may be pre-

pared and disposed as follows : The original is sent to the

vendor of the goods ordered ; one carbon copy is sent to the

receiving clerk for checking the purchase when received ; an-

other is sent to the stores clerk or other person who orig-

inated the purchase through his requisition; a third carbon
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copy goes to the accounting or auditing department, where

it will be used in verifying the purchase invoice when it is

received from the vendor; and a fourth carbon copy is kept

by the purchasing department in its files.

Ben Sheff Paint Co. PURCHASE ORDER 1157

ANseJus 7731 Loa Angelea

To

Ctndcmen; B*tng goovned by frufract/ona

fwrijon, pUttM tnter oat order for Am

Purchase Order Form

Content of Purchase Order.—A well-constructed pur-

chase order includes the following:

1. Name of the vendor to whom the order is sent.

2. A description of the goods ordered.

3. Quantity and units of goods ordered.

4. Price to be paid for the goods or materials, including

terms of payment, etc.

5. When delivery is to be made.

6. Shipping directions.

7. Any special identification marks for packages, such as

the purchase order number.

8. Any special conditions or references not written out in

detail in the order.

9. The signature of the purchasing agent representing the

company.
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A purchase order, when received and accepted by the

-vendor, becomes a contract of purchase. This is the usual

form of purchase contract. Purchase contracts are also

drawn in blanket form, usually covering a large quantity

of raw materials or supplies for which no definite delivery

dates are scheduled, or if scheduled, extending over a con-

siderable period of time and more or less subject to special

conditions arising from time to time. A blanket contract is

placed with a vendor only after careful survey of all data

available and final approval by the manager.

Acceptance or Acknowledgment Card.—This is a card

or printed form which is sent to the seller along with the

purchase order, to be returned by him with his signature

when he accepts the order. The purpose of the card is to

bind the seller legally in writing to make delivery in accord-

ance with the terms of the purchase order. If such accept-

ance card is not used, the seller may be requested to ac-

knowledge his acceptance of the order by letter.

Verifying Seller's Invoice.—When the receiving clerk

lias completed his inspection and count of a shipment, a car-

bon copy of his receiving report, showing the actual quan-

tities received, is sent to the purchasing department where

the quantities thus shown are compared with those on the

vendor's invoice as well as those on a complete copy of the

purchase order. When the shipment and the invoice are thus

checked against each other and against a copy of the purchase

order, the invoice is routed to the accounting department

where a clerk checks the extensions and footings before the

invoice is authorized for vouchering and entry in the pur-

chase journal or voucher register. A carbon copy of receiv-

ing report is sent with the goods received to the storeroom,

where the stores clerk makes entries upon the inventory

sheets or materials ledger after checking the quantities.
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CHECKING PURCHASE SHIPMENTS ON
RECEIPT

Approved Method of Checking Incoming Shipments—Verifying

Shipments Against Invoices and Purchase Orders

Receiving Clerk or Department.—The receiving clerk or

receiving department is responsible for counting and check-

ing all purchase shipments received. All incoming shipments

are first routed to this department, where they are opened

and inspected in order to see that the shipments are as or-

dered. This checking is made against a carbon copy of the

purchase order which was routed to the receiving depart-

ment when the original copy was mailed to the vendor of

the articles ordered. While a complete copy of the purchase

order may be furnished the receiving department for this

purpose, showing the quantities of each of the articles, it

is considered better practice to prepare it with a short carbon

sheet so that the quantities ordered will not be typed on it.

This assures more careful count on the part of the receiving

department than when the copy of the purchase gives them

what they should expect in the shipment. This copy with-

out quantities indicated is called a "blind receiving report."

HANDLING OF PURCHASE INVOICES

Invoices as Handled in SmaU and Large Businesses—Alanner of

Indicating Accounts to he Debited with Purchases

Audit o£ Invoices in a Small Business.—The purchase

invoice representing an incoming shipment of merchandise

should be received in the accounting department, where it

should be verified and audited. In a small business, if the

invoice is received before arrival of the goods, it is usually

held till their arrival and then checked against them as to quan-

tities, quality, and price. The extensions and total are veri-

fied and entry made in the purchase journal, using the au-
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dited invoice as a basis. The invoice is then placed in a tem-

porary unpaid invoice file till paid, after which it is usually-

filed alphabetically in a paid invoice file under the vendor's

name for future reference. The check in payment of the in-

voice, when returned canceled by the bank, is sometimes at-

tached to the invoice for which it was issued as evidence of

its settlement. The paid invoice should bear on its face a

notation to show the payment, if the canceled checks are filed

separate from the invoice.

Audit of Invoices in a Large Business.—In a large busi-

ness where the clerical work is divided among several de-

partments, the procedure of auditing purchase invoices is

more complex. Several copies of the original purchase order

sent to the vendor are usually made out—one copy,, for in-

stance, for the purchasing department, one for the receiving

room, one for the auditing department, and so on. The copy

furnished the receiving room, for checking the shipment

when received, is usually left blank as to quantities. When
the goods are received, the copy of the purchase order is

filled out, and sent to the auditing department where it is

checked against the auditor's copy of the order and the pur-

chase invoice from the vendor. If found correct as to quan-

tity, kinds of goods, extensions, and additions, the invoice

becomes the basis for entry in the purchase journal if that

journal is used, or for vouchering and entry in the voucher

register if that system is used, after which it follows the

customary routine as to filing. The invoice remains in a

temporary file as long as it is unpaid. Upon payment it is

placed in a permanent file, either under the name of the

vendor, by invoice number, or according to whatever system

may be in use.

Invoice Stamp for Insertion of Audit Data.—In many
establishments, when the purchase invoice is received in the

accounting department, it is immediately imprinted on the
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back with a large rubber stamp, called "invoice stamp," for

the insertion of audit data. The spaces provide for the sig-

natures of the one who verifies the extensions and footing,

and the one who checks the accuracy of the prices, terms,

and discounts. Space is also provided to indicate the ac-

counts to be charged by the entries made in the purchase

journal or voucher register. The distribution of these

charges is usually authorized by the signature of the con-

troller or the accounting or operating officer. Below is shown

Audit
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so that they may be audited together. The only accounting

record necessary in this department is an invoice register

(seepage 136).

PURCHASE INVOICE MATURITY TICKLER

Various Methods of Keeping Record of Unpaid Invoices—Use

of Invoice Register

This is a memorandum record of invoices showing on

what dates the invoices must be paid in order that cash dis-

counts may be taken. Various methods are used in keeping

this record. One method is to prepare the memorandum as

a carbon copy of the invoice registration. Another is to

make the regular invoice register in duplicate, filing one

copy chronologically by the first discount date shown there-

on. When the payments for that date are taken care of, this

copy of the invoice register is then moved forward to the

next maturity date. In this way each sheet of the invoice

register becomes a traveling tickler, turning up the payments

for each particular discount date to which it has been as-

signed. Another method is to insert a card at the time of

making entry in the invoice register, noting thereon the date

that the particular invoice Is discountable. This card is filed

by discount date. Still another method is simply to main-

tain a "discount date register" or "maturity tickler" for each

payment date, upon which are entered all invoices that are

due and discountable on that date.

INVOICE REGISTER

Function and Form of the Register—Extent to Which

Registration of Invoices Is Carried

It is good practice where many purchase Invoices are re-

ceived, to register them immediately upon receipt and be-

fore time Is taken for verifying and vouchering them so as to
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authorize the formal entry of their amounts on the books.

The registry is done in a special journal called an invoice

register, or invoice journal. This is usually a columnar loose-

leaf book with a line for each invoice. Invoices are num-

bered in sequence by stamping them, and the number is en-

tered in the invoice register, unless the lines of the register

are already numbered. Registration of invoices varies in

NO. KECORD OF INVOICES AND VOUCHERS MONTH OF 19
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chandising concerns, the term "purchase" is restricted to

purchases of merchandise for sale. The Purchases account

on the general ledger is used to record by debit entry at their

invoice cost, merchandise purchases made during the cur-

rent fiscal year. It represents the year's gross addition to

the merchandise inventory. It is debited monthly for the

total purchases made, the posting being made from the pur-

chase journal. At the close of the year, the balance of the

account is transferred to the Cost of Goods Sold account

by way of arriving at the cost of the goods sold during the

year, or directly to the Profit and Loss account.

While returned purchases, and purchase rebates and al-

lowances, may be entered on the credit side of the account as

offsets to or deductions from the gross amount of purchases,

it is customary to make these credit entries in one or two

separate accounts; but in any event, the net purchases for

the year are found by deducting from the gross purchases,

as shown on the debit side of the Purchases account, the total

of the purchase returns, rebates and allowances, as shown

on the credit side of the Purchases account or in separate

account or accounts.

When Purchases Account Is Used.—This method of re-

cording additions for the year to merchandise inventory is

employed by the ordinary merchandising concern which re-

lies solely upon the periodic physical inventory for determin-

ing profits and the value of the merchandise in stock at the

close of the accounting period. Where, however, the per-

petual inventory method is used, that is to say, where run-

ning records of purchases and withdrawals of individual

items making up the total inventory are kept, the debits and

credits are made directly to the respective accounts on the

subsidiary ledger or ledgers and one or more controlling in-

ventory accounts on the general ledger. No separate Pur-

chases account is then maintained.
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THE SINGLE MERCHANDISE ACCOUNT
Mixed Character of the Account—Why It Does Not Serve

Purpose of Modern Accounting

Entries Made in the Account—Originally the record of

all merchandise transactions was kept in one account, Mer-

chandise; and even today in some small businesses this sin-

gle merchandise account may be found. When so used the

account is merely a combination of a number of separate

accounts. The entries which are made on both debit and

credit sides of the account are as follows

:

Merchandise Account

Debit Entries

Merchandise Inventory (at cost)

Merchandise Purchases (at cost)

Inward Freight and Drayage
Returned Sales (at sales price)

Sales Rebates and Allowances

Credit Entries

Merchandise Sales (at sales price)

Returned Purchases (at cost)

Purchase Rebates and Allowances

Mixed Character of the Account.—The singfle merchan-

dise account is a mixed account, due to the fact that the

price at which sales are entered includes profit in the sales

transactions as well as cost of merchandise. It is, therefore,

necessary at the close of the fiscal period, to separate the

account into its basic elements. However, the chief objec-

tion to the use of this single merchandise account is the diffi-

culty of securing from it easily and quickly the different

kinds of information needed in the management of the mer-

chandising activities. Under modern practice of accounting

for merchandise, each class of entries made in the single

merchandise account, as given above, is carried in a separate

account. There is one account for Merchandise Inventory,

another for Purchases, and a third for Sales, Returned

purchases, and purchase rebates and allowances, being both

offsets to purchases, may be carried together in one separate
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account, while returned sales and sales rebates and allow-

ances, being offsets to sales, may also be carried together in

a single account, or they may be entered in the Sales account.

SIMPLE PURCHASE JOURNAL
Form of Journal—Purchases Entered in Journal—Posting and

Closing—Loose-leaf Journal

Form of Simple Purchase Journal—The purchase jour-

nal in its simplest form is used for recording purchases of

stock-in-trade by a mercantile or trading business. Each in-

dividual purchase is entered on a separate line of the journal,

which is divided into columns to show the date of the entry,

the vendor from whom the purchase was made, the terms of

purchase, the ledger folio, and the amount of the purchase.

Additional columns may be provided for keeping a record

of the purchases distributed into certain classes, such as

Purchase Journal

Date
19-
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results in a considerable saving of time. If information is

desired concerning the particulars of a purchase transaction,

reference need only be made to the invoice. To facilitate

such reference, the purchase invoices are numbered consecu-

tively and these numbers are entered in the special column

provided for the purpose in the form of purchase journal

shown in (b).

The invoices themselves are filed numerically or alpha-

betically.
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(b) Purchase Journal

Posting the Purchase Journal.—Each entry in the pur-

chase journal is made from the purchase invoice after the

latter has been audited and verified as to prices, extensions,

terms, etc. In posting this journal, it is customary to post

daily the credits to the various vendor accounts as they are

entered from day to day in the journal. In this way the true

status of the amounts due those creditors may be known at

any time by reference to the ledger accounts. The offsetting

debit to Purchases account is posted only at the end of the

month, when the purchase journal is summarized, that is, the

dollar amount column is footed, and a debit entry for the total

is passed to Purchases, which must always be made before

the trial balance is taken. The purchase journal is then ruled

off as shown in form (a) and thus made ready for new en-

tries for the next month immediately below the rulings. It
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will be noticed that in this form of purchase journal a sepa-

rate column is provided for the summary debit entry at the

close of the month. This, however, is not absolutely neces-

sary, as the entry may be made in the manner shown in

form (b).

Cross-indexing of Journal and Ledger.—In some cases,

particularly where a bound ledger is used, it is necessary to

cross-index the two records—the journal and the ledger—by
inserting the page number of each record in the respective

folio column of the other record. However, the folio column

of the purchase journal may be used simply to receive a check

mark against each entry as it is posted to the ledger as shown
in form (a). This will be necessary, for example, where the

ledger is a loose-leaf volume and new pages for newly opened

accounts with creditors are inserted in various places in the

volume. The accounts may be arranged alphabetically, ac-

cording to the names of the creditors and can be readily found

without the aid of any reference in the journal to the num-
ber of the particular ledger page.

Recording Purchases of Supplies.—As already stated,

in the trading concern only purchases of stock-in-trade are

entered in the purchase journal. It is not customary to make
a record of the numerous small purchases of supplies of vari-

ous sorts upon their receipt, entry being held over until these

items are paid for. In this way the first record of these trans-

actions is made in the cash disbursements journal.

DEPARTMENTAL PURCHASE JOURNAL

Additional Columns Required in Journal—Making the Summary
Entry on the Journal—Posting of Journal

Form of Departmental Purchase Journal.—When it is

desired to separate various classes of purchases so as to de-

termine the profit from each class, particularly in a business
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which is departmentaHzed, a purchase journal may be used

similar to the one shown below, which has an additional money

column for each class of purchases. If there are three classes

or departments, at least four money columns are required.

The entry in the first column is for the total amount of the

purchases ; and the entries in the other three columns, which

are headed each with the name of a class or department, are

for the distribution from the total column of purchases made

for the respective departments. The totals of these three

columns, added together, must at all times be equal to the total

of the first column. This affords a check on the accuracy of
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Where the number of departments is small, the summary

entry may be stated in full in the total column as follows,

with the cross-indexing shown in the regular folio column:

Purchases, Drugs, Dr.
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the posting to the account is made from the general journal.

If the number of such transactions is sufficient to justify it,

a special journal should be used to record them—see form

(a) . In that case only the debit element of each return allow-

ance is entered currently. At the close of the month, the

journal is summarized, in the same manner as the purchase

journal, and a credit is passed for the total returns and al-

lowances for the month to the Purchase Returns and Allow-

ances account. The form of this journal is similar to that

of the purchase journal and will carry similar distributive

columns if the purchase journal does. Another form of a

returned purchases and allowances journal is shown in form

(b). Note the reference to the vendor's credit memorandum

or letter in the explanation column.

Purchase Returns and Allowances Journal

DATE
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Authority for Purchase Returns Entry.—Purchases

should be returned through the shipping and not the receiving

department. The paper work required in order to give au-

thority to make the return shipment and make the necessary

book entries may be as follows : A returned purchase slip is

made out in triplicate in the receiving department, where

RETURNED MATERIAL DEBIT

FROM

THE A. B. C. CO.

CHICAGO

Charge to Date Returned

Address Date Charged

WEIGHT SYMBOL QUANTITY DESCRIPTION PRICE AMOUNT

This is an order to perform the service
indicated below

Shipped Shipping Charges

Via Freight Prepaid

Express Collects

Total Debit

IMPORTANT—This R.M.D. has This number must A. B. C. CO.
been charged against you appear on all ^,,^ . „„„„ ,

invoices, pack- RMD A 7280 A
If material is to be ing slips and
corrected and returned, packages
ISSUE NEW INVOICES as
shipments are made, and show
R.M.D. Number thereon. (An unpriced copy of this R.M.D.

is packed with returned material)

Returned Purchases Debit Memorandum
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the decision to return the goods is made. All copies go to the

shipping clerk, which is his authority to make the shipment.

The original is sent to the vendor with the goods as a packing

slip, the second to the billing clerk, while the third is retained

by the shipping clerk. The billing clerk thereupon prepares

in triplicate a returned purchases debit memorandum, similar

to that shown in the form herein. The first copy is mailed

to the vendor ; the second copy is sent to the voucher clerk, if

the voucher system is in use, and if the voucher is unpaid,

the invoice value of the returned goods is deducted. The

third copy goes to the general ledger bookkeeper for debit to

the Vouchers or Accounts Payable account and credit to Re-

turned Purchases account. Instead of a separate return pur-

chase slip, extra copies of the debit memorandum or form

may be used.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE LEDGER

Operation of a Loose-Leaf Ledger—Entries Posted to Creditors'

Accounts—Showing Currently Balance of Each Account

Bound and Loose-leaf Ledger—The accounts payable

ledger contains the accounts with trade creditors, who have

sold the firm merchandise. Such a separate record will only

be maintained when the accounts are fairly numerous. It

may be a bound volume, but it is usually a loose-leaf ledger.

In this form it is better adapted for dropping old accounts

and opening new ones, and at the same time maintaining an

alphabetical arrangement of the accounts. Any account can

be found through the index in the front part of the ledger

and referred to at once without consulting the purchase jour-

nal for the ledger folio on which the account appears. The

pages of this loose-leaf ledger are not numbered, and instead

of entering the ledger folio in L.F. column of the purchase

journal or the cash disbursement journal, as is necessary

when a bound volume with numbered pages is used for the
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ledger, the bookkeeper merely enters a check-mark as he posts

each item to show that he has made the posting.

Posting Creditor's Account—The postings to the ac-

counts payable ledger consist of credit entries made from the

purchase journal, to show the amounts owed to the respective

creditors for purchases, and debit entries made from the cash

disbursements journal, to show the amounts of the account

paid. If a purchase has been returned or a creditor has made

an allowance on a purchase because of the goods being of a

lower quality than those ordered, or for any other reason,

the account is debited for such returns and allowances, either

from the general journal or from the special purchase returns

and allowances journal, if one is used.

With each posting the clerk in charge of the accounts pay-

able ledger enters in the folio column of the ledger the initials

and page of the journal from which he has made his posting.

Thus, if the posting has been from page 5 of the purchase

journal, the cross-reference to this page entered in the folio

column of the accounts payable ledger will be "P 5"; if from

page 8 of the cash disbursements journal, it will be "C D 8"

;

if from page 3 of the purchase returns journal, it will be

"P R 3"; if from page 7 of the general journal, it will be

"] 7." This is shown in form (a) below, which gives a

creditor's account in simple form. The balance in the account

is usually indicated in small pencil figures, whenever an ab-

stract or listing of the account is to be prepared.

Removal of Old Account Sheets.—Periodically sheets of

accounts no longer active, all items of which have been paid,

or the filled sheets of active accounts, all items of which have

been paid, are removed from the ledger binder and trans-

ferred to another binder called transfer ledger in binder,

where the sheets remain for an indefinite time until all pos-

sible occasion for their use has passed.
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Form of Accounts Payable Ledger.—An account payable

or creditor's account is headed with the name of the creditor

and sometimes also with his address, though it may be safer

to depend upon invoices for the current address rather than

the account itself. The account is ruled in a variety of ways,

all of which are more or less standard. Form (a) is the

ordinary account form, having a separate debit and credit

section, each with columns for the date, explanation, folio,

and amount.
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FREIGHT ON PURCHASES

Treatment as Part of Cost of Purchases—When Handled as an

Operating Expense

Freight on goods purchased, when the buyer pays it, is

called freight-in. Such payments may be charged to a sepa-

rate account called Freight-In, or directly to the Purchases

account. This class of expenditure is really a part of the cost

of purchases, and in preparing the profit and loss statement

at the end of the period, the balance of the Freight-In ac-

count, when a separate account is used, should be shown as

an addition to purchases.

In certain cases, when the purchases are large, and the

amount of freight on each separate purchase is available, it

may be desirable to add in the case of each purchase the

freight to the invoice price, and charge the total directly to

Purchases. This will eliminate the need of a Freight-In

account.

Where freight costs are of a very small amount, they are

sometimes treated as an operating expense, and the balance

of the Freight-In account is transferred to the Profit and Loss

account, when the books are closed.

PAYMENT OF FREIGHT ON SHIPMENTS

Various Arrangements Made with Seller to Pay Freight—
Correct Basis for Computing Cash Discount

Freight Paid by Purchaser.—When merchandise is

shipped f.o.b. destination, the terms of sale are that delivery

of the goods be effected at the purchaser's location. Under

such arrangement the seller undertakes to pay all transporta-

tion charges, and he carries the risk of the loss of goods when

in the carrier's possession. If the loss occurs, it falls to him to

file a claim with the transportation company. Occasionally,
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however, the seller requests the purchaser to pay the freight

and deduct the amount from his remittance. In that event

the deduction is made after the subtraction of the cash dis-

count and not before, as the cash discount should be based

on the invoice price, and not the invoice price less the freight,

thus:

Invoice $200.00

Less cash discount—2% 4.00

Balance $196.00

Freight—paid for seller 10.00

Amount of remittance $186.00

Freight Paid by Seller—Where merchandise is sold f .o.b.

shipping point, the purchaser takes possession of the goods

at that point. Under such delivery he pays the transporta-

tion cost and takes the risk of loss or damage to the goods

while in transit. At times, however, the seller will prepay

the freight and add the amount to the invoice. In making

his remittance the purchaser should take the cash discount on

the cost of the merchandise only, thus :

Invoice $200.00

Less cash discount—2% 4.00

Balance $196.00

Freight—paid by seller 10.00

Total remittance $206.00

VOUCHER REGISTER

'^Purchases" as Used in Connection imth Register—Operation

of the Voucher System—Distributive Columns in Voucher

Register

Voucher Register Contrasted with Ordinary Purchase

Journal.—A "voucher register"—also referred to at times

as "voucher record," or "record of audited vouchers"—is a

purchase journal expanded and modified so as to serve cer-

tain larger purposes, particularly in a manufacturing con-
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cern. The ordinary purchase journal is used primarily to

record stock-in-trade purchases. For example, it is not cus-

tomary to make a record in the purchase journal of the

numerous small purchases of supplies. Upon the receipt of

the supplies and approval of the invoice, no entry is made

until the invoice is to be paid. The first record of these trans-

actions, therefore, is made in the cash disbursements journal.

Nor is any entry made for services received or labor per-

formed until payment is actually made. This method of ac-

counting may be satisfactory for a small trading concern, but

in a manufacturing business with a larger plant investment,

a greater labor force than in the mercantile establishment,

and with the use of general cost accounting system, informa-

tion concerning various types of expenditures must be fur-

nished executives expeditiously. It is necessary, therefore,

to record not only purchases of stock-in-trade, but also pur-

chases of operating supplies, labor, and services of all kinds,

as soon as the liability for such supplies and services is in-

curred and not merely when the payment for them is made.

In other words, the term "purchases" as used in connection

with the voucher register is broadened to include all liabili-

ties as incurred, on whatever account. A second fundamental

characteristic of the voucher register is that by its use the

creditors subsidiary ledger is completely or partially done

away with.

Form of the Register.—Numerous voucher register forms

are used, each adapted to the particular purposes sought by

the organization, but the comparatively simple one shown

herein will serve to illustrate the general method of operating

the voucher register. The entry for each "purchase," of

whatever nature, is made on a separate line, as soon as the

liability for it is incurred, whether the liability is for the pur-

chase of materials, supplies, or for services or labor received

and performed. The date column shows the date of entry,
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while the voucher column sets forth number of the voucher

for which the entry was made. The voucher is simply a stand-

ard form on which is made a transcription of the purchase

invoice with additional data for the guidance of the book-

keeper in charge of the voucher register. (See page 156.)

Before a voucher can be entered it must be approved by the

signature of a responsible individual. When the so-called

"purchase" represents accrued payroll, or some similar lia-

bility for services or labor received, for which the company

will not receive an invoice, a voucher is nevertheless made

for such expenditure as it may be called, since one of the

cardinal principles of the voucher system is that no entry may
be made unless the transaction is vouchered, that is to say,

authorized by a properly executed voucher form.

Vouchers Payable Column.—The creditor column in the

voucher register contains the name of the vendor, if the

transaction consisted of a purchase of materials or supplies,

or "Payroll" if the item on account of which the liability has

been made refers to labor services. However, no individual

accounts need be carried on the ledger to show the amounts

due each individual creditor. The unpaid vouchers take the

place of the creditors ledger. Detailed postings as in the case

of the purchase journal would require the opening of numer-

ous creditor accounts, in many of w4iich there would be one

or at the most a very few entries. This is true particularly

in the case of supplies and services, which are not purchased

very often nor from the same vendors. Instead, there is only

one general credit entry made at the close of the month to a

controlling account on the general ledger, Accounts Payable

or Vouchers Payable, for the total of the purchases, as the

term is used in its broader sense, for the period as shown

by the Vouchers Payable column.

The voucher register by this method not only serves as an

expanded purchase journal but also functions as a check on
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the subsidiary creditors ledger (unpaid vouchers file), except

that the entries for purchases made from a particular vendor

are not grouped together in one account, but appear on sepa-

rate lines in chronological order. In the Explanation column

are recorded the terms of the purchase. When payment is

made, that fact is recorded in the Payment columns, by enter-

ing the date as well as the number of the check as shown on

the check register. If payment is by a promissory note, a

reference to the page of the note journal in which the note

has been entered will be made, as shown in the third line of

the voucher register given.

The Purchase Discount column is a credit column if the

credit entry in Vouchers Payable column is made at the net

amount in anticipation of taking advantage of the discount.

Otherwise, it is simply a memorandum column. (See Pur-

chase Discounts under Voucher System, page 97.)

Distribution Columns of Voucher Register.—The re-

mainder of the voucher register is taken up with distribution

columns showing the debit entry or entries to be made in

connection with each transaction. It is in these columns that

the voucher register shows its greatest variation and flexi-

bility. The number of these columns will depend upon the

organization's classification of accounts, and as the voucher

register is an indispensable adjunct of any practical cost ac-

counting system, columns will ordinarily be found for the

general and expense ledger controlling accounts, for the cost

records, such as raw materials, direct labor, and factory ex-

pense. There will also be columns for various outlays made

by the sales department, and for office expenses. The voucher

from which the clerk in charge of the voucher register makes

his entries will indicate the columns in which entry is to be

made.

These distributive columns In a manufacturing business are

usually arranged In sections, one section composed of a num-
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ber of columns for manufacturing accounts, another section

of columns for various selling expense accounts, another for

general administrative columns, followed by several miscel-

laneous columns. The postings from these columns are made

at the close of the month, as in the case of the purchase jour-

nal, when the columns are footed and the accounts on the-

general ledger are debited with the respective totals. The

page of the ledger on which the account is found is entered

underneath the total of the column. Separate columns are

provided for frequent expenditures of a particular class. To
take care of the infrequent expenditures a separate section

for sundry items is added. This consists of three columns

—

one for the amount, and another for ledger folio, and a third

for the name of the account. The debit postings for these

miscellaneous transactions are made individually to their re-

spective accounts at the close of the month, or one summary
entry is made to each account for the total of the items in

the sundry column properly chargeable to it.

THE (DISBURSEMENT) VOUCHER
Voucher as Basis for Making Payment and Making Entry—
Debit and Credit Analysis in the Voucher—Several Files for

Keeping Vouchers

Purpose of Voucher.—In connection with the voucher

register the voucher plays more or less the same role as the

purchase invoice (which it supplants) when the simple pur-

chase journal is used. When properly filled out, audited and

signed, it constitutes the cashier's authorization to draw a

check in payment of the invoice. This check is then ready

for the signature of the treasurer. The voucher is also the

bookkeeper's authorization to enter the purchase in the

voucher register, and at the same time gives him specific

directions relative to the manner in which the invoice amount

is to be distributed in the debit columns of the reg-ister.
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Form of Voucher.—The vendor's bills or invoices by

which purchases of materials, supplies, or services are evi-

denced are of various sizes, forms, and colors. To provide

a suitable formal document from which to make entry in

the voucher register, use is made of what is termed a voucher

jacket or simply a voucher, an example of which is given on

the opposite page. All vouchers in any particular system

are made uniform as to size, color, and form. The essential

part of the voucher is an invoice form or ruling which pro-

vides space for the name and address of the vendor, the date

of the bill, terms, etc., together with details of the items

purchased and the amount of the bill. The data on the ven-

dor's bill may be transcribed to the voucher or the invoice

may be simply attached to it. These vouchers are numbered

as received and will, therefore, follow the chronological

sequence of the dates of the relative invoices. The vouchers

are entered in this order in the voucher register, the number

of each voucher appearing in the column provided for the

purpose. The voucher also contains a list of the accounts

to which the amount in question is to be debited. This debit

and credit analysis or distribution of charges is indicated by

an accounting officer or one of the operating officials who
has the requisite knowledge as to the proper entries to be

made.

Audit of Vouchers.—In the handling of purchases under

the voucher method, the same audit or verification is followed

as in connection with the purchase invoice for entry in the

purchase journal. The vendor's bill when received should be

checked against the office copy of the order and also against

the goods, supplies, and other items received; unit prices

should be checked and verified. Provision is usually made on

the voucher to record the initials of the persons who make

these various checkings, or a separate check sheet is used,

as the one shown below.
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CHECK SHEET
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in which the audited and unpaid vouchers are kept until the

dates fixed for payment, when checks are drawn for the neces-

sary amounts, less any discounts, and remitted to the vendor.

The third file consists of all paid vouchers. As these vouchers

constitute the explanation and supporting documents" for the

entries in the voucher register, they should be preserved.

They are usually, therefore, arranged in numerical sequence

to which reference can be readily made in the event any ques-

tion should arise concerning any particular invoice.

INSTALLATION OF THE VOUCHER SYSTEM

Transferring Creditors' Accounts to Voucher Register—Change

in Name of Controlling Account—Adjust''Ment Necessary to

Avoid Duplicating Entry

Preparation of Vouchers.—No formality need attend the

installation of a voucher system into a set of books where

formerly none was used. The individual accounts in the

accounts payable ledger should be closed off by a transfer to

the voucher register. In making the transfer to the voucher

system, it will be necessary to prepare vouchers, not usually

for the balance of each of the creditors' accounts, but for

each one of the individual unpaid items in each creditor's

account. This is necessary because in accordance with the

credit terms extended, each transaction will become due and

must therefore be settled at a different due date. If there

are, for example, three unpaid items with different due dates

in a creditor's account, three separate vouchers should be

prepared and entered on the voucher register, A card index

of creditors will also be prepared. Usually the control ac-

count, Accounts Payable, will have its name changed or will

be closed off into a new account termed "Vouchers Payable."

Avoiding Duplication of Credit Entry.—When the indi-

vidual vouchers are entered in the voucher register, inasmuch
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as the debit analysis of each of these has aheady been entered

in the records, there will be no distribution to such debit ac-

counts on the face of the register. However, the entry of

the amount of these vouchers in the Vouchers Payable column

will, vdien the total of that column is posted, result in a

double credit in the Vouchers Payable account—namely, the

balance carried over from the Accounts Payable account and

an equal amount included in the total of Vouchers Payable

column from the voucher register. This must be corrected

by securing an offsetting debit of equal amount. The indi-

vidual vouchers, therefore, are distributed into the Sundry

Charges column, and a charge is made to Vouchers Payable

account by an entry of that title in the "Account Title" or

"Account to be Charged" column. These individual debit

postings will exactly offset the double credit to Vouchers

Payable indicated above. With these entries made, the sys-

tem is in balance, and ready for operation.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE SUBSIDIARY LEDGER
UNDER VOUCHER SYSTEM

Additional Column in Voucher Register for Entry of Sums Due
Creditors—Handling of Other Expenditures

In some firms it may be desirable to maintain a formal

accounts payable subsidiary ledger in which to keep accounts

with merchandise creditors in order to secure information as

to volume of business done with each, as under the purchase

journal method. This can be accomplished through the use

of the voucher register by introducing another credit column

next to the Vouchers Payable column. (See form below.)

This new column may be headed Accounts Payable or

Trade Creditors. In it will be entered only the transactions

with those creditors whose accounts are carried in the accounts

payable ledger, the total of the column serving as a controlling

figure over the credit postings to that ledger. All other trans-
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actions will be entered in the Vouchers Payable column. Ex-

tension from these two columns into the debit distributive

columns is handled in the usual way. By this method accounts

need not be kept with the numerous creditors for supplies and

expense items, each of them being paid in full for each trans-

action. Thus the advantages of the voucher system together

with the convenience of the accounts payable ledger can be

secured through the use of a single special journal, the

voucher register.

INDEX OF CREDITORS UNDER VOUCHER
SYSTEM

Why Index Necessary—Manner of Conducting—Determining

Volume of Business Done with a Customer

Under the voucher system, individual accounts with credi-

tors are usually not kept in a separate creditors ledger, but

only on the face of the voucher register. Reference to trans-

actions with particular creditors is therefore difficult, since

VOUCHER INDEX
NAME:
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the transactions are not indexed and summarized by credi-

tors' names.

To facilitate such reference, an alphabetically arranged

card index of creditors is carried, one card being provided

for each creditor. One form of such a card is shown above.

On each card are recorded the various transactions with

that creditor. This is in the nature of a posting from the

voucher register to the card index. Usually the card index

carries only the voucher number. If it becomes necessary to

look up transactions with a particular creditor, by reference

to this card index a cross-reference to the voucher numbers

carrying a record of the transactions with this creditor is

obtained. These vouchers can then be drawn out and the

required data be made available. The card index also makes

possible a determination of the volume of business being done

with any creditor—information which is sometimes of im-

portance. By referring to the vouchers covering the trans-

actions with a particular creditor, the total volume of business

done can be computed.

HANDLING PURCHASE RETURNS AND ALLOW-
ANCES UNDER VOUCHER SYSTEM

Adjustment Before and After Entry in Voucher Register—
When Red Ink Entry Is Made—Adjustment by Entry in General

Journal

The Difficulty Encountered.—The handling of purchase

returns and allowances, after entry has been made of the

original purchase voucher, presents some difficulty under the

voucher system. A purchase return or allowance is a debit

to the vendor's account, to be deducted from the amount of

the original invoice in order to determine the net amount due

in settlement of the bill. Under the voucher system, where

a single line is given to each account in the voucher register,

the debit to the account being simply a memorandum that the

account has been paid, and of the manner of its payment, no
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provision is made for recording adjustments due to purchase

returns and allowances.

Adjustment by Red Ink Entry.—If such returns and

allowances are made immediately upon the receipt of the

goods, the amount can be deducted from the face of the ven-

dor's bill before it is vouchered and passed for payment.

The voucher will then carry the net amount after adjustment,

and no further problem is encountered. If, however, the

amount of the original bill has been entered on the voucher

register, the purchase return and allowance must be entered

as a deduction item, shown as such by means of red ink, im-

mediately above and on the same line with the entry of the

original bill, if the return or allowance is made in the same

month in which the original entry in the voucher register was

made. If in a subsequent month, the adjustment will be

entered separately. The amount of the adjustment will be

entered in red ink in the Vouchers Payable column, and

will also be extended and entered in the distributive column

or columns affected so that the net amount of the bill will

agree with the net amounts distributed. These red ink items

are, of course, deduction items and, when the various col-

umns are totaled, either the net total may be shown or two

totals on the one line, the one in red ink being the total of all

red ink items in the column, the other in black ink being the

total of all black items. Where two totals are shown, these

will usually be posted to opposite sides of the same account.

Thus in the Vouchers Payable account, the black total will

be posted to the credit and the red total to the debit. In the

distributive columns, the two totals will be posted in reverse.

In a mercantile business, the Merchandise Purchases column,

instead of being posted as just indicated, may have its black

total posted to the debit of merchandise Purchases account,

and the red total posted as a credit to Purchase Returns and

Allowances account set up for that purpose.
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Issue of Substitute Voucher—An alternative method for

entering purchase returns and allowances under the voucher

system provides for the complete cancellation of the original

voucher and the issue of a new one for the net amount of the

bill in its place. This may be accomplished by means of an

entry in the general journal, somewhat as follows

:

Vouchers Payable (#369) $1,275.00

Vouchers Payable (#598) $1,210.00

Purchase Returns and Allowances (or other

suitable account title) 65.00

To cancel Voucher #369 and authorize its reissue

in Voucher #598, on account of return of unsatis-

factory merchandise.

The credit here shown to Purchase Returns and Allow-

ances will be made to the account to which original distribu-

tion was made of the debit analysis of the transaction, in order

to adjust it to the necessary net distribution. The method by

red ink adjustment is usually preferred because it entails less

bookkeeping.

Special Column in Voucher Register.—Sometimes a spe-

cial distributive column headed "Purchase Returns and Al-

lowances" may be used in the voucher register. In that case,

the red ink entry will be made in the Vouchers Payable col-

umn, and a black ink entry on the same line in the Purchase

Returns and Allowances column.

NOTES PAYABLE UNDER VOUCHER SYSTEM

Vouchering Payment of Note—When Note Is Payable at Bank
—When Voucher Check System in Use

Issue of Vouchers upon Payment of Notes.—Under the

voucher system, it is customary to make a voucher for every

transaction which will ultimately result in a cash disburse-

ment. This procedure when applied to notes payable at the

time when the note is issued, does not work satisfactorily.
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The issue of a voucher and its entry in the voucher register

for a note which will have to be paid some time in the future

has the effect of converting the note payable liability into a

voucher payable liability, inasmuch as the distribution of the

voucher will have to be made to the debit of Notes Payable.

This is not in accordance with the current status of the trans-

action. The proper procedure, accordingly, requires the hold-

ing up of the issue of the formal voucher until the time of

payment of the note. A voucher is then made out and entered

on the voucher register and the Notes Payable account is

charged in the Sundry Debits column. The check is then

drawn for payment of the note and entered in the cash dis-

bursements journal. This results in a simultaneous conver-

sion of the note payable liability into a voucher payable lia-

bility which is immediately canceled through the debit to

Vouchers Payable account from the cash disbursements

journal.

Notes Made Payable at Maker's Bank.—When, however,

a note is made payable at the maker's bank, to be presented

there for payment, a charge memorandum will be put through

by the bank, from which posting will be made to the debit of

the depositor's checking account. The canceled note and the

charge memorandum are sent to the depositor as notification

to him that his account has been charged for the amount of

the note. Under such circumstances, the simplest procedure

is to issue a voucher using the canceled note and bank debit

memorandum as authority for it. This voucher will be en-

tered regularly and extended into the Sundry Charges column

where it will be charged to Notes Payable account. Also

entry of the bank charge slip will have to be made in the cash

disbursements journal. The charge slip itself should be given

the next consecutive check number and treated as a canceled

check, the amount being entered in Vouchers Payable col-

umn. If a voucher check system is in use, the voucher
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check—which is an integral part of the voucher entered on the

voucher register—will have to be canceled and entered in the

cash disbursements journal.

VOUCHER DISTRIBUTION BOOK

How Distribution Columns of Voucher Register May Be Ex-

panded—Columnar Arrangement in Voucher Distribution Book

If provision for a very detailed analysis of the accounts

to be charged in the voucher register is to be made, short-

margin insert sheets may be placed in between two full-margin

sheets. These insert sheets carry only money columns. In

this way expansion of the distributive columns of the voucher

register to almost any extent desired can be made, the entry

of the name of the creditor and other data on the left-hand

portion of the full-margin sheet applying to these short-

margin distributive sheets as well.

Where the classification of the accounts to be debited is

extensive, and these distributive sheets are many, they are

bound separately in a loose-leaf volume which is known as

the voucher distribution or voucher distribution book. An
example of such record is shown opposite. Note that there

are three columns for each major debit account—one for the

voucher number, one for the number of the sub-account, and

another for the amount with which that sub-account is

debited. At the end of the month, by means of an adding

machine, the charges to each sub-account in each major col-

umn are summarized for posting.

RECORDING CASH PURCHASES

Postings When No Accounts Kept with Vendors—Use of Cash

Purchases Account—Cash Purchases under Voucher System

Accounts Kept with Vendors.—Restricting the term

"cash purchases" to purchases in which an immediate cash
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settlement is made, as against those made on credit but paid

for in a few days to take advantage of a discount offer, the

method of recording such purchases is similar to that of re-

cording cash sales (see page 184). If it is desired to keep a

record of the total volume of business done with each vendor,

the entries will be like those for purchases made on account.

In other words, no distinction will be made between cash and

credit purchases.

No Accounts Kept with Vendors.—If, however, cash

purchases are to be recorded without reference to the vendor,

the only entries will be a debit included in the total debits

posted to the Purchases account through the purchase jour-

nal, and a credit included in the total credits posted to the Cash

account through the cash disbursements journal. In other

words, there will be no individual credit posting from the

purchase journal or debit posting from the disbursements

journal, and in each case this will be indicated by entering a

check or other mark in the folio columns of the two special

journals.

Instead of the foregoing procedure, the method is used

at times of posting in full the entry in each journal as follows

:

the cash disbursements journal entry, debit Cash Purchases

account and credit the Cash account; and the purchase jour-

nal entry, debit Purchases and credit Cash Purchases. By
this procedure the Cash Purchases account will always be in

balance, so that the postings to it will not duplicate those'

made to the Purchases account.

Cash Purchases under Voucher System.—If a voucher

system is used and all disbursements are made by check, all

cash purchases are first entered on the voucher register and
immediately closed out through the entry on the check register.

This procedure coincides with that of purchases made on

account.
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HANDLING PARTIAL PAYMENTS UNDER
VOUCHER SYSTEM

Cancellation of Old Voucher and Reissue of New One—When
Partial Payments Become Too Frequent

The voucher system is built on the idea that full payment

will be made of the voucher for each transaction. No pro-

vision is made for canceling only a part of a voucher. Ac-

cordingly, where partial payments are to be made, the method

of canceling the original voucher and reissuing it in what-

ever number of new vouchers it is planned to make payment,

must usually be followed. This may be done either by formal

entry on the general journal somewhat similar to the entry

made in handling purchase returns and allowances under the

voucher system (see page 164) ; or, better still, in the Paid

column of the original voucher may be entered the numbers

of the new vouchers in which the old has been reissued. This

entry thus cancels the old voucher and reissues it in the new.

The amounts of these new vouchers will be entered in the

Vouchers Payable column and extended in the Sundry

Charges column where they will be shown as debits to Vouch-

ers Payable account and from which they will be so posted.

If partial payments on vouchers become frequent, it indicates

a situation to which the use of the voucher register for ledger

purposes should be discarded and an accounts payable ledger

used in its place.

TAKING AN INVENTORY OF MERCHANDISE

Counting and Valuing Merchandise—How "Cost or Market,

Whichever Is Lower" Is Determined—Steps Followed in Taking

Inventory

Physical Count and Valuation o£ Inventory.—The un-

sold goods on hand at the close of the fiscal year are referred

to as merchandise inventory. Since during the year no de-
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tailed record was kept of the additions to the stock on hand

through purchases or withdrawals due to sales, except where

the book or perpetual inventory system is used, it is necessary

at the close of the year to ascertain the value of the inventory,

as it then stands, since the profits for the year cannot be de-

termined without it. This is done by determining the quan-

tity of each kind of merchandise on hand and valuing it by

applying an appropriate unit price. This counting and valu-

ing is called "taking the inventory."

A correct balance sheet and profit and loss statement are

largely dependent upon the accuracy with which the inventory

is taken. Not only must the count be accurate as to quantity

but the merchandise must be properly valued. A conservative

business maxim frequently followed is "anticipate no profits,

and provide for all losses." Applied to the valuation of in-

ventories, it results in the rule very generally followed, of

pricing inventories at "cost or market, whichever is lower"

at the inventory date. Each item composing the inventory

is valued at cost, which is the price paid for the article, or

at its market value at the time of the inventory, if it is less

than the cost. The market price is the price at which the

article can be replaced by new purchases in the ordinary

course of business. The rule applies to each item of the in-

ventory, not to the totals. Thus in the following illustration,

Item Cost

1 $5.00
2 4.00

3 6.00

$15.00

Market
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Procedure in Taking the Inventory.—Taking a physical

inventory consists of showing quantity, description, unit

price, and amount of each item. The procedure is as follows

:

1. The physical inventory is taken at the close of the ac-

counting period.

2. The counting and listing of the stock is usually per-

formed by persons employed in the department in

question, and under the direct supervision of the head

of the department.

3. Occasionally, however, outside parties are called in,

either to "take" the inventory, or to check it as soon

as it has been completed by employees.

4. Strict instructions should be given to those who take

the inventory. These should cover the method to be

followed and precautions to be observed. Written

instructions are best.

5. Before the inventory sheets are handed out, they should

be serially numbered to insure the return of all sheets.

6. If possible, the inventory sheets should be issued in ad-

vance to record the description of the goods listed

(designating whether damaged, shopworn, or obso-

lete), where located, and so on. On the day when
the inventory is taken the data previously recorded

are checked, and quantities inserted.

7. The pricings, extensions, footings, and recapitulations

should be made in the office. They should be checked

by some person other than the one who makes the

calculations in the first instance. This work is usu-

ally done by operators using automatic calculating

machines.

8. The signatures of those who take the inventory (caller

and lister) should be placed on each inventory sheet,,

so that responsibility for errors may be definitely

placed.

9. The inventory should be taken in the shortest possible

time, in order to avoid confusion because of the

receipt of new goods and the shipment of old goods.
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10. Consignments inward not yet sold should be separated

from the inventory of goods purchased. Such goods

should be listed on separate sheets, and must be ex-

cluded from the inventory total, because they are the

property of the consignors.

11. All goods out on consignment should be listed and in-

cluded in the inventory.

12. Invoices for all goods included in the inventory must be

entered on the general books before closing. The
inventory should include only merchandise, the bills

for which were charged to Purchases account before

closing.

13. Goods in transit (purchased but not yet received) are

taken up through the following entry which affects

the balance sheet only.

Goods in Transit, Dr.

Accounts Payable, Cr.

14. If the goods are bulky or are in large containers, use is

sometimes made of "inventory tags" prepared in ad-

vance. Each item of the inventory with a description

of the goods and their location, is given on each tag.

BOOK INVENTORY—STOCK LEDGER
Operation of Stock Ledger—Control Account in General Ledger

—Pricing Merchandise Withdrawn from Stock

Book Inventory and Physical Inventory.—Other names
for book inventories are "perpetual," "going," or "running"

inventories. They are simply records on which is kept a state-

ment of the quantity and sometimes value of the dififerent

kinds of merchandise, or in a manufacturing concern, of the

different kinds of materials, semi-finished goods, and finished

goods on hand. The accounts show all receipts of goods, in

one column, and with all issues or withdrawal of goods in an-

other column, and balance in a third column. The receipts

and issues of goods may be listed as to (1) quantities only.
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(2) prices only, or (3) as to both. For purposes of the book

or perpetual inventory the merchandise should be priced at

cost. Book inventories do not dispense with physical inven-

tories, which should be taken periodically to check the accuracy

of the perpetual inventory.

The advantages of perpetual inventories are :

1. Financial statements can be made monthly without tak-

ing a physical inventory at the end of each month.

2. The purchasing department is supplied with data neces-

sary to enable it to keep stocks on hand between

minimum and maximum limits.

3. Book inventories serve as a check on physical inven-

tories, thus affording means of detecting theft, shrink-

age, and shortage.

Stock Ledger.—Under the perpetual inventory system,

the usual accounting procedure is to maintain a control ac-

count in the general ledger. Subsidiary to this is a stock

ledger containing a card or sheet for each item or class of

merchandise. The charges to these subsidiary ledger accounts

are entered from the creditors' invoices. The credits are

posted from the summary of duplicate sales invoices.

When but few articles are traded in and the quantities are

small, it is easy to record the units sold and the number of

units which should be on hand, thus obtaining a book inven-

tory. When a variety of articles is traded in and there are

many sales, the clerical expense of keeping track of quanti-

ties may be prohibitive. If so, quantity of goods on hand

and the value thereof must be ascertained by taking a physical

inventory.

Pricing of Merchandise Withdrawn from Stock.—The

illustration below is a simple stock ledger for recording the

quantity and value of particular commodities on hand. In

this illustration, quantity issued is deducted from quantity

purchased to ascertain quantity on hand. The pricing of
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STOCK LEDGER Commodity "y"
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Method Illustrated.—The application of this method is

illustrated in the following example

:

1. Average sales per year over the number of years taken $ 5,250.00

Average cost of purchases 3,242.00

Average gross profit $ 2,008.00

% of average of gross profit to average sales 38^%

2. Actual sales per books $ 5,500.00

Less—estimated gross profit on sales which is 38^% on sales 2,103.80

Estimated cost of sales—61^% on sales $ 3,396.20

3. Inventory at beginning of period $ 4,936.00

Purchases during the period 5,550.00

Together $10,486.00

Deduct—estimated cost of sales (as above) 3,396.20

Balance—estimated inventory at end of period $ 7,089.80

The estimated inventory is accurate only to the degree that

the estimated percentage of gross profit is accurate. There-

fore, the use of this method should be limited to those con-

cerns whose products have a fairly uniform margin of gross

profit. If such condition exists, this method may be used to

determine the approximate inventory at the close of each

month, thus making possible monthly balance sheets and state-

ments of profits without having a perpetual or book inventory.

RETAIL METHOD OF INVENTORY

Inventorying on Basis of Selling Cost—Adjustment to Cost

Basis by Application of Mark-Up Per Cent

When Method Is Used.—Every Inventory should be

taken at cost, since the taking of the inventory is but one

step in ascertaining the cost of the merchandise sold and the

gross profit on sales during the fiscal period just elapsed

where no book or perpetual inventory of the various articles

or materials composing the stock is kept. However, among
retail stores, particularly department stores, it is a common
practice to first take the inventory at selling prices. But this
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represents merely a short-cut method of arriving at the cost

of the inventory. In retail establishments, with their stocks

of miscellaneous goods, the detailed figures of cost for the

various kinds of articles are not readily available. The selling

prices naturally are. To save labor in taking the inventory,

therefore, it is first made on the basis of the selling prices and

then reduced by the average percentage by which the goods

were marked up from their respective cost figures in fixing

their selling prices.

Application of Mark-Up Per Cent.—In order to reduce

an inventory valued at retail sale price, to a cost basis, the

per cent of the mark-up of the cost price to give the original

sale price must be found and applied. This per cent as

usually expressed is based on the sale price and not the cost

price, being determined by dividing the difiference between

the sale and cost price (that is, the gross profit figure) by the

sale price. Thus, an article costing $60 and marked to sell

at $100 will, if sold, yield a gross profit of $40, which, given

in terms of the sale price, is a 40% gross profit. This 40%
is spoken of as the "mark-on per cent." The cost as a per-

centage of the sale price is, therefore, the difference between

100% and the per cent of mark-on, which in the present

example is 60%. That is to say, 60% of the sale price gives

the cost price. This 60% is the cost multiplier by which the

inventory value of goods at selling price is reduced to a cost

price basis. The retail method of inventory, however, is

applied to aggregate stocks of goods by departments or for

the business as a whole, the cost multiplier being found by

taking the aggregate cost of the beginning inventory adding

the amount purchased during the period and comparing this

total with the value of the goods on the basis of sale price.

A form for taking an inventory by the retail method is

shown herewith. It is one recommended by the Controllers

Congress of National Retail Dry Goods Association.
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Retail Inventory ]\Iethod
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(1)

Cost
(2)

Retail
(3)

Mark-Up

(4)

% of

Mark-Up

1. Opening Inventory (lines 11 and 9 of

preceding period)

2. Purchases

3. Freight Express and Cartage, In-

ward
4. Additional Mark-Ups, less addi-

tional Mark-Up Cancellations .

5. Total of Inventory, plus Additions .

6. Net Sales

7. Mark-Downs, less Mark-Down Can-
cellations

8. Total Retail Deduction (sum of

items 6 and 7)

9. Resultant Retail Inventory (Retail

Inventory on line 5, Column 2,

minus item 8

10. Calculation of Cost Percentage

:

(a) Total Percentage . 100%
(b) Percentage of Mark-Up

(lines, Column 4) %

(c) Percentage of Cost [ (a)

minus (b) ] %
11. Cost of Inventory [item 10 (c)

applied to item 9 ]

12. Resultant Mark-Up and Percentage
(item 9 minus item 11)

13. Gross Cost of Merchandise Sold

(difference between Cost Inven-

tories on lines 5 and 1 1)

xxxxsxxx

xxxxxsxx xxxxxxxx

X X X X X X XX

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

X X X X X VYT

xxxxxxTrr

INVENTORY TURNOVER

Ratio as a Significant Index of Management of Inventory

Investment—Two Bases of Computation

Significance o£ the Ratio.—The inventory turnover is the

ratio of the volume of sales for a given period to the average

amount of the inventory and expresses the rapidity with

which the stock of goods is turned OA'er, that is to sav, sold
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out and replenished. The ratio is a convenient figure used

to measure the relative efficiency with which the investment

or money tied up in inventory is being managed. The higher

the ratio and the more rapid the turnover, the smaller is the

amount of capital tied up in stock-in-trade to handle a given

volume of business, and the larger is the return earned on the

capital, since with each turnover a margin of profit is realized

and discounts are earned.

Method of Computation.—The turnover is computed by

taking the average inventory for the period and dividing it

into either the volume of sales or the cost of the sales for

the period. The average inventory may be determined either

by taking an average of the beginning and the ending inven-

tory of the accounting period, or by taking an average of the

monthly inventory figures, if they are available. Whichever

basis—sales or cost of sales—is adopted in figuring the in-

ventory turnover, it should be consistently used; otherwise

the comparison of ratios between periods will not be valid.

Example

:

Beginning inventory at cost $15,754.43
Ending inventory at cost 13,832.53

Total of both inventories $29,586.96
Average inventory—total divided by 2 $14,793.48

Cost of sales for the period were $30,639.37
Inventory turnover for the period 2+

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE ACCOUNT IN THE
GENERAL LEDGER

Controlling Account for Subsidiary Ledger—Entries Made in

the Account—Agreement Between Controlling Account and
Creditors Ledger

Posting the General or Controlling Account.—When
individual creditors' accounts are kept in a separate subsidiary

ledger, a summary account must be opened on the general

ledger, which will control, or serve as a check on the accuracy
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of, the postings made in the creditors ledger. Postings to

this controUing account are made weekly or monthly in sum-

mary totals, as follows

:

Credits from the Purchase Journal.—When the pur-

chase journal is summarized and posted at the end of the

period, the entry is a debit to Purchases account and a credit

to Accounts Payable controlling account on the general ledger

for the total purchases.

Debits from the Cash Disbursements and from the
Returned Purchases and Allowances Journal.—When
the cash disbursements journal is summarized and posted,

at the close of the week or month, the entries are as follows

:

A debit to the Accounts Payable controlling account for the

total of the Accounts Payable column of the cash disburse-

ment journal and a credit to Cash, and a debit to Accounts

Payable account for the total of the Discount on Purchases

column of the cash disbursements journal and a credit to Dis-

count on Purchases.

Likewise, when the purchases returns and allowances jour-

nal is summarized and posted, at the end of the period, a

debit for the total of the amount column is posted to the Ac-

counts Payable controlling account in the general ledger, and

a credit to Purchase Returns and Allowances account.

Agreement Between Creditors Ledger and Accounts

Payable on General Ledger—During the period, the

amounts due the individual creditors for purchases are posted

from day to day by crediting their respective accounts in the

creditors ledger. Debit postings are also currently made to

the creditors' accounts for payments made, and for all re-

turned purchases and allowances. It is, therefore, evident

that the aggregate of the balances of the individual creditors'

accounts at the end of the week or month should agree with

the balance of the Accounts Payable controlling account in
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the general ledger. This fact is availed of by way of check-

ing the accuracy of all postings during the period just closed.

As soon as the postings to the Accounts Payable controlling

account are completed, the comparison is made, and if there

is any discrepancy, a search is made for the error.

PROVING THE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE LEDGER

Proving Correctness of Postings Against Controlling Account—
Against Statements of Accounts Received frmn Creditors

Method o£ Proving.—When an accounts payable or

creditors ledger is maintained to hold accounts with individ-

ual vendors or creditors, it is necessary to prove periodically

the correctness of the postings. This is done at the end of

the month or other period when the several journals from

which the postings are made—the purchase journal, the cash

disbursements journal, and the returned purchases and allow-

ances journal or general journal—are summarized and closed,

and the totals are posted to the Accounts Payable controlling

account on the general ledger.

For the purpose of proving its correctness no actual trial

balance can be taken of the creditors ledger, because the

ledger does not balance. The individual accounts with credi-

tors generally have credit balances, and only occasionally

and in relatively few instances will there be a debit balance,

resulting from payments made to or credits received from

vendors in excess of the purchases.

Schedule of Accounts Payable.—The general method of

proving is to compare the balance of Accounts Payable on the

general ledger with the total of the balances taken from the

individual accounts in the creditors ledger. The total net

balance of the creditors ledger is ascertained by drawing up a

schedule of the balances due to the several creditors, as shown

below

:
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Schedule of Accounts Payable

July 31, 19-

M. O. Sprague $457.00

J. L. Mcintosh 234.00

The J. P. Smith Co 156.00

Total Accounts Payable—General Ledger $847.00

Where there are any debit balances, these may be grouped

in a separate Hst under the credit balances and subtracted

from the latter. Or if they occur often enough, two amount

columns may be provided—one for the credit balances and

the other for the debit balances. While such a schedule is

not actually a trial balance, it is nevertheless frequently re-

ferred to as the accounts payable ledger trial balance.

Comparison with General or Controlling Account.—
The total net balance as shown by the schedule should agree

with the balance of the controlling account on the general

ledger, since the postings to both creditors ledger and the

controlling account are made from the same source, the sev-

eral journals. The only difference is that in the case of the

creditors ledger, the individual items in the journals were

posted separately, while in the case of the Accounts Payable

account in the general ledger, the monthly or other periodical

totals of the items were posted. If there is any difference,

an error has been made either in posting the individual items

to the creditors ledger, or in summarizing the journals or in

posting the totals to the Accounts Payable account on the

general journal.

This method of proof only applies to ascertaining the cor-

rectness of the amount of the postings. It cannot serve as a

check on the posting to the individual accounts nor on the

correctness of the original entries made in the journals. For

the latter purpose the statements of account received from

the creditors should be examined to see whether they agree

with the accounts in the creditors ledger.
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RECORDING OF CASH SALES

What a Cash Sale Is—Two Methods of Recording—Posting

Entry Where No Vendor's Account Is Kept

Accounts Kept with Individual Customers.—Cash sales

are sales for which payment is received immediately. Sales

made on credit but with an offer of a discount allowance (the

so-called cash discount) if payment is made within a few

days, generally ten, are sometimes referred to as cash sales

if the discount is taken. However, for present purposes only

the former class of sales are considered. These may be

recorded in two ways. If, for example, in a wholesale trad-

ing business, the sales or credit departments desire to keep

a record of all sales made to individual customers, whether on

cash or credit terms, cash sales will not be distinguished from

sales made on credit so far as the record of the cash received

is concerned. If, for example, a cash sale of $100 is made

to Thomas Smith, an entry will be made through the sales

journal, debiting his account and crediting Sales. At the

same time an entry will be made through the cash receipts

book, debiting Cash and crediting Thomas Smith. Thus,

his account will at one and the same time receive a debit and

a credit entry, each for $100, and his account will show no

balance. The purpose of the record is not to show any bal-

ance owed by him, as none is owed, but simply the total

volume of sales made to him.

No Accounts Kept with Individual Cash Buyers.—On
the other hand, it may not be considered necessary to keep a

record of the cash sales made to individual buyers. This is

particularly true in a retail trading business. In that event,

the only entries will be a credit to Sales through the sales

journal and a debit to Cash through the cash receipts journal,

and in each journal the brief explanation will be "Cash Sale"

without any mention of the name of the buyer. Here spe-
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cial care must be exercised in posting in order to avoid dupli-

cating entries. As the credit entry for the transaction will

be included in the total posted from the sales journal, no in-

dividual credit posting should be made from the cash receipts

journal, and to indicate this the bookkeeper should place a

check (V) or other mark such as S. B. (sales journal) in

the folio column of the cash receipts journal. Contrariwise,

since the debit entry will be included in the total posted from

the cash receipts journal, no individual debit posting should

be made from the sales journal and this will be shown by

placing a check or other mark, as C. B. (cash book), in the

folio columns of that journal.

CONTROL OF CASH SALES

Control in a Retail Establishment—Control of Cash Sales in a

Factory

Retail Cash Sales.—The fundamentals to be borne in

mind in planning for control of retail cash sales from a

record standpoint are : ( 1 ) the purchaser should receive a

consecutively numbered cash or counter slip or an invoice in

exchange for his cash; (2) a copy of such cash slip should

remain in the hands of the selling organization, either with

the cashier or the sales clerk, and in some cases with both;

(3) provision should be made for daily summarizing the

sales slips of each clerk and of each department; and (4) in-

ternal check or audit should go on continually between the

records of the departmental sales clerks and the cashiers.

Cash Sales o£ Scrap in Factory.—In factories and other

establishments where the number of daily cash sales transac-

tions is small, there nevertheless may be considerable risk of

loss through cash sales of scrap, boxes and other containers,

as well as through occasional sales of finished product.

Wherever practicable to do so, deliveries should be made
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through the shipping department, authorized by a cash sales

ticket from the cashier specifically setting forth what should

be delivered to the cash purchaser. The use of passes for

packages or trucks going through the factory gate has been

found practical and has prevented the disappearance of assets

which might otherwise have been carried off without being

paid for. Receipted invoices for cash sales are sometimes

used in place of such passes. The watchmen should collect

the cash sales slips and turn them over to the auditing depart-

ment as a check against the cash sales receipts and also to

prevent their use again on another day to pass wrapped and

pilfered articles.

BACK-ORDER MEMO
Purpose Served hy Back-Order Memo—Notification to

Customer of Items "Back-Ordered"

A purchase order may include items which cannot be

shipped immediately because they are out of stock. Provi-

sion must then be made for later shipment when the goods

are available. This is done by issuing a back-order memo,

for filling the order at a later date. The items which cannot

be shipped are entered in the invoice without any entries for

prices or amounts, and are either marked "Back-Ordered,"

or a notation is made in the invoice to the effect that the

goods are not in stock at the moment, and will be sent as soon

as they are in stock, if agreeable to the customer. For the

items that cannot be shipped a back-order memo, similar to

the form appearing in (a), is prepared and filed away in a

back-order file, or if suitable in a binder. The back-order

memo serves the same purpose as another order from the

customer to be filled at a later date. When the merchandise

in question is again in stock, the back order is handled in the

regular routine of an original sales order. If the entire
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B 2657

THEIR ORDER

BACK ORDER

ACKNOWLEDGED READY ON OR ABOUT_

(a) Form of Back Order

THE GERALD DRY GOODS CO,
15 EAST 3RD ST.. NEW YORK. N. Y. YOUR ORDER

ACKNO\A/l_EDGIVIENT

ACKNOWLEDGED READY ON OR ABOUT.

AS SOON AS THIS ITEM IS AVAILABLE, IT WILL BE
SHIPPED IN ACCORDANCE WITH YOUR INSTRUCTIONS.

(b) Acknowledgment of Order Which Is "Back-Ordered"
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order must be "back-ordered," a duplicate of the back-order

memo with a note of explanation is mailed to the customer.

Or a special acknowledgment of the receipt of the order, con-

taining a statement that shipment will be made as soon as

the items ordered will be available, is sent. A form of such,

acknowledgment is shown in (b).

SALES RETURNS AND ALLOWANCES

Request for Credit for Return or Allozvance—Posting of Re-

turns and Allowances Journal—Treatment in Profit and Loss

Statement

Credit Memorandum.—After receiving a shipment, and

checking it against the invoice and his purchase order, a cus-

tomer may find the shipment or a part of it unsatisfactory

and may wish to return it. Or the shipment may be deficient

!_. H. SMITH. INC.
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in quality or short in quantity and he may desire an allow-

ance on the invoice. He will then request credit for such

return or allowance. The granting of such credit will be

evidenced by a credit invoice or memorandum prepared on

a form similar to the one shown herewith.

This memorandum, printed on paper of some distinctive

color, usually red, so as to distinguish it readily from the

regular invoice, will be issued in duplicate. The original,

signed by one who is authorized to allow such credits, will

be sent to the customer, while the carbon copy, initialed by

the same person, will be routed to the bookkeeper in charge

of the customers ledger, who will file it in a binder kept for

the purpose after making the proper entries. When goods

are being returned, the credit memorandum will not be issued

until the goods arrive in the receiving department, and are

checked and verified.

Recording Sales Returns and Allowances.—The entries

for all credit memoranda evidencing sales returns and allow-

ances are credited to the customers' accounts and debited to

Sales Returns and Allowances account. Since the amount of

such returns is a check on the efficiency of the sales and ship-

ping departments, a separate account for them is kept instead

of merely passing a debit to Sales. The entry may be made
through the general journal as follows

:

Sales Returns and Allowances $28.25

To A. Brown $28.25

Allowance on Sale as per Invoice No. —

.

Returns and Allowances Journal—When the volume of

business is large and such returns and allowances are fre-

quent, a separate sales returns and allowances journal, ruled

similar to the form below, may be used. Note the column

for the number of the credit memo, by means of which the

memo in question can always be referred to in the filing

binder. These credit entries are posted daily to the cus-
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tomers' accounts, in order to keep the balances of these ac-

counts constantly up to date. The debit entry for the total

of the amount column is made, weekly or monthly, as the

case may be, to Returned Sales and Allowances account in

the manner shown in the form, the offsetting credit being to

Accounts Receivable control account on the general ledger.

1

Date
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customer's account to be debited appears, and the amount of

the sale, made on account or credit.

The entries in the journal are made from day to day as

soon as the goods have been shipped and the invoice has been

mailed to the customer. The basis of the entry, or the book-

keeper's authority to make it, is a carbon copy of the invoice

which is routed to him from the billing department. The

copy provides him with all the necessary information to make

a complete entry as called for by the ruling of the sales jour-

nal. If the sale is a cash sale and no accounts are kept with

cash customers, instead of entering the name of the customer,

only the word "cash" need be entered. If, however, ac-

counts are kept with cash customers as well as with those

who buy on account, then the name of the customer with an

explanation of "cash" is entered.

Date
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No credit entries are made to the Sales account until the

end of the week or month, whichever period is used. The

amount column is then footed and ruled as shown in form

(a) above, and the total amount is posted to the credit of

Sales. The journal entry for this summary posting is made

on the sales journal as appears in (a). The sales journal is

then closed by double rulings, and the next period's sales

begin a new series of entries on the next page.

Another method of closing the sales journal is shown in

(b). Note that a special column is provided for entering

Sales Journal

Date
19—
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Date
IP-
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In the latter case, the posting reference is placed immediately

under the total of each analysis column. The book is "bal-

anced" by cross-footing the analysis columns to determine

that their totals, when combined, equal the total of the "Cus-

tomer" column.

BILLING INVOICES

Necessity for Correct Billing—Various Methods for Insuring

Correct Entries of Shipments

Work of Billing.—"Billing" or "invoicing" is the work

of preparing and mailing out invoices for merchandise ship-

ments, and is performed by a special clerk in the accounting

department, and in the larger organization, with many ship-

ments made daily, by a division of the credit department,

called the "billing department." In a large organization,

billing is from copies of customers' orders or the shipping

memoranda and is done on ordinary typewriters, or, when a

heavy volume of business is transacted, special billing ma-

chines are used to increase the output per worker. These

billing machines usually represent a combination of a type-

writer and a calculating device.

Correct Billing Essential.—Great care must be taken in

billing invoices. Overcharges create bad feeling in the cus-

tomers, while undercharges result in direct losses, since the

customers may not report the undercharges. Moreover, a

dishonest clerk in collusion with a customer may fail to bill

the latter, and as the entries of sales on the books are made

from duplicates of the invoice, there will be no record made

of such a sale. Accordingly, one of the most important

functions of internal auditing is to see to it that all mer-

chandise shipments are properly accounted for. So far as

possible automatic checks are established. In order that the

shipment may tally with the invoice, two independent counts

of the goods may be made if the value of the goods warrants
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the expense of such counts. Prices at which goods are billed

have to be carefully verified in the accounting department

against the sales order as received from the selling depart-

ment. On shipments made f. o. b. shipping point, the ven-

dor may pay the freight and add the cost to the invoice cost

of the shipment. The additional charge must be verified by

a clerk familiar with freight rates, and in a large organiza-

tion this is one of the duties of the traffic department. Other

errors or frauds in billing are possible, and as sales are a

concern's chief source of income, on which it relies to pay

expenses and net a profit, various checks are set up in well-

managed businesses to insure that customers will be billed

for the actual amounts of the shipments, and that these

amounts will be truthfully and correctly recorded in the sales

journal and the customers ledger.

One simple method used is for the shipping department to

return the shipping orders, with an adding machine slip show-

ing the total of the shipments, to a clerk or department per-

forming an auditing function. A similar adding machine

slip showing the total of invoices billed is prepared in the bill-

ing department. The totals of the two slips should agree.

FREIGHT NOTICE AND EXPENSE BILL

Notice Sent by Railroad of Arrival of Shipment—Billing

Consignee for Freight Charges

A notice, called "freight notice" or "arrival notice," is

sent by the railroad to the consignee upon arrival of the

goods. A more or less formal order is given by the con-

signee to the drayage company to call for the freight. This

order authorizes the railroad to deliver it to the drayage com-

pany. Upon its delivery, an "expense" or freight bill is sent

to the consignee itemizing the freight charges due on the

shipment. The freight notice and the freight bill are usually
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made at one impression, the heading on the one being a notice

of the arrival of freight, while on the other the heading is

that of an ordinary invoice or bill showing the freight charges

on the designated goods. Some railroads make three copies

at one impression, consisting of: (1) the freight notice, (2)

the delivery receipt, and (3) the freight bill. Copy 2 is a

receipt surrendered by the consignee upon delivery of the

goods.

SALES INVOICE

Number of Copies of Sales Invoices Used—The Invoice as

Basis of Entry in Sales Journal

Purpose and Form.—The sales invoice is the bill which is

mailed to the customer upon making shipment of his order.

It is employed by wholesaling, jobbing, and manufacturing

concerns, and does not differ in essentials from the sales

ticket which accompanies merchandise sold by a retail busi-

ness.

There is no standard form of invoice, and each business

determines its own form according to its preferences and

requirements. An example is shown below. It is a simple

document designed to contain the information originally con-

veyed by the customer's order, and its purpose is to notify

the customer of the shipment and that he is now indebted for

the sum named. A good invoice contains the date of ship-

ment and routing, terms of sale, name and address of the

customer, merchandise shipped, unit prices, extensions, and

total amount due.

Number of Copies Used.—The invoice, upon its receipt

by the customer, is held until the merchandise shipment ar-

rives, when the goods are checked against it. Prices and

extensions are verified, and if found correct, the invoice is

passed for payment. The copy of the invoice retained by
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SIMPLIFIED INVOICE

[YOUR Name, Address and Trademark Go Hen]

sssirjo-'.o.™ 784 9/5/19— rN-'.'^rcr.o. 40933
„ou,.m=HN<.. 28,453 c™o,c.o.T. 10/8/19—
coK,..cT«a 12,580 ««Do«-.No.. A048786

SOLD John Duncan
TO 894 Pacific Street

Portland, Ore.

•"'"'„°™ Same. Portland, Ore.

"'rr„'!."» 10/8/19— „o« K.Y.Clty „.«,«.,c=...cT7
=.„,~m.L..Ho«o. KP897,643 . <,^ Collect
»o»s„„.«o.,o Past Frt. H.Y.O.

2/30, n/60
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partment for use in making up a list of salesmen's sales, one

to the salesman who got the order, one to the traffic depart-

ment for its records, and one to the statistical department

for its analytical studies of the sales. The invoices are

usually numbered serially, all copies bearing the same num-

ber.

HANDLING CUSTOMER'S ORDER
Use of "House Order" Blank—Recording of Order Before

Shipment and Formal Book Entry—"Tie-Up" Betzveen Ship-

ments and Invoices

Form of Order.—Orders for a company's merchandise

or product may arrive in any one of a number of different

forms—on a regulation order blank of the house, filled out

at the office or mailed in by salesman or customer, by ordi-

nary letter, by telegram, or by word of mouth given per-

sonally or over the telephone. The salesman may take the

customer's order on a "house order" blank, securing his sig-

nature to the order, which thus constitutes a formal contract

between the house and the customer. All large wholesalers

and manufacturers provide sales order blanks containing the

provisions of their standard sales contract, and space for

dating, customer's name, address, shipping instructions, and

details of goods ordered.

Acceptance and Recording of Order.—Upon the arrival

of a customer's order in whatever form, the first step is to

decide upon its acceptance. The goods ordered may not be

of the kind which the house can deliver, or the terms exacted

by the customer may not be satisfactory, or if a cash remit-

tance does not accompany the order, his credit standing will

have to be passed upon unless he is known as good for the

amoimt involved. In a large organization, the order will

first be referred to the credit department to get its approval

of the amount of credit to be extended to the custom.er.
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In every organization some system is provided for taking

proper care of orders upon their arrival. The "order clerk,"

or in a large organization the "order department," handles

this. Because of the practice of canceling orders by the cus-

tomer, before they are filled, it is not customary to make a

formal entry of the sales order on the books of account until

the order has been filled and delivered. Nevertheless, some

INCOMING ORDER BLANK
Order No.
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record must be immediately made of the receipt of the order

and this may be done by the order clerk giving the order a

serial number and entering it in a memorandum book, often

termed a sales or order register. Or the order may be en-

tered on a memorandum slip similar to the form shown.

Invoicing and Shipment.—Where comparatively simple

machinery for handling sales orders is provided, the order

filled out, say on a salesman's form, goes to the billing clerk

who prepares an invoice in triplicate. One carbon copy of

the invoice is routed to the stock and shipping room for order

filling and shipment, and it is there initialed by the shipping

clerk when shipment is made and returned to the accounting

department, where it is filed in the order of its number, in a

binder serving as a shipping record. Meanwhile, the ac-

counting department has checked the other carbon copy of

the invoice against the order and verifies the correctness of

the terms, prices, extensions, and footing. Upon receipt of

the initialed copy from the shipping room, it mails the origi-

nal copy of the invoice to the customer, and files the carbon

copy which it had retained in a sales binder from which the

bookkeeper makes his formal entries on the books of account.

In most business offices, the invoice is not usually pre-

pared until some shipping memorandum has been received

from the delivery department. The invoice is then prepared

from a copy of the shipping report and the seller is sure that

no items are included on the invoice which have not been

shipped for some such reason, as because they are "out of

stock." If the invoices are prepared from sales orders,

there may be delay or corrections may have to be made if it

is subsequently discovered that the goods were not, or could

not, be shipped.

Frequently upon receipt of a sales order and its approval

by the credit department, it is given a serial number and is

transcribed on a "house order" blank. In the transcription
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a number of copies are made, which may be as many as six

or more, one or two of which may, for example, serve as the

invoice sent to the customer, another as a packing sHp ac-

companying the merchandise, and another may be sent to

the sales department for filing. The purpose of using so

many copies of the customer's order is principally to assure

that the billing clerk and the shipping clerk shall have identi-

cal information and efifect a complete "tie-up" between ship-

ments and invoices, from the latter of which the customer is

charged.

CUSTOMERS' MONTHLY STATEMENTS OF
ACCOUNTS

Various Purposes for Mailing Statements—Various Forms of

Statem^^ents—Statements Prepared on Bookkeeping Machines

Periodic Mailing of Statements—In most businesses,

periodic statements of accounts, usually monthly, are mailed

to customers if their accounts show a debit balance. Where
the arrangements with customers are for monthly settlement,

the purpose of the statement is to ask for such payment of

the amount due as indicated on the statement. Where, how-

ever, the terms of payment are a certain number of days from

the invoice date, as 30, 60, or 90 days, the purpose of the

statement is simply by way of verifying the correctness of

the account with the customer. If there is a discrepancy, the

matter is taken up with the vendor and adjusted, so that the

next month begins with all accounts completely confirmed by

customers.

Forms of Statements.—The statements are transcripts

(sometimes a summary) of the customers ledger accounts,

and accordingly contain all charges and all credits for the

period covered. If there is a balance outstanding at the be-

ginning of the month, the current statement opens with the

balance, and is followed first by a list of charges and then of
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payments and other credits for the period. The total credits

are subtracted from the total charges, and the balance con-

stitutes the amount now due. The totals, including the final

balance, are entered in a separate column.

Statements of account differ in form. One form has

been described in the foregoing paragraph. A common
form (see page 24) is one which provides separate columns

for entering the debits and the credits, each against its re-

spective date, and a third column to show the balance that

was due at the beginning, the balance after each debit or

credit entry was made, and the balance at the end of the

period. Such form of statement is readily adaptable to use

with bookkeeping machines.

Companies which use bookkeeping machines to keep their

accounts receivable make duplicates of the accounts on state-

ment forms which they send to the customers. At the be-

ginning of the month, a statement is inserted with each cus-

tomer's ledger sheet, and as entries are made on the sheet

during the month, they are duplicated on the statement form

by means of a carbon sheet, or by a parallel mechanical de-

vice. At the end of the month, all statement forms are re-

moved from the binder or file and mailed to the customers.

ESTIMATING BAD DEBTS

Estimating Collectibility of a Particular Account—Making a

Blanket Estimate Loss—"Aging" Accounts

Principal Methods.—There are two principal methods of

estimating uncollectible customers' accounts at the close of

an accounting period

:

1. All customers' balances may be appraised one by one,

and the accounts deemed bad or very doubtful written

off entirely or scaled down.

2. A blanket allowance may be made, based largely upon
past experience with the accounts as a whole.
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A combination of these two methods may also be em-

ployed.

Appraising Particular Accounts—The first method may
be employed to advantage in the case of concerns with rela-

tively few but large credit customers. It has obvious ob-

jections where there are a large number of comparatively

small balances.

In appraising the collectibility of the accounts, the main

considerations to be kept in mind are as follows :

1. Length of time account has run.

2. Customer's practice with respect to discounts.

3. Trend of the account.

4. General character of dealings with customer.

5. His credit rating and sirnilar data.

6. Special investigations and reports.

Usually the customer's balance is good, doubtful, or bad

in its entirety. However, partial collection may occur in

certain cases, particularly where one or more of the charges

involved is in dispute.

Blanket Estimate.—The second method of estimating

bad debt losses consists in taking a certain percentage of any

one of the following:

1. Amount of credit sales.

2. Amount of total sales.

3. Amount of customers' accounts outstanding.

The first of these is to be recommended since the percent-

age of credit business which ordinarily proves to be uncol-

lectible is the information desired. The second basis of

figuring the percentage is substantially the same as the first

and may be used where the cash sales are few. The third

basis, customers' accounts outstanding, is considered to be

the least satisfactory.
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Aging o£ Accounts.—In connection with the estimate of

bad debts, a classification and analysis of past-due accounts is

advisable. For this purpose columnar sheets may be used,

columns being headed, for example, as follows :

Less than 30 days past due

30-60 days past due

60-90 days past due, etc.

The longer the accounts are past due, the less the chance

for collection. Hence, a greater percentage of the accounts

90 days past due must be written off than of those only 30

days past due. This grouping of accounts according to the

number of days past due is known as "aging the accounts."

THE RETAIL SALES INVOICE

Checking Total Cash Tickets Against Cash Receipts—Analysis

of Sales on Daily Sales Sheet—Recapitulation Sheet

Cash and Charge Tickets.—Practically all systems of

handling sales require that at the time of the sale some record

or memo of the transaction be made. In retail stores, the

use by each salesman of a book of sales tickets with provi-

sion for duplicate or triplicate impression is very general,

whether the sale be cash or charge. One copy is given to

the customer or accompanies the goods when delivered. The
other copy or copies are retained by the store for its own
records. The cash and charge tickets are usually put up in

separate books and a different color of paper is used for each.

At the close of the day, the total cash tickets are checked

against the cash received from cash sales, and the total charge

tickets give a controlling figure for charges to customers.

The total of the cash tickets plus that of the charge tickets

gives the total credit to Sales.

Analysis of Sales.—These sales tickets are usually entered

on a daily sales sheet provided with distributive columns for
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analysis according to departments or kinds of commodities.

A recapitulation or summary giving the totals of each of

these columns is made and posted to the ledger, while the

customers ledger accounts may receive their charges direct

from the sales ticket. This recapitulation really constitutes

the sales journal record.

Whatever system is used, the sales ticket is the original

record of the transaction and, therefore, valuable as evidence

in case of dispute with the buyer. It should be filed away
and kept until all danger of dispute is past.

POSTING THE CUSTOMERS LEDGER

Various Journals from Which Postings Are Made—Indicating

Particular Invoices Being Paid—Posting Directly from Invoices

Journals from Which Entries Are Posted The post-

ings to the individual accounts in the customers ledger are

made mainly from the sales journal and the cash receipts

journal. These postings are made daily in order that infor-

mation regarding the status of the accounts may be available

at all times. The charges to the accounts are made from the

sales journal, while the credit entries are posted from the

cash receipts journal. Credits for any returned sales or al-

lowances on sales are made either from the general journal,

or from a returned sales or allowances journal, if one is used.

If a bookkeeper gives his entire attention to the customers

ledger, he is not concerned with the offsetting entries—the

credits to sales against the charges to customers' accounts,

and the debits to cash against credits to customers, etc.

Other bookkeepers take care of these entries.

Making the Posting.—The usual form of a charge entry

in a customer's account is to insert the date, the number of

the invoice, the terms in the explanation column, the sales

journal folio, and the amount. (See form below.) The
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credit entries are similar except as to the cross-reference to

the journal serving as the posting medium, which in this case

will be either the cash receipts journal, the general journal,

or the returned sales and allowances journal. The balance

of the account will show the amount still due from customer.

Sometimes it is necessary to indicate what invoices are

being paid, as the customer may dispute the charge for some

other invoice, and refuse to pay it entirely or until certain ad-

NAME JOHN MAYERS & COMPANY

ADDRESS Wentworth Avenue, New York City
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should likewise be lettered (a). The letters may be inserted

in the amount columns to the left of the amounts, or in a

separate narrow column immediately to the left of the

amount column.

Postings Directly from Invoices.—Where the bills or

invoices are voluminous and for small amounts, as for ex-

ample, in the case of an electric light company in a commun-

ity of some size, the sales journal may be dispensed with en-

tirely so far as its serving as the posting medium for the cus-

tomers ledger is concerned. The ledger will be posted di-

rectly from the carbon copies of the invoices, which ordinar-

ily serve as the basis for the entry in the sales journal. In

that case the sales journal merely serves the medium for mak-

ing monthly or other summary postings to Accounts Receiv-

able in the general ledger, or may be dispensed with entirely,

the total of the duplicate invoices being entered in the gen-

eral journal. When the sales journal is so used, it may as-

sume a form entirely different from its usual form. It may

be little more than an adding machine summary or recapitu-

lation of the invoices, and therefore be unnecessary.

TURNOVER OF RECEIVABLES
Test of Efficiency in Managing Investment Tied Up in Cus-

tomers' Accounts—Computing and Interpreting the Turnover

Definition.—The turnover of receivables expresses the

relationship between the amount of customers' accounts or

accounts receivable outstanding and the amount of sales. It

is used to measure the relative economy and efficiency real-

ized in handling the investment tied up in customers' ac-

counts. The more rapid the turnover, the smaller are the

capital requirements of the business so far as the particular

investment represented by the outstanding receivables is con-

cerned, and the greater is the efficiency shown in the collec-

tion of accounts.
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Computation o£ Turnover.—The turnover of accounts

receivable usually represents the number of days in which

accounts receivable are collected. For example, if the aver-

age daily sales on account are $6,000 and the total accounts

receivable outstanding at the end of the year are $200,000,

then it means that the average number of days sales re-

main unpaid at the end of the year are 33. That is, the ac-

counts are collected on the average about every 33 days.

This time period is the turnover of accounts receivable—the

number of days in which accounts receivable are turned over

into cash.

Interpreting the Turnover.—To interpret turnover as a

measure of collection efficiency, the credit terms must be

taken into consideration. In the example given above, if

the net credit terms are n/60 days, meaning payment within

60 days, then the collections are exceptionally good ; the cus-

tomers are paying their bills on the average of 33 days when

they really could use 60 days. If, however, the sales terms

are n/30 days, the collections are slightly slow, the customers

paying their invoices on the average every 33 days, when the

maximum credit term extended to them is 30 days.

The average daily sales are figured by dividing the total

sales for the year by the number of business days in the year.

If a concern operates on a six-day week, the total number of

business days figured in a year is 313. If the firm is on a

£ve-day week, the total number of business days in a year

is 261.

PROVING THE CUSTOMERS LEDGER

Check Against General Ledger Controlling Account—Procedure

in Proving—Use of Statements Mailed to Customers

Why Customers Ledger Does Not Balance.—At the end

of every month or other period, when the sales journal, the
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cash receipts journal, the sales returns and allowances jour-

nal, the general, and other journals are closed and posted, and

the summary entries are made in the Accounts Receivable ac-

count on the general ledger, the customers ledger is proved

in order to ascertain whether or not the postings made to it

daily throughout the period are correct. This cannot be

done by taking a trial balance of the customers ledger, since

that ledger does not balance. The individual customers' ac-

counts in it have practically all debit balances. Only where

the customer has made a prepayment, or has received credit

for returned goods or an allowance after he has paid the in-

voice amount in full, and in other like instances, will his ac-

count have a credit balance.

Schedule of Customers' Accounts.—The method of prov-

ing the customers ledger is by comparing the sum of the

debit balances in the customers' accounts, less any credit

balances, with the balance of Accounts Receivable control ac-

count in the general ledger. The procedure in making this

proof is to draw up on conveniently ruled paper a schedule

or list of the balances in the customers ledger. If there are

any credit balances, these can be grouped separately below

the schedule of debit balances and subtracted from the total

of the latter. If the credit balances occur frequently, a sepa-

rate column may be provided in which to enter them. Such

a schedule will appear as follows

:

Schedule of Customers' Accounts

July 31, 19-

Debit Credit

T. R. Smith $ 85.69

M. L. Jones $25.62

S. T. Taylor 169.72

J. R. Frank 79.82

Total balances $335.23 $25,62

Net Debit Balance, as per Controlling Account $309.61
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Proof Against Accounts Receivable on General Ledger.

—The net debit balance of all the customers' accounts as

shown by the schedule should equal the balance of Accounts

Receivable on the general ledger, the controlling account.

This is because the postings to the customers ledger and to

the controIHng account were made from the same sources,

the several journals, the only difference being that in the case

of the customers ledger, the items on the journals were

posted individually day by day, while in the case of the con-

trolling account on the general ledger, the items were posted

in monthly or other periodical totals. If there is a dis-

crepancy between the final net debit balance shown on the

schedule of customers' accounts and the balance of the con-

trolling account, an error has been made in posting the indi-

vidual accounts in the customers ledger, or in summarizing

and posting the journals to Accounts Receivable on the gen-

eral ledger.

The foregoing method can be used only to prove the cor-

rectness of the posting. It will not prove the correctness of

the original entries made in the journals. The check against

errors in the latter is in sending periodical statements of ac-

count to customers for their examination. Nor will it de-

tect errors of posting to the wrong individual's account. It

merely proves that the total of the individual debit postings

equal the total of the summary entry.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ON THE GENERAL
LEDGER

Advantages of the Summary or Controlling Account—Journals

from Which Postings Are Made—How Entries Are Made

Reasons for Accounts Receivable on the General Ledger.

—Where the customers' accounts are kept in a separate

customers ledger instead of in the general ledger, it is neces-

sary to open and conduct a summary account on the general
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ledger which will reflect the state of the customers' accounts

as a whole. There are several reasons, some quite obvious,

for keeping such a summary account.

First, this account makes the general ledger complete in

itself so that it may be closed without reference to the cus-

tomers ledger. This closing permits the determination of

the profits for the period in question.

Second, when completely posted, accounts receivable bal-

ance on the general ledger shows at a glance the amount of

money tied up in customers' accounts—always a valuable

item of information for the management of the business.

Third, the postings to accounts receivable on the general

ledger account are made by methods independent of the post-

ings to the individual accounts in the customers ledger. It

therefore serves as a check on the accuracy of the entries in

the customers ledger. The customers ledger is "proved"

against that balance. The general ledger account serves as

a "control" for the customers ledger and therefore belongs

to the group of accounts known as controlling accounts,

which verify subsidiary ledgers by controlling them.

Sources of the Postings.—The postings to Accounts Re-

ceivable account on the general ledger are made weekly or

monthly, whenever the sales and cash journals are totaled

and ruled off. The postings are made from the following

sources

:

Debits:

Sales Journal—the total of the amounts column.

Credits:

Cash Receipts Book—the total of the Accounts Receivable

column.

Returned Sales and Allowances Journal—^the total of the

amounts column.

General Journal—^total of the Notes Receivable column,

showing the amount of notes received from customers.
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In a large accounting office, with a separate bookkeeper in

charge of the general ledger, the total amounts from the sev-

eral journals will be received by him on a memorandum from

the clerks in charge of the journals. Upon receipt of the

memorandum, he will make the postings to Accounts Re-

ceivable, which will then appear as shown below

:

Accounts Receivable

19—
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CUSTOMERS LEDGER—FORM

Operation of a Loose-leaf Ledger—The "Transfer Ledger"—
Controlling Accounts for Several Divisions of Customers Ledger

Bound and Loose-leaf Ledgers.—In a business selling to

numerous customers, the individual accounts are recorded

in a separate ledger devoted solely to this purpose, which is

known as the customers or accounts receivable or sales led-

ger. In the general ledger there is then only one or several

general or controlling Accounts Receivable accounts, the en-

tries in which are made in monthly totals from the sales jour-

nal, the cash receipts journal, the returned sales and pur-

chases, general and other journals. One purpose of this gen-

eral account is to show the company's general status as re-

gards the aggregate of accounts receivable from customers.

Although some organizations still use the old-fashioned

permanently bound ledgers for keeping individual customers'

accounts, the more common method today is to use loose-leaf

ledgers, consisting of sheets, one for each account or cus-

tomer, placed in a binder, or file cabinet, in alphabetical order.

The flexibility of the ledger in this form permits the with-

drawing of sheets as accounts are closed or sheets are filled

up and the insertion of new sheets in their proper alphabeti-

cal place as new accounts are opened or new sheets for old

accounts are inserted. The sheets are not numbered usually

but are kept in alphabetical order according to the names of

the customers. The account of a particular customer can,

therefore, be readily found without having to consult an in-

dex in the front of a bound ledger, or sales journal, for the

ledger folio number.

As a matter of fact, there is then no need of entering the

ledger folio in the sales journal, and the only purpose served

by the ledger folio column in that journal is to indicate by

check mark that the posting has been made. Sometimes cus-

tomers' accounts are kept on large cards in trays; then the
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customers ledger consists of a card file tabbed and arranged

alphabetically. Many banks, for example, find this card sys-

tem very convenient, especially with the use of posting ma-

chines.

It is desirable to retain for a certain time sheets filled up

and no longer of immediate use, and sheets of closed ac-

counts. This is frequently done by placing them in a sepa-

rate binder, called "transfer ledger."

Division of Ledger.—Where the customers ledger is used,

it is in charge of at least one clerk. If two or more clerks

are necessary because of many transactions with numerous

customers, the ledger is divided alphabetically into several

sections, and a bookkeeper placed in charge of each section.

The division is made by placing all accounts with names be-

ginning, say, with A to M in one ledger, and those with N to

Z in another. Further subdivisions may also be made if

necessary. Such division necessitates having a separate

summary account for each customers ledger on the general

ledger and also separate columns for each group of customers

in the sales journal and the cash receipts journal.

Ruling of Customers Ledger.—The customer's account is

ruled in various ways, according to the needs it is designed

to serve. One method is the standard form of ledger ac-

count, with the same columns used in both the debit and the

credit sections of the account. This, however, has usually

been abandoned for other forms, with a column or columns

to show currently the balance of the account. Illustration

(a) presents a form which is similar to the standard form of

ledger account, except that a column is added to show the

balance of the account after each debit or credit entry, or

monthly. Form (b) has a single set of columns for both

debit and credit items alongside of each other. The balance

will ordinarily be a debit one, but if it should happen to be a

credit, it should be indicated by writing Cr. next to the figure,
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or by writing the balance in red ink. When customers' ac-

counts frequently have credit balances, the balance column

may be divided into a debit and a credit section. Where the

machine method of making postings to the customers ledger is

used, the ledger will appear in a form as shown on page 206.

It will be noted that space is reserved at the top of each

form for the insertion of the name, address, and business of

the customer, his credit rating as reported by a commercial

agency, such as Dun & Bradstreet's, and the credit limit, or

the maximum balance which the customer may owe the con-

cern. It is one of the duties of the bookkeeper or book-

keepers in charge of the customers ledger to watch the bal-

ance of each account in relation to the credit limit, and if the

latter is exceeded, to report the fact immediately to the credit

department.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE—ALLOWANCE FOR
BAD DEBTS

Bad Debt Loss as an Expense—Entries for Bad Debt Losses

Recording Recovery of Charged Off Accounts

Reason for Allowance.—Every business which deals

with the general trade on a credit basis suffers losses from

uncollectible accounts. These losses are an expense of carry-

ing on the business and are shown on the profit and loss

statement under selling or financial management expense.

At the end of each accounting period, the probable loss from

uncollectible accounts is estimated. If the probable loss is

estimated at $500, the following adjusting entry, preliminary

to closing the books, is made

:

Allowance for Bad Debts $500.00

To—Reserve for Bad Debts $500.00

To record estimated uncollectible accounts.

Allowance for Bad Debts, being an expense account, is

closed out to Profit and Loss account when the books are

closed.
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Relation of Reserve for Bad Debts to Accounts Receiv-

able.—The credit entry made in the Reserve for Bad Debts

account is in reality for the purpose of reducing the debit

balance in Accounts Receivable in the general ledger. In-

stead of entering the credit for the bad debt loss directly in

Accounts Receivable, a separate account is opened for the

purpose, because it is desirable to have a separate record of

the amount of the estimated bad debt losses. But the two

accounts are virtually one and should always be considered

together. On the balance sheet, the Reserve for Bad Debts

is preferably shown as a deduction from the total of Ac-

counts Receivable. The Reserve for Bad Debts may be

shown on the liability side of the balance sheet under a head-

ing called Reserves. The former method is the one generally

approved, thus

:

Accounts Receivable $20,000.00

Less—Reserve for Bad Debts 500.00
'

'

$19,500.00

The $19,500 represents the company's estimate of the cash

which will be realized from customers' balances when these

accounts are paid.

Charging Actual Losses to Reserve for Bad Debts.—It

will be noted that no entries are made for bad debt losses In

the individual customers' accounts, since it is not known as

yet which accounts will prove to be uncollectible. When an

account becomes uncollectible, the charge is not to Profit and

Loss, since the charge for estimated bad debt losses made to

Profit and Loss at the end of the preceding accounting period

is supposed to cover this uncollectible account. Instead the

charge is to the Reserve for Bad Debts and the credit to the

customer's account, as follows

:

February 10, 19-

Reserve for Bad Debts $310.00

Accounts Receivable (Jones & Co.) $310.00

Uncollectible account charged off.
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The entry is made through the general journal, and when

it is posted, not only must the customer's account, Jones &
Co., be credited with an appropriate explanation, as "written

off," or "charged off," to show that the credit is merely to

close the account, but also Accounts Receivable in the general

ledger, in order that the latter account may be in agreement

with the customers ledger. When the uncollectible account

is closed, it is ruled off in the usual m.anner.

If an account which has been charged off is nevertheless

subsequently paid, a proper explanation should be made in

the cash receipts book, and in posting the item a separate

account on the general ledger, entitled "Bad Debts Recov-

ered," may be credited with the amount of the payment, the

offsetting debit being, of course, to Cash. In the profit and

loss statement, the balance of this account may be included

under the heading of "Other Income" or "Financial Manage-

ment Income." At the same time, when the bad debt is re-

covered, an entry should be made, with an appropriate ex-

planation, immediately below the former customer's closed

account, and the account ruled off again. Another method

sometimes followed in the case of a corporation is to credit

the payment of charged-off accounts directly to the Surplus

account.

Adjustment of Allowance for Bad Debts.—The charges

to the Reserve for Bad Debts will be made throughout the

ensuing accounting period as customers' accounts are definitely

determined to be uncollectible. At the end of the period, if

there is a sizable credit balance remaining in Reserve for Bad

Debts, it is an indication that the estimate or allowance for

bad debts previously made was excessive, and hence may be

correspondingly reduced for the next period. On the other

hand, if the actual losses during the period have exceeded the

allowances, so that the Reserve for Bad Debts has a debit

balance, the allowance for the next period must be increased.
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THE OUT-FREIGHT ACCOUNT

Handling of Prepaid Freight on the Sales Journal—On the Cash

Disbursements Journal

Payment of Freight Charge.—It is the more usual prac-

tice for the customer to pay the freight or dehvery charge on

shipments. Sometimes the vendor pays, and in that case the

freight is either included in the quoted sales price, or by

agreement with the customer it is prepaid by the vendor and

included in the invoice as a separate item.

Bookkeeping Entries.—In the case of prepaid freight to

be charged to the customer, the bookkeeping entries to record

the transactions involved are usually made in accordance with

the following routine. When the freight bill is paid, it will

be recorded in the cash disbursements journal as a charge to

Out-Freight account. The charge to the customer both for

the prepaid freight and for the goods bought will be made in

the sales, journal. This will introduce into the sales journal

an item which is not a sale of merchandise and which should

not, therefore, be credited to Merchandise Sales account.

Where many prepaid freight transactions are to be recorded,

it is best to provide in the sales journal an additional column

headed Out-Freight. The total charge to the customer will

be entered in the Total column, from which the portion cov-

ering the charge for the goods sold will be extended into the

Merchandise Sales column, while the charge for prepaid

freight will be entered in the Out-Freight column. At the

time of summarizing the sales journal, two credits will be

set up, the one to Merchandise Sales account for the total of

its column, and the other to Out-Freight account for the total

of its column.

The Out-Freight account in the ledger thus receives its

debits from the cash disbursements journal and its credits

from the sales journal. If all out-freight is chargeable to
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the customer, the Out-Freight account will ultimately bal-

ance. In the event that there is a debit balance in the ac-

count, it represents freight on customers' orders, the cost of

which is borne by the vendor.

C. O. D. SHIPMENTS

Various Methods of Making Collections—Drawing of Sight

Draft on Consignee—Order Bill of Lading

Express Company Collections.—C. O. D. shipments are

handled through the agency of an express company, the post-

office, or a bank. Express companies accept shipments

which are to be paid for upon delivery, agreeing to collect

and remit the amount of the invoice to the shipper, or less

collection and remittance charges, according to the instruc-

tions given by the shipper. This method of shipping some-

times gives the purchaser the privilege of examination before

acceptance. It is used with customers who are unknown to

the shipper or with those whose credit is doubtful.

Collection by Parcel Post.—When the parcel post serv-

ice is used for shipping goods C. O. D., the post-office makes

the collection for the shipper. The customer pays for the

goods by postal money order. The shipper must, of course,

always prepay the postage, although this may by agreement

become a charge against the customer.

Collection by Draft.—When a bank is made the shipper's

agent to collect on delivery, a sight draft is drawn on the

consignee and sent to the bank along with a special C. O. D,

bill of lading called the "order bill of lading." (See page

222.) This original C. O. D. bill of lading together with

the attached draft is sent by the bank to its correspondent

located in the same city as the consignee. The correspondent

bank presents the draft to the consignee for payment, and

thereupon delivers the special bill of lading to him. The
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shipper's order to the railroad provides that the goods are to

be delivered only upon presentation by the consignee of this

special bill of lading. In the use of the order bill of lading,

it is customary for the original copy to show the goods

shipped to the order of the shipper himself. This copy, in-

dorsed by the shipper, and the attached draft are the docu-

ments used by the bank in making the collection.

SHIPPING GOODS—THE BILL OF LADING

Order and Straight Bills of Lading—-Preparation of Ladings in

Triplicate—Use Made of Several Copies

Definition and Form.—A shipment of goods by rail or

steamship is evidenced always by a "bill of lading," a con-

tract under which the railroad or steamship company accepts

freight for carriage, defines its liabilities as a transportation

company or warehouseman for the safe transportation and

custody, and states its duties and those of the shipper. The

standard content of the bill of lading is prescribed by the In-

terstate Commerce Commission, which regulates many
phases of the railroads' business, although any additions to

it not in conflict with the standard content are permitted.

If the shipper so desires, he may have bills of lading printed

to conform in size with his own files, instead of using those

furnished by the railroad. There are two standard forms

—

the "straight" bill of lading, which is made out simply to the

consignee and is therefore not transferable or negotiable;

and the "order" bill of lading (illustrated herein), which is

made out to the consignee "or order" and is therefore nego-

tiable by indorsement. Banks which make advances against

shipment of goods usually insist that the bill of lading be of

the "order" type, so that it may be indorsed, giving them

full control of the shipment until it is released in accordance

with the terms of the loan.
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Unifonn Domestic Order Bill of Lading Adopted by Carriers In Official, Southern and Westara Clanillaitlon Territories, March 15, 1922

UNIFORM ORDER BILL OF LADING sm^, r«
(FRBSCRmED B7 THS IITT£RSTATB COMUEfiCS COlUflSSIOIl)

ORIGINAL

Merchants and Miners Transportation Company
RECEIVED, subject to the classificationB and tariffs in effect on the date of the issue of this Bill of Lading,

the property described below, in apparent eood order, except as noted (contents and condition of contents of packages unknown), marked, consigned,

and dea lined as indicated below, which said company (the word compaoy being understood throughout this contract as meaning anyperson or corjw-
ration in possession of the property under the contract) agrees to carry to its usual place of delivery at said destination, if o"

'" ^ "" '''
. ^._ __^ . _ ^ ^ . _ ^ ,

nroadoritB
„„j" water "line, oVheVwise fo cfeUver to another carrier'on the route lo said destination. It is mutually agreed, as to each carrier of all or any
of said property over all or any portion of said route to destination, and as to each party at an;y tirne interested in all or anyof said property,

that every service to be performed hereunder shall be subject t " '
"^ " ' ' -—•-'-'-' *-

-
'

' " '-^ ^--

contained, which ( ' '

^_ ^___ ._ all the conditions not prohibited by law, whether printed or written, hereu:

^>,^».vu, "i.ivu o.>J hereby agreed to by the shipper and accepted for himself and bis aasiRns.

The surrender of the Original 0RD£R Bill oi Lading properly indorsed shall be required before the delivery Of the property. Inspection

of property covered by the bill of lading will not be permitted unless provided by law or unless permission is indorsed on the original bill of

lading or given in writing by the shipper. __^ ^^^^^^^^^,^_^^^—

Consigned to ORDER 0E_
Destination .

t oddrea* ot ooDaigoee—For purposes of notiScatiOo 0Q]y^
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Copies of Bill of Lading.—The bill of lading is always

made out in triplicate, the original and the two copies being

identical except as to titles and signatures. The original is

signed by the shipper and the railway agent, and constitutes

the shipper's receipt for the goods delivered to the railroad.

The second copy, called the "shipping order," is signed by

the shipper only. It is his order to the railroad to ship the

goods, and is held by the railroad as evidence of its author-

ity. The third copy or memo is an exact duplicate of the

orginal. Like the first copy, it is signed by the shipper and

the agent, and is held by the shipper as a duplicate receipt.

Sometimes it is forwarded with the invoice to the customer,

but otherwise should be filed by the shipper with the original

bill of lading. In case of claim against the railroad for loss

or damage to goods in transit, the original bill of lading is

required as evidence and should therefore always be kept in

the shipper's possession.

NOTES RECEIVABLE ACCOUNT

Value at Which Interest or Non-Interest-Bearing Notes Are

Recorded—Custody of Notes in Safe—Identifying Credits zvith

Debits in the Account

Receipt of Notes—The average business is seldom in re-

ceipt of a promissory note. Every now and then, however, a

customer pays his account by giving his note for the balance

due. In that case he pays one form of debt by means of an-

other. The creditor may be glad to have the collection of a

debt in the form of a promissory note since its collection is

more easily enforced at law than the collection of an open

account. The business may also receive a note to evidence

a loan of money it has made. In special transactions, such

as the sale of real estate, the buyer may give his note secured

by a mortgage, as part of the purchase price. However, in
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some lines of business, it is customary for the firm or com-

pany to take notes from its buyers.

Recording of Notes—Whether notes are interest-bearing

or non-interest-bearing, tliey are always recorded at face

value. When a customer delivers his note in payment of his

account, the entry made is a debit to Notes Receivable and a

credit to the customer's account. The notes of all makers

are recorded in the one account, Notes Receivable, and unless

a note register or journal (see page 242) is used, the entry

is made through the general journal. A full explanation of

each note recorded is usually given in the description column

of the account. The notes themselves are placed in alpha-

betical order, according to the name of the maker, in a sepa-

rate file or portfolio in the safe. The total amount of the

notes in the file should equal the balance of the Notes Receiv-

able account. When a note is taken out of the file, dis-

counted or forwarded to a bank for collection, a memoran-

dum explaining its absence from the file should be left.

When a note is paid, the receipt of the payment is entered

in the cash receipts journal, from which a credit posting is

made to the Notes Receivable account. If the note is inter-

est-bearing, there will be a credit also to Interest Income,

In making the posting, the maker's name is entered in the

explanation column of the ledger account. In addition, in

order that the account may show readily which notes have

been paid, the credits are identified with the debits by means

of cross-reference letters set against the corresponding

amounts on each side of the account, as follows

:

Notes Receivable

19—
Aug.
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The letter (b) appearing against the $300 amount on op-

posite sides of the account shows at a glance that F. L. Smith

has paid his 30-day note of August 8 on September 7. This

system of cross-reference between the debit and credit entries

in the account is especially advantageous where the entries

are fairly numerous.

RECORDING A DISHONORED NOTE

Entries on Payee's and Maker's Books—Methods of Making

Entries—Interest and Protest Fees

Charging Maker's Open Account.—When the maker of

a note fails to pay it, it is protested. The accounting pro-

cedure usually followed is to charge the note to the maker's

open account, at the same time crediting Notes Receivable.

The charge should include not only the face of the note, but

also interest receivable to the maturity date, if the note is

interest-bearing, and also the protest fees which have been

paid, as the maker of the note is liable for these also. In-

come is credited for the amount of the interest receivable,

and cash for the protest fees. As the payment of the note

and interest is in doubt, a liberal allowance should be in-

cluded for this particular item, in the reserve for bad debts

set up at the end of a fiscal period.

Setting Up Notes Past Due Account—Another method

of handling a dishonored note is to charge it to a Notes Past

Due account, instead of to the maker's open account. The

journal entry will then be as follows :

Notes Past Due $1,032.50

Notes Receivable $1,000.00

Interest Receivable 30.00

Protest Fees (or Cash) 2.50

G. T. Moore's 6-mo. note dishonored and pro-

tested 7/7.
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On Maker's Books.—The maker of the dishonored note

need not make any entry to record its non-payment, but he

should record the HabiHty due to unpaid interest by debiting

Interest Expense and crediting Interest Payable.

PROMISSORY NOTE
Parties to a Promissory Note—Several Forms of Negotiability—

Interest and Non-Interest-Bearing Notes

Promissory Note Defined.—A promissory note is a writ-

ten instrument by means of which the party who signs it

agrees to pay another party a stated sum of money on demand

or on a certain future date, either with or without interest.

The one who makes the promise and signs the note is called

the maker or drawer of the note, while the party in whose

favor the note is drawn, that is, to whom the note is payable,

is the payee. One in possession of the note, who may be some

one other than the payee if the note is negotiated, is the holder

of the note.

Maturity of Note.—The period for which a promissory

note runs is known as its maturity. The note may be a de-

mand note, in which case it is payable at any time upon the

demand of the holder. It may, on the other hand, be drawn

to run for a stated period, such as two months, three months,

60 or 90 days, from its date. Notes may also be drawn as

payable on a stated future date, as "June 28, 19—."

Negotiability of Note.—Notes are drawn in various

forms. A note may be drawn payable to John Smith. In

this case it is payable at maturity only to John Smith. Or it

may be drawn to "John Smith's order," or to "the order of

John Smith." The note is then negotiable or transferable,

and may pass through the hands of a number of holders ; but

upon each transfer the previous holder must indorse or sign

his name on the back of the note. Upon maturity, the note
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is payable to the one then holding it, who presents it to the

maker for payment. Sometimes a note contains the words

"or bearer" after the payee's name, as "John Smith, or

bearer." Such a note is negotiable or transferable by mere

delivery, and its indorsement by the successive holders is not

required.

ryp /t <^yy ŷy^T^j2- /f- -.*^J/^AM'(^>^jil^J

(a) Promissory Note Without Interest

I
-kJ-^^.̂ ^yi^^^y— :̂zz^ ^oMer^^te^l^^^Aromi^/(y/law,l(y

\

I
(^j'^J^yj.a^^^^ '^^/^^ --;;;• QlJlr'ifA,

I

(b) Promissory Note With Interest

Interest Payment.—With respect to interest payment,

notes are of two classes. One type of note is drawn for a

flat sum and does not bear interest. An example of such non-

interest-bearing note is shown in form (a). The other type

is one which bears interest for the time it runs at the per

annum rate mentioned in the note, as illustrated in form (b).
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The Note Given in Settlement o£ Open Account.—The

promissory note often serves as an intermediate step in the

settlement of a debt. Debts are usually settled by payment

of money, but at times a formal written promise to pay money

postpones to a later date the payment of a debt, such as an

open account. Since this formal promise can be held until

maturity when its value in money will be received, or can be

transferred to a creditor to settle a debt and so serve in place

of money, or can usually be sold at any time to a banker, the

owner of the promise can thus convert it into money quite

readily. The open account cannot be converted into money

or transferred before its due date as easily as a note.

INDORSEMENT OF NOTES

Various Forms of Indorsement—Responsibility of Indorser—
The Negotiation of a Note

Negotiation of Note.—When a note is payable "to the

order of" the payee, it is negotiable or transferable by in-

dorsement and delivery of the note. Title to the note does

not pass to the new holder, unless the note is, first, indorsed

by the previous holder, and second, is delivered to him. With

each transfer the note must receive the indorsement, that is,

the signature, of the previous holder.

Successive Indorsements.—Standard practice is to write

the indorsement across the left end of the note on the reverse

side (see illustration below). There may be any number of

indorsements. If there is not sufficient space on the back of

the note for all the indorsements, a strip of paper, called an

''allonge," may be attached to the note.

A note may be transferred at any time before its due date.

Transfer may even be made after that date, but such a transfer

does not carry with it the guaranty of the indorsers as to pay-

ment. If there are five indorsements on a note, the sixth

party, being the holder of the note, is the one to whom pay-
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ment is to be made, and if such payment is not made by the

maker at maturity, the sixth party must look to the last in-

dorser (that is, the fifth party) for payment, because in trans-

ferring the note to him this party guaranteed its payment.

The fifth party may in turn look to the fourth party for pay-

ment for the same reason. Similarly, the fourth party may

NOV 1 9 19- 19

promise to pay to

/^ JstU^i^ct-^ff^

rOolIats

ranch. New York.

1; /'-^lg-.i>-y?^rg>g-<'-Ci:^. ..

Note Showing Indorsements

hold the third; the third, the second; and the second, the

first. The first indorser is, of course, the original payee and

must rest his claim for payment against the maker of the

note who originally promised to pay.

The names "indorser" and "indorsee" are sometimes given

respectively to the party making the indorsement and to the

new payee named in the indorsement. Thus, in the indorse-

ment, "Pay to the order of James Grover, (Signed) George

Strong," George Strong is the indorser and James Grover the

indorsee. If James Grover indorses the note over to Richard

Jones, he becomes in turn the indorser and Jones the indorsee.
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Forms of Indorsement.—A promissory note may be in-

dorsed in three ways. These are

:

1. The unquahfied indorsement

2. The quahfied indorsement

3. The restrictive indorsement

The unquahfied indorsement may be made in either one

of two ways. It may be made in blank by the signing of the

payee's name with no other words added. This is called a

blank indorsement, and since it does not name the new payee,

its effect is to permit the collection of the note by any one

into whose possession it may come. It has the same effect

as the words "or bearer" on the face of the note.

An unqualified indorsement may also be made by designat-

ing the new payee. The customary phraseology of this full

indorsement is as follows : "Pay to the order of James

Grover," followed by the signature of the former payee, in

this case, George Strong. The effect is to limit payment of

the note to the stated payee or to his order, so that he may in

turn order payment made to some one else.

Qualified Indorsement.—A qualified indorsement usually

contains the words "without recourse" and may read : "Pay

to the order of James Grover without recourse, George

Strong." The effect of this indorsement is to free George

Strong from liability for payment of the note in case the

original maker should not pay it when due. Legally every

indorser guarantees payment of the note to the new payee in

accordance with the terms stated on its face. In the event

that the maker does not pay, the indorser may be held liable

for payment. It is only because of this guaranty that the

note passes readily from hand to hand. The effect of the

qualified indorsement is to free the indorser from this lia-

biHty. He does guarantee, however, that the note is regular

in all respects, namely, that there has been no fraud in draw-
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ing it, and that the signatures of all parties and indorsers are

regular and not fraudulent.

Restrictive Indorsement.—The restrictive indorsement

may restrict the new payee as to his use of the funds collected

or may restrict payment to a designated party. The follow-

ing are types of restrictive indorsements

:

1. "Pay to the Merchants Bank for collection." This

allows the Merchants Bank only to collect the note

for George Strong, the funds collected to be turned

over to Mr. Strong.

2. "Pay to the order of the Merchants Bank for deposit

only." The effect of this is practically the same as the

first form of restrictive indorsement, the Merchants

Bank being appointed a collection agent for the payee,

George Strong, the funds to be deposited to his credit

in that bank.

3. "Pay to James Scott only." This indorsement restricts

payment to James Scott and stops the negotiability of

the note. Scott, however, may assign the note to

another party by means of a separate written instru-

ment.

PROTEST OF A DISHONORED NOTE
Need of Present Holder Giving Notice of Default—Waiver of

Notice of Protest—How to Protest a Note

Dishonoring of Notes.—^A note not paid by its maker at

maturity is said to be dishonored, that is, the maker does not

live up to or honor his formal contract. When a note is dis-

honored, in order to protect the holder's rights, it is cus-

tomary to make what is called a protest.

Each successive holder of a note accepts the note on the

condition of the guaranty by the previous holder of its pay-

ment. The holder of the note in whose possession it is dis-

honored will, therefore, look to the party from whom he
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received it for payment. That party will in turn look to the

party from whom he received it, etc. In order, however, to

compel payment by a previous holder, notice must be given

him by the present holder, his agent, or by a notary. The

law requires that this notice be given on the day following

the day of dishonor. If the party to whom notice is to be

sent has placed his address on the instrument, notice must be

sent to that address; otherwise to his place of business or his

residence. If in transferring title to the note, an indorser

New York. J^ly '^ > 19

5Plfaa? to lakp Notir^, That a Promissory Note made by

George T. Monroe
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Protesting a Dishonored Note.—The procedure of formal

protest is in general as follows. The holder of a dishonored

note goes before a notary public and makes a sworn state-

ment of all the facts in the case, chief of which are that he

holds a note now due and payable by its maker, that presenta-

tion for payment has been made, that payment has been re-

fused, or that presentation was impossible, because of in-

ability to find the maker at his customary place of business

or his residence. The notary enters these facts in his records,

takes the note and himself attempts presentation for pay-

ment. If payment is still refused, the notary sends formal

notices (see form above) to that effect to all the previous

holders or indorsers whom it is desired to hold to their con-

tracts of guaranty, if their addresses are known. If their

addresses are not known, the notices are sent to the next pre-

vious holder who takes his and in turn sends them on to the

holder from whom he received the note, etc., until in due

course all notices of dishonor have been delivered to the

proper parties. In this way each holder may collect from

the next previous holder until the original payee is reached,

who must look to the maker of the note for satisfaction.

DISHONORED DRAFTS

Protest for Non-Acceptance and Non-Payment—Treatment of

Foreign and Domestic Drafts

Non-Acceptance of Draft—Drafts are dishonored by

non-acceptance and by non-payment. If the drawee refuses

to accept a draft drawn on him, it is necessary, in the case of

a foreign bill (drawn in one state and payable in another

state or another country), to make formal protest in order

to hold the drawer and any indorsers liable. Protest is not

necessary in the case of a domestic or inland bill which is one

drawn and payable in the same state. Since it is not neces-

sary, in the case of time-after-date drafts (see page 78),
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to make presentation for acceptance until maturity, the draft

may bear the indorsements of several parties to whom it has

been transferred. To hold them, formal protest must be

made. The procedure of protest for non-acceptance is the

same as in the case of notes for non-payment at maturity

(see page 231).

Non-Payment of Draft.—An accepted draft becomes to

all intents and purposes a promissory note. It constitutes the

drawee's promise to pay. The liability of the drawer corre-

sponds with that of the first indorser of a promissory note.

Regular indorsers on a draft take rank after the drawer.

Protest for non-payment of an accepted draft is, of course,

just as necessary as for the non-payment of a note and the

procedure is identical. Protest for non-acceptance should be

carefully distinguished from protest for non-payment.

THE COLLECTION DRAFT

How Draft Is Drawn—Method of Collection—Legal Effect of

Dishonor of Draft—Accepted by Banks for Collection Only

Form of Draft.—The draft is often used for the collec-

tion of past-due accounts. Sales are frequently made under

a contract somewhat as follows: 2% 10 days, net 30 (2/10,

n/30) , subject to sight draft without notice. This means that

the seller of the goods will draw a sight draft on the cus-

tomer if payment is not made at the time agreed upon. Such

a draft is usually made payable to the drawer's bank or to

"Ourselves," the drawer and the payee being one and the

same party in the latter case. The draft is usually handled

through the drawer's bank, which will send it either direct

to the drawee or to its correspondent bank at the drawee's

address for presentation and collection. The form of the

draft is illustrated below.
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Legal Status of Draft—This draft, being nothing but a

request, has no stronger legal status than any other request

for payment of a debt. The dishonoring of such a request by

the drawee, however, reflects on his credit standing among

the banks in his own community. On the other hand, it may
happen that the drawee has a greater claim against the drawer

because of unsatisfactory goods or past claims not satisfac-

torily settled. In such a case, the drawee's refusal to pay

should not discredit him. The collection draft has become so

M
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THE TRADE ACCEPTANCE
Purpose of Trade Acceptance—Its Definition by Federal Reserve

Board—As Distinguished from Ordinary Draft

Form of the Trade Acceptance.—A form of draft which

is used in trade is called the trade acceptance to distinguish

it from the financial draft, whose purpose is merely the trans-

fer of funds without regard to their source or to the trans-

actions out of which the debtor and creditor relationship

arises. The purpose of the trade acceptance is largely to do

away with the open account when goods are purchased. Thus,

u

< '
-

j^'2^ (̂ Ai^e-yty dl^^

nhj JAN 2 1 19-

<~^^x^^y ^j^,^:6/l^ 7Jlc/>.

OBUCATION OF THE ACCEPTOR HEREOF
ACCEPT THIS eiU. PAYABLE AT ANY IH^NK. BANKER 0^|UST
DESIGNATE. OU I =ji ',

NOV 22 19-

_PAY TO THE ORDER OF OURSELVES

^gg DOLLARS (%IL2AML )

USSE orCOODS FROM THE DRAWER. THE DRAWEE MAY
3N THE UMT£0 STATES WHICH SUCH DRAWEE MAY

Trade Acceptance

when such a transaction takes place, instead of setting up

a charge against the customer on the seller's books, the use

of a time draft, called in this case a "trade acceptance," will

bring about a charge to Notes Receivable or Trade Accept-

ances Receivable, instead of to the customer's account. The

Federal Reserve Board defines a trade acceptance as a "bill

of exchange drawn by the seller on the purchaser of goods

sold, and accepted by such purchaser." A form of the trade

acceptance is shown above.

Distinguished from Ordinary Draft.—^The trade accept-

ance is practically identical with the draft, the chief difference
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being the inclusion of a statement on its face to the effect

that it has arisen out of an ordinary commercial transaction,

usually the purchase of goods. It is drawn at the time goods

are sold and takes the place of an open account with the cus-

tomer. The ordinary draft is drawn at any time and has no

necessary relationship to a purchase of goods, although the

debtor and creditor relations between the parties may origi-

nally have arisen out of a purchase and sale of goods. The

ordinary draft usually indicates financial or credit difficulties,

but in the case of the trade acceptance, the drawer is also the

payee, since he has sold goods and in drawing the draft makes

the order for payment to himself. The drawee is then the

customer. The trade acceptance is a recognized business

paper and does not reflect on the credit of the acceptor. Hence,

the words on its face describing how it arose. The trade

acceptance enables the seller of the goods to realize cash im-

mediately by discounting the acceptance at his bank.

PAYMENT OF A NOTE
Payment When No Place Specified—Making Formal Demand of

Payment—When Demand May Be Made

Place of Payment.—When a note falls due, it must be

presented for payment. The place may be specified on the

face of the note, in which case it is payable only at that place.

The place may be the maker's office or residence, his bank,

or any other place mutually agreed upon. If the maker's

bank is named, this constitutes an order on the bank to pay

the note when due and charge the amount to the maker's bank

account, unless an order to refuse payment has been left at

the bank by the maker. If no place is specified, presentation

at the maker's place of business, or at his residence, is all that

is required of the holder of the note.

Presentation for Payment.—What constitutes "presenta-

tion for payment" is sometimes a nice question at law. Where
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a note is made payable at a given place, it must be presented

at that place to the maker of the note, or, if he is absent, to

any person in charge. If the maker is no longer living, the

presentation should be made to the executor or administrator

of his estate. The holder must show the note and demand

payment. If payment is made, the note must be surrendered

to the maker, and is usually marked *Taid" with the date of

payment. As to time of presentation, the note must be pre-

sented on the day stated or determined to be the maturity

date of the instrument. A note falling due on Sunday or a

legal holiday is payable on the next business day. A note

falling due on Saturday, where Saturday is a half-holiday,

must be presented by 12 o'clock noon or on the succeeding

Monday.

Presentation must be made at a reasonable hour on the

business day. This means that the holder must observe the

business custom as to opening and closing hours at the place

of payment. It has been held in some adjudged cases that

presentation may be made at the residence of the maker after

business hours.

"BILLS RECEIVABLE" AND "BILLS PAYABLE"

Better Bookkeeping Practice in Designating Accounts—Separate

Accounts for Bills and Notes—Separate Trade Acceptance

Account

Bills and Notes Distinguished.—The term "bills receiv-

able" is sometimes used synonymously with the term "notes

receivable"; and the term "bills payable" with the term

"notes payable." More specifically, the titles "bills receiv-

able" and "bills payable" refer to bills of exchange, or drafts

drawn by one party on a second in favor of a third party.

When a bill of exchange is drawn to run for a stated period,

that is, a time bill, it is presented to the drawee, or the party

drawn on, as soon as possible for acceptance, in order to con-
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vert it into the drawee's direct obligation. When accepted, a

bill is practically identical with a promissory note, and when

the two forms of obligations handled are relatively few, either

as receivables due to the business or as payables due from the

business, it is customary to put the bills receivable in the same

account as the notes receivable ; and the bills payable with the

notes payable account.

Designation o£ Accounts.—Formerly, it was customary

to designate the account as "Bills Receivable" or "Bills Pay-

able," as the case might be, but modern bookkeeping practice

favors the use of the titles "Notes Receivable" or "Notes

Payable," as being more definite and avoiding possible con-

fusion with invoices, which are also referred to as bills.

Where, however, the volume of transactions in which bills

of exchange and promissory notes is heavy, it might be de-

sirable to carry two accounts instead of one—one for bills of

exchange and the other for notes. It is at times advisable,

however, to segregate in a separate account from other bills

and notes, the trade acceptances, because they are based on

particular sales of goods under special banking rules apply-

ing to them and enjoy a superior rating when discounted by

banks. The account is termed "Trade Acceptances Receiv-

able" or "Trade Acceptances Payable."

SALES DISCOUNTS TO CUSTOMERS GIVING
NOTES

Special Sales Discount Column in Note Register—Posting Entry

Made in the Note Register

Recording Sales Discount in Note Register.—In some

businesses it is the policy to allow a customer a sales discount

when he gives a note, just as though he had paid cash. The

amount of the note is, therefore, less than the amount of the

sale with which his account has been charged. Accordingly,
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the credit to be passed to his account through the notes re-

ceivable journal will be a different amount from the face

amount of the note received in payment of the account. When
this condition is met with, the note register will have sepa-

rate money columns for Notes Receivable, Sales Discount,

and Accounts Receivable. In the Notes Receivable column is

entered the face of the note; in the Sales Discount column,

the amount of the discount ; and in the Accounts Receivable

column, the amount with which the customer's account is to

be credited.

Posting the Entry.—The Sales Discount column in the

notes receivable register corresponds to the Sales Discount col-

umn in the cash receipts journal in which the discount is

entered when the payment is made in cash instead of by note.

The credit postings to the individual customers' accounts are

made as the notes are received. At the end of the month,

when the notes receivable register is closed and posted, the

summary entry consists of a debit to Notes Receivable in the

general ledger for the total of the Notes Receivable column,

a debit to Sales Discount for the total of the Sales Discount

column, and a credit to Accounts Receivable in the general

ledger for the total of the Accounts Receivable column,

NOTES RECEIVABLE DISCOUNTED

Recording Contingent Liability upon Indorsement of a Note—
Difference in Entries Between Interest-Bearing and Non-Inter-

est-Bearing Note

Discounting a Note—When a business has received and

holds a note, it may turn it into cash before its maturity by

"discounting" it, that is to say, by selling the note to a bank

or a person willing to buy it. The bank or other party taking

the note deducts from its face amount, if it is non-interest-

bearing, a sum equal to the interest it is charging on the note,
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which is known as the bank discount. This bank discount is

an interest charge, and is recorded by debiting Interest

Expense.

When a note is discounted, the firm selling it must indorse

it and assume the liability of an indorser. Although this

liability is merely a contingent one, inasmuch as it will not

become an actual liability unless the note is not paid by its

maker at maturity, it is nevertheless desirable to keep a record

of all discounted notes outstanding in order to show the

amount of the contingent liability. This is done by crediting

all notes discounted to the account called Notes Receivable

Discounted, instead of to Notes Receivable. When the notes

mature and are paid. Notes Receivable Discounted is debited

and Notes Receivable credited. This removes the contingent

liability from books of indorser who discounted the note.

Bookkeeping Entries Illustrated—Non-Interest-Bear-

ing Note.—The entries made upon the discount of a note re-

ceivable are illustrated in the following examples, in which a

note for $4,600, running for 90 days from its date, is dis-

counted at a bank at 6% interest per annum when it still has

63 days to run, the amount of the bank discount being accord-

ingly $48.30 and the proceeds of the discount $4,551.70 (see

page 247) . When the note is discounted, the entry is

:

Cash in Bank $4,551.70

Interest Expense 48.30

Notes Receivable Discounted $4,600.00

90-day note of T. D. Taylor & Co., dated June 6,

and discounted July 3 at First National Bank, at

6% per annum.

When the note matures and is paid by the maker, the firm

which has discounted it is released from its contingent liability

as indorser. It therefore makes the following entry :

Notes Receivable Discounted $4,600.00

Notes Receivable $4,600.00

Payment of 90-day note of T. D. Taylor & Co.,

dated June 6, at the First National Bank.
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This entry is made soon after the note's maturity. It is

not necessary to be informed of its payment before making

the entry, because the indorser of the note is not Hable on

it in any case, unless he is informed promptly of its dishonor.

Interest-Bearing Note.—If the note to be discounted is

interest-bearing, the entries may differ somewhat. If a 3

months' note of $4,000, bearing interest at 6%, is discounted

on June 12 at 6%, the value of the note when due is $4,060.

The proceeds of the discount is $4,020.08 and the interest

earned is $20.08 (see page 248). The entry at the time of

discount is

:

Cash $4,020.08

Notes Receivable Discounted $4,000.00

Interest Earned 20.08

The credit to the Interest Earned account is for the amount

of the proceeds of discount in excess of the face amount of

the note. If the amount of the proceeds were less than the

face amount of the note, as it might be if the rate of discount

were sufficiently in excess of the rate at which the note bears

interest, the difference would be charged to Interest Expense

account, as in the case of a non-interest-bearing note.

When the note is paid at maturity, the firm discounting

the note is relieved of its contingent liability and makes the

following entry

:

Notes Receivable Discounted $4,000.00

Notes Receivable $4,000.00

NOTES RECEIVABLE REGISTER OR JOURNAL

When Used as a Memorandum Book and as a Journal—Method

of Posting—Notes Received from Others Than Customers

Data Required to be Recorded.—The promissory note is

a negotiable or transferable instrument and when received

by a business must be cared for as though it were so much

cash. It is particularly important that the due date of a
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note received be watched, because unless a note is presented

for payment on its due date, the indorsers may be released

from their liability on the note. It is also necessary to keep

a careful record of the date of the note, length of time it is to

run, rate of interest, place where it is payable, and the names

of the maker and of the indorsers.

Notes Receivable Register as a Memorandum Book.—
Space is not available for all this explanatory matter in the

general journal, and a special form of record is therefore

required. For this purpose the notes receivable register or

journal is provided. One form of such register is shown on

the preceding page, which provides special columnar headings

for the required data. This special book may be used merely

as a memorandum record for carrying the detailed explana-

tion of the journal entry; or it may be used as a special jour-

nal and be an integral part of the bookkeeping system. If it

is employed as a mere memorandum book, it does not displace

the general journal, from which the posting will be made by

debiting Notes Receivable on the general ledger and crediting

some other appropriate account, as a customer's account, if

the note is received in settlement of the account. The general

journal explanation will contain a reference to the notes re-

ceivable register, where a memorandum is made of all the

details of the note.

Notes Receivable Register Used as a Formal Journal.—
If, on the other hand, the notes receivable register is treated

as a regular journal, all postings will be made directly from

it and no entry will be made in the general journal. If the

notes are from customers, they will be posted to the credit of

the customers' accounts from day to day, and a reference will

be made to the means of settlement in the explanation columns

of these accounts. No debit entry will be made until the end

of the month when the register is summarized and closed by

totaling the amount column and posting the total to the debit
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of Notes Receivable in the general ledger. At the same time,

a summary credit for the total will be passed to Accounts Re-

ceivable on the general ledger. The method of closing the

notes receivable register and summarizing the entry is shown

on page 243. The summary credit to Accounts Receivable

will not duplicate the credits made to individual customers'

accounts during the month, since when a trial balance is taken

preliminary to closing the books, it will only include the bal-

ance of Accounts Receivable and not the balances of the in-

dividual customers' accounts.

When a note is paid, payment will be recorded in the cash

receipts book, the postings from which will be a debit to Cash

and a credit to Notes Receivable.

If notes are also received from others than customers, as

for example, from employees who have borrowed money,

two amount columns may be provided instead of one. In the

one headed Accounts Receivable will be entered the notes re-

ceived from customers, while in the other, headed "Sundry,"

will be entered the notes received from others. A column will

also be added to adjoin the "Sundry" column in order to show

the account to be credited when notes are received from per-

sons other than customers. Complete postings as to these

notes will be made from day to day. The summarizing entry

on the notes receivable register will appear as follows :

Notes Receivable
Accounts Receivable
Sundry

Accts.
Receivable
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BANK DISCOUNT
Nature of Bank Discount—Manner of Computing It—Interest-

Bearing and Non-Interest-Bearing Notes

Definition.—Bank discount is the amount deducted by the

bank from the face of the note or draft for cashing it before

its date of maturity. It is really the interest charged by a

bank for a loan, secured by the note, equal to the matured

value of the note. Business concerns, receiving such business

paper from customers, frequently convert it into cash by thus

disposing of it to a bank. The bank ordinarily will not accept

the paper without the indorsement of the concern presenting

it for discount, as it may not have any knowledge of the maker

or drawer of the note or draft, nor can it rely on him solely

for its payment. This accommodation of discount is usually

extended by a bank to its clients carrying regular deposit

balances with it and is subject to such other terms as may
be agreed upon between the bank and the depositors.

Computation of Discount.—The discount is computed at

a simple interest rate on the face amount of the note or draft,

if it is non-interest-bearing, from the date of the discount

to the date of maturity. The proceeds of the discounted paper

is the amount received from the bank, or the face value of

the note or draft less the discount. This amount the bank

credits to the client's account, and is therefore subject to

disbursement by check. Banks usually compute the term of

the discount in exact days. In certain states by law, both

the date of discount and the date of maturity are included in

the term of discount. In practically all states, if the due date

of a note or draft falls on a Sunday or a holiday, the note or

draft is payable on the succeeding business day. In addition

to the discount or interest charge, the bank deducts a fee to

reimburse itself for the cost it will incur when it collects the

note from the maker upon maturity. This is called collection

and exchange charge.
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In arriving at the amount of the discount, banks first com-

pute one day's interest on the matured value of the note. The

interest is computed on the basis of 360 days in the year. The

one day's interest is muhipHed by the exact number of days

in the discount period. One day's interest on a given note is

computed by the following general method.

Face amount of note $3,200.00

One day's interest at 6% is equal to 6% of $3,200, divided by
360, or .53

Non-Interest-Bearing Note.—Notes presented to a bank

for discount are either non-interest-bearing or interest-bearing

notes. The method the bank uses in computing the discount

and proceeds of a note that bears no interest is shown in the

following.

Example: To find the proceeds of a 4 months' note of $3,200,

dated August 4, and discounted the following September 26, at

6%, with collection charges of 1/10% :

Date of maturity December 4

Terms of discount from September 26 to Decem-
ber 4 is 69 days

Face value of note $3,200.00

Discount for 69 days at 6% per annum $36.57

Collection charges 1/10% of $3,200 3.20

Total charge 39.77

Proceeds $3,160.23

Interest-Bearing Note—The same method of calculating

the discount and proceeds is used when a note bears interest.

It must always be remembered that the discount is figured

upon the matured value of the note. Therefore, if the note

is interest-bearing, the matured value will include the face

of the note plus interest for the full term of the note. The

discount is then deducted from the sum of the face of note

plus interest to maturity. This gives the net proceeds or the

amount of cash the bank advances against the note.
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Example: To find the proceeds of a 3 months' note of $4,000,

bearing interest at 6%, dated May 10, and discounted June 12,

at 6% :

Due date August 10
Term of discount—unexpired time June 12 to

August 10 59 days

Value when due $4,000.00

Plus 6% interest for 3 months 60.00 $4,060.00

Rate of discount 6%
Discount

:

59 days—6% on $4,060, or

60 days $ 40.60

Less 1 day ^ 39.92

Net proceeds $4,020.08

PARTIAL PAYMENT AND RENEWAL OF
NOTES

Entries on Books of Maker and Payee—Treatment of Uncol-

lected Balance—When Old Note Merely Extended

Partial Payment.—If partial payments are made on a note,

the entry on the payee's books on the occasion of each payment

is a debit to Cash and a credit to Notes Receivable. On the

books of the maker of the note, the entry is a debit to Notes

Payable and a credit to Cash. If when the note is due, only

a partial payment is made, the payee should make the entry

in the usual way to record the partial payment. The uncol-

lected balance should be debited to the maker's account, as in

the case of a completely dishonored note, the offsetting credit

being to Notes Receivable.

Renewals,—When a note is renewed, it is usually better to

deliver up the old note and secure a new one in its stead. The

accounts should reflect the transaction by showing a cancella-

tion of the old, and the receipt of the new note. The journal

explanation should show clearly the reason for the entry.

Usually the note is renewed for the same amount. Accord-

ingly, on the payee's books, the cancellation of the old note is
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effected by debiting the maker's account and crediting Notes

Receivable, and the receipt of the renewed note is recorded by

debiting Notes Receivable and crediting the maker's accounts.

Instead of the two-fold entry, a single one may be made by

simply crediting Notes Receivable to cancel the old note and

debiting the same account to record the renewal note. On
the books of the maker of the note, Notes Payable is debited

to record the retirement of the old note and credited to record

the issuance of the new note.

If the old note is merely extended and not replaced by a

new note, no entry is necessary, but a memorandum of the

fact should be made in the ledger account. Notes Receivable,

on the payee's ledger, and Notes Payable on the maker's

ledger.

NOTES PAYABLE REGISTER OR JOURNAL

Various Forms of the Register—When Used as a Formal Journal

or as a Memorandum Record—Posting and Closing

Posting and Closing of Notes Payable Register.—
Where promissory notes are made and issued rather fre-

quently, a special register or journal should be used for mak-

ing the entries in order that all the essential facts concerning

the notes may be recorded, as in the case of notes received

(see page 243). A form of such a register to record notes

given to creditors is shown on the following page.

The register is posted and closed as follows. The indi-

vidual amounts in the amount column are debited to the re-

spective creditors' accounts from day to day. At the close

of the month, the column is footed and ruled as shown in

the form, and an entry is made debiting Accounts Payable

on the general ledger and crediting Notes Payable on the

general ledger with the total. The summary debit made to

Accounts Payable will not duplicate the individual debits made
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in the course of the month to the creditors' accounts, because

when the accounts are posted and a trial balance is taken, only

the balance of Accounts Payable will be included and not the

balance of the individual creditors' accounts.

The Register Merely as a Memorandum Record.—
Sometimes the notes payable register is used as a memoran-

dum record only. That is, no postings are made from the

register. The register merely keeps the detailed information

about each note. When the register is used as memorandum
record, the entry for the giving of each note is made on the

general journal in the same manner as when no note register

is used.

More Complex Forms of Registers.—Where notes are

issued for purposes other than payment to creditors, a note

register of more complex form with additional columns for

debiting other accounts will have to be used.

BASIS OF THE JOURNAL ENTRY

Necessity of Proper Authorization of Every Journal Entry—
Journal Explanation When Authorization Made Verbally

Necessity for Proper Authorization of Entries.—Since

the journal as the book of original entry, including the special

journals used, is the channel through which the records of

transactions involving adjusting, correcting, closing, and

other similar entries, find their way into the ledger, it is very

essential that nothing be entered in the journal unless properly

authorized by some business paper or a memorandum ap-

proved or signed by one in a position to pass on such ques-

tions. A system of bookkeeping which observes this princi-

ple very rigidly is more likely to result in correct records

than when this principle is not observed. Moreover, the book-

keeper making the journal entries is protected by such a sys-

tem, since if any question should later arise as to why a par-
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ticular entry was made, he can point for his authority to a

particular business paper or memorandum approved or signed

by some one over him. If authorization is made verbally, then

the explanation in the journal should indicate this in the fol-

lowing manner—"as per J. Smith."

Business Papers and Memoranda Forming Basis of En-

tries.—The original business papers are used as the basis of

the journal entry so far as possible. In the case of a purchase

in a comparatively small business, the vendor's invoice pro-

vides the authority as well as the data for recording it in the

general or the purchase journal. On the other hand, in a

large manufacturing business where the bookkeeping system

is more elaborate and subject to closer supervision, a special

voucher may be prepared from the invoice. This will show

precisely how the entry for the purchase is to be recorded on

the books. In the case of sales, a duplicate of the invoice

forwarded to the customer may serve as the basis of the entry.

Entries in the cash journal will be based on the information

shown on the stubs of the check-book or duplicate records of

the checks drawn. In the case of receipts, the entries will be

made from a copy of the cash sheet prepared by the one who

actually handles the receipts. For notes received or issued

the entries will be made from the notes themselves. For

other entries the basis may be supporting schedules, sum-

maries, and similar papers, prepared so as to serve the purpose

of memoranda as well as the basis for a summary journal

entry. The payroll is a familiar example of such summaries

or supporting schedules. Special invoices for telephone serv-

ice, insurance, and other similar expenditures may be used

if the check-book stubs are insufficient for this purpose. In

some instances, as where depreciation is recorded or a divi-

dend declared, some memorandum from an executive officer

may have to be used for the purpose of showing the authority

for the entry.
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MAKING THE JOURNAL ENTRY

Importance of the Journal Entry—Purposes Served by It-

Procedure in Journalising

Book of Original Entry.—All transactions must be jour-

nalized, that is to say, entered in the general or some special

journal, from which the entry is then posted to the proper

ledger accounts. The journal, general or special, is therefore

a book or original entry, whereas the ledger is one of final

entry. Inasmuch as the journal entries form the basis of the

ledger record, it is very important that they should be prop-

erly and accurately made. The importance of the journal

may be gathered from the fact that in a lawsuit only the jour-

nal, as the book of original entry, is admissible as evidence

in proving some particulars concerning a transaction.

Characteristics of the Journal.—Whether the journal

used be in the general form, or in a special form, as in the

case of the sales journal or the purchase journal, it has three

main characteristics

:

1. It is in the nature of a diary, with the entries made

chronologically according to dates of transactions.

2. It is an analytical and classifying record. Each trans-

action is analyzed so as to show which account or

accounts are to be debited and the amounts, and

which account or accounts are to be credited and the

amounts.

3. It carries a brief but comprehensive summary or expla-

nation of all the conditions and facts relating to the

transactions, so that if referred to at some future

time, this portion of the journal record will call to

mind the essential facts concerning the entire trans-

action. However, instead of the explanation of the

transaction appearing in the journal, there may be

simply a reference by number or otherwise to the

document which contains all the information, as the

invoice or voucher in the case of purchases.
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Pages from a Simple Journal

Form of Simple Journal.—A simple form of journal is

shown in the above illustration, in which parts of two con-

secutive pages are reproduced. In this instance the date col-

umns to the extreme left of the journal page are not used.

The practice may be followed of beginning each day's entries

with a new page, so that it is only necessary to place the date
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at the head of each page, or merely indicating the date in the

center of the Hne preceding the entry. In the wide column

are shown the accounts to be debited and credited for each

transaction and this is followed on a separate line by the ex-

planation of the transaction. The narrow column to the

right of the broad column is for insertion of the ledger folio

or page number of the account in which the respective debits

or credits have been entered. The last two columns are for

the purpose of entering the money amounts. The debits are

entered in the first column and the credits in the second.

Procedure in Journalizing.—Making journal entries is

called journalizing. The following are the steps, to be taken

in order given, in journalizing a transaction

:

1. Write the date at the top of the page, if the plan of be-

ginning each day's entries with a fresh page is fol-

lowed. Otherwise, insert the date in the date column,

opposite the first entry of the day, or place the date

in the center of the page on a separate line, in the

manner shown in the illustration above.

2. Write on a separate line the title of the account to be

charged in the wide middle column, beginning at the

extreme left. Insert the amount of the debit in the

left money column.

3. On the next line in the wide middle column, slightly

indented, enter the title of the account to be credited,

and place the amount of the credit in the right money

column.

4. On the line below the credit entry, write a brief expla-

nation which will set forth with sufficient clarity the

essential facts about the transaction.

5. Leave a line blank after each entry. If the date is

entered in the middle of the line just above the entry,

it is good practice to show the date for each entry,

even though the same date may be repeated a number

of times.
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POSTING THE JOURNAL
Posting Procedure Explained and Illustrated—When Journal

and Ledger Are and Are Not Cross-Indexed—Use of the Folio

Column

Posting Procedure.—The journal entry for a particular

transaction shows the ledger accounts to be debited and

credited. Posting is the process of making those debit and

credit entries in the ledger. The steps taken in posting are

given below.

To post the debit element of a journal entry

:

1. Turn to the ledger page on which the account to be

debited appears by consulting the index in the front

part of the ledger.

2. Enter on the debit side of the account

:

(a) The date of the journal entry in the first or date

column.

(b) In the wide middle or explanation column enter

whatever explanation of the transaction giving

rise to the debit entry is required. Frequently,

however, the explanation given in the journal

will prove sufficient, and the explanation column

in the ledger account may be left blank.

(c) In the narrow column to the right of the expla-

nation column insert the journal page or folio

from which the account is posted.

(d) Place the amount of the debit in the amount col-

umn.

3. After the ledger entry is completed, turn to the journal

page and insert in the ledger folio column the number

of the page in the ledger, of the account to which the

journal entry has been posted.

Post the credit element of the journal entry in a similar

manner.
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Instead of the method outHned above, the procedure is

sometimes followed of making all debit postings first and then

all credit postings. This method may have advantages where

there is a proneness to make a debit instead of a credit post-

ing, or vice versa.

Cross-indexing of Journal and Ledger.—Entering the

journal page in the ledger account and the ledger page in the

journal entry has two purposes. First, as a cross-reference

between the journal entry and the ledger account, so that the

bookkeeper, when examining a particular entry in the ledger

account, can refer at once to the journal entry which gave

rise to it. Second, insertion of the ledger folio in the journal

serves to indicate that the posting of the particular entry has

been made, and the bookkeeper always knows to what extent

the posting work has been completed. Where, however, the

insertion of the ledger folio in the journal is not necessary,

because the particular account to be debited or credited can be

found without the aid of such cross-reference, a check-mark

should be entered in the ledger folio column of the journal

to indicate the completion of the posting of the particular

entry, including that made to any subsidiary ledger. This

check-mark system is used, for example, in posting customer

accounts to loose-leaf cards arranged alphabetically.

Example: The posting procedure is illustrated by the follow-

ing example of a journal entry of a credit sale of merchandise.

V/here several items appear in the explanation of this one journal

entry, these are usually arranged in tabulated form, as shown.

New York City, July 1, 19-

F. S. Scott 48 $4,000.00

Merchandise Sales 76 $4,000.00

Sold to F. S. Scott, n/30

:

10 Oriental Rugs at $108 $1,080.00

20 Royal Wilton 9 x 12 at $97 ... . 1.940.00

490 yd. Axminster Carpet at $2.

.

980.00

Total $4,000.00
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The accounts, F. S. Scott and Merchandise Sales, when

posted, appear as follows

:

(Debit, p. 48)

F. S. Scott

19—
July 12 4,000

(Credit, p. 76)

Merchandise Sales

19—
July 12 4,000

Note that only the total amount of each transaction appears

in the debit and credit columns of the journal and is posted

to the ledger. The amounts of the individual items compos-

ing the transaction are only shown in the explanation of the

journal.

FORMS OF THE GENERAL JOURNAL

When Special Columns Are Desirable in the General Journal—
Posting Transactions Entered in the Special Columns

Special Columns in Journal.—In a small business where

no special journals are used to record particular types of trans-

actions, such as cash receipts or cash disbursements, or pur-

chases or sales, the general journal is the book of original

entry for all transactions, as well as for all adjusting, correc-

tive, and closing entries. In a larger business permitting the

use of special journals, the general journal is used only for

such entries as are not made in the special journals.

The simplest form of general journal is that shown and

explained on pages 254 and 255. If there are many trans-

actions of the same kind, and no special journal is provided

for them, it is advantageous to provide special columns for

them in the general journal, which serve somewhat the same

purpose as special journals. For example, if a business re-

ceives frequently notes from customers in settlement of their

accounts, or issues many notes of its own, instead of opening
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General Journal

259

NOTES
RECEIV-

ABLE

374

700

1,000

240

1,840

1,874

3,714

19—
Apr.

ACCOUNTS AND EXPLANATION

Notes Receivable

A. W. Ryan
Rec'd his 30-day note in full

of account.

Blackman & Co.

Notes Payable

Gave them our 60-day note

for inv. i^6. See Pur. J. p.

Smith & Jones

H. W. Smith

To correct error in charging

H. W. Smith for sale *27
made to Smith and Jones.

Donovan & Sturgis

Notes Payable

Gave them our 30-day note

to apply on account.

Notes Receivable

Burke & Hughes
Rec'd their 30-day note on

a/c.

Notes Receivable

C. A. Mullen

Rec'd his 30-day note on a/c.

General

Notes Receivable

General

Notes Payable

374

2,114

2,114

1,600

NOTES
PAYABLE

1,000

600

(a) General Journal with Special Columns to Record Transactions of
Frequent Occurrence

a note register, it may suffice to simply provide separate col-

umns in the general journal to record the notes receivable or

the notes payable. All other transactions will be entered in

the general debit and general credit columns of the journal.
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Divided or Split-Column Journal.—The arrangement of

the columns of the general journal which is provided with

special columns, usually takes the form shown in (a), which

is called the "divided" or "split-column" journal. The dis-

tinguishing characteristics of such an arrangement is that the

debit columns, both special and general, are on the extreme

left of the page, and the credit columns, both general and

special, are on the extreme right of the page, with the date,

account classification and explanation, and ledger folio col-

umns in between.

This arrangement may be varied slightly by omitting the

date column and entering the dates in the center of the account

classification and explanation column, and providing two

folio columns, one for the debit and another for the credit

entry of each transaction. This form of the journal is shown

in (b).

General Journal

NOTES
RECEIV-

ABLE
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Is at the end of the month when the columns are footed and

the totals are posted respectively to Notes Receivable and

Notes Payable accounts. Individual postings, however, are

made of the entries in the general columns. To prove the

mathematical accuracy of such a journal, the summary entry

is made in the manner shown in form (a). This summary

includes the totals for the two general columns. The sum of

the two debits must equal the sum of the two credits. As
detailed postings have already been made of the entries in the

two general columns, no postings should be made of their

totals in the summary entry, and this is indicated by the in-

sertion of check-marks in the folio column.

Special Debit and Credit Columns for Customers' and

Creditors' Accounts.—In another form of the divided jour-

nal—see (c) on the following page—special columns are pro-

vided on both debit and credit sides of the page, for accounts

payable and accounts receivable. The purpose of two ac-

counts receivable columns, one debit and one credit, is to enter

all transactions affecting individual customers' accounts other

than the original charges for sales, which are made in the sales

journal, and the later credits for cash receipts, which are made

in the cash receipts book. The principal transactions so re-

corded are returned sales and allowances, notes and accept-

ances received on account, and correction of errors. This

form of the general journal serves somewhat the same pur-

pose as the special sales returns and allowances journal.

Similarly, the purpose of the two accounts payable columns,

one debit and one credit, is to record transactions other than

the original credits for purchases which are made in the pur-

chase journal or voucher register, and the later debits for cash

payments made to creditors, which are made in the cash dis-

bursements journal or check register. Such transactions

chiefly arise out of returned purchases and allowances, notes,

and acceptances given on account and the correction of errors
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involving the creditors' accounts. The function served by the

general journal in this respect is substantially that of the

special purchase returns and allowances journal.

Detailed postings are made of all amounts in the two Ac-

counts Receivable columns to the customers' accounts in the

customers ledger and of all amounts in the two Accounts Pay-

able columns to the creditors' accounts in the creditors ledger.

At the end of the month, all four columns are footed and the

totals are posted in the one case to Accounts Receivable, and

in the other case to Accounts Payable, on the general ledger.

These postings to the two general ledger accounts are made

from a summary journal entry made as shown in form (c).

This journal entry includes also the totals of the two general

columns, but merely for the purpose of proving the mathe-

matical accuracy of the journal. These two totals are not

posted, as shown by the check-mark against each in the ledger

folio column.

The purpose of this form of general journal is to make

summary monthly postings to the Accounts Receivable and

Accounts Payable in the general ledger of the entries for

certain more or less miscellaneous transactions affecting cus-

tomers' and creditors' accounts. Such summary postings may

be desired for other accounts as well, in which case the general

journal will have additional columns as shown in form (d).

JOURNAL VOUCHER

The Loose-leaf General Journal—Journal Voucher Sheets

Inserted in a Binder—Placed in a File

Purpose o£ the Journal Voucher.—The general journal,

or the journal, or miscellaneous journal, as it is also called,

receives all entries not provided for in special journals. In

its old-fashioned form it is a bound book.

A growing practice in many establishments is to substitute

for the bound book a journal consisting of loose leaves, which
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are placed in a binder or simply placed in a file. In such a

loose-leaf journal, each sheet is reserved for a single entry,

and, being numbered serially and approved by the proper

official, it is known as the journal voucher. The postings to

the ledger accounts are made directly from these sheets. A
form of journal voucher is shown herein.

JOURNAL VOUCHER

Date Description Remarks

In favor

Address

Audited bv
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desired, they can be found in the file by means of the journal

voucher number. If the journal voucher is merely placed in

a file, the supporting papers can be attached to it.

The voucher journal has several advantages over the old-

fashioned form of journal. First, together with the related

business papers it provides a complete record of the particu-

lars of the transaction and no awkward explanations have to

be made in the journal. Secondly, it provides a convenient

and uniform method for the company official concerned giving

his approval of the entry.

MISCELLANEOUS JOURNALS AND
SUPPORTING SCHEDULES

Registers, Summaries, and "Recap" Sheets Used as Journals—
Use of Payroll Book as a Memorandum Record or as a Journal

Besides the usual journals, general and special, a business

may use sundry other kinds of journals involving forms and

rulings to meet its particular requirements. These records

may be called journals, or "registers," "summaries," "recap

sheets," etc., but if the items recorded therein are posted

directly to the ledger accounts, these records are in reality

special journals, whatever their form or title. On the other

hand, if the amounts entered on these records must first ap-

pear in some regular journal, from which they are posted to

the ledger accounts, these records then are not journals them-

selves, but are either the basis of journal entries or are merely

memorandum records which do not form an integral part of

the accounting or bookkeeping system.

The ordinary payroll book, for example, is customarily a

supporting schedule or memorandum record of the journal

entry, as the amount of the payroll is usually passed through

the general journal, or through the voucher register, from

which the ledger is posted. On the other hand, in some con-
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cerns the postings are made directly from the payroll book,

which is then a payroll journal, and is referred to as such.

STANDARD FORM OF LEDGER ACCOUNT

Various Columns Explained—When Explanation Column May
Be Left Blank—When It Should Contain Information

Columnar Arrangement of Account.—The standard form

of ledger account ruling is shown below. The title of the ac-

count, "Cash," appears at the top center. By the triple

ruling, the account is divided into two parts : left or debit

side, and right or credit side. Each side is ruled to provide

columns, first for the date of the journal entry posted, the

year-date being written at the head of the column; second,

the broad column for any explanation or particulars regard-

ing the entries or transactions recorded ; third, a narrow col-

umn for inserting the initials of the journal and its page from

Cash

19
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it is desirable to carry in the ledger account certain informa-

tion, briefly phrased, regarding certain types of transactions

despite the fuller explanation in the journal. Thus, in the

case of notes receivable, it is desirable to know the amounts

of individual notes due and also the due dates, which may be

given in the explanation column of the ledger account. It

may be stated as a general rule that particulars should be given

in the ledger explanation column, when reference to them is

frequent. This avoids the necessity of continually turning

to the journal entries. Sometimes when transactions are

entered directly in ledger accounts, the offsetting debit or

credit is shown in the explanation column. Some account-

ants insist upon the writing in the explanation column of each

posting the offsetting debit or credit. The reason for this

is that each posting becomes a complete journal entry. How-
ever, except in extreme cases, as where the journal records

may be subpoenaed into court, this seems needless duplication.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF LEDGERS—RULINGS

Use of Balance Columns in Connection zvith Personal Accounts—
Progressive Form of Ledger

Standard Ruled Ledger.—Ledger rulings are either stand-

ard, balance, or progressive. The standard ruling—forms

(a) and (b)—has two duplicate parts, a debit and a credit,

usually divided in the center of the page with one money

column appearing at the extreme right of each part, although

(a) Standard Ledger—Divided Column
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(b) Standard Ledger—Center Column

sometimes the arrangement is symmetrical with both debit

and credit money columns at the center, and the date columns

at either side of the page.

Balance Form of Ledger.—The balance ruling is a three-

or four-column ledger with the money columns either at the

center or at the right-hand margin, or at both the center and
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credit balance columns are advantageous. The balance rul-

ing is used particularly with personal accounts, as those with

customers or creditors, where there is need for an up-to-date

balance. Where this kind of ledger is used, entry of new

debits or credits should always be on the next blank line as

shown in the balance column, so as to allow the extension of

the new balance opposite the last entry even though this should

leave blank several of the preceding lines on the debit and

credit sides.
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Advantages of Loose-leaf and Card Ledgers.—The

loose-leaf and card ledgers have obvious advantages over the

bound ledger. Theyare, first, more flexible. They lend them-

selves easily to any desired grouping of the accounts ; they

may be arranged alphabetically ; or they may be arranged nu-

merically where accounts are numbered instead of named;

or they may be arranged by classes and each class made self-

indexing ; or a geographical grouping may be made. Another

advantage of loose-leaf and card ledgers is the ability to dis-

card or file away in other binders or files all "dead" accounts,

thus making the "live" ledger smaller and more easily han-

dled. It is possible for several clerks to work simultaneously,

since the leaves or cards may be distributed among any num-

ber of clerks. For example, if the number of active accounts

is large, one bookkeeper may post all those numbered 1 to

250; another bookkeeper may post all accounts numbered 251

to 500; etc. Each bookkeeper would have a separate loose-

leaf ledger file or binder. There is always the possibility,

however, of failure to return a leaf or card, or of placing it

out of regular order when returning it, or of destroying it,

if it were desired fraudulently to do away with any particular

account.

ARRANGEMENT OF ACCOUNTS IN THE
LEDGER

Arrangement of Balance Sheet Accounts—Summary and

Clearing Accounts—Income and Expense Accounts

Order of Balance Sheet Accounts.—The individual ac-

counts in the ledger should be so arranged as to facilitate the

preparation of the financial statements from the trial balance.

It therefore follows that the order or sequence of the items

appearing in the balance sheet and the profit and loss state-

ment should be the governing factor. The groups of accounts
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appearing in the ledger will be first of all the current asset ac-

counts—namely, Cash, Notes Receivable, Accounts Receiv-

able, Reserve for Doubtful Accounts, Inventories, and Tem-
porary Investments. Following this group appear the fixed

assets such as Land, Buildings, Depreciation Reserve for

Buildings, Machinery, Depreciation Reserve for Machinery,

Tools, Patterns, Furniture and Fixtures, Reserve for De-

preciation of Furniture and Fixtures, etc. Subsequent to

these appear such accounts as the Intangible Assets, Deferred

Charges, and Other Assets. The current liabilities, such as

Notes Payable and Accounts Payable, come next followed by

the fixed liability accounts, such as Bonds Payable or Mort-

gage Payable. The final division of the balance sheet is known
as the proprietary accounts. If the business organization is

a single proprietorship or partnership, then the individual

capital and drawing accounts appear at this point in the ledger.

If the business is a corporation, then there will appear the

preferred stock accounts, the common stock accounts, and the

surplus accounts.

Summary or Clearing Accounts.—In the ledger, follow-

ing the balance sheet accounts, are the summary or clearing

accounts, which are the accounts used to summarize or clear

the results of the profit and loss statement into the balancd

sheet. These are the Profit and Loss account, the Cost of

Goods Sold account, and the Manufacturing account. These

accounts are set up in this section of the ledger at the very

outset of the accounting year, even though no entries may
be made in them until the close of year.

Income and Expense Accounts.—There are now only the

profit and loss statement accounts still to be shown on the

ledger. First come the income accounts which include Sales,

financial management income accounts, such as Purchase Dis-

count and Interest Earned, and Other Income. The expense

accounts follow and include manufacturing costs, such as
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Wages, Raw Material, Freight on Raw Materials, and Manu-
facturing Expenses ; selling expenses, such as Salaries, Travel-

ing Expenses, Commissions, Advertising, Administrative Ex-

penses
;
general expenses and financial management expenses.

WRITING AMOUNTS IN JOURNALS AND
LEDGERS

Care Required in Writing Figures—Omission of Dollar Mark—
Use of Zeros or Dash in Cents Column

Since the money columns in the journals and ledgers repre-

sent dollars and cents, it is not necessary nor is it accepted

practice to write the dollar sign with any amounts appearing

in these columns. The columnar indication is sufficient. The

unnecessary use of the dollar mark also gives use to the

danger of mistaking it for a figure. For this reason many
banks request depositors not to use the dollar mark on deposit

slips. The bookkeeper should, however, be careful to write

the figures accurately, carefully, and directly under each other,

if in the same column. Errors are frequently made by mak-

ing 7 appear like 1, or like 9, or 3 like 2, etc. Likewise, a

large number of errors arise from figures in the same column

not appearing directly under each other, so that in totaling

columns the wrong figures are added.

As a further precaution in writing figures, in journals and

ledger, if the amount being entered is an even amount of dol-

lars, without any cents, the bookkeeper should write either

two zeros in the cents column or a dash, to indicate that there

are no cents. There are several reasons for this practice.

First, it later assures the bookkeeper and the accountant that

the amount is completely entered and that no cents have been

inadvertently omitted. Second, it prevents subsequent fraudu-

lent alteration of the amount. Whether to use two zeros or

a dash, there is little preference, since they both accomplish

the same result. But one must be used.
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TRANSFERRING AND CLOSING LEDGER
ACCOUNTS

Methods of Transferring Account to Another Page—Common
Methods of Riding When Accounts Are Closed

Transferring an Account to Another Page.—A separate

ledger page is usually allotted to each account. When that

page is filled and it is necessary to transfer the account to

another page, this may be accomplished in either one of two

ways.

First, the account on the old page may be balanced, and

only the balance transferred to new page. When balanced the

account appears as shown in (a) below. Note that first the

amount columns of the account are footed and the totals

inserted in small pencil figures which may later be erased.

The difference between the totals is the balance, and the cal-

culation may be made in the vacant explanation column in

pencil and then erased. The balance is then added to the side

of the account with the smaller amount so that both sides of

the account now total to the same amount. A reference is also

given to show the page to which the account is transferred.

The totals of the two sides thus balanced are written directly

opposite each other on the same line, and double rulings are

drawn underneath across all columns except the explanation

column. On the new page the balance carried forward is

entered as shown in the illustration (b).

A second and preferable method of transferring an ac-

count is to carry over the two columnar totals as shown in

(c). The columns are added and the totals are first inserted

in small figures, and then as formal totals of the columns,

with double rulings underneath. On the new page each

column has its respective total, with a reference made in the

explanation columns to the number of the page from which

the transfer is made.
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Cash (Pagel)

19—
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Closing an Account.—When a customer ceases to do busi-

ness with the concern, his account is closed. It is balanced

in the same manner as when it is transferred to a new page.

In the case of a customer's account it may be closed only when

he has made full payment, and hence will not show any bal-

ance, the totals of the two amount columns being equal.

These amounts will be placed on the same line in their respec-

tive columns, and double rulings will be drawn underneath

across all columns except the explanation column. A cus-

tomer's account may also be closed when it is written off as

a bad debt, or when the customer returns the goods he has

purchased and does no further business with the concern.

Accounts with customers may be closed at the end of every

month so as to show the balances due and payable. The

balance is brought down on the first line of the debit side

underneath the double ruling. Similar procedure may be

followed with creditors' accounts, but the balances will be

brought down on the credit side of the account.

If an account is closed by transferring its balance to an-

other account, an entry of the transfer will be made in the

general journal, the account being closed will be debited or

credited with the amount of its balance, and the account to

which the transfer is made will be treated in the opposite

manner in the journal entry. All reserve and expense ac-

counts are closed in this manner when the books are closed

at the end of the accounting period, and their balances are

transferred to the Profit and Loss account.

Ledger Account Rulings Illustrated.—All the profit and

loss accounts must be ruled at each closing of the books. All

the balance sheet accounts may be ruled at each closing.

Customarily, however, only those balance sheet accounts hav-

ing numerous entries are ruled to indicate clearly the point at

which an account has been balanced and proved. If ruled,

the balance must be brought down.
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Petty Cash

19-
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Sales

(5)

Common Methods of Ruling Ledger Accounts

279

19-
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THE GENERAL LEDGER AND SUBSIDIARY
LEDGERS

Controlling Accounts in the General Ledger—Relation of Sub-

sidiary Ledgers to Controlling Accounts—Form of the General

Ledger

Relation of Subsidiary Ledgers to General Ledger.

—

Every business must have a general ledger, which is the

ledger. It is complete in itself and contains in individual or

summary accounts the complete business record. From it

the trial balance is taken, and through the trial balance the

balance sheet and profit and loss statement are prepared.

However, some of the accounts in this general ledger are

summary accounts. Instead- of showing separately and in

detail a number of related accounts, these accounts may be

combined and summarized into one general account on the

general ledger for purposes of convenience. The detailed

accounts are then carried in separate books, called subsidiary

ledgers. Illustrations of these related accounts are the cus-

tomers' accounts or the creditors' accounts.

While subsidiary ledgers are frequently spoken of as sub-

divisions of the general ledger, it must be remembered that

the general ledger remains complete in itself, though as to

certain groups of related accounts, it may contain only general

or summarizing accounts, which are known as "controlling"

accounts. The general ledger, being the ledger, is an integral

part of the double-entry bookkeeping system. The rule that

for every debit there must be a credit of equal amount, applies

to it only and not to the subsidiary ledgers. On the other

hand, the subsidiary ledgers may be viewed merely as ex-

pansions of certain accounts in the general ledger. The sub-

sidiary ledgers are not really a part of the double-entry sys-

tem. They do not balance and they are not complete in them-

selves. They are better viewed as purely memorandum rec-

ords supporting the related general, summary, or controlling
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accounts in the general ledger. Hence, when a summarized

debit, representing the total of a debit column in a journal,

and made to a controlling account in the general ledger, is

apparently duplicated by the detailed debits for the same

total amount made to the individual accounts in the subsidiary

ledger, the principle that for every debit there must be an

equal credit is not violated because that principle strictly

applies only to the general and not to the subsidiary ledger.

System of Controlling Accounts as a Check on the Ac-

curacy of Posting.—Every subsidiary ledger supports, or is

controlled by, a general or controlling account on the general

ledger. The two must naturally be in agreement—that is,

the aggregate of the balances of the detailed accounts in the

subsidiary ledger must equal the balance of the controlling

account on the general ledger. If there is a discrepancy, a

mistake has been made somewhere in the postings. In addi-

tion to the convenience of keeping the detailed accounts in a

separate book, or separate books, permitting several book-

keepers to work on the accounts when they are very numerous,

the system of controlling accounts and subsidiary ledgers

serves as a check on the accuracy of the posting because the

summary entries made in the controlling account are made

independently of the detailed entries made in the subsidiary

ledger. The controlling account is therefore a check on the

subsidiary ledger, and vice versa, the subsidiary ledger is a

check on the controlling account.

Operation of Controlling Accounts and Subsidiary

Ledgers Illustrated.—The system of controlling accounts

and subsidiary ledgers is based on special journals or the

columnarized general journal. The group of similar trans-

actions, as for example, sales to customers, are entered in the

sales journal. The work of posting the sales journal will be

as follows : The individual customers' accounts in the sub-

sidiary or customers ledger will be debited daily for the indi-
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vidual sales. But these debits are mere memorandum entries.

There are really no offsetting credits. At the end of the

month when the sales journal is balanced, the real double-

entry record is made. This consists of debiting Accounts

Receivable, the controlling account on the general ledger, and

crediting Sales account for the total of the sales journal.

Payments received from customers will be entered in a spe-

cial column of the cash receipts book. When posting, the

payments will be credited individually to customers' accounts

in the subsidiary ledger, but again, these credits are mere

memorandum records, since there are no offsetting debits.

The real double entry is made at the end of the month, when

the column in the cash receipts journal, showing payments

received from customers, is totaled and an entry is made for

the total amount of the column, debiting Cash and crediting

Accounts Receivable in the general ledger.

If the posting has been correct, the balance of Accounts

Receivable on the ledger must equal the sum of the balances

of the customers' accounts in the subsidiary ledger. jMore-

over, it will be noticed that the debits and credits are made

in monthly totals to Accounts Receivable on the general

ledger and in detail to the accounts in the customers ledger.

It will therefore be evident that the controlling account checks

the accuracy of the customers ledger.

For further illustration of the operation of the system of

controlling accounts and subsidiary ledgers, see "Customers

Ledger" and "Creditors Ledger," and other types of sub-

sidiary ledgers discussed in this volume.

Form of the General Ledger.—Although the general

ledger is the most important book in double-entry bookkeep-

ing, it has been relieved of much work by the prevalent use

of columnar journals, subsidiary ledgers and control accounts.

Bookkeeping machine methods are not applied to the gen-

eral ledger to any extent, postings to which are still made
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generally by pen. Also, no changes in the rulings of the

accounts in the general ledger have been made. These still

retain to a great extent the form of the standard ledger ac-

count, although in many instances general ledgers are used

with a special column to show the balance of each account.

POSTING SUBSIDIARY LEDGERS BY
MACHINES

Procedure in Posting by Machine—Automatic Daily Proof of

Postings—Simultaneous Preparation of Customers' Statements

Routine in Posting.—The bulk of the posting work in a

large bookkeeping department is in the subsidiary ledgers,

such as the customers ledger or the creditors ledger. Where
transactions are numerous, the volume of posting work is

very heavy, and a number of clerks may be employed on a

High Keyboard Posting Machine

single subsidiary ledger. In order to lighten the burden,

machines have been invented and are in quite general use

to do the posting work. While there are many varieties of

these machines, they combine the principle of the typewriter

with that of the adding machine. Illustrations of two types

of such machines appear herein.
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To post a subsidiary ledger by machine methods, it should

be in loose-leaf form, as bound volumes are not readily adapted

to the application of posting machines. Especially ruled

sheets, such as those shown on page 285, are used for the

ledger when it is machine-posted. In preparation for the

Typewriter Posting Machine

posting work, the binder of the ledger is unlocked so as to

permit the free withdrawal of the account sheets to be posted,

and is placed in a convenient rack alongside of the posting

machine. The account sheet to be posted is taken from the

loosened binder and inserted in the machine. The first opera-

tion is to press down the keys for the figures of the old bal-

ance of the account in order that it may be accumulated and

included in the new balance. The item or items to be posted

are then typed on the sheet by manipulating the keyboard of

the machine, and a total is thereupon taken off to represent
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NAME WM ADAM5
ADDRESS 4-5 77 ST.

CITY CITY

DATE FOLIO DESCRIPTION CHARGES CREDITS BALANCE PROOF

JUN
15

20
•30

JUL
2

10

18

9121
7150
6177
5211

1121
366
6160
7177
6186
967

BRT FWD

MD5E RETD

MD5E RETD

15 00

55 50

5 50
25 50
3 00
2 50

17 75

5 00

145 00

10 50

. 95 50

105 50*
161 OO*
15 50^"

21 00*
46 50*

52 00*

59 25*

••••••••••

r

ixvaxtxR
••••••••••
••••••••••
::::BaR
::u::a8
••••••••••
•••••••••a
::::sast
•••••••Mi
•••••••••a
::::s»a3
•••••••••a

John Henry Brown Company

WM ADAMS
45 77 ST
CITY

DATE

JUL
2

10

16

FOLIO

1121
566
6160
7177
6166
987

DESCRIPTION

BAL FWD

MDSE RETD

CHARGES

5 50
25 50
3 00
2 50

17 75

CREDITS

to 50

PAY ONLY
LAST AMOUNT
iNTHISCOLUr^lt

15 50
21 00
46 50

52 00>

59 25

•••••••••a
•••••••••a
•••••••••a
•••••••••a
•••••••••a
•••••••••a
•••••••••a
••••••••aa
•••••••••a
•••••••••a
•••••••••a
•••••••••a

—%•••%—
•••••••••a
•••••••••a
•••••••••a
•••••••••a
•••••••••a•%•••—9—
•••••••••a
•••••••••a
•••••••aa*
aa^^^^saaa
•••••aaaaa
•••••••••a
••••••••••
••••••••••

••••••••••
••••••••••
•••••••••a
•••••••••a
•••••••••a••••••••••
••••••••••
^••••••••a•aa^^^^^^
.•aaaaaaa^
••••••••••

••••••••a
•••••••••
••••••••••
••••••••••

••••••••••

Specially Ruled Ledger Sheets for Use with a Posting Machine

the new balance. As the machine is equipped to subtract

figures as well as to add, both debit and credit postings may-

be made and a running balance of the account taken off.

When the posting is completed, it appears on the sheet as

shown below, which contains an insert of a tally tape. The

sheet is then withdrawn from the machine and placed to one

side and another sheet is taken from the binder for the same

operation. When the entire work is completed, the posted
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_ NAME A Custoner

Z. ADDRESS Anywhere

RATING A-1

TERMS 30 Days

9 0.0
1 3 5.O0ML
4 5.0 Oeu.

6 0.6 06*1

8 3 .6 B«)

UAR 2
HMtlO CS
MARIS
MR 12
MARIS

23 45

29 12
29 13
3 12

4 5.0

10.0
5.6

2 3.0

9 0.0 0-

.0 0»

.OOt
15^0
15^0*
3.7 5
622

10 8.09
118.06*
55X)0
5 5.0 0*
3 2.5
27.5
60X)0»
23.00
2 3.0 0*

271>»6»

Ledger Sheet Illustrating Posting by Machine, with Tally Tape Insert
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sheets are restored to their places in the binder. The opera-

tion of the machine is a technical process, and the operator

must receive instruction from one who is familiar with the

characteristics of the machine, especially since the various

bookkeeping machines have peculiar mechanical adaptations.

Sometimes the ledger records are kept on cards instead

of loose-leaf sheets. In such instances a portable steel tray

with alphabetical guide cards is used for a permanent record.

Each tray has a capacity of approximately 3,000 cards. At

night these trays are placed in a fireproof safe or vault for

protection.

Daily Proof o£ Postings.—Some posting machines are

equipped with an adding register which accumulates the total

postings, and at the close of the day this total is compared

with the amount posted to the controlling account, Accounts

Receivable, from the special journals, such as the sales jour-

nal. The accuracy of the general ledger posting is thereby

verified. On machines not equipped with such adding de-

vices, a "tally-roll" is found (see insert in form on page 286)

which furnishes a list of all debit and credit items posted.

When the daily posting work is completed, the debits and

credits are each added separately and the totals compared with

the amount posted to the general ledger from the summary

entry in the special journal.

Customers' Monthly Statements.—Another advantage of

the posting machines is that monthly statements of customers'

accounts may be made in the same operation in which an

account is posted. Two sheets, with a carbon sheet between,

are inserted in the machine and kept in the ledger binder.

At the close of the month, the top sheet is mailed to the

customer as a statement of his account. The accounts are

kept on a monthly basis, and at the close of each month new

accounts are opened by bringing forward the balances from

the old sheets. A form of this statement is shown below.
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STATEMENT
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in their work. The few remaining accounts which the man-

agement does not wish to entrust to the ordinary bookkeeper,

will be opened in a separate volume, the private ledger, to

which none but certain officers or employees will have access.

Accounts Included in Private Ledger.—The accounts

included in such private ledger should be limited to those

which are significant and which would disclose certain vital

facts about the business which the management prefers neither

public nor employees should know. These accounts usually

do not require frequent posting. In such a selection of ac-

counts, the following, for example, might be included

:

Profit and Loss Investments

Trading Mortgage Payable

Capital Investment Executive Salaries

Merchandise Inventory Land and Holdings

The proprietors or management of some businesses are

reluctant to disclose the annual net earnings. They may fear

that disclosure of the earnings, if their rate is high, might

encourage competition in the same field. Therefore, some

of the accounts without which the profits cannot be deter-

mined are set up in the private ledger. Examples of these

accounts are Merchandise Inventory (if inventory taking is

necessary to determine profits), the Trading account, and

the Profit and Loss account. It may also be desirable to keep

secret the capital investments, the withdrawals, or the share

holdings of stockholders, or any mortgage indebtedness or

the salaries paid to managing officials. Entries in the private

ledger are first recorded in a private journal.

Operation of the Private Ledger.—Where the general

ledger is thus split by the segregation of certain accounts in

a private ledger, some method must be devised to enable the

bookkeepers to complete their postings and prepare a trial

balance even if they do not have access to the accounts in the

private ledger. This is accomplished by opening two so-called
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balancing accounts—one on the general ledger entitled "Pri-

vate Ledger" account, and the other on the private ledger en-

titled "General Ledger" account. The operation of these two

interlocking or balancing accounts, sometimes called control-

ling accounts, may be illustrated thus : Suppose the Offi-

cers' Salaries account is on the private ledger. When checks

for the monthly salaries are drawn, the bookkeeper will be di-

rected to make an entry crediting Cash and debiting Private

Ledger account. On the other hand, the proprietor, officer,

or confidential employee in charge of the private ledger will

make an entry on the private journal, debiting Officers'

Salaries and crediting the General Ledger account. These

two balancing accounts, one in each ledger, serve as a screen

to hide from the view of unauthorized persons the accounts

in the private ledger. Cash was credited on the general

ledger, and Officers' Salaries was debited on the private

ledger, but intervening between these two postings is a debit

to one of the balancing accounts and a credit to the other.

Since for every debit posting made in the one balansing

account, a credit posting of equal amount will be made in the

other balancing account, it necessarily follows that there will

be a debit balance in the one balancing account and a credit

balance of exactly the same amount in the other. At the

close of the accounting period, the two ledgers are combined.

The balances on the two controlling accounts ofifset each other

and cancel out; hence, the name, balancing accounts. If a

private cash account is kept on the private ledger, a private

cash book may be necessary in addition to a private journal.

Profit and Loss Account on the Private Ledger.—The

Profit and Loss account is generally set up in the private

ledger when the books are closed. Hence, all accounts of

income and expense that are kept on the general ledger will

have to be closed out on the general ledger and taken up on

the private ledger. On the general ledger this will be done by

:
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Sales $60,000.00

Purchases

Expense
Private Ledger

To close expense and income account.

On the private ledger the entry will be

:

Purchases $45,000.00

Expense 11,000.00

General Ledger 4,000.00

Sales

To take up the expense and income accounts in

the general ledger.

291

$45,000.00

11,000.00

4,000.00

$60,000.00

Instead, however, of opening Purchases, and Sales and

Expense accounts on the private ledger, these items may be

posted directly to the Profit and Loss account on the private

ledger which will appear as follows

:

Profit and Loss

19-

Dec.
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balances, made necessary by the existence of the two inter-

locking ledgers, the working sheet is not different from that

prepared solely from the general ledger, when no private

ledger is used.

BRANCH OFFICE ACCOUNTING

Head Office Current Account and Branch Office Current Ac-

counts—Operation of Branch Accounting System Illustrated—
Closing of Books

Head Office and Branch Current Accounts.—The prin-

ciples of branch accounting are the same as those on which

the private ledger is operated (see page 288), though its

purpose is quite different. As in the case of the private

ledger, the general ledger is in effect split up into parts which

in branch accounting may be more than two, depending upon

the number of branch offices conducted. Each ledger divi-

sion contains the accounts kept by a branch located in a

different part of the state or country. These divisions are

called branch ledgers, and are interlocked with the general

ledger containing the home office accounts, by a system of

balancing or current accounts. On each branch office ledger

there is set up a "Head Office Current Account," and on

the head office ledger there is set up an account with each

branch, as "Branch A—Current Account," "Branch B

—

Current Account," etc.

Accounts Carried in Branch Office Ledger.—The man-

ner in which the general ledger for the entire business may

thus be split up between the several branch offices and the

head office will depend upon the way in which the operations

of the business are organized. If operations are entirely or

mainly centralized in the head office, the branch office will

have few accounts to keep. For example, if the branch

merely is a sales agency, forwarding all customers' orders
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to the main office, from which goods are shipped and the

accounts collected, there will be no necessity for any formal

accounting at the branch office, aside from some purely

memorandum records of sales orders. On the other hand,

if certain operations are entrusted to the branch, such as

keeping a stock of merchandise, making shipments there-

from to customers, collecting the accounts, depositing the

proceeds in a local bank, and paying its own expenses there-

from, the branch will have to keep a ledger on which it will

set up accounts for Merchandise Inventory, Customers, Cash,

Expense, etc. The head office will regularly ship merchan-

dise to the branch office to replenish its stock, and period-

ically the branch office will remit cash to the head office,

leaving only a working balance in its own bank account.

These dealings between the branch office and the head office

will involve entries in the two balancing or current accounts

which the branch and the head office keep with each other

—

the Head Office Current Account on the ledger of the branch

office, and the Branch Office Current Account on the ledger

of the head office.

Operation o£ Branch Office Accounting Illustrated.—
Suppose a branch office, which is organized and conducted

in the manner explained in the preceding paragraph is allo-

cated a certain amount of cash, which is deposited in a local

bank. A quantity of goods valued either at cost or at an

amount above cost to the head office, are shipped to the

branch office and placed in a local warehouse.

In the branch office books, the journal entry will be

:

Cash $ 1,000.00

Merchandise 10,000.00

Head Office Current Account $1 1,000.00

The journal entry on the head office books will be

:

Branch Office Current Account $1 1,000.00

Cash $ 1.000.00

Merchandise 10.000.00
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The net effect of these two journal entries is simply to

make a transfer from one Cash account to another, and to

make a transfer from one Merchandise account to another.

As the merchandise is sold and the accounts are collected by

the branch office, the usual entries are made on the branch

ledger to record the sale of merchandise, the collection of

accounts and receipt of cash. When the merchandise stock

is replenished from the home office, the journal entry will

again be a debit to Merchandise and a credit to Head Office

Current Account on the branch office books, and a debit to

Branch Office Current Account and a credit to Merchandise

on the books of the head office. As cash accumulates in the

branch office bank account, periodical remittances are made

to the main office.

The journal entry on the branch office books will be

:

Head Office Current Account $2,000.00

Cash $2,000.00

The journal entry on the books of the head office will be

:

Cash $2,000.00

Branch Office Current Account $2,000.00

In general, it may be said, that for every asset the branch

office receives from the head office it credits the Head Office

Current Account, debiting Cash, Merchandise, etc., as the

case may be ; and for everything it sends to the head office,

it debits the Head Office Current Account, crediting Cash,

or some other asset. Likewise, for everything the head office

sends to the branch, it debits the Branch Office Current Ac-

count, crediting Merchandise, Cash, etc. For all values re-

ceived from the branch, the head office credits the Branch

Office Current Account, debiting Cash, etc.

Closing of Books.—The two balancing or current ac-

counts, one on the books of the head office and the other

on the books of the branch office, must have equal though

opposite balances, except for any items in transit between
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the two offices, which have not yet been taken up on the

books of the office to which they are being sent. The two

current accounts will require reconciliation to that extent.

When the books of the entire business establishment are

closed, the branch office need only send a trial balance of

its ledger to the main office, which will be combined with

the trial balance of the main office ledger on the working

sheet. The opposite balances of the two current accounts

will cancel each other, as shown in the adjustment column

of the working sheet, and otherwise the working sheet will

be prepared as though the trial balance were taken from a

single ledger.

More Complicated Situations.—The foregoing example

is a comparatively simple illustration of the bookkeeping

procedure in branch accounting. The relationships estab-

lished between the head office and branch office may make

this much more complicated. For example, the branch office

may be conducted as though it were an independent business

and expected to show a certain profit on the total capital that

has been assigned to it by the head office. In such an in-

stance, the branch office will close its books, and draw off

a balance sheet and a profit and loss statement, which it will

send to the main office in lieu of a trial balance. The cur-

rent account on the books of the branch office will, under

such conditions, have a credit balance, which will be the

amount of the branch office's net worth.

COST OF MANUFACTURED GOODS

The Three Elements Comprising Manufacturing Cost—Elements

of Cost, Expense, and Profit in Selling Price

Trading and Manufacturing Business Contrasted.—In

a trading business, merchandise is purchased from whole-

salers or manufacturers, and the same, identical items are
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resold in smaller quantities for the purpose of making a

profit. The trader's function is to carry a stock of goods

in the same condition in which they were bought so as to

satisfy promptly his customers' needs. The cost of goods

sold is merely the invoice price of the goods, plus such ad-

ditional items of expense as freight and cartage paid in

bringing the purchased goods to the store or warehouse.

In a manufacturing business, material is purchased and

converted into a different commodity through the applica-

tion of labor and manufacturing processes, and the products

thus made are sold. The expenditures are, therefore, not

merely for the commodities or materials purchased, as in

the case of the trading firm, but also for the labor and cer-

tain general factory expenses required to fashion the pur-

chased materials into the product or products intended for

sale.

Elements of Manufacturing Cost The first of the three

elements in the cost of manufactured goods, that for mate-

rials, is known as a direct manufacturing or factory cost of

a particular lot of goods, or quantity of product, because the

materials for which expenditure of funds has been made

enter directly into the manufacture of those goods. The

second element of manufacturing cost, or the cost of labor,

that is applied in the production of goods, is also a direct

manufacturing cost, because the cost is incurred directly in

the production of a particular quantity of goods or other

products. The third element in manufacturing cost is

known variously as "factory expense," "factory overhead,"

"factory burden," and by other designations, and consists

of certain charges necessary for operating the factory as a

whole, and not therefore applicable to a particular lot of

goods manufactured. Such general factory expenses include

factory supplies, rent, taxes, insurance, depreciation of fac-

tory buildings, machinery, and other equipment, superintend-
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ent's salary, repairs and maintenance of the factory, heat,

light, and power used in the factory, and the like.

Nevertheless, these general factory expenses incurred

during a given period constitute a portion of the cost of

the product manufactured during that period, and hence

must be allocated to, or distributed over, the product on some

fair basis in order to arrive at the total cost of manufactur-

ing a particular quantity of goods. These costs or expenses

are referred to as indirect manufacturing costs since they

cannot be associated directly with the manufacture of a spe-

cific quantity of goods, but must be apportioned on some

equitable basis. These expenses are incurred for the benefit

of all the jobs manufactured in a given period, and not for

one specific order of that product. The methods by which

the general factory expense or overhead is distributed over

specific lots or quantities manufactured in the same factory

constitute one of the major problems of cost accounting.

"Prime Cost" and "Cost of Manufacture."—Cost of ma-

terials entering directly into the manufacture of a specific

quantity of goods, and labor applied directly in that manu-

facture, together comprise what is known as the "prime cost"

of those goods. When a certain proportion of the general

factory expense or overhead is added to this, the result is

"factory cost" or ''cost of manufacture," or "cost of manu-

factured goods," which corresponds to the purchase cost of

the merchandise of a trading concern. That cost deducted

from the price received for the goods when sold gives the

gross profit on the sale.

Total Cost of Goods and Selling Price.—Selling and ad-

ministrative expenses, comprising the remaining important

groups of expenses in operating a business as a whole,

whether trading or manufacturing, are not a part of the

manufacturing or factory cost, any more than they are a

part of the cost of merchandise in a trading concern. It is
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particularly important not to confuse them with the general

manufacturing expenses or factory overhead, which is a part

of the cost of manufacture.

Summary of Cost Elements.—From the foregoing expla-

nation of the elements of cost and expenses in a manufactur-

ing business, the following summary may be made, which

shows the relation of the different elements

:

1. Direct material and direct labor = Prime cost of manu-

facture.

2. Prime cost + Factory expense or overhead = Total fac-

tory cost or cost of manufacture.

3. Factory cost + Administrative and selling expense =
Cost to manufacture and sell.

4. Cost to make and sell+ Profit (or—loss) = Net sell-

ing price.

5. Net selling price — Cost of manufacture = Gross profit.

The foregoing elements of cost, expense, and profit in-

cluded in the selling price are shown graphically below:

Direct
Materials
$5,000

Direct
Labor
$3,000

Factory
Expense
$2,500

Selling and
Administrative

Expenses
$6,000

Profit

$3,200

Prime
Cost

-$8,000-

Cost to
Manufac-

ture
-$10,500-

Cost to Make
and Sell

$16,500

Selling Price— $19,700

—

Elements in the Selling Price of Manufactured Goods
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RECORDING MATERIALS USED IN
MANUFACTURING

Controlling Account on General Ledger—Form and Operation

of Subsidiary Ledger for Materials—Requisition Journal

Materials Account on General Ledger.—On the general

ledger, in a summary or control account entitled "Materials,"

the purchases are recorded as debits. This account is some-

times called "Stores" or "Raw Materials," and shows in

total the details given in the perpetual or book inventory

—

the materials ledger.

Whenever materials are purchased, an entry is made in

the voucher register. Since there will be many such pur-

chases, a separate column, representing debits to the Mate-

rials account, is used for all such entries. The total of this

column is posted to the debit of the Materials account in the

general ledger whenever the voucher register is summarized

and ruled off. The offsetting credit is included in the total

of the Vouchers Payable column of the voucher register,

which is posted to the credit of the Vouchers Payable (some-

times called Accounts Payable) in the general ledger.

Materials Ledger.—A general or summary record of ma-

terials purchased or used is alone not sufficient for the pur-

pose of ascertaining the cost of the materials entering into

the manufacture of particular lots of goods. It is, there-

fore, necessary to keep also a subsidiary materials or stores

ledger containing individual accounts for each type and class

of materials used in manufacture. This ledger usually con-

sists of a card file kept by the clerk in charge of materials

or stores, and is frequently referred to as a permanent, book,

or running inventory. Each card contains an account for a

particular kind of material or supplies. The rulings of such

cards vary somewhat. A typical one is shown on the follow-

ing page. When a certain kind of material is purchased, the
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stores clerk enters the quantity and sometimes the price on

the card used for that material. The entry is made from

a copy of the receiving report which has been checked with

the invoice. The total of the debit entries made in these

cards, constituting the materials ledger, must therefore equal

the total of the monthly charges made to the Materials ac-

count in the general ledger. The only difference between the

charges on the materials ledger and the charges in the Ma-
terials account in the general ledger is that the charges are

made in detail on the materials ledger, whereas the total of each

invoice is entered in the Materials column of the voucher reg-

ister, and the total of this column is posted at the end of the

month to the general ledger Materials account.

Withdrawal of Materials from Stores for Manufacture.

—The purpose of the materials ledger and the general ledger

Materials account is to show the amount of materials on

hand at any time in the storeroom. Materials are withdrawn

from stores for manufacture by sending stores requisition

orders to the storeroom. The respective accounts in the ma-

terials ledger must then be credited with the quantity so with-

drawn. These entries are made from the requisition orders.

The Materials controlling account in the general ledger must

likewise be credited, but this is not done directly from the

requisition orders. Instead, the requisitions are entered in

a special journal, called a requisition journal, a form of

which is illustrated herein. Entries are made in two col-

umns, or are listed on a sheet called a stores requisition sum-

mary. If the materials enter into the article being manufac-

tured, they are listed as direct materials ; otherwise, as in-

direct.

At the end of the month the two columns are footed and

the sum of their totals is posted to the credit of the general

ledger Alaterials account, the offsetting debit being to Goods

in Process (see page 315).
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Requisition Journal

Date
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The balance of $3,545 represents the amount of materials

on hand in the storeroom and should agree with the total of

the Materials account on the general ledger and with the

physical inventory made of materials in store.

ACCOUNTING FOR LABOR COST IN THE
FACTORY

Direct and Indirect Factory Labor—Use of Time and Joh Cards

—Preparation of Payroll—Entries for Labor Cost

Direct and Indirect Labor.—For purposes of accounting

there are two kinds of factory labor. That commonly termed

direct labor is the labor spent directly on the article being

manufactured. For example, the labor of the worker who
operates a machine which stitches the uppers of shoes manu-

factured by the factory, is direct labor. Indirect factory

labor is labor which is not spent directly in making the fac-

tory product, but in the general supervision and maintenance

of the plant and its operations. It includes the time and pay

of the factory superintendent and his staff, of repairmen, of

those attending to the heating of the factory and supplying

it with power, of helpers, janitors, messengers, etc. Their

labor enters into the cost of manufacturing the factory prod-

uct as well as the labor of workers who spend their time

directly in the manufacture of the factory product.

In-and-Out Time Card.—In most factories the employees

are required to "check in" when they arrive at work in the

morning or return after luncheon. They are also required

to "check out" when going to lunch and when leaving work

for the day. In small factories this checking is done by a

clerk or the worker himself entering the time of his coming

and going in a time book. In larger factories every worker

is given each week a card, called the in-and-out card, which

is kept in a rack near the entrance to the factory. The form

of in-and-out time card is illustrated on the following page.
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This time card is especially designed for use with a time

clock. Whenever the worker enters or leaves the factory,

he inserts the card in the clock, and prints the time in the

proper space by operating a lever. If he is late in arriving

or leaves early, the time is usually printed in red ink on the

card. If he is paid by the day or by the hour, the in-and-out

card serves as the basis of the payroll, the worker being

paid for the time he has spent in the factory. The card may
not be necessary, however, if he is paid by the piece rate.

Individual Job Time Tickets—In order to ascertain the

cost of manufacturing each job or quantity of product, the

accounting system of the factory includes a method for de-

termining the amount of labor spent by all workers on each

particular job. Each day every worker is given a number

of job time tickets, specimens of which are shown below..

One ticket is reserved for each particular job he has worked

on during the day. At the end of the day when he turns in

his tickets properly filled out, each ticket will bear his name

and the number of the job he has worked on, and will show

the department in which he is working, the kind of work he

has done, his starting and finishing time, the total time thus

spent, his hourly rate of pay, and the total cost of his labor

that day on the particular job. His payroll is not prepared

from these job time tickets, but from the in-and-out cards,

as already shown.

It may happen that the total time shown on the worker's

job time tickets is less than the time shown on his in-and-out

cards. This will be because he has not spent all his time on

particular production orders or jobs. He may have lost time

in waiting for work to come to him; or he may have had

to do some repairing on his machine. Any difference be-

tween the total time shown by his in-and-out cards and the

total shown by his job cards is indirect labor, to be included

in the general factory overhead expense, which will subse-
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quently be distributed on some fair basis over all the produc-

tion orders manufactured during the accounting period in

which these expenses were incurred.

Individual Job Time Tickets

All the job time tickets turned in by the workers each day

are sorted by their job numbers, and the pay amounts of the

tickets bearing the same job number are added together on

an adding machine tape. This represents the total direct

labor cost incurred on that particular day in the manufac-
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turlng of the particular job. This total is therefore entered

in the labor column against the date in question in the cost

sheet for the particular job, on which are assembled all the

costs incurred in manufacturing the job. (See page 314.)

Paying the Factory Worker—At the end of each week

the office force makes up the payroll from the in-and-out time

cards. Columns may be provided in the payroll to show not

only the total amount earned by each worker but also the

portion of that amount constituting direct labor, or the cost

of labor spent directly on a production order or job, and the

portion constituting indirect labor, or the cost of labor not

spent directly on any particular production order or job. The

direct labor of each worker is obtained from the job time

tickets, and the difference between this amount and his total

weekly earnings is the indirect labor. A check is cashed for

the total of the weekly payroll and the money is placed in

the pay envelopes.

Entries for Labor Cost—Two accounts are set up to

record the labor cost in a factory—Direct Labor and In-

direct Labor. The entries for the weekly payroll are given

below.

When the payroll is prepared, the following entry is made

on the voucher register :

Debit: Direct Labor
Indirect Labor

Credit: Vouchers Payable

When the payroll check is cashed, the following entry is

made on the check register

:

Debit: Vouchers Payable

Credit: Cash

At the close of the month, when the voucher register is

balanced and posted, the Direct Labor account is closed out

to Work in Process by the following journal entry:
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Debit: Work in Process

Credit: Direct Labor
To close out Direct Labor into Work in Process.

At the same time, the Indirect Labor account is closed to

Manufacturing Expense (or Factory Expense) account which

contains all the overhead expenses which are to be distributed

over the various jobs in course of manufacture, and entered

in the respective cost sheets. The closing entry is

:

Debit: Manufacturing Expense
Credit: Indirect Labor

To close out Indirect Labor into Manufacturing Ex-
pense.

When the amount in the Manufacturing Expense account

is distributed to the various cost sheets, the account is closed

out to Work in Process by the following journal entry

:

Debit: Work in Process

Credit: Manufacturing Expense
To close out Manufacturing Expense into Work in

Process.

BOOKKEEPING FOR FACTORY EXPENSE OR
OVERHEAD

Controlling Account for Factory Expense on General Ledger—
Subsidiary Ledger for Factory Expense—Various Types of

Overhead Expenses

Items of Expenditure Comprising Factory Overhead

Factory expense or factory overhead consists of those ele-

ments of cost of manufacture which are incurred for the

benefit of production as a whole, and which are not charge-

able directly to any specific product or job order, that is to

say, a lot of goods in course of manufacture, but only in-

directly by some method of allocation. These overhead ex-

penses may be grouped into four classes, based on their book-

keeping treatment

:
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1. Indirect materials requisitioned from stores. These are

the materials which do not enter into the manufacture

of the finished article.

2. Wages of those men who do not work directly on the

article being manufactured.

3. Services, such as light and power, for which cash out-

lays are made and which cannot conveniently be

charged directly to each job but must be apportioned

over the several jobs manufactured in the same period.

4. Other charges, such as those for depreciation, which

are entered in the general journal.

Factory Expense Account on General Ledger.—On the

general ledger there is one account, entitled Factory or Manu-

facturing Expense, to which monthly summary debits for all

factory expenses are posted for the four different groups,

given in the above classification. The procedure by which

the debits finally reach the Factory Expense control account

are shown by the diagram on the following page. On this

diagram the material requisitions destined for general use in

the factory and not entering directly into the manufacture of

a specific lot of goods, are first entered in the "Indirect"

column of the requisition journal, the entry being made from

the requisition orders. At the end of the month, when the

summary of requisitions is prepared, the total of the "In-

direct Materials" column is debited to the Factory Expense

control account. Labor expended in operating the factory

generally and not directly on a specific quantity of product,

that is to say, indirect labor, is first recorded from the in-

dividual time tickets of employees on the indirect payroll.

The indirect labor of the payroll is entered in the Factory

Expense column of the voucher register, the total of which

is posted at the end of the month to the Factory Expense

accounts. Cash outlays for such general services as light

and power are first vouchered and then also posted to the

Factory Expense control account in the general ledger.
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FLOW OF ACTUAL FACTORY EXPENSE
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Finally, expenses representing accrued liabilities or ad-

justments such as depreciation are entered at the close of the

month in the general journal, and from there posted to the

Factory Expense account. The form below illustrates the

Factory Expense control account in the general ledger after

the monthly postings have been made. "RJ" refers to the

requisition journal, "VR" to the voucher .register, and "GJ"
to the general journal.
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general Factory Expense account on the general ledger at

the close of the month, if the posting work was done cor-

rectly. The same postings have been made to the subsidiary

ledger as to the control account, except that in the one case

they were made by individual items of expense, while in the

other by monthly totals in most cases.

RECORDS IN COMPILING COST OF
MANUFACTURE

Records for Assembling Manufacturing Costs of a Particular

Job or Order—Allocating Factory Overhead to Such Job or

Order

The Three Elements of Manufacturing Cost.—The three

elements which comprise the cost of manufacturing a particu-

lar quantity of goods are : the cost of materials, the cost of

labor entering directly into the manufacture of those goods,

and the general manufacturing expenses or factory over-

head, a portion of which must be allocated to that particular

quantity of goods in order to arrive at its total cost of manu-

facture. At the outset, therefore, it is necessary to set up

accounts for each kind of material kept in the storeroom and

used in manufacturing. In other words, unlike the case of

the trading concern, a so-called perpetual, running, or book

inventory must be kept of the different types of materials, as

otherwise it would be impossible to arrive at the cost incurred

in manufacturing a specific quantity of product. Accounts

must also be kept for labor that are directly applied in manu-

facturing goods. Finally, a third group of accounts must be

kept in the books for the various types of general manufac-

turing expense or factory overhead.

Method of Assembling Manufacturing Costs of a Par-

ticular Job or Order.—When the factory or production de-

partment receives directions to manufacture a specified quan-
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WEIGHT THE N. C. R. CO.

Stock Requisition

PLEASE DELIVER TO.

BLD&. FLOOR POST MCH

QUANTITY ARTICLES PAGE NO.

CHARGE NO.
TO BE USED FOR

PRICE

SIGNED

ENTERED ON STOCK RECORDS BY_

STOCK CARRIED IN STOCK
TOTAL COST

BUILDING NO..

Stock Requisition

tity of a particular kind of product, it first secures the neces-

sary materials from the stores clerk in charge of materials.

This is done by the use of requisition forms, a sample of

which is shown herewith. The cost of the materials so with-

drawn for the particular job is credited to, or entered in the

"Issue" column of, the respective materials accounts. The

total of the requisition orders is also entered on a special

form called cost sheet, job sheet, or final cost record, which

is used to accumulate the total costs incurred in manufactur-

ing the particular lot of goods. This cost sheet is given a

number for purposes of identification, such as "Production
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PRODUCTION ORDER NO. 2_

Cost of 20 Pes. Abticue "X"
Jones & Company

Date Begun

Date Promised

January 25, 19-

February 3, 19-

DiRECT Materials Direct Labor Machine Hours

Date Req. No. Quantity Cost Date Cost

Brought Forward
1-29 12

$1,280
4

$1,284

$312
3

$315

192
6

Factory Expense

Amount Estimated Machine

Direct Materials
Direct Labor
Factory Expense

Factory Cost (20 pieces)

Unit Cost

$1,284
315
231

$1,831

112
216
198

.537

.446

.378

Total Factory Expense

$ 60
96
74

Form of Cost Sheet

Order No. 3," which is the number of the job in course of

manufacture the costs of which are being accumulated. The

form of this cost-assembhng sheet is illustrated above.

When the materials requisitioned for the particular job

order are put through the various manufacturing processes,

the cost of the labor expended on the particular job is also

entered on the cost-assembling sheet for the particular job.

These labor costs are accumulated by means of the job time

tickets which bear the same number as the job they pertain

to. Each day's total of labor cost as thus reported by the

job tickets is entered in the cost sheet for the particular job.

Apportioning a Part of the Factory Overhead to a Pro-

duction Order.—To determine the total cost of manufactur-
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ing a certain lot of goods, a portion of the general factory-

expenses must be added to the direct material and direct labor

cost. These general or overhead expenses, which are not

directly applicable to any particular manufacturing job, are

first collected into a single general "Manufacturing Expense"

or "Factory Expense" account. The total is then distrib-

uted, or applied to the various jobs that were in process dur-

ing the period in which the expenses were incurred. There

are several methods or bases for making this distribution or

application, and this is one of the major problems of manu-

facturing cost accounting. The columns headed Machine

Hours and Factory Expense in form on preceding page are

simply for the purpose of applying one of these methods.

Finding the Unit Cost of Manufacture.—On the cost

sheet for a particular job, a portion of the overhead is added

to the costs entered on it for materials and labor. This total

represents the cost of manufacture for the particular lot of

goods, as shown in the form on page 314. Dividing the

number of units produced on the order into the total cost

gives the cost of each unit. This information is useful for

the management in controlling costs of manufacture or in

determining the selling prices of goods manufactured. The

systematic procedure for determining the cost per unit of the

commodity manufactured as explained above is in substance

cost accounting.

GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNT FOR COST OF
GOODS IN COURSE OF MANUFACTURE

Joh or Work in Process Ledger—Goods in Process Account on

General Ledger—Procedure in Making Postings—Goods in

Process on the Balance Sheet

Goods in Process Account.—The detailed cost-assem-

bling sheets for the various production orders that are being

manufactured at any one time constitute together a subsidiary
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ledger, called the job or work in process ledger. These de-

tailed accounts for manufacturing costs should be interlocked

with the general ledger by means of a control account which

will contain a summary of the details posted on the job ledger.

On the general ledger this summary is usually shown in Goods

in Process account, and when the postings to it are completed,

it shows the total amount of manufacturing costs which have

to date been incurred on all production orders in process.

Posting Current Manufacturing Cost.—The debits to

the Goods in Process account are made by monthly totals as

follows. The account is debited for all materials used directly

in manufacturing. This figure is the total of the "Direct"

column in the requisition journal. During the month the

individual cost sheets received the same postings in detail

directly from the requisition orders. Likewise, at the close

of the month, the Goods in Process account is debited for

the total cost of labor directly expended in manufacture dur-

ing the month. The posting is the total of the Labor in

Process column in the voucher register, when the register is

summarized at the end of the month. The entries in this

column were based on vouchers, which were prepared from

the weekly payrolls, which in turn were prepared from the

daily time tickets of the workmen. (See page 304. ) On the

other hand, the detailed charge for labor entering directly

into manufacture, made to the individual accounts or cost

sheets comprising the job ledger, came directly from the job

time tickets. Finally, the total factory expenses incurred

during the month have been assembled in the Factory Ex-

pense control account in the general ledger. (See page 310.)

This account is closed out into the Goods in Process account,

which now contains all the charges for cost of manufacture

during the month. At the same time, the total of the Factory

Expense account Is distributed among the various production

orders or cost sheets, constituting the job ledger, in order
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that these may likewise contain at the close of the month all

the manufacturing costs, including factory overhead.

Goods in Process as One o£ Three Inventory Items on
Balance Sheet.—It will, therefore, be noticed that the total

of the debits in the Goods in Process account should equal

the sum of the charges made on the individual cost accounts

in the job ledger—the cost sheets. This Goods in Process

account is one of the three accounts which constitute the

inventory of a manufacturing enterprise. Another inventory

account represents Materials which are still in the storeroom

and have as yet not entered the manufacturing process. That

is, they have not as yet become goods in process. The third

inventory account is Finished Goods. Thus, the three manu-

facturing inventory accounts merely represent the three stages

which materials or goods pass through in the manufacturing

process. On the balance sheet they will usually appear as

separate items.

Very frequently, instead of a single Goods in Process

control account on the general ledger, three accounts are set

up : ( 1 ) Materials in Process, to receive the postings for the

cost of all materials entering directly into manufacture of

individual production orders; (2) Labor in Process, to re-

ceive the postings for the cost of all labor directly expended

on individual production orders; and (3) Factory Expense

in Process, to receive the postings for general factory ex-

pense incurred and distributed over the various production

orders. In the balance sheet these three accounts are usually

combined into the one item of Goods or Work in Process.

FINISHED GOODS
Running Inventory of Finished Goods—Finished Goods Control

Account—Shozving Amount of Finished Goods on Balance Sheet

Finished Goods Ledger.—As goods in the factory are

finished, they are put into the stockroom until shipped out
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on selling orders. Meanwhile, however, a record must be

kept of the quantities and also of the total cost incurred in

their manufacture. For this purpose, a finished goods or

stock ledger is kept. It consists of a file of cards, similar to

those used for recording the various kinds of raw materials

in the materials ledger. ( See form on page 300. ) A sepa-

rate card is used for each kind of article manufactured. As
goods are completed by the factory and delivered to the stock-

room, an entry is made in the Received column of the proper

card. The clerk in charge of the finished stock ledger secures

the information as to the cost of the goods from the clerk

in charge of the cost sheets. When goods are shipped on

order or are issued for other purposes, the stock clerk makes

an entry in the Issued column on the stock card to show the

quantity shipped and its cost. The amount of goods on hand

at any time is shown in the Balance column.

Finished Goods Control Account.—Meanwhile a Fin-

ished Goods control account is kept on the general ledger to

receive summary postings for all goods delivered to the stock-

room and for all goods shipped or otherwise issued out of the

stockroom. When the manufacture of a particular lot of

goods is completed, it is turned into the stockroom. An entry

is made, either in the general journal or in the special finished

goods journal, crediting Goods in Process and debiting fin-

ished Goods. The amount for this entry is the total cost of

manufacturing that particular lot, as shown by the cost sheet

for those goods. At the close of the month, the columns of

the journal are summarized, and the total is posted in the

general ledger to the debit of Finished Goods account and to

the credit of Goods in Process account. The routine of re-

cording cost of finished goods is illustrated on the following

page, though here the cost of Goods in Process is divided

into three component accounts : Materials in Process, Labor

in Process, and Factory Expense in Process.
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When the goods are sold and shipped out of the stock-

room, the Finished Goods account is credited with the cost

of the shipment, while Cost of Goods Sold account on the

general ledger is debited. ( See below on this page.

)

It will be observed that if the entries are correctly made,

the balance of the Finished Goods control account on the

general ledger, when fully posted, will always equal the total

amount of finished goods in stock as shown by the finished

goods ledger, and both should open with the physical inven-

tory that is made periodically of finished goods in stock.

Finished Goods Account on the Balance Sheet.—The

Finished Goods control account is one of the three items

comprising the inventory of manufacturing establishment.

The other two are Materials and Goods in Process. Each

may be set forth separately on the balance sheet, or all three

may be combined into the one item of Inventories.

COST OF GOODS SOLD ACCOUNT

Entries Made in the Account—Purpose Served—Entries to

Record a Sale of Manufactured Goods—Special Ruling of Sales

Journal

Cost of Goods Sold Account Defined.—As the title indi-

cates, the Cost of Goods Sold account is set up to collect in

one account the cost of all lots of manufactured goods as

they are sold. The complete entry in each case is a debit to

this account and a credit to Finished Goods account. The

use of the Cost of Goods Sold account presupposes that a

record is kept of the manufacturing unit costs for each type of

finished goods in stock ; that is, that the business has in opera-

tion the perpetual, or book inventory. Such an inventory

simply means that a formal bookkeeping record is made of

the quantity and unit cost of each kind of goods made and

carried in stock. One advantage of the Cost of Goods Sold

account is that it makes possible the ascertainment, without
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the necessity of a physical inventory, of the margin of profit

(or loss) on the aggregate sales, which is the difference

between the net amount received for the goods and their cost.

Absence of Cost of Goods Sold Account on Books o£

Trading Concern.—In the ordinary trading or merchandising

business, no attempt is made to keep a continuous record of

the quantity and unit cost of the various types of goods that

make up the stock of merchandise or the inventory. The
procedure is to charge one account, called Purchases, with

the cost of all merchandise bought during the accounting

period. When a sale is made of certain items, their individual

cost figures are not available, so that it is impossible to as-

certain the profit on the sale, and hence there can be no im-

mediate Cost of Goods Sold account. The cost of goods

sold and the profit (or loss) can only be ascertained when a

physical inventory is taken to find out what quantities of goods

are on hand and their cost or value. This total value sub-

tracted from the sum of the inventory at the beginning of the

period and the purchases made during the period gives the

cost of the goods that have been sold during the period. This

cost deducted from the total sales gives the gross profit for

the period, from which must be deducted selling and general

expenses in order to arrive at the net profit.

Need of the Account in a Manufacturing Business.—
While this system suffices for the trading concern with its

comparatively simple organization and operations, in a man-

ufacturing business with a more elaborate and complex or-

ganization and heavier investment of capital, it is necessary

to maintain closer control over the operations, so as to be

able to see at frequent intervals how efficiently from a profit-

making standpoint the affairs are being conducted. For this

reason well-managed manufacturing companies keep detailed

records of the cost of manufacturing so that when a particu-
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lar lot of goods is sold the cost of materials, labor, and general

factory expense, and the margin of profit are immediately

known. Any tendency for the costs to rise and reduce the

margin of profit on individual sales calls for immediate in-

vestigation of the cause and its correction, if at all possible.

Two-fold Entry to Record a Sale of Manufactured

Goods.—In a trading concern when a sale is made it gives

rise to only one entry—a debit to Accounts Receivable for

the invoice amount of the sale (including the particular cus-

tomer's account in the subsidiary ledger) and a credit to

Sales. In a manufacturing concern which maintains a per-

petual quantity and cost record of all individual goods manu-

factured, a sale of finished goods causes two entries—first,

a debit to Accounts Receivable and a credit to Sales for the

invoice amount of the sale; and second, a debit to Cost of

Goods Sold account for the manufacturing cost of the par-

ticular goods sold as ascertained from the stock ledger (see

page 318), and a credit of the same amount to the Finished

Goods control account on the general ledger. A credit is

also made to the detailed accounts which make up the finished

goods ledger. The routine of making this entry is indicated

by the diagram on the following page. When goods sold

are taken from the manufactured stock, a duplicate is made

of the sales invoice, on which is shown, in addition to the

sales price of the goods, the unit cost and total cost as ob-

tained from the appropriate card of the stock ledger. The

sales journal rulings show two columns—one for entering

the cost of sales and the other for the selling price of the

goods. Both of these entries are made from the duplicate

sales invoice. The column containing the selling prices is

posted in the usual manner—during the month, debits to the

individual accounts in the customers ledger, and at the close

of the month, a debit for the total of the column to Accounts

Receivable and credit to Sales in the general ledger. The
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posting of the items in the cost column is made at the close

of the month when the column is totaled. The sum is debited

to Cost of Goods Sold account and credited to Finished Goods

account in the general ledger.

The entries are, therefore, as follows

:

Cost Column of Sales Journal:

Cost of Goods Sold $4,351.00

Finished Goods $4,351.00

Selling Price Column of Sales Journal:

Accounts Receivable $9,300.00

Sales $9,300.00

COST OF MANUFACTURE AND GOODS SOLD
STATEMENT

Arrangement of Statement—Prepared Either from Book or

Physical Inventory—Percentage Analysis of Statement

General Arrangement of Statement.—The statement of

cost of manufacture and goods sold is an analysis of the

cost of manufacturing the goods sold during the period cov-

ered by the statement, and is prepared in support of the Cost

of Goods Sold item in a condensed profit and loss state-

ment. In more or less condensed form this manufacturing

statement is at times included in the published form of the

profit and loss statement.

The statement may assume various arrangements, but

these arrangements are all based on the same principle as

exemplified in the cost of goods sold statement of a mer-

chandising concern, an example of which is the following

:

Opening inventory, January 1, 19- $500,000.00

Purchases 400,000.00

Total goods to be accounted for $900,000.00

Less closing inventory, December 31, 19- 450,000.00

Cost of goods sold $450,000.00
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The only difference between the cost of goods sold state-

ment of a manufacturing concern and that of a merchandising

concern is that in the former the inventories consist of ma-
terials and supplies, goods in process, and finished goods, and

the purchases include cost of labor and factory expense, as

well as the cost of materials and supplies ; whereas in a mer-

chandising concern the inventories consist of merchandise

purchases at practically invoice value.

Contents of Statement—The following page shows one

form of the manufacturing statement. The statement ac-

tually consists of two sections, the first concluding with the

Cost of Goods Manufactured, and the second with Cost of

Goods Sold. In organizations which accumulate manufac-

turing costs on their books, the cost of goods manufactured

and cost of goods sold is obtained directly from the records

instead of by the inventory methods as discussed above. But

as errors creep into the operation of every cost system and

unrecorded losses are bound to occur, physical inventories

must be taken as a check on the records. The form of manu-

facturing statement illustrated gives the costs for the organi-

zation as a whole. For purposes of internal control, other

statements may be prepared to show the costs for each plant,

department, or product.

Note that the first part of the statement which sets forth

the cost of goods manufactured is drawn in three sections:

(a) materials, (b) labor, and (c) factory expense. Each of

these sections is an analysis of the work in process account

for which it is named. The amount column shows the

amount of each element comprising cost of goods manufac-

tured, and the percentage column shows the ratio of the cost

of each element to the total. These percentages are significant.

If the material percentage rises, waste of materials or rising

prices may be indicated. The same facts are indicated with

reference to labor and factory expense.
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Johnson Manufacturing Company
Statement of Cost of Goods Manufactured

For the Month of January, 19-

%of
Particulars Amount Total

Direct Materials :

Materials in Process, January 1, 19-... $1,564.02

Materials Used 5,760.00

$7,324.02

Less—Materials in Process, January 31,

19- 580.47

$ 6,743.55 69.51%
Direct Labor:

Labor in Process, January 1, 19- $ 384.15

Labor Charges to Production 1,456.80

$1,840.95

Less—Labor in Process, January 31, 19- 184.64
'

'

$ 1,656.31 17.07%
Factory Expenses :

Factory Expense in Process, January 1,

19- $ 301.83

Factory Expense Applied 1,178.75

$1,480.58

Less—Factory Expense in Process, Jan-

uary 31, 19- 179.19

$ 1,301.39 13.42%

Cost of Goods Manufactured $ 9.701.25 100.00%

Finished Goods Inventory, January 1, 19- $ 1,800.00

Add—Cost of Goods Manufactured 9,701.25

Total Available for Sale $11,501.25

Less—Finished Goods Inventory, January 31, 19-. . 3,150.00

Cost of Sales $ 8,351.25

Form of Cost of Manufacture and Goods Sold Statement
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THE FACTORY LEDGER
Accounts Included—Balancing or Offsetting Accounts—Opera-

tion of the Factory Ledger—Preparing Combined Trial Balance

Relation o£ Factory Ledger to General Ledger.—Manu-

facturing accounts usually involve a great deal of detail, and

for that reason many manufacturing establishments segre-

gate them in a separate book called factory ledger. These

accounts include those for materials, labor, and general fac-

tory expense or overhead, all of which enter into the cost of

manufacturing the product sold. The general factory over-

head expenses will include supplies and fuel used in manu-

facturing, taxes and depreciation in factory buildings, and

insurance carried on account of the manufacturing activities.

In addition, the factory ledger will include the accounts for

work in process and finished goods. The factory ledger is

thus but a section of the general ledger transferred to a

separate book. It may be kept at the general office where the

rest of the general records are located, or it may be kept at

the factory office, especially if the factory is located some

distance from the general office.

Balancing or Offsetting Accounts.—The factory ledger

is tied up or interlocked with the general ledger by means of

two balancing or offsetting accounts—one in each ledger.

For the accounts which are removed from the general ledger

there is substituted on the general ledger one omnibus or

catch-all account, which is entitled "Factory Ledger." To

offset this account there is opened on the factory ledger an

account which is entitled "General Ledger," which in reality

represents the accounts remaining on the general ledger.

When a transaction is to be recorded which involves a debit

to an account in one ledger, and a credit to an account in the

other ledger, the entry is two-fold. If, for example, an

account in the general ledger is to be debited and an account

in the factory ledger is to be credited, the entry is as follows

:
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On the General Books : On the Factory Books :

Debit: (Account afifected) Debit: General Ledger
Credit: Factory Ledger Credit: (Account affected)

On the other hand, if an account in the factory ledger is

to be debited and an account in the general ledger is to be

credited, the entry will be as follows:

On the General Books : . On the Factory Books :

Debit: Factory Ledger Debit: (Account affected)

Cr^rfii: (Account affected) Credit: General Ledger

It will thus be noted that by means of the two general

interlocking or offsetting accounts each ledger, when posted

up, is in balance independently of the other ledger. More-

over, the balances of the two offsetting accounts should always

be equal, except for any items that may be in transit between

the two offices. When the accounts of the two ledgers are

combined in one trial balance, these two offsetting accounts

will cancel each other out.

In transactions which affect accounts only on the general

ledger, or only on the factory ledger, the entries are made

as though there were only one ledger, and they will not

involve debiting and crediting the offsetting accounts.

Operation of the Factory Ledger.—The general office

incurs various liabilities for the factory which it must pay

for in cash. Thus, whenever materials are purchased for the

factory, the general office must pay for them even though

the goods are sent directly to the factory. When the factory

payroll is made up, the general office must send a check for

the amount to the factory. The general office also usually

pays for the many general factory expenses, such as taxes,

insurance, fuel, and so on. All of these payments are first

recorded in the voucher register at the general office. In this

voucher register there is one debit column headed "Factory

Ledger" which takes the place of the columns headed Ma-

terials, Payroll, and Factory Expenses as they appear in a
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voucher register where no factory ledger is used. The entry

for each expenditure on account of the factory is made by

debiting "Factory Ledger" and crediting Vouchers Payable.

Whenever materials are purchased for the factory but are

to be paid for by the general office, the following entries are

made on the general and factory books :

On the General Books : On the Factory Books :

Debit: Factory Ledger
Credit: Vouchers Payable

(This entry is made in the voucher

register.)

Debit: Materials

Credit: General Ledger
(This entry is made in the factory

journal.)

When materials are used in production at the factory,

entry is made only on the factory books, there being a debit

to Work in Process and a credit to Materials control account.

When a check is sent to the factory for the payroll, the

entries usually made are as follows

:

On the General Books :

(II) Debit: Factory Ledger
Credit: Vouchers Payable
(When the voucher for the

payroll check is prepared.)

(Ill) Debit: Vouchers Payable

Credit: Cash
(When the check is sent to

the factory.)

On the Factory Books :

(I) Debit: Direct Labor
Debit: Indirect Labor
Credit: Payroll Accrued
(This entry is made on the

factory journal when the

payroll is prepared.)

(Ilia) Debit: Payroll Fund
Credit : General Ledger
(When the check is re-

ceived at the factory.)

(IV) Debit: Payroll Accrued
Credit : Payroll Fund

(V) Debit: Work in Process
Debit: Manufacturing Ex-

pense

Credit: Direct and Indirect
Labor

(To close out labor accts.)
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In recording the general manufacturing expenses, the pro-

cedure varies according to whether or not the expenses in-

volve the payment of cash. If the expenses involve the pay-

ment of cash by the general office, the entries will be

:

On the General Books : On the Factory Books :

Debit: Factory Ledger Debit: Expense
Credit: Vouchers Payable Credit: General Ledger
(This entry is made on the voucher (To record payment of expense by
register.) general office.)

If the expense consists of a decrease of a prepaid expense

already on the general records, the entries will be :

On the General Books : On the Factory Books :

Debit: Factory Ledger Debit: Insurance

Credit: Prepaid Insurance Debit: Taxes
(To record amount of prepaid in- Credit: General Ledger

surance and taxes expired.) (To record amount of insurance

and taxes transferred from general

books.)

If the expense is depreciation, the entries will be

:

On the General Ledger: On the Factory Ledger:

Debit: Factory Ledger Debit: Depreciation

Credit: Reserve for Depreciation Credit: General Ledger

(To record depreciation relating to (To record depreciation transferred

factory assets.) from general office.)

When the foregoing entries for factory expenses are made,

all the manufacturing expenses will be on the factory books

and will be collected into a summary account, "Manufactur-

ing Expenses," before being closed into Work in Process.

This latter account is eventually closed into Finished Goods.

Whenever goods are shipped to the customers from the

factory, at the request of the main office, the factory office

charges the General Ledger account and credits Finished

Goods. On the general books there will be two sets of en-

tries—one of these at the sales price, debiting Accounts Re-

ceivable, and crediting Sales ; the other, at cost price, debiting

Cost of Goods Sold, and crediting Factory Ledger.
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Preparing a Combined Trial Balance of Factory and

General Ledgers.—The Factory Ledger and General Ledger

accounts should always contain balances of the same amount,

unless there are items in transit between the two offices, though

one will be a debit, and the other a credit. Before preparing

the financial statements, one must make certain of this

equality, making a reconciliation for any items in transit.

When Factory Ledger and General Ledger accounts are thus

proved, a trial balance is taken of the general ledger and by

eliminating the Factory Ledger account and substituting for

it all the accounts on the factory ledger, exclusive of the

General Ledger account, a combined trial balance is prepared.

REASON FOR THE ANNUAL DEPRECIATION
CHARGE

Assets Which Are Depreciable and Non-Depreciable—Distribu-

tion of Depreciation Expense over Life of Asset—How Amount

of Depreciation Is Determined

Assets Which Depreciate.—With the exception of land,

most so-called fixed or capital assets, comprising the general

physical equipment with which an enterprise carries on its

business, depreciate in value. Land ordinarily neither wears

out nor is scrapped nor abandoned for any other reason. The

other fixed assets, including buildings, machinery, and other

factory equipment, office fixtures, furniture, and delivery

equipment, have a limited useful life, at the end of which they

are scrapped and must be replaced with new buildings, new
machinery, new fixtures and furniture, new delivery equip-

ment, etc. The necessity for scrapping may be due to various

causes, such as ordinary wear or tear, due to use or deteriora-

tion, which takes place whether or not the particular asset is

being used, and obsolescence, that is, the fact that a particular

piece of equipment has become outmoded, and must be re-

placed by more efficient equipment.
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Depreciation as an Expense of Operation.—It is not

necessary to know the various causes of this depreciation to

reahze that sooner or later, for one reason or another, newly

acquired equipment will have to be replaced at an additional

cost, and that therefore the cost of the assets so replaced is

an expense of doing business like any other expense, and

must be taken into account when the books are closed and the

net profit for the period in question is determined. The im-

portant question is just when the charge to current expense

for this depreciation should be made. There is only one

equitable method and that is to spread the total charge with

regard to a particular depreciating fixed asset over the several

years of its life, as any other method will distort the record

of net profits. It is for this reason that at the close of each

accounting year, when the books are closed and the net income

is arrived at, a deduction is made from the value at which the

asset is carried and charged to expense. If the business is

successful and returns a profit at the end of each year, a por-

tion of the original costs or investment in the fixed asset is

recovered through the sale of merchandise, or factory prod-

uct, or the service performed by the concern. Thus, the cash

investment in the asset is returned to the treasury in its

original form in periodical instalments.

Determining the Amount of Depreciation.—Each year's

income in the life of a building, or a machine, or a delivery

truck, or any other fixed asset with the important exception

of land, must bear, therefore, this charge for a portion of the

original cost of the asset. Various methods have been de-

vised for determining what the amount of this annual expense

charge for depreciation shall be, but the simplest and the one

most widely employed, which is known as the "straight-line

method" of depreciation, is merely to take the net cost of the

asset and divide it by the number of years it is estimated the

asset will prove useful, before it is finally discarded. In
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other words, the annual charge is one of uniform amount.

The net cost is arrived at by taking the original cost of the

asset and deducting the amount Hkely to be reahzed from the

asset when scrapped and sold.

Suppose, for example, a delivery truck is purchased for

$3,300, and considering the particular work in which it will

be used, it is estimated that in five years it will have to be

replaced by a new truck. It is estimated that the old truck

when scrapped will be sold for $300. The estimated net cost

of the present truck is therefore $3,000, and the amount

chargeable at the end of each year of the truck's useful life,

to expense for depreciation, will therefore be this net cost

divided by 5, or $600.

It will be readily seen that the expense charge for deprecia-

tion is not an exactly determined amount, but an estimate

made on the basis of previous experience. This may prove

to be either too small or too large, depending on, first, whether

the useful life of the truck will prove to be less or more than

five years ; and second, whether the scrap value of the truck

will prove to be less or greater than $300. An adjustment

may therefore be necessary in the accounts if these estimates

should prove to be incorrect. Such adjustments have to be

made usually, since it is impossible to make exact estimates

of the amount that should be charged periodically to deprecia-

tion.

Rates of Depreciation.—In applying rates of depreciation

in a large plant, it is not practicable to consider every piece

of property separately. Usually the plant equipment is divided

into groups of similar assets according to estimated life,

operating conditions, climate, usage, methods of upkeep, etc.,

and a composite rate is applied to the group. A rate of 5%
means that 5% of the value of a particular asset is written

off each year for depreciation. Typical annual group rates

frequently used are

:
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Group % Group %
Buildings

:

Dynamos 5

Dwellings—frame 3 Engines 10-12>4

Tenement houses 5 Furniture and fixtures. .

.

10

Brick lYi Horses 20-30

Reinforced concrete ... 2 Steel bridges 2-S

Paving and pavement 4-10 Steamboats 6

Automobiles 20-25

RECORDING DEPRECIATION

Illustration of Adjusting Entry for Depreciation at Closing—
Method of Showing Depreciation in the Balance Sheet

Depreciation Reserve Account.—At the end of each ac-

counting period when the adjustment entries are made and

the books are closed to arrive at the net results for the period,

the periodical loss in the value of each class of fixed or capital

assets, due to depreciation, must be set up on the books as

one of the adjusting entries. This can be done by debiting

General Expense, or the special account of Depreciation Ex-

pense, and crediting the asset account. However, it is not

the practice to post the credit directly to the fixed asset ac-

count, since it is desirable to keep the original cost price a

separate and distinct item. A subsidiary account known as

the Reserve for Depreciation, or Allowance for Depreciation,

is opened instead and the credit is posted to it.

Entries Illustrated.—Assume that on January 2, 1931,

a delivery truck is purchased at a total cost of $3,300, and

according to the estimate made, it will have a useful life of

five years, when it is expected to be sold for about $300.

The charge to Depreciation Expense and credit to Reserve

for Depreciation of Delivery Truck, made at the end of

each accounting period will amount to $600, that is, the net

cost of the truck, $3,000, divided by 5. At the end of the

five years, the Reserve for Depreciation account will appear

as shown In the following account

:
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Reserve for Depreciation of Delivery Truck, purchased Jan. 2,

1931
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Reserve for Depreciation of Delivery Truck, purchased Jan. 2,

1931

1935
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For purposes of identification and record, each piece of

equipment should be given a serial number and a metal tag

bearing the number attached to it. This number as well as a

description of the property should be entered in the fixed

asset register. In addition, the register is ruled to show the

original cost of each property, the estimated scrap value, the

number of years it is estimated the fixed asset will be service-

able, and the annual rate of depreciation and amount of de-

preciation which should be debited to depreciation expense

and credited to Depreciation Reserve. Columns may also be

provided to show the monthly depreciation if that is desirable,

and the accumulated depreciation carried forward since the

acquisition of the asset. The final disposition of the piece

of property, whether by sale or outright scrapping, may be

indicated in the final column. Separate pages of the register

should be used for each type of asset for which a separate

depreciation reserve account has been set up.

Record of Book Value of Fixed Assets.—Where the fixed

asset register is used, no plant ledger is needed. An ad-

vantage of the register is that the book value of each asset

can be readily ascertained from it. The book value is the

original cost less all recorded charges for depreciation, and

is a useful figure when the fixed asset is sold, exchanged, or

scrapped. It is also useful in preparing income tax schedules.

In making monthly charges to the Depreciation Reserve ac-

count for a particular group of fixed assets, the total of all

the monthly charges is entered in the Depreciation Reserve

account as a single figure.

Loose-Card Office Equipment Record—In lieu of a reg-

ister the detailed record of office furniture and other office

equipment may be kept in a loose-card file, one card being

devoted to each piece of furniture or equipment. A con-

venient form of such card is shown below. Space is provided
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in the card for the metal tag number of the piece of furniture

or equipment, a description of the piece of furniture or equip-

ment, the maker's number, the name of the vendor, date of

purchase, its cost and estimated hfe, the annual depreciation

The BLANK COMPANY

EQUIPMENT RECORD

Description
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according to their nature in a number of accounts in the gen-

eral ledger. However, where the business is a large one, and

the number and value of these assets is considerable, a sub-

sidiary record known as the plant ledger, or register, is kept

to show the detail of the group asset accounts carried on the

general ledger. Such detailed records are necessary in order

to maintain an adequate check on the assets, and also to

show their loss of value through wear and tear, decay, and

other causes of depreciation. They are also useful in show-

ing values for insurance and income tax purposes.

Form of Plant Ledger.—The form of this plant ledger

varies. It may consist of loose leaves bound together, a page

being given to each fixed asset ; or it may consist of a file of

cards with a card for each asset. The pages or cards may
be ruled for entry of the kind of information desired with

reference to the various classes of assets. Thus, the sub-

sidiary machinery record may consist of a number of cards

or pages, one for each machine, containing the following

data: (1) name of the asset; (2) the number given it; (3)

its location; (4) name of the manufacturer of the machine;

(5) from whom purchased
; (6) when installed; (7) invoice

price; (8) other costs, as those of installation; (9) estimated

life of the machine, the annual rate of depreciation, and the

entire depreciation history to date of the asset; (10) infor-

mation regarding ordinary and extraordinary repairs, etc.

A form of plant ledger is shown on page 340.

SALE OR RETIREMENT OF FIXED ASSETS

Temporary Nominal Account Set Up to Record Profit or Loss

on Sale—Illustration of Entries When a Depreciating Asset Is

Retired

Sale of Land.—When unimproved land is sold by a busi-

ness concern, Cash is debited with the proceeds and the Land

account is credited through the cash receipts book with
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amount received. The Land account is then closed out by

a general journal entry. If it has a credit balance showing

a profit on the sale, the account is debited with the amount

of the balance to close it and a temporary nominal account

carrying an appropriate title, such as Profit from Sale of

Land, is credited. If the Land account has a debit balance,

showing a loss on the sale, a temporary account entitled

"Loss on Sale of Land" is debited with the amount of the

balance and the Land account is credited. At the end of the

accounting period, the temporary account is closed out into

Profit and Loss.

Retirement of Assets Subject to Depreciation.—Where

a fixed asset is subject to depreciation, the bookkeeping entries

for its retirement by sale or outright scrapping or destruc-

tion are more complicated. Not only is the account in which

the asset is recorded afifected but also the Depreciation Re-

serve account in which the periodical entries for losses in its

value due to depreciation have been made.

Assume for example, that a motor truck was purchased

originally for $3,200. This amount was entered as a debit

to the Truck account. A Depreciation Reserve account was

opened to receive annual credits of $600, it being estimated

that the truck would have a useful life of five years, and

could then be sold for $200. The truck is sold at the end

of four years for $400. At this time the accumulated depre-

ciation in the reserve account amounts to $2,400. The rec-

ord of the sale is as follows

:

(1) Cash $ 400.00

Truck $ 400.00

To record sale of truck.

(2) Depreciation Reserve $2,400.00

Truck $2,400.00

To close out Reserve for Depreciation ac-

count into asset account.

(3) Loss on Sale of Truck $ 400.00

Truck $ 400.00

To record loss on sale of truck.
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(4) Profit and Loss $ 400.00

Loss on Sale of Truck $ 400.00

To close into Profit and Loss.

If after the second entry the asset account has a credit

balance, the sale of the truck would have resulted in a gain.

The third and fourth entries would then be as follows

:

(3) Truck $200.00

Profit on Sale of Truck $200.00

To record profit on sale of truck.

(4) Profit on Sale of Truck $200.00

Profit and Loss $200.00

To close into Profit and Loss.

REPAIRS, REPLACEMENTS, AND
RETIREMENTS

Repairs as a Current Operating Expense—Illustration Showing

the Handling of Replacements and Retirements

These terms refer to expenditures made in keeping the

plant and equipment of a business establishment in good

working order. The chief bookkeeping problem involves the

treatment of the charges for the expenditures, as an im-

proper treatment results either in an understatement or an

exaggeration of the profits for the year.

Treatment of Repairs.—As the term is commonly used,

repairs refer to the minor upkeep charges, which can be

counted on to amount to a certain more or less uniform sum
year in and year out. These ordinary expenditures are

proper charges to current operating expense accounts.

Replacements and Retirements.—When the expenditures

are extraordinary in amount, as when a part of an expensive

machine is retired and replaced with a new part, or when the

entire roof of a building is replaced, repairs of this nature

require a bookkeeping treatment quite different from ordi-

nary repairs. It would be unfair for the year in which they
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occur to make it bear their entire expense, and so the total

expense is distributed over a number of years. The book-

keeping handling of such heavy non-recurring repairs is as

follows.

An estimate of the original cost of the part retired must

first be made, if it was not bought as an individual unit.

That cost should be debited to the Depreciation Reserve ac-

count and credited to the account for the asset from which

the part is being retired. The cost of the new part is debited

to the asset account. Thus, if a building cost $30,000, and

its roof is being replaced, it is necessary to estimate the origi-

nal cost of the roof if there is no separate record of it. If

that estimate places the cost at $2,500, the Depreciation Re-

serve account for the building is charged and the Building

account credited with that amount, the entry being made in

the general journal. The cost of the new roof, say $3,000,

is charged to the Building account and credited to Cash

through cash disbursements journal or check register. Depre-

ciation is henceforth based on the new asset account balance.

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS TO FIXED
ASSETS

Additions, Betterments, and Improvements Defined—Cost

Debited to Account of Property Affected

Additions to fixed assets are, as the term implies, build-

ings and other structures, machinery, and other equipment

added to those already in service and not taking the place of

any of like purpose. Betterments and improvements are

physical changes in buildings and other structures, machin-

ery, and other equipment which aim primarily at making

these assets more useful or of greater capacity than they

were at the time of their installation or acquisition. Ex-

penditures for such additions, betterments, and improve-
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ments should be debited to the asset account affected and

should not be charged to current operating expense.

RESERVE FOR DEPLETION

Depletion Defined—How the Loss from Depletion Is Computed
—Recording Depletion—Showing It on the Balance Sheet

Natural Resources Subject to Depletion.—Depletion in

accounting refers to the diminution in the value of certain

natural resources purchased and worked by a business, such

as timber tracts, mines, quarries, and oil wells. These natu-

ral resources are carried in the books at cost, in the same

manner as land, buildings, and other fixed assets. However,

as they are worked and become depleted, the resulting loss

in their value must be shown in the books. While this loss

from depletion is different in its cause from the loss by the

depreciation of such fixed assets as buildings and machinery,

which are subject to wear and tear, its effect on the accounts

is similar to the loss from depreciation and its bookkeeping

treatment is no different.

Computing Loss from Depletion.—A natural resource is

ordinarily worked for a period of years, but it is necessary

to ascertain its annual or other periodical loss for entry in

the books. The manner in which this is done is illustrated

in the following example. Suppose a coal mine is purchased

for $105,000, and it is estimated that the value of the sur-

face land after the exhaustion of the mine will have a value

of $5,000. When the mine is completely worked out, the

total loss of value will be the net cost of the mine land, or

$100,000. The next step is to estimate the amount of coal

that is probably recoverable from the mine. This is a prob-

lem with which the accountant or bookkeeper is little con-

cerned. The answer to it is furnished by mining and geolog-

ical experts. Suppose their estimate places the amount of

recoverable coal at 400,000 tons. It may, therefore, be said
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that the company has purchased for $100,000 net, 400,000

tons of coal deposits, or at the rate of $.25 a ton. With every

ton mined, therefore, the mine will decrease $.25 in value

and the amount should be deducted from its original cost.

Entries to Record Depletion.—The deduction, however,

is not made directly by crediting the account for the coal

mine. Instead, a separate account. Reserve for Coal Mine

Depletion, or Allowance for Coal Mine Depletion, is opened

to receive the credit. The offsetting debit is to an expense

•account called Depletion. If, therefore, during the first year

\ total of 20,000 tons are mined, resulting in a loss in mine

value of $5,000 (20,000 times $.25), the entry is as follows:

Depletion $5,000.00

Reserve for Coal Mine Depletion $5,000.00

To record annual depletion of coal mine.

A similar entry will be made for each successive year or

other accounting period taken, the amount in each case de-

pending on the number of tons mined. While this depletion

is commonly referred to as a loss, it is in reality a cost of

mining, and is included with the other costs of operating the

mine in determining the profit or loss for the period.

The Coal Mine account, carried at its original cost of

$105,000, and the Reserve for Coal Mine Depletion with its

periodical credits, form practically one account. The latter

is in reality the credit side of the Coal Mine account. The

two should always be associated together. When it is neces-

sary to learn the value of the mine at any time, or :ts so-

called book value, the Depletion Reserve account is deducted

from the balance of the Coal Mine account.

Depleted Value of Natural Resource on Balance Sheet.

—On the balance sheet the net figure for the depleted value

of the coal mine may be shown. It is better practice, how-

ever, unless a very condensed form of balance sheet has to

be used, to show on the balance sheet the deduction of the
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amount charged to depletion, as indicated by the balance of

the Depletion Reserve account, thus :

Coal Mine:
Original Cost $105,000.00

Less : Reserve for Depletion 22,000.00

Depleted Value $83,000.00

DEPARTMENTAL ACCOUNTING IN A
MERCANTILE BUSINESS

Purpose Served by Departmental Accounting—Special Columns

in Journals—Extent to Which Departmentalisation Is Carried

Reason for and Extent of Departmentalization.—A mer-

chandising concern may be operating on a departmental

basis. It may be handling several lines of merchandise, and

may be organized so that each line is handled by a separate

department. Under such conditions it will be desirable to

conduct the accounts so as to show the results of operations

by departments. The management will want to know results

from each department. The account departmentalization will

not be carried through the whole length of the accounting

books but will be confined to the Purchases and Sales ac-

counts and may possibly also include the selling expense ac-

counts, especially if each department has its own selling or-

ganization. There will accordingly be opened on the books

separate departmental accounts for Sales and Purchases

:

Sales

:

Department A
Department B, etc.

Returned Sales and Allowances

:

Department A
Department B, etc.

Purchases

:

Department A
Department B, etc.

Returned Purchases and Allowances

:

Department A
Department B, etc.
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Departmental Columns in Special Journals.—In the sev-

eral special journals concerned with sales and purchases, in-

cluding sales and purchase returns and allowances, there will

be separate money columns for each department. In the sales

journal, for example, there will be separate columns for De-

partments A, B, etc., as shown in form below. There will

also be a column for entering the total amount of each sale,

irrespective of whether it comprises commodities handled by-

several departments. The daily postings to customers' ac-

counts will be made from this column, and its total at the

end of the month will be posted to Accounts Receivable con-

trolling account on the general ledger. The purchase jour-

nal will have similar columns in which to enter the purchases

made for the several departments, and if there are special

journals for sales returns and allowances, and for purchases

returns and allowances, these will have the same rulings.
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Departmentalizing Selling Expense.—^When each de-

partment maintains its own selling organization, separate de-

partmental selling expense accounts will be kept. Usually,

however, one selling organization will serve all departments,

and there will, therefore, be only one set o£ selling expense

accounts for the business as a whole. Nevertheless, it may
be desirable to apportion these selling expenses among the

several departments on some equitable and fair basis in order

to ascertain the selling profit of each department, that is, the

profit after the deduction of purchase costs and selling ex-

penses. These expense items are apportioned by different

methods. Thus, the amount of rent paid may be divided

among the several departments on the basis of the floor space

occupied by each department, advertising expense on the

basis of advertising space devoted to each department, etc.

Departmental Profit and Loss Statement.—When the

profit and loss statement is prepared, there will be a columnar

arrangement to show the total as well as the departmental

sales, costs, expenses, and profits. The accompanying form

sets forth such a departmental profit and loss statement, the

departmentalization being carried through selling expense but

not to include certain items of general income and expense.

INSTALMENT SALES
Realised and Unrealised Income from Instalment Sales—Book

Entries under Instalment Method of Recording Sales—On the

Balance Sheet

Nature of an Instalment Sale.—Sales of certain merchan-

dise, such as furniture, radios, pianos, sets of books, and

other goods sold at retail at fairly high prices, are frequently

made on terms, as expressed in a formal written contract,

calling for a small "down" payment and the balance in equal

monthly payments over a period of a year or longer. Such

sales are called "instalment sales." When they are made, the
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seller usually protects himself against possible loss through

default in payment of the instalments by one of the follow-

ing plans

:

1. He merely leases the goods until the instalment pay-

ments are completed, retaining the legal title.

2. He takes a mortgage on the goods, a so-called chattel

mortgage, which, being on personal or movable prop-

erty, is distinguished from a mortgage on real estate.

Realized and Unrealized Income from Instalment Sales.

—Instalment sales require special accounting treatment. In

ordinary sales of merchandise on credit, the entire gross

profit, or the difference between the selling price and the cost

of the goods sold, is considered realized profit. In the case

of instalment sales, the payments of which are distributed

over a relatively long period of time, it is incorrect from a

practical viewpoint to treat the entire gross profit on a sale

as realized when the sales contract is signed. The purchaser

may default on the subsequent instalments, and as the article

sold is subject to rapid deterioration, the seller may find that

even when he repossesses the article, he has sustained a net

loss on the transaction. It is, therefore, better practice to

consider as realized profit when the books are closed at the

end of the year, only the proportion of the gross profit on

each sale which the total collections to date bear to the sales

price.

Suppose that on September 15, a dealer sells on the in-

stalment plan for $600 an article the cost of which was $420.

The gross profit on it is, therefore, $180. A down payment

of $60 is made on delivery, and the balance of $540 is to be

paid in 27 equal monthly payments of $20 each. When the

books are closed on the following December 31, three such

instalment payments have been made, for a total of $60,

which added to the original "down" payment of $60, makes

the total collections $120, which is 20% of the selling price
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of $600. Accordingly, the amount of the gross profit real-

ized on December 31 is 20% of $180, or $36. The amount

of gross profit unrealized is the remainder of $144.

Book Entries under Instalment Basis of Recording

Sales.—Under the instalment method of recording the sale

and collections, the entries are as follows.

On September 15, when the sale is made, the following

entries are made:

(1) Instalment Accounts Receivable $600.00

Instalment Sales $600.00

Sale of article under instalment contract on

September 15, 19-.

(2) Cash $ 60.00

Instalment Accounts Receivable $ 60.00

To record down payment.

An entry similar to No. 2 above is made upon the receipt

of each instalment payment, on October 15, November 15,

and December 15.

On December 31, when the books are closed, the follow-

ing entries are made to record the total gross profit of $180 on

the sale, and to segregate the realized portion of $36, which

is credited to Profit and Loss, from the unrealized portion of

$144.

(1) Cost of Instalment Sales $420.00

Purchases $420.00

To set up cost of instalment sales.

(2) Instalment Sales $600.00

Cost of Sales $420.00

Unrealized Profit on Instalment Sales 180.00

To close out sales and cost of sales, and set up

total gross profit.

(3) Unrealized Profit on Instalment Sales $ 36.00

Profit and Loss $ 36.00

To record realized gross profit based on collec-

tions as follows

:

Unrealized gross profit $180 X 20% = $36
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When the above entries are posted, $36 of the total gross

profit will be on the credit side of the Profit and Loss ac-

count, and the remaining unrealized portion of $144 will be

a credit balance in the account, "Unrealized Profit on Instal-

ment Sales," from which transfers will be made to Profit

and Loss in subsequent periods, as collections are made in

the $480 unpaid balance of the selling price.

Instalment Accounting and the Balance Sheet.—The
account, "Unrealized Profit on Instalments," is shown on

the liability side on the balance sheet, either as a deferred

credit (see page 458), or on the asset side as a deduction

from the item of Instalment Accounts Receivable. Under
the second method, the net figure is the "carrying value" of

the accounts receivable, which would be shown on the bal-

ance sheet as follows

:

Instalment Accounts Receivable $480.00

Less : Unrealized Gross Profit 144.00

Net Carrying Value $336.00

GENERAL NATURE OF CONSIGNMENT SALES

Consignment-In and Consignment-Out—Circumstances under

Which Consignment More Advantageous Than Sale—Duties of

Consignor to Consignee

Definitions.—When goods are shipped to another party

to be sold by him for account of the shipper, the transaction

is called a consignment. The owner, or sender of the goods,

is referred to as the consignor, and the receiving or selling

party, as the consignee. From the standpoint of the con-

signor, the consignment is a consignment-out, while from the

standpoint of the consignee it is a consignment-in. Those

who accept goods for sale on consignment are usually known
as commission merchants or factors, who perform the serv-

ice of selling for a stipulated commission, usually consisting
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of a certain percentage of the sales proceeds. They may
operate under a specific contract with their principals, the

consignors, covering a single consignment, or under some

general or permanent arrangement covering all consignments

to be made.

Why Consignments Are Made.—Goods may be shipped

on consignment to a party, rather than sold to him, for vari-

ous reasons. Where the fluctuation of market prices are

sudden and unpredictable, as in the produce trade, the risk

of loss from a sudden fall in prices is so great that dealers

are willing to take the goods on consignment only and sell

them at the consignor's risk. From the receiver's point of

view, also, consignment has the advantage over an outright

purchase of not requiring him to tie up his capital while the

goods remain on his shelves. Moreover, since he has no

stock of merchandise and no liability, therefore, on his books,

he is not confronted with the possibility of being thrown into

the bankruptcy court because of his inability to pay for them.

Then, too, the consignor may be introducing a new product

to the market and dealers. The dealers may not care to risk

their capital in its purchase until a fairly steady market has

been developed.

On the other hand, from the standpoint of the consignor,

unless the receiver of the goods is willing and able to pay

cash, or his credit is beyond question, he, the consignor, may

be unwilling to sell the goods outright, but will prefer to

retain title to them by shipping them on consignment. As

long as the goods remain unsold, they are his, and he can

always recover them. If they are sold, the proceeds belong

to him, and the consignor's failure to remit the proceeds will

be due not to his insolvency but to sheer dishonesty, the risk

of which is ordinarily less than that from insolvency.

Duties of Commission Merchant.—Subject to any spe-

cific instructions received from his principal, the consignee,
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or the commission merchant as he is sometimes called, may-

conduct the consignment business in the ordinary manner,

as though the goods were his own. He is, in other words,

expected to exercise the same care in handling the consign-

ment goods as he would in handling his own property. He
may sell the consignment goods on credit only if it is the

custom of the trade, but he must use ordinary prudence in

extending credit, and after granting credit, he must be reason-

ably diligent in effecting collections. On the other hand, so

long as any part of the consigned goods are unsold and in

his hands, he must care for them as though they were his

own. It is a fundamental requirement of the consignment

relationship that the consigned goods or the proceeds from

their sale must be kept separate from the commission mer-

chant's own merchandise or funds. Barring specific instruc-

tions from the consignor to the contrary, the commission

merchant may incur expenses necessary to sell or protect the

goods, or effect collection if the goods are sold on account.

For such expenses, he has a lien on the consigned goods in

his possession, that is to say, he has a right to retain the

goods until he is reimbursed by the consignor for his outlay,

or else he may sell the goods by taking the proper legal pro-

ceedings. He is similarly protected in case the consignor

fails to pay him his commission, though he usually deducts

the commission when he remits.

ACCOUNT SALES

Accounting for a Consignment Transaction Made to Consignor

—Billing Price of Consigned Goods—Selling Price as Basis for

Expense Charges

Rendering an Account Sales.—Upon completion of his

service in selling goods shipped to him on consignment, the

commission merchant must make a strict accounting of his
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transactions to his principal, the consignor. The usual

method of settlement is by means of an account sales ren-

dered to his principal. The account sales is a summarized

statement of all transactions connected with a particular con-

signment of goods. It constitutes the formal accounting for

the consignment transaction. It must show the amount or

quantity of goods received, the sales made, and the expenses

incurred, and the balance remaining, which is the amount due

the principal. This amount may be immediately remitted to

the consignor or credited to his account, according to the

contract between the two parties. The usual form of an ac-

count sales is shown below.

ACCOUNT SALES

of fniit received via Seaboard Air Line, from

H. C. CLONEY, BRADENTOWN, FLA.,

to be sold for his account and risk

RENDERED BY GAYNOR & GAYNOR, 21 WHITEHALL ST. ,

NEW YORK, MARCH 5, 19-
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Billing Price of Consigned Goods.—Goods may be billed

to the commission merchant at cost, at the current market

price, or at some fictitious figure. This billing price does not

enter into the commission merchant's accounting. His selling

price is the basis of income against which his expenses are

charged. The commission merchant may use his discretion

in the price he accepts for the goods, unless he is given

specific instructions from the consignor as to the price at

which he may sell the goods.

ENTRIES FOR CONSIGNMENTS ON
CONSIGNOR'S BOOKS

Two Methods of Recording Consignment Transactions—For-

mal Entry in Books of Account—Memorandum Records

In making consignments, the consignor's chief interest is

in the net amount realized from the sale of each consignment

in order to determine the relative advantage of consignments

over straight sales. For this reason, he keeps a separate ac-

count with each consignment, which carries a serial number.

Until the goods are sold by the consignee, they are part of

the consignor's inventory—not of the consignee's.

First Method of Recording.—There are two ways of re-

cording consignments on the consignor's books. According

to one method, the cost of the goods constituting a consign-

ment is transferred from Purchases to another merchandise

account, having for its title the words "Consignment-Out,"

followed usually by the number of the consignment and the

consignee's name, as "Consignment-Out No. 4, J. B. Alcott."

To this account are also charged all expenses of the consign-

ment, as freight, insurance, etc. The entries are as follows

:

Consignment-Out No. 4, J. B. Alcott $1,250.00

Purchases $1,250.00

Consignment-Out No. 4, J. B. Alcott $ 40.00

Cash $ 40.00

Cartage $25 ; Insurance $15.
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These are the only entries made until the account sales is

received from the consignee. Upon the receipt of the ac-

count sales, the Consignment-Out account may either be cred-

ited with the net proceeds shown in the account sales, or may
be charged with the expenses and credited with the gross

proceeds. If the consignee, at the same time, remits cash for

the amount of the net proceeds, the Cash account is debited.

Otherwise, the consignee's account is debited. At this point

the consignor makes the following entry on his books, it

being assumed that the consignee's account is charged:

Consignment-Out No. 4, J. B. Alcott $ 175.80

J. B. Alcott (A Receivable) 1,424.20

Consignment-Out No. 4, J. B. Alcott $1,600.00

To credit the Consignment-Out with its sales

and charge it with its expenses, including commis-
sion and to charge Alcott with the balance due.

The balance of the Consignment-Out account, at this stage,

is either a credit balance if a profit has been made on the

consignment, or a debit balance if a loss has been sustained.

The Consignment-Out account is now closed by transfer of

the balance to "Consignments Profit and Loss" account, by

the following entry to continue the example used above,

where the Consignment-Out account shows a credit balance

:

Consignment-Out No. 4, J. B. Alcott $134.20

Consignments Profit and Loss $134.20

To transfer the profit on this consignment.

When the books are closed at the end of the accounting

period, the balance of the Consignments Profit and Loss

account is transferred in the usual manner to the general

Profit and Loss account.

Second Method of Recording.—The second method of

recording the consignment-out when shipped is to set up two

accounts, which are not a part of the formal double-entry

records, but merely memoranda. These are the Consignment
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and Consignment-Out (or Consignment Sales) accounts

which are debited and credited respectively with the invoiced

value of the consigned goods. There is no credit to the Pur-

chases account as under the first method. Any expenses in-

curred are charged to the regular expense accounts instead

of to the Consignment account. For handling the consign-

ment shipments no special books are required, original entry

being in the general journal. If there are many such trans-

actions, however, a special column in the sales journal or a

special consignments-out journal may be desirable.

Upon receipt of the account sales, the regular Sales ac-

count is credited either with the net or with the gross pro-

ceeds ; and the other accounts—as Cash, the Consignee, and

Expenses—are debited according to the manner of booking

as explained in connection with the first method.

The two memorandum accounts, having served their pur-

pose of calling attention to the fact that some goods have

been sent to other markets for sale, should now be canceled

by a reversing entry, since the goods have been sold and the

record of their sale has been made in the regular Sales account.

ENTRIES FOR CONSIGNMENTS ON
CONSIGNEE'S BOOKS

Two Alternative Methods of Making Entries—Entries on the

General Books—Recording Consignment Transaction on a

Memorandum Book

First Method of Recording.—Two methods of making

entries on the consignee's books at the time of receipt of a

consignment of goods are used. In the first method, two

memorandum accounts. Consignments and Consignments-In,

are set up. Consignments being debited for the billed value

of the goods received, and Consignments-In being credited

for the same item. The purpose of these accounts is merely

to set up on the general books a reminder of the transaction.
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The entry is as follows

:

Consignments $1,250.00

Consignments-In $1,250.00

To set up memo accounts of the receipt of

John Doe's goods.

A third account, John Doe, Principal, is used for current

record. This account is charged with the expenses incurred

in connection with the consignment and is credited with the

sales made therefrom. It is charged also with the con-

signee's commission. The balance of the account is, at the

completion of the sale, the amount due the consignor. Doe.

When this is paid, the account is closed by a debit to John

Doe, Principal, and a credit to Cash or Notes Payable. So

long as the balance is unpaid, the account, John Doe, Prin-

cipal, shows the consignee's liability to his principal. This

is a special kind of liability, that of a trustee, which is indi-

cated by the inclusion of the word "Principal" in the account

title. In case of insolvency a portion of the assets equal to

the balance of John Doe, Principal's account belongs to John

Doe, and unless merged beyond possibility of separation,

must be so treated. The entries on the consignee's books

during the handling of the consignment are as follows

:

John Doe, Principal $ 52.50

Cash $ 52.50

Freight, duty, and cartage on Doe's goods.

Customers $1,600.00

John Doe, Principal $1,600.00

To credit Doe with the sales.

John Doe, Principal $ 123.30

Customers $ 27.30

Commissions 80.00

Collections Guarantee 16.00

To charge Doe with all expenses.

When the sale has been completed, the memorandum ac-

counts. Consignments and Consignments-In, are canceled
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against each other, having served their purpose, the entry

being as follows

:

Consignments-In $1,250.00

Consignments $1,250.00

To reverse.

Second Method of Recording—Under the second

method, instead of an entry on the general books, the re-

ceipt of the goods is recorded in a blotter or memorandum
book of consignments received, in which are entered all es-

sential data, covering the name of consignor, quantity, price,

legend or distinguishing marks, etc. Expenses incurred are

charged to John Doe, Consignment account on the general

books, and Sales are credited to the same account. Settle-

ment is made as with John Doe, Principal, as explained above,

except that when the balance is not paid, it frequently is

transferred to a simple John Doe, Personal account, where

so far as the account title is concerned it loses its character

as a trust account and is merged with all other creditors.

ADJUSTMENT OF FIRE LOSSES

Duties of Insured in Case of Fire Loss—Basis of Settlement—
Adjustment of Differences—Insurance Company's Liability

Fire Insurance Contract.—A fire insurance policy is a

contract on the part of the insurance company to pay for or

replace, in part or in whole, any loss to specified property

caused by fire. For this protection the insured makes a

periodical payment to the company. This payment is called

the premium. The policy runs for a stated period, one, three,

or five years, after which it must be renewed by the payment

of another premium if it is to continue in force. The policy

is in effect from noon of date of inception until noon of the

day on which it expires. Any damage done to the property

by a fire which has broken out before the expiration hour is

recoverable from the insurance company. The policy is sub-
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ject to cancellation by the insurance company if the insured

fails to fulfil the conditions named in the policy. The policy

may also be forfeited if upon taking out the policy, the in-

sured practiced fraud upon the insurance company by con-

cealing or misrepresenting important facts concerning the

property, or by practicing some form of deceit in the claim

he has filed for losses sustained.

Requirements in Case of Loss—When a fire loss occurs,

the insurance company is entitled to immediate written no-

tice. The insured is also obligated, when a fire breaks out,

to make every effort to extinguish it and protect the property

from further damage. That accomplished, his next step is

to separate damaged movable property from the undamaged,

and to make an itemized inventory of it, giving details of the

kind of goods damaged, their physical amount and cost, and

the amount of damage claimed in respect to them. The in-

sured is required by the terms of the policy to submit within

60 days after the fire a sworn proof of the loss, which will

set forth the facts, or the insured's opinion, regarding the

origin and time of the fire, his interest in the property, as

well as that of other persons, the cash value of each item

destroyed or damaged, the mortgages or other similar en-

cumbrances on the property, other insurance carried on the

property, with a description of the policies, and any change

in the title to, or use, occupation, or possession of the dam-

aged property since the policy was issued. The insured may

also be required to submit to an examination under oath and

produce at the insurance company's request any books of

account, bills and other vouchers helpful in determining the

amount of the damage sustained.

Determination of Amount of Loss.—By the terms of the

policy, the insurance company may settle a loss from fire by

either paying the cash value of the destroyed or damaged
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property at the time of the fire, or replacing it with property

of like kind and quality. When the damaged property is

replaceable, settlement is made on the basis of the cost price.

Otherwise, it is made on the basis of the market value of the

goods prevailing immediately before the fire. In determining

the value of the property, allowance must be made for its de-

preciated condition, due not only to ordinary wear and tear,

but also to loss of value caused by changes of fashions,

demand, etc.

Adjustment of Difference.—As soon as the insurance

company is notified of the fire loss, it sends an adjuster to

examine the damaged property and arrive at some satisfac-

tory basis of settlement with the insured. In case of dis-

agreement, the terms of the policy provide for the appoint-

ment of two independent appraisers, one by the insurance

company and one by the insured, and these appraisers select

an umpire, who acts in case of disagreement between the two

appraisers. If the amount of loss arrived at by the apprais-

ers is incorporated in a written award and signed by them,

it is binding upon the insurance company as well as the

insured.

After the value of the loss has been agreed upon, the

amount of the insurance company's liability Is next deter-

mined. This is not necessarily the same as the actual loss. It

is generally subject to a number of clauses in the policy, the

application of which is frequently a complicated matter. One

of these is the pro-rata or contributing clause, which in the

standard policy reads as follows : "This Company shall not be

liable under this policy for a greater proportion of any loss . .

.

than the amount hereby insured shall bear to the whole in-

surance, whether valid or not, or by solvent or insolvent in-

surers covering such property." Most frequently, 80% is

inserted in the blank space and for that reason it is called the

80% coinsurance clause.
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PROPER RECORD-KEEPING TO FACILITATE
FIRE LOSS ADJUSTMENT

Necessity of Being Able to Prove Loss—Gross Profit Method

of Inventory in Proving Loss of Stock-in-Trade

Need of Proper Records.—Most of the differences which

cause delay in the making of adjustments for fire losses re-

sult from the inability of the insured to prove satisfactorily

the amount of his loss. Failure to prove loss usually results

from a slipshod manner of keeping records and a loss of the

supporting vouchers. The standard policy provides that the

insurance company may require presentation of original bills

and vouchers to establish the cost of the property destroyed.

Accordingly, to secure prompt adjustment of fire loss, the

record of all assets should be supported by original vouchers.

When the asset account is a group account, consisting of

numerous pieces of property, a subsidiary ledger, register, or

inventory record, as it is sometimes called, should be kept

so as to evidence the various items of property and show

their cost. For machinery, tools, furniture and fixtures, de-

livery equipment, etc., the use of such register is particularly

advantageous. If the voucher system of account-keeping is

in use, there will be supporting records for all charges to

asset accounts and the cost of any destroyed property can be

determined from these.

Loss of Stock-in-Trade.—When stock-in-trade is lost by

fire and no perpetual or book inventory has been kept, it may

be necessary to determine the value of the merchandise de-

stroyed by means of the gross profit method of inventory (see

page 176). For this the record of all purchases, purchase

returns, sales, and sales returns up to the time of the fire and

for previous years, should be available in order to determine

the average rate of gross profit. If such rate of gross profit

is not available, a rate must be agreed upon by the insured

and the insurance company, as a basis of settlement.
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Descriptions o£ Property in Policies.—To facilitate

ready adjustment for fire losses, it is very essential that prop-

erty insured can be identified from its description in the

policy. This is true particularly if insurance is carried on

different pieces of property with different companies. If

the descriptions of buildings in policies are very indefinitely

worded, disputes will arise as to whether the property de-

stroyed is covered by the policy in question.

BOOK ENTRIES FOR FIRE LOSSES

Adjusting Book Value of Property Lost—Unexpired Insurance

Lost—Cash Settlement for Fire Loss

Adjusting Entries for Fire Losses.—The method of mak-

ing adjusting entries for fire losses is illustrated in the

example given below. Immediately before the fire it is as-

sumed that the accounts for the properties destroyed con-

tained the following balances

:

Building $30,000.00

Reserve for Depreciation—Building $3,000.00

Store Fixtures and Furniture $ 5,000.00

Reserve for Depreciation—Store Fixtures and
Furniture $1,000.00

By the gross profit method of inventory (see page 176),

it is found that $15,000 was the value of the merchandise

stock which was destroyed by fire.

The books of the firm are closed at the end of each calen-

dar year, and the fire occurred on June 30, or exactly a half-

year after the preceding closing. The book value of the

building is determined by subtracting from $30,000, the

original cost of the building, the balance of $3,000 in the

Depreciation Reserve account for the building; hence, the

depreciated or net book value of the building when the

books were closed in the preceding December 31 was $27,-
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000) (see page 334). By similar procedure the depreciated

or net book value of store fixtures and furniture was found

to be $4,000 on the previous December 31, or the original

cost of $5,000 less the balance of $1,000 in the Depreciation

Reserve account for this asset.

In accordance with the usual method of keeping the fixed

accounts of trading concerns, entries in these accounts were

merely made at the time of closing the books. After a

fire, however, it was necessary to record depreciation for the

half-year that elapsed since the preceding closing date, in

order to have the book values of these two accounts as of

the date of the fire. If the yearly amount which had been

allowed for the depreciation of the building was $1,000

and for store fixtures and furniture $500, the depreciation

for the half-year prior to the fire was in each instance half

the yearly amount, or $500 for the building, and $250 for

store fixtures and furniture. The following entries are,

therefore, made to record the depreciation that accrued for

the half-year prior to the fire

:

Depreciation Expense $500.00

Reserve for Depreciation—Building $500.00

To provide depreciation for 6 months from

January 1 to June 30.

Depreciation Expense $250.00

Reserve for Depreciation—Store Fixtures

and Furniture $250.00

To provide depreciation for 6 months to

June 30.

After these entries the two asset accounts and their re-

lated Depreciation Reserve accounts have the following

balances

:

Building $30,000.00

Less : Reserve for Depreciation $26,500.00

Store Fixtures and Furniture. $ 5,000.00

Less : Reserve for Depreciation $ 3,750.00
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Hence, the depreciated book value of the building at the

time of the fire was $26,500 and of store fixtures and furni-

ture $3,750.

Fire Loss Account.—An account entitled Fire Loss is

now set up, to which are closed all three asset accounts and

the two Depreciation Reserve accounts. The entries are as

follows

:

Fire Loss $15,000.00

Inventory $15,000.00

To close the estimated inventory to Fire Loss

account.

Fire Loss $26,500.00

Reserve for Depreciation—Building 3,500.00

Building $30,000.00

To charge Fire Loss vi^ith the depreciated

book value of building.

Fire Loss $3,750,00

Reserve for Depreciation—Store Fixtures and

Furniture 1,250.00

Store Fixtures and Furniture $5,000.00

To charge Fire Loss with the depreciated book

value of store fixtures and furniture.

In addition to the loss resulting from the destruction of

the asset, the unexpired insurance which covered the prop-

erty destroyed is also lost.

Assume for the sake of illustration, that in the Unexpired

Insurance Expense account on January 1, the balance was

$250. This insurance expired on December 31 of the same

year. The insurance from January 1 to June 30, or $125,

is a current operating expense and is recorded on the books

on June 30 by this entry

:

Insurance Expense $125.00

Unexpired Insurance $125.00

To record expired insurance January 1 to

June 30.
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The balance of $125 in the Unexpired Insurance account

is lost because of the fire and is recorded by this entry

:

Fire Loss

Unexpired Insurance .

.

To set up loss through fire.

$125.00

$125.00

A check for $40,000 is received from the insurance com-

pany in settlement of the insured's claim on his policy on

August 1. The entry is as follows:

Cash $40,000.00

Fire Loss

Settlement with insurance company.
$40,000.00

As the total fire loss amounted to $45,375, the firm's net

loss was $5,375, shown by the debit balance of the Fire

Loss account. This account is now closed to Surplus account

if the business is a corporation, or to Capital account if it

is a single proprietorship or a partnership. Assuming the

business is a corporation, the entry is as follows :

Surplus $5,375.00

Fire Loss
To charge surplus with net loss of fire.

$5,375.00

When the foregoing entries are posted, the Fire Loss

account appears as follows

:

Fire Loss

IP-
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INSURANCE REGISTER

Various Types of Insurance—Detailed Record of Expired and

Unexpired Insurance—Insurance Tickler

Kinds of Insurance Carried by a Business Establish-

ment—Practically every business of any size carries various

lines of insurance for the protection against loss of its prop-

erty and for claims or losses due to liabilities imposed upon

it by law. The most important form of insurance protec-

tion is, of course, that against fire losses, but in addition a

business concern may carry special forms of insurance, such

as the following

:

1. Workmen's compensation insurance—against employers'

liability for compensation for injuries to, or death of,

workmen in their employ, arising from their employ-

ment.

2. Automobile insurance—to cover liability for damage to

property or injury to persons caused in the operation

of automobiles or motor trucks, and damage to, or

destruction by fire, or loss by theft of the automobiles

or trucks.

3. Steam boiler or power plant insurance—against de-

struction of property or injury to persons from ex-

plosions.

4. Public liability insurance—against injury to or loss of

life of others than employees, caused by the business

operations.

5. Insurance carried on the lives of important executives,

whose death would seriously affect the earning power

of the business.

There are many other forms of insurance which busi-

ness firms generally or special classes of concerns may carry,

and the foregoing are given only by way of illustration.

Moreover, the various types of insurance may be carried

with different companies, and expire on different dates.
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Form of Insurance Register.—It is therefore good prac-

tice to maintain a special and systematic record of all the

essential details of each form of insurance carried and each

policy taken out. This record is known as the insurance

register, one form of which is illustrated on the preceding

page. One purpose of the register is to show in detail the

amount of the prepaid premiums which has been used up

with lapse of time and the amount which remains as a ledger

asset upon the closing of the books, in the Unexpired Insur-

ance account (see page 452). Columns are provided in the

register for each month of the year, and the amount of

premium which expires each month is entered in the appro-

priate column against the name of the policy on which the

premium was paid. The total of each monthly column is

the amount of premiums which is to be charged to insurance

expense for the month. The insurance register constitutes

a sort of subsidiary ledger supporting the Unexpired Insur-

ance account on the general ledger.

Schedule of Expired and Unexpired Insurance.—Where

no such detailed record of the amounts of expired premiums

is kept, a special schedule or statement should be prepared

from the policies upon the closing of the books, so as to show

how the amounts of expired and unexpired insurance premi-

ums were arrived at. This schedule serves as the basis

for the entry for the cost of insurance during the period

just closed. It should be filed away for further reference

when necessary.

Insurance Tickler.—An insurance tickler, or some system

of automatically bringing dates of expiration of policies to

the attention of the person responsible for their renewal,

should be devised. It is unsafe to depend upon the insurance

agents to make the renewals in season so as to avoid loss of

insurance protection because of the lapsing of policies.
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SELLING AND GENERAL EXPENSES
Functional Organisation of Business—Purchasing and Selling

Expenses—General Administrative Expenses—Financial Income

and Expense

Classification of Expenses.—The typical manufacturing

business is divided into four functional departments, as fol-

lows : Manufacturing, Selling, General Administration, and

Financial Administration. The average mercantile business

is also divided into four functional departments, but these

are : Purchasing, Selling, General Administration, and Finan-

cial Management. It will be seen that the purchasing function

in the mercantile business corresponds to the manufactur-

ing in an industrial concern. In other respects, the two forms

of business are the same in organization.

To control properly the activities in a business, the ex-

penses Incurred in each of its departments are usually segre-

gated into separate groups of accounts. Expenses are, there-

fore, classified as : Manufacturing Expenses or Purchasing

Expenses, Selling Expenses, General Administrative Ex-

penses, and Financial Management Expenses.

Purchasing Expenses.—The costs of buying are additions

to the cost price of merchandise, or the cost of manufacturing

goods. Merchandise or materials costs are not merely the

invoice amounts paid vendors, but include such expenses of

buying as freight-in, cartage, and similar items, which are

necessary to place the merchandise in the factory or store

and are part of the cost of merchandise or materials bought.

In a small trading business, it may not be expedient to keep

the expenses of buying separate from the general expenses

of operating the business, because the same few persons may
be engaged in both buying and selling activities. In a larger

business, however, where the volume of buying requires the

maintenance of a separate buying or purchasing department,
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the expenses of this department will be kept separate and be

included as a part of the cost of merchandise or manufactur-

ing materials. Such expenses will include the salaries of the

head buyer and his assistants, of the stenographic and clerical

help, the cost of maintaining a catalog and price lists, and

similar activities.

Selling Expenses.—In small retail stores, where only a

few persons are employed in addition to the owner, it is fre-

quently impossible to classify selling expenses in much detail.

In larger establishments, if an efficient management is in

charge, information as to the various kinds of selling ex-

penses and their grouping to show the type of activity to which

they belong, must be secured. Under this group of Selling

Expenses will be included detailed information as to sales-

men's salaries, salesmen's traveling expenses, sales office ex-

penses, delivery expenses, and advertising. Under Delivery

Expense will be included salaries of delivery men, automobile

and truck repairs, the costs of gasoline, oil, special messengers,

and so on.

General Administrative Expenses.—In this group of ex-

penses are included the expenses of managing the business

as a whole. These are expenses that do not belong entirely

to any of the other groups of activities, but which neverthe-

less embrace them all. In a large establishment, the president

or general manager is constantly devoting his time, partly

to'the buying or production activities, partly to the supervision

of the sales activities, and partly to a consideration of the

problems of financing his business. It is not usually possible

to divide the cost of his salary equitably over these various

activities. It is, therefore, classed as a general administra-

tive expense. Most of the expenses of his office, such as

stenographic and bookkeeping expense, correspondence, filing,

and so forth, are also classed as general administrative ex-

penses. In this group will also be found such account titles
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as : Office Salaries, Office Expenses, Office Supplies, Postage,

Telephone and Telegraph, Stationery and Printing, Rent,

Building Repairs, Depreciation, Light and Heat, Taxes, In-

surance, and other similar items.

Financial Management Expenses.—In connection with

the management of the finances of a business, certain types of

information are desirable. Account titles are therefore kept

with such items as : Interest Cost, Sales Discount, Bad Debts,

Collection Costs, Credit Expenses. Under Credit Expenses

will be recorded the costs of securing information concerning

the responsibility of customers, the cost of securing credit

information such as the credit rating service, and the cost of

services furnished by various credit men's associations.

Financial Management Income.—The financial manager

usually also has some items of income. If, as a means of

financing the business, he accepts notes from customers in

payment of their open accounts, he may require interest-

bearing notes and thus secure some income from them. If

the business is seasonal, and larger sums of cash are on hand

at some seasons of the year than are required for operating

the business, he will invest these temporarily in income-

producing securities. By having sufficient funds on hand,

he will be able to take advantage of the purchase discounts

offered him when buying merchandise. Accordingly, infor-

mation as to financial management income will be furnished

under the heads of Interest Income and Purchase Discount.

NON-OPERATING INCOME AND EXPENSE
Operating Expense in a Mercantile and a Manufacturing Busi-

ness—Treatment of Non-Operating Income and Expense on

Profit and Loss Statement

Operating Income and Expenses Defined.—Income de-

rived from the main activity of a business is called operating

income. The chief source of operating revenue is sales, but
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there are also miscellaneous sources, such as interest received

on notes receivable, on temporary investment of excess cash

funds, or discounts on purchases. All expenses of operating

a mercantile business, including those of purchasing and sell-

ing goods, are referred to as operating expenses. These like-

wise include certain financial expenses, as interest on loans,

sales discount, and loss on bad accounts. The reference to

buying, selling, general, and financial expenses as operating

expenses is chiefly confined to trading establishments. In

manufacturing enterprises the terms "cost of operations" or

"operating costs" are used, but these pertain not to selling

expenses nor to the general office expenses, but to the cost

of manufacturing. Because of the obvious danger of con-

fusion, the term "operating expense" is generally avoided in

referring to selling and general expenses of a manufacturing

concern.

Non-Operating Income and Expense.—Income derived

by a business from a source other than from the main activity

in which it is engaged is called non-operating income, and

the expenses incurred in securing such non-operating income

are called non-operating expenses. It frequently happens that

the profits from regular operations are invested in activities

outside the regular business. A concern may purchase several

pieces of real estate, not for use in the business but to be rented

to others. Owning real estate as an investment is not the

main activity of the ordinary business. The income from

such real estate, accordingly, is not operating income. In

the profit and loss statement, this should be grouped separately

and called Non-Operating Income. Likewise, the expenses

incurred in maintaining and repairing these buildings, also

those for depreciation, insurance, taxes, and the like, should

not be grouped with the operating expenses on profit and loss

statement, but be shown as a separate group called Non-

Operating Expenses.
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Extraordinary theft or fire losses of cash or other assets,

regularly employed in the operation of the business, are also

considered as non-operating losses or expenses.

CHART OF ACCOUNTS

Account Classification Based on Internal Organization—Systems

of Numbering or Lettering Accounts—Example of Chart of

Accounts

General Principle for Preparation of a Chart of Ac-

counts—A chart of accounts is a list or schedule of accounts

used in a business. These are grouped or classified in ac-

cordance with a plan suitable to the particular needs of the

business. The classification should follow the lines of in-

ternal organization so that the accounts will show the results

achieved by the various departments since each department is

in charge of an individual who aims at the efficient operation

of the department. No two individual enterprises, even

though engaged in the same general line of business, will

necessarily have identical charts of accounts. Their account

classifications will vary primarily because of differences in

their organization and methods of operation.

Numbering of Accounts.—Few companies of any size

nowadays use bound ledgers, except in the case of the general

ledger. Most subsidiary ledgers are now comprised of files

of cards or loose sheets held together in binders. The ac-

counts are grouped or classified, and each group is given a

number or letter. The accounts within each group are in

turn numbered serially, as well as being named, and are kept

in this numerical order. The systems differ, but the general

principle of numbering accounts is illustrated in the chart

of accounts given below, which also sets forth the titles and

groupings of the accounts of a typical business. A similar

arrangement may be secured by using letters or a combination
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of letters and numbers. For example, Current Assets may
be designated as Al ; Cash in Bank All, etc.

Chart of Accounts

1 Asset Accounts

11 Current Assets

111 Cash in Bank
1111 First National Bank
1112 Second National Bank
1113 Third National Bank

112 Petty Cash Fund
113 Notes Receivable

114 Accounts Receivable

*114V Reserve for Doubtful Accounts

115 Merchandise

1151 Inventory Raw Materials

1152 Inventory Goods in Process

1153 Inventory Finished Parts

1154 Inventory Finished Goods
1155

1156

116 Temporary Investments

117 Accrued Income

118 Prepaid Expenses

12 Permanent Investments

121 Bonds
122 Preferred Stocks

123 Common Stocks

124 Leases

125 Real Estate

13 Fixed Assets

131 Land
1311 Used and Useful in Operation

13111 Details in Subsidiary Books

1312 Held for Speculative or Investment Purposes

13121 Details in Subsidiary Books

132 Buildings

132V Depreciation Reserve—Buildings

133 Machinery

133V Depreciation Reserve—Machinery

"' The V suffix indicates a valuation reserve applicable to the like numbered account.
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134 Tools

135 Patterns

135V Depreciation Reserve—Patterns

136 Furniture and Fixtures

136V Depreciation Reserve—Furniture and Fixtures

137 Etc.

138

139
*

14 Intangible Assets

141 Goodwill

142 Patents

143 Trade-Marks
144 Franchises

15 Other Assets

151 Organization Expense
152 Advertising Deferred

153 Bond Discounts

2 Liability Accounts

21 Current Liabilities

211 Notes Payable

2111 Notes Payable—Banks
2112 Notes Payable—Trade Creditors

212 Accounts Payable

213 Accrued Expenses

214 Deferred Income

22 Fixed Liabilities

221 Bonds Payable

23 Other Liabilities

3 Vested Proprietorship Accounts

31 Capital Stock

311 Preferred Stock—Cumulative

312 Preferred Stock—Non-Cumulative

313 Common Stock—Class A
314 Common Stock—Class B
315 Capital Stock Subscriptions

32 Surplus

321 Capital Surplus

3211 Premium on Stock

3222 Reappraisal Surplus
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322 Appropriated Surplus

3221 Reserve for Sinking Fund
3222 Reserve for Contingencies

3223 Reserve for Pension Fund
323 Unappropriated Surplus

3231 Undivided Profits

3232 Earned Surplus

4 Summary and Clearing Accounts

41 Profit and Loss

42 Cost of Goods Sold

43 Manufacturing

5 Income Accounts

51 Sales

511 Merchandise

5112 By Departments, etc.

512 Consignments

5121 Details in Subsidiary Records

52 Financial Management Income

53 Other Income

6 Expense Accounts

61 Manufacturing

611 Wages
612 Raw Materials

613 Freight on Raw Materials

614 Manufacturing Expenses

62 Selling Expenses

621 Salaries

6211 Details in Subsidiary Records

622 Traveling Expenses

623 Commissions

624 Advertising

625 General Selling

63 Administrative Expenses

64 General Expenses

65 Financial Management Expenses

66 Other Expense
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PRINCIPAL GROUPINGS OF ACCOUNTS
Accounts Based on Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss State-

ment—Asset and Liability Accounts—Proprietary Accounts—

-

Income and Expense Accounts

Fundamental Classification.—The principal groups of

accounts correspond to the underlying divisions of the two

main financial statements—the balance sheet and the income

statement.

The balance sheet yields three main groups

:

1. Asset accounts

2. Liability accounts

3. Proprietary accounts

There are also three groups of income statement accounts :

1. Revenue accounts

2. Cost and expense

3. "Income" accounts

Asset Accounts.—Asset accounts are classified into two

main groups—Fixed and Current. The fixed group is in turn

subdivided into two classes—Tangible and Intangible. The

following is a general classification of the Fixed Tangible

group. This group includes the accounts with all assets con-

stituting the general equipment necessary to conduct business

operations, such as

:

1. Land

2. Buildings

3. Machinery

4. Furniture and Fixtures

5. Delivery Equipment

6. Tools

7. Patterns, Drawings, Electrotypes, etc.

8. Deferred Charges, written off over a period of years
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The Fixed Intangible group of those of a non-physical

nature, includes the following

:

1. Goodwill

2. Patents

3. Trade-Marks and Trade Names
4. Copyrights

5. Formulas

6. Franchises

The Current Assets are those which in the ordinary course

of business will be converted into cash within a short time,

usually one year. The following accounts come into this

group

:

1. Cash

2. Receivables

3. Inventory

4. Temporary Investments

5. Accrued Income

6. Prepaid Expense

Prepaid expense, however, is sometimes not grouped with

current assets.

Liability Accounts.—This group of accounts is divided

into Fixed and Current Liabilities. The fixed class consists

of long-term indebtedness, such as bonds, mortgages, and

long-term notes. Current liabilities, defined as those with a

maturity of less than a year, such as accounts and notes pay-

able, accrued salaries, rent, and taxes, and deferred credits

or prepaid income from the payment of rent, insurance pre-

miums, etc., received in advance. Deferred credits or pre-

paid income is sometimes excluded from the group of cur-

rent liabilities."

Proprietary Accounts.—In the single-proprietorship, two

accounts usually take care of the proprietor's investment in
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the business—the Capital account to represent his initial or

more or less permanent investment, and the Drawing account

for recording drawings, income (or loss) balances, and other

special adjustments. Two similar accounts are carried for

each partner in the case of a partnership. The two main

proprietary accounts in a corporation are Capital Stock and

Surplus. The Capital Stock account may, however, be sub-

divided into several accounts, depending upon the number of

classes of issued stock. There may also be a number of ac-

counts representing surplus derived from different sources

or surplus appropriated for specific purposes.

Income Accounts.—Revenue accounts refer to those re-

cording the income for the principal activities of the busi-

ness. In a manufacturing or mercantile concern these are

the receipts from sales of the product or stock-in-trade. For

an electric company it is the sale of electricity, and for a rail-

road it is the sale of transportation service. Cost and expense

accounts record all factors of the costs and expenses incurred

in producing the main revenues, or the goods or services sold.

"Income" accounts represent miscellaneous income and outgo,

which are not incidental to the principal operations of the

business, such as interest or rent received or paid.

INDIVIDUAL PROPRIETOR'S CAPITAL AND
DRAWING ACCOUNTS

Illustration of Entries Made in Capital and Drawing Accounts—
Two Methods of Closing Drawing Account

Purposes Served by Capital and Drawing Accounts.—
Two accounts are set up on the ledger of the individual pro-

prietor of a business to record his total investment in the

business—his Capital, and his Drawing or Personal account.

If the proprietor's name is Thomas A. Smith, the titles of

these accounts will be :
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Thomas A. Smith, Capital

Thomas A. Smith, Drawings (or Personal)

The Capital account records the proprietor's investment

in the business—his original investment when he started the

business, and all subsequent additions to it or withdrawals

from it. Entries in this account are usually made only at the

end of the year when the books are closed. The Drawing or

Personal account shows all current changes made in the pro-

prietor's capital investment during the year, generally con-

sisting of withdrawals of cash and goods from the business

for the proprietor's personal use. At the end of the year after

the balance of the Profit and Loss account is transferred to

the Drawing account, the latter is closed into the Capital

account. The balance then represents the proprietor's entire

investment in the business—his original and subsequent con-

tributions to the business, plus all profits and less withdrawals

and any losses. The Capital and Drawing accounts constitute

the net worth or net assets of the business, or the difference

between the total assets and the total debts of the business.

Book Entries Illustrated.—The balance of the Capital

account will normally be a credit balance. When Thomas A.

Smith makes the original investment in his business, the entry

made in the journal is as follows

:

Cash $5,000.00

Thomas A. Smith, Capital $5,000.00

Original investment in business.

Any subsequent additions to this investment from his

personal funds will receive like treatment.

The Drawing account during each year will be debited

with all withdrawals of cash and merchandise from the busi-

ness by the proprietor for personal use. The debit for mer-

chandise withdrawals should be at cost and not at the selling

price.
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When Thomas A. Smith withdraws $600 cash from

his business, he will make the following entry in his cash

journal

:

Thomas A. Smith, Drawings
Cash

Thomas Smith withdrew cash for personal use.

$500.00

$500.00

When goods are similarly withdrawn, the entry will be

$400.00Thomas A. Smith, Drawings
Merchandise Inventory

To record merchandise taken for personal use

$400.00

The Drawing account will thus receive debit entries during

the year. At the close of the year, after it has been credited

with the balance of the Profit and Loss account, and it in

turn is balanced and closed into the Capital account, it will

appear as follows

:
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An Alternative Procedure.—In the procedure followed

in the foregoing illustration, the Profit and Loss account bal-

ance was transferred to the Drawing account by the entry

:

Profit and Loss $2,000.00

Thomas A. Smith, Drawings $2,000.00

To close Profit and Loss into Drawings account.

While this procedure is preferred by some, others follow

the practice of closing Profit and Loss directly into the Capi-

tal account by the following entry

:

Profit and Loss $2,000.00

Thomas A. Smith, Capital $2,000.00

To close Profit and Loss into Capital.

The Drawing account will be closed into the Capital ac-

count as under the other method.

PARTNERSHIP CAPITAL AND DRAWING
ACCOUNTS

Partnership Distinguished from a Corporation—Entries Made
in Partners' Capital and Drawing Accounts—Closing of Drawing

Accounts

Partnership Defined.—A partnership is defined as an asso-

ciation of two or more persons to carry on, as co-owners, a

business for profit. A partnership, however, should be care-

fully distinguished from a corporation also formed by the

association of a number of persons but as stockholders. The
legal rights, powers, and liabilities of the members of a part-

nership are quite different from those of the stockholders of

a corporation. For example, each individual partner is per-

sonally liable to the extent of his private wealth for the debts

of the partnership. If the partnership cannot pay its debts,

creditors may sue the partners individually to collect their

claims. On the other hand, a stockholder, except in special

cases, is free from liability for the debts of the corporation,
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and he can only lose his investment made when he purchased

its stock, and nothing more,

A partnership is formed by a written contract known as

the articles of co-partnership, which will govern the mutual

relations in the conduct of the partnership business, and among
other things will set forth the amount of capital to be con-

tributed by each partner, the drawings or withdrawal of cash

or goods to be allowed each, and the portion of the annual

profits to be allotted to each partner. The basis for the ap-

portionment of the profits among the several partners fre-

quently involves rather complicated mathematical calculations.

General Nature of Entries Made in Capital and Drawing

Accounts,—In recording his interest in the partnership, a

Capital and a Drawing account are set up in the ledger for

each partner. The method of accounting for each partner's

investment, his share in the profits of the partnership as

specified in the articles of partnership, and his withdrawals,

are similar to the methods used on the books of the indi-

vidual proprietor of a business. Instead, however, of a single

Capital account and a single Drawing account, there is a

Capital account and a Drawing account for each partner. If

the name of one of the partners is Harry L. Miller, the titles

of his Capital and Drawing accounts will be

:

Harry L. Miller, Capital

Harry L. Miller, Drawings

The partner's investments are credited to their Capital ac-

<:ounts. The investments need not be in cash, but may con-

sist of merchandise, buildings, delivery equipment, etc., con-

tributed directly by a partner. Or one of the partners may
contribute as his share of the total partnership investment a

going business, and in that case the partnership not only

takes over the assets of the business but also assumes its

liabilities—the accounts payable, for example.
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Entries Illustrated—Capital Contributions and With-

drawals.—Suppose Harry L. Miller forms a partnership with

Howard Fox, and according to the articles of partnership,

Miller contributes to the partnership capital $6,000 in cash,

while Fox contributes a business which he has been conduct-

ing as an individual proprietor. The agreement, however,

is that he shall turn over to the partnership all the assets of

the business exclusive of cash, and it is further agreed that

the partnership will assume responsibility for the debts of

the business. The excess of the value of the assets over the

amount of the liabilities will be Fox's capital contribution.

To record Miller's capital contribution, the entry will be as

follows

:

Cash $6,000.00

Harry L. Miller, Capital $6,000.0(>

Original investment in partnership.

To record Fox's contribution, the entry will be as follows

:

Accounts Receivable (given in detail) $2,000.00

Merchandise Inventory 4,000.00

Accounts Payable (given in detail) $1,000.00

Howard Fox, Capital 5,000.00

To record assets, except cash, and liabilities taken

over from Fox.

It will be noted that Fox's net capital contributions to the

partnership is $5,000. The value at which the accounts re-

ceivable and merchandise are taken over *by the partnership

is mutually agreed upon between the two partners. This may
be the book value at which Fox had carried them on his

own books, or it may be more or less than that book value.

Fox's capital contribution was determined by taking the total

agreed upon value of the accounts receivable and merchandise

and subtracting the accounts payable.

As additional investments are made in the partnership,

these are credited to the respective Capital accounts. During

the year, each partner will withdraw certain sums of money
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from the business for his personal use, as permitted by the

articles of partnership. These withdrawals will be debited to

his Drawing account, with corresponding credits to Cash, in

the same manner as when an individual proprietor withdraws

cash from his business (see page 384).

Closing of Drawing Accounts.—At the end of each year,

when the books are closed, the Drawing account of each part-

ner will be closed into his Capital account by the following

entries

:

Henry L. Miller, Capital $1,800.00

Henry L. Miller, Drawings $1,800.00

To close Miller's drawing account.

Howard Fox, Capital $1,400.00

Howard Fox, Drawings $1,400.00

To close Fox's drawing account.

Likewise, at the close of each year, the balance of the

Profit and Loss account, representing net profit, will be

divided between Miller and Fox in the proportions set forth

in the partnership agreement. Their Capital accounts will

be credited with their respective shares. If the total profits

amount to $4,000 and are divided equally between the two

partners, the entries will be:

Profit and Loss $4,000.00

Henry L. Miller, Capital $2,000.00

Howard Fox, Capital 2,000.00

To close the Profit and Loss account and

divide the profits equally as per partnership

agreement.

When all these entries have been made in the Capital ac-

counts, these may be balanced and ruled. The new balance

in each case is brought down immediately so as to show each

partner's capital interest in the partnership at the beginning

of the ensuing year. The Capital and Drawing accounts for

each partner will then appear as set forth below

:
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Henry L. Miller, Capital

389
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NO-PAR VALUE STOCK

Laws Pertaining to Issuance of Stocks Without Par Value—
Issue Price of No-Par Value Stocks—Division of Proceeds

Between Capital Stock and Surplus

Authorization of No-Par Value Stocks—To overcome

certain disadvantages which stocks with par value have,

nearly all states since 1912 have passed laws permitting cor-

porations to issue stock without par value. The laws in

most cases pertain to all classes of stock—common, pre-

ferred, and special. Certain corporations, however, are ex-

cluded from this privilege. These are usually banks and

trust companies, savings banks, building and loan associa-

tions, and insurance companies.

Contrasted with Par-Value Stocks—This type of shares

differs from those having par value chiefly in two par-

ticulars :

1. The issue price, or the price at which no-par value

shares may be sold, may be fixed by charter, or by the stock-

holders, or, as is usually the case, by the directors, in accord-

ance with the provisions of the law of the particular state.

Unlike par-value shares, there is generally no fixed mini-

mum price applying to all issues of the same stock, at which

they may be sold.

2. The proceeds received from the issue of no-par shares

may be divided between the capital stock and surplus of the

corporation as the charter, stockholders, or directors may

determine. The general method of determination is usually

prescribed by state law. The entire proceeds may be credited

to surplus. There is no figure like that of par value attach-

ing to each share of stock to determine how this apportion-

ment should be made. There may, however, be legal restric-

tions on the power of allocating proceeds from no-par value

issues, between Capital Stock and Surplus. This Is par-
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ticularly true in the case of proceeds from the sale of certain

classes of stock, such as preferred stocks.

CAPITAL, CAPITAL STOCK, AND
CAPITALIZATION

Purpose of Capital Stock Account—Issued and Unissued Capital

Stock—Shares of Stock Defined—Rights and Liabilities of

Stockholders

Capital and Capital Stock.—Capital stock is that portion

of a corporation's net worth which may not be trenched

upon by directors declaring dividends and which can be

reduced, aside from losses due to operations, only by means

of certain legal formalities prescribed by statute. The por-

tion of the net worth from which dividends may be paid is

surplus. Capital stock, in other words, is the margin of

safety which the law prescribes primarily for the protection

of the corporation's creditors, because of the fact that the

stockholders are free from personal liability for the debts of

the corporation. Capital stock is represented by the aggre-

gate par value of the issued shares, or in the case of no-par

value stock by an amount which may be determined more

or less independently of the number of shares outstanding.

It is frequently referred to merely as "capital" or "stated

capital," the latter term being employed especially in connec-

tion with stock without par value. In balance sheets, how-

ever, it is general practice to use the term "capital stock."

Authorized and Issued Capital.—The authorized capital

stock is the total amount of stock with par value or the

total number of shares without par value which may be

issued, as specified in the corporation's charter. The amount

can be increased or decreased only by the stockholders taking

the proper steps to amend the charter. Since frequently

only a portion of the total authorized amount is issued, the
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corporation may have both issued and unissued stock. Issued

stock consists of: (1) outstanding stock, and (2) stock re-

acquired by the corporation, but not retired, being kept ahve,

as it were, in the corporation's treasury.

Capitalization and Capital.—Capitalization is a term fre-

quently employed in financial circles to indicate the total

capital stock and the funded or bonded debt of a corporation.

As used by some accounting writers, however, "capitaliza-

tion" often refers only to the outstanding capital stock,

especially at the outset of a new or newly reorganized enter-

prise. The term "authorized capitalization" is sometimes

used with reference to authorized capital stock.

Shares of Stock.—The total stockholders' interest, capital

stock and surplus, constituting the corporation's net worth,

is divided into a certain number of equal fractions called

shares. If there are several classes of stock issued, each class

is divided into a number of equal shares. According to law,

shares of stock are uniform, transferable contracts which

the stockholders have with the corporation and with each

other, conferring upon the holders certain rights and perhaps

imposing upon them certain liabilities. The stock certificate

is merely the paper evidence of the ownership of a certain

number of shares.

Rights and Liabilities of Stockholder.—Unless other-

wise provided by statute or charter provisions, the owner

of capital stock possesses the three fundamental rights of

participation in the profits, participation in its assets upon

dissolution of the corporation, and a voice in the manage-

ment or voting power. The extent of his participation in

these three rights depends upon the proportion of the total

issued shares he holds. In addition, stocks may be made

subject to redemption at the option of the corporation or

otherwise, and they may carry the privilege of converting

into stocks of another class. Of the obligations imposed
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upon stockholders, the most common is the requirement that

payment be made in full for the shares in accordance with

the terms of the subscription agreement, including the full

par value in the case of stock with par value. Special liabili-

ties are sometimes imposed by statute, which modify the

general rule of stockholders' exemption from liability for the

debts of the corporation. Stocks may be issued in various

classes depending upon the rights accorded. They may carry

certain preferential rights to dividends or assets, in which

case they are called preferred stock, and they may be sub-

ject to various restrictions, such as limitation or omission

of voting power.

AUTHORIZED AND UNISSUED STOCK

Authorised Stock Defined—Recording Unissued Stock by

Memorandum Entry—By Formal Entry in the Books of

Account

Memorandum Entry of Authorized and Unissued Stock.

—The authorized capital stock is the number of shares a

corporation is allowed by its charter to issue. Any increase

of that number can only be effected by taking the proper

legal steps to amend its charter after the consent of the

stockholders has been obtained. All the shares which a

corporation may be authorized to issue may not be issued

at once. A certain number may be reserved for issuance

in the future. In the meantime it is desirable to keep a

formal record of the amount of unissued stock. One method

is to make memorandum entry of the total authorized amount

and the amount still remaining unissued. This will be with-

out any financial significance, and may take the following

form:

Total par value of authorized stock $150,000.00

Amount of stock issued 100,000.00

Amount of stock unissued $ 50,000.00
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Method of Recording by Formal Entry in Books.—
However, because the total amount of authorized stock and

total amount remaining unissued are significant facts, which

must not be overlooked, a formal record is frequently made

in accounts that are a part of the entire double-entry system

of accounts. Assume, for example, that a corporation is or-

ganized with a total authorized capital stock of 1,500 shares,

each of a par value of $100, total par value of $150,000.

It issues at par, however, only 1,000 shares, or a total par

value amount of $100,000. The total authorized amount

will be recorded by the following entry

:

Unissued Stock $150,000.00

Capital Stock $150,000.00

To record a total authorized stock of 1,500

shares of $100 par value each.

When the stock is subscribed, but not immediately paid

for, the entry is as follows:

Stock Subscriptions $100,000.00

Unissued Stock $100,000.00

To record subscriptions to $100,000 of the

authorized stock.

After this entry is made, the Unissued Stock account will

have a balance of $50,000, which is the amount of the stock

remaining unissued. When the stock subscriptions are paid,

the entry will be as follows

:

Cash $100,000.00

Stock Subscriptions $100,000.00

To record to collection of stock subscriptions.

By the above entry the Stock Subscriptions account is

balanced and closed, and only the Capital Stock account

with a balance of $150,000, and the Unissued Stock account

with a balance of $50,000, remain.
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THE CAPITAL STOCK ACCOUNT

Recording Stock Subscriptions—Stock Issued at Premium or

Discount—When Shares Are Issued Without Par Value—
Changes in Balance of Capital Stock Account

Capital Stock Defined.—The total net worth of a corpora-

tion is the excess of the value of Its assets over the total

amount of its liabilities. This is divided into two major

accounts, called Capital Stock and Surplus. The principal

function of the Capital Stock account is to record the por-

tion of the net worth which the board of directors is by law

unauthorized to distribute as dividends to stockholders,

primarily for the protection of the corporation's creditors.

The amount set up in the Capital Stock account will consist

of all or a major portion of the sums subscribed or con-

tributed by stockholders upon the first issue and any sub-

sequent issue of shares of stock. It may be added to later

by transfers from the Surplus account. If there are several

classes of stock outstanding, such as Common and Pre-

ferred, there is a Capital Stock account for each class.

The Surplus account carries the remainder of the net

worth, and may consist of a portion paid in by stockholders

and a portion representing accumulated profits. Dividends

may be paid only from surplus—^under the laws of some

states from the paid-in portion when the earned part of the

surplus is exhausted, and under the laws of other states

only out of the earned portion. Accountants generally favor

payment of dividends only out of earned surplus.

Stock Subscriptions and Payments.—When stock is sub-

scribed for but before the subscriptions are actually paid, the

corporation acquires an asset in the form of the stockholders'

liability to pay it certain stipulated amounts. This asset

called Stock Subscriptions is in the nature of accounts re-

ceivable, though always kept in a separate account. Assume,
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for example, that a corporation when first organized, issues

1,000 shares of common stock, each of a par value of $100,

and that the subscription price or the amount paid for each

share is also $100. The total amount subscribed will, there-

fore, be $100,000. The entry is as follows

:

Stock Subscriptions $100,000.00

Capital Stock $100,000.00

To record subscriptions to the capital stock

as follows

:

A - Shares

B - "

C - "

etc.

It is a rule of law that no portion of the amount paid in

by stockholders equal to the aggregate par value of the

issued shares may be distributed in dividends. Accordingly,

the aggregate par value must be set up as Capital Stock,

as shown in the above example. When all the stock subscrip-

tions are paid for in cash, in the course of a few days, weeks,

or months following, the entry will be as follows :

Cash $100,000.00

Stock Subscriptions $100,000.00

To credit subscribers for the payment of

their subscriptions.

Stock Issued at a Premium.—Assume that in the above

example the stock was issued for $105 a share, or at a

premium of $5 above its par value of $100. The total stock

subscriptions will then amount to $105,000, of which $100,-

000 represents the aggregate par value of the shares, and

$5,000 the aggregate amount of premium paid for the shares.

The entry will then be as follows

:

Stock Subscriptions $105,000.00

Capital Stock $100,000.00

Premium on Stock 5,000.00

To record subscriptions to the capital stocks,

etc. (same explanation as in first entry above).
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The total premium received for the shares is carried in

an account called "Premium on Stock." This premium

represents the paid-in portion of the surplus of the corpora-

tion. It is not included in the Capital Stock account because

legally in some states it may be paid back to the stock-

holders in the form of dividends, though it may not be wise

to do so from a purely business point of view, and generally

the corporation has no intention of doing so.

Stock Issued at a Discount.—Stock with par value is occa-

sionally issued at a discount below par. If in the foregoing

example the stock is offered for subscription at $90, so

that only $90,000 is received for the total par value of

$100,000 of the shares issued, the entry is as follows

:

Stock Subscriptions $90,000.00

Discount on Stock 10,000.00

Capital Stock $100,000.00

To record subscriptions to Capital Stock, etc.

(same explanation as in first entry above).

On the balance sheet the item of discount on stock is

either included among the assets or is presented as a deduc-

tion from Capital Stock,

Capital Stock When Shares Are Without Par Value.—
In the case of par-value stocks, the aggregate par value of

the shares issued constitute the balance of the Capital Stock

account. In the case of stocks without par value, the amount

of Capital Stock account is determined in a different man-

ner. The law prescribes the method or alternative methods.

The amount of stock subscription proceeds to be allocated

to Capital Stock may be determined by charter, or by vote

of the stockholders, or by directors with or without special

authority granted them by the stockholders. In most cases

directors decide the division of the stock proceeds between

Capital Stock and Surplus. This they may do by assigning

a so-called stated value to each share of stock isssued which
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has some resemblance to par value, and crediting Capital

Stock with the total stated value of all the shares. Or they

may merely assign to Capital Stock a lump sum from the

subscription proceeds. Of course, they may capitalize the

entire proceeds if they so desire.

Suppose, for example, a corporation issues 1,000 no-par

value shares at $45 per share, or for a total of $45,000.

The directors, being legally empowered to do so, therefore

vote to set up the entire amount as Capital Stock. The

entry is the same as when par-value stock is issued at par,

namely

:

Stock Subscriptions $45,000.00

Capital Stock $45,000.00

To record subscriptions to no-par capital

stock, etc.

Suppose, on the other hand, the directors decide to credit

only $40 per share to Capital Stock, or a total of $40,000,

while the balance of $5,000 is to be carried in a separate

surplus account called Paid-in Surplus. The entry will,

therefore, be as follows

:

Stock Subscriptions $45,000.00

Capital Stock $40,000.00

Paid-in Surplus 5,000.00

To record subscriptions to no-par capital

stock, etc.

Changes in Balance of Capital Stock Account.—The

credit balance of the Capital Stock account, when the shares

of stock have par value, varies only with the total par value

of the issued shares. As the number of issued shares is

increased or decreased, or as the par value itself is increased

or reduced by amendment of the corporation's charter, the

balance of that account will be changed. On the other hand,

in the case of no-par value shares, the corporation may make

transfers from Surplus to Capital Stock irrespective of the

number of shares of stock outstanding. But it cannot make
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the transfer the other way and reduce the Capital Stock ac-

count without the consent of a certain majority of the stock-

holders prescribed by law.

Immediate Payment of Stock Subscriptions.—In the

foregoing examples, it has been assumed that a certain

period of time, amounting to a few weeks or months, elapsed

between the time of subscription for stock and the subse-

quent payment of the subscriptions, and it was therefore

desirable to record the subscribers' liability on their sub-

scriptions in the meantime. If, however, subscriptions are

paid immediately, the entry is

:

Cash $100,000.00

Capital Stock $100,000.00

To record stock subscriptions and payment
thereof, as follows

:

A - Shares

B - "

C - "

etc.

SUBSCRIPTIONS PAYABLE IN INSTALMENTS,
AND SUBSCRIBERS LEDGER

Payment of Instalments—Entries to Record Illustrated—Stock

Subscription Ledger Controlled by Stock Subscription Account

Stock Subscriptions Account and Subscribers Ledger.—
Subscriptions to the capital stock of a corporation may not

be paid immediately nor subsequently in one payment, but

may be payable in a series of instalments maturing on fixed

dates, or as called by the directors. In that event a Stock

Subscriptions account will be opened and will be debited

with the total of all subscriptions received; and credited

with the total of each instalment when collected from the

subscribers. An account will also be opened with each sub-

scriber, which will be debited with the amount of his sub-

scription and credited with the amounts of the instalments
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as paid by him. The successive instalments or calls are num-

bered or dated for purposes of identification, and the entry

of their collection is made by their respective numbers or

dates.

The individual subscription accounts constitute a subsid-

iary ledger, referred to as a stock subscribers ledger or stock

subscription ledger, which is controlled by the Stock Sub-

scriptions account in the general ledger. The sum of the

balances of the accounts in the subscribers ledger, which is

the total amount still due on the stock subscriptions, should

equal the balance in the Stock Subscriptions controlling ac-

count.

Book Entries Illustrated.—The following example illus-

trates the entries made on the general ledger.

Assume that $50,000 of stock is subscribed for at $100

and is to be paid for one-half in cash and the remainder in

two equal instalments at the end of successive three-month

periods.

To record the total subscriptions, the entry is as follows

:

Stock Subscriptions $50,000.00

Capital Stock $50,000.00

To record stock subscriptions.

For the one-half cash payment, the entry is as follows

:

Cash $25,000.00

Stock Subscriptions $25,000.00

To record immediate cash payment for stock

subscriptions.

At the end of the first three months, the record is:

Call No. 1 $12,500.00

Stock Subscriptions $12,500.00

To record the first call issued for payment of

subscriptions to capital stock.

Cash $12,500.00

Call No. 1 $12,500.00

To record payment of the first call on sub-

scriptions to capital stock.
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Similar entries at the end of the second three months are

:

Call No. 2 $12,500.00

Stock Subscriptions $12,500.00

To record second and last call issued for pay-

ment of subscriptions to capital stock.

Cash $12,500.00

Call No. 2 $12,500.00

To record payment of second and last call on

subscriptions to capital stock.

If the call is not paid in full when the books are closed

and the balance sheet is drawn up, the debit balance in the

Stock Subscriptions account constitutes an asset, or the

amount of unpaid instalments due from subscribers. Upon
full payment of all subscriptions, certificates of stock are

issued.

The foregoing represents one method of recording in-

stalment subscriptions. Other methods are used, varying

slightly from this general method.

THE SURPLUS ACCOUNT
Reason for the Surplus Account—Entries at Closing—Entries

for Extraordinary Gains or Losses

Nature of Account and Entries at Closing of Books.—
The Surplus account is the portion of a corporation's net

worth which is not included in the Capital Stock account

(see page 395). It represents the amount which may be

distributed to the stockholders in the form of dividends,

particularly if the surplus represents accumulated profits.

The law varies in this respect between the several states.

Unlike the Capital Stock account, which is affected only by

such special transactions, as additional issues of stock or the

retirement of a portion of outstanding shares, the Surplus

account is credited regularly with the total determined profits

or debited with the total determined losses of the corporation.

At the end of the year, when the books are closed, the Profit
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and Loss balance, if it is a credit or profit balance, is trans-

ferred to the Surplus account, by the following entry

:

Profit and Loss $15,000.00

Surplus $15,000.00

To transfer Profit for the year to Surplus.

If the corporation sustained a loss for the year, shown

by the debit balance of its Profit and Loss account, the

entry for the transfer to Surplus account would be as fol-

lows :

Surplus $5,000.00

Profit and Loss. $5,000.00

To transfer the loss for the year to Surplus.

Entries for Extraordinary Gains or Losses.—Gains or

losses due to special causes during the year, that is, those

not resulting from the ordinary operations of the business,

are entered directly in the Surplus account. Suppose, for

example, as an inducement to build a plant in a particular

city, a plot of ground is donated to the corporation by the

city. Its net worth is increased by the value of that land.

If the land is worth $10,000, the entry is:

Land $10,000.00

Surplus $10,000.00

Donation of land by the City of

to build plant located there.

On the other hand, if the corporation sustains a heavy

extraordinary loss, as when it is sued and compelled to pay

heavy damages, the loss should be debited to Surplus.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDENDS

Payment of Dividends Determined by Directors—Entry When

Dividend Is Declared—When Dividend Checks Are Mailed

Directors' Discretion in Declaring Dividends.—The pri-

mary purpose for which a corporation is organized is to

make profits and distribute them in the form of dividends
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to its stockholders. However, such distributions of profits

can only be made by the board of directors taking official

action—declaring the dividend by a formal resolution. The

law allows directors a broad discretion as to whether or not

they should declare dividends on the outstanding shares of

stock. Except in very unusual circumstances, directors may
decide, as they see fit, whether to distribute a portion of

the existing earnings in dividends to stockholders or to with-

hold such declaration of dividends and reinvest the profits

in the business. In their decision they must be influenced

not only by the presence of earnings as shown by the balance

of the Surplus account, but also by the general cash position

of the company, the volume of debts shortly to mature, the

prospects for continued profitable operations, the opportuni-

ties for using available funds in improving and expanding

the business, and other similar considerations which are for

the ultimate benefit of the stockholders.

Entries When Dividend Declared and Paid.—Usually

when a board of directors declares a dividend, it is provided

in its resolution that the dividend shall be payable at some

subsequent date. However, immediately upon the declara-

tion, the total amount of the dividend becomes a debt of

the corporation, the stockholders becoming its creditors to

that extent. If the corporation has 1,000 shares outstand-

ing and it declares a dividend of $3 a share, or a total of

$3,000, the entry is as follows:

Surplus $3,000.00

Dividends Payable $3,000.00

Dividend of $3 a share declared on stock July

15, 19-.

Upon the appointed date when the checks are mailed to the

stockholders, the following entry is made

:

Dividends Payable $3,000.00

Cash $3,000.00'

Payment of dividend declared on stock July

15, 19-.
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THE STOCK CERTIFICATE

Stock Certificate as Distinguished from Shades of Stock—Form
of Certificate When a Single Issue and When Several Issues are

Outstanding

Stock Certificate as Evidencing Ownership of Shares.—
The stock certificate is a printed or engraved document

issued by corporations under their seal and the signatures,

usually, of two officers, to stockholders to evidence their

ownership of a number of shares of stock of a certain class.

The certificate is not to be confused with the shares of

stock themselves. The shares a stockholder owns comprise

his interest in the corporation, while the stock certificate

he holds is merely the paper representative or evidence of

that ownership. Shares of stock may be owned without

being evidenced by any certificate. Nevertheless, because

of the convenience in making transfers of shares, or in

pledging them for loans of money, and for other purposes,

it is a universal custom for corporations to issue certificates

to represent shares of stock, and by general law a stock-

holder is entitled to receive such a certificate from the cor-

poration.

Form of the Certificate.—Where a corporation has a

single issue of stock outstanding, the wording of the stock

certificate is simple and brief. Besides being dated, and

bearing a serial number, and indicating the authorized capi-

tal stock of a corporation, it will merely bear a statement

certifying that the person named in the certificate is the

owner of a certain number of shares of stock of the corpo-

ration, as shown in the accompanying certificate. Where

several classes of stock are issued with varying rights as to

voting power, dividends, payments upon the winding up of

the corporation, and other rights and privileges, as in the

case of the preferred stocks, a detailed statement of those
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rights, privileges, and restrictions will be set forth on the

preferred stock certificates and may be also on the common
stock certificates.

STOCK CERTIFICATE BOOK

Preparation of Stock Certificate—Original Issue and Reissue of

Stock—Surrender and Cancellation of Old Certificate

Preparation of Stock Certificates.—The stock certificate

book is a bound book of blank stock certificates, together

with the stubs to which they are attached. The certificates

are detached from their stubs along a perforated line when

issued. In preparing a stock certificate for issue, the blank

spaces are filled in with the necessary details in both certifi-

cate and stub. These include the name of the stockholder,

the number of shares he owns, the number of the certificate,

and the date of issue. The certificate is fully executed when

it is signed by two corporate officers, usually the president

and the secretary, and is impressed with the seal of the corpo-

ration. The same details, other than the signatures of the

officers and corporate seal, are also entered on the corre-

sponding stub of the certificate as a convenient record of

the issued stock certificate. On page 405 is illustrated a stock

certificate and stub to be filled out preparatory to issuance

of the certificate. If it is an original issue of stock, that

fact is noted on the stub; if it is a reissue, the number of

the old certificate surrendered is entered. The stub usually

includes a receipt to be signed by the party to whom the

certificate is issued. When thus filled out, the stub contains

a complete record of its particular certificate from the time

of its issue to the date of its surrender.

Issuance of New Certificate for One Surrendered.

—

When a new stock certificate is issued to one presenting the

certificate for transfer, the individual who prepares the new
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certificate must be certain that the party surrendering the

old certificate is entitled to a new certificate. In case of

doubt, he should consult the company's attorney. A new

certificate should never be made out or delivered until the old

certificate has been surrendered in proper form. The sur-

rendered certificate is canceled by cutting, punching, or cross-

ing out the signatures, and by writing or stamping in bold

letters across its face the word "Canceled." After such

cancellations, the old certificate is reattached to the stub from

which it was originally taken. The stock certificate book

will, therefore, contain at all times the canceled stock and the

unissued blanks. The government and state stock transfer

tax stamps are usually pasted on the back of the stub describ-

ing the stock certificate so taxed.

STOCK LEDGER
Purpose and Form of Stock Ledger—Posting of Ledger—

Stockholders' List and Balancing of Accounts in Ledger

Operation of Ledger.—The stock ledger is a subsidiary

record controlled by the Capital Stock account and contains

the accounts kept with the individual stockholders to record

acquisition of shares by them and their transfer to other

parties. The form of the account thus kept with each stock-

holder is shown below. When one becomes a stockholder,

an account is opened in his name and is credited with the

number of shares he has acquired. When he transfers

shares to some other party, the account is debited. Columns

are provided in the account to show dates of transfers, from

whom and to whom transfers are made, the number of

shares transferred, and the serial numbers of the stock cer-

tificates issued to the party in whose name the account has

been opened.

Stockholders' List—Just before the payment of a divi-

dend or the holding of a stockholders' meeting, these stock-
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... COMMON , . STOCK LEDGER
NAME W. T SMITH
ADDRESS 3413 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL.
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assignment is shown below. It contains blank spaces for

inserting the name of the party to whom shares are trans-

ferred, the number of shares transferred, which need not be

the total number represented by the certificate, the date of

the transfer, the signature of the owner, and the signature

of a witness. The assignment form also provides space for

the name of the person appointed as attorney to make the

transfer. He will thereby be legally authorized to effect

the transfer on the books of the corporation as representa-

tive of the present owner of the certificate.

When the assignment form is made out and signed by

the owner of the certificate and is delivered to the one to

/U'n^i^L.

^y^n^ '^^a^f^a^ b^^c^c^ /t^'teii^n^^ef/'/^^ Ills

^Ut'^i^€U^/xn^/^ia^(y:/nete/y^4^^

^a^e€/^_ -^.9

till
i i

Stock Certificate Assignment Form

whom the shares are being transferred, the latter becomes

the legal owner of the shares of stock represented by the

certificate. However, in order to be entitled to the receipt

of dividends when declared and paid by the corporation and

of notices of stockholders' meetings, the transfer must be

registered in the stock transfer book of the corporation, a

form of which is shown on the following page. The registry

consists of inserting the date of transfer, the number of the

old certificate being surrendered, the number of shares rep-
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resented by it, the signature of the one making the transfer

or his attorney appointed in the assignment form on the

back of the certificate, the number of the new certificate

issued, and the number of shares represented by the new
certificate. When the registry of the transfer of the shares

STOCK TRANSFER RECORD
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the stock certificate is transferable by mere delivery, and

it can thenceforth change hands any number of times with-

out any further writing on the certificate, precisely as though

it were a dollar bill. When one in lawful possession of the

certificate desires to have it transferred on the books of the

corporation, he sends the stock certificate to the corporation

or its transfer agent, having first filled out the assignment

form, except the space for the attorney who is to sign the

transfer book. The one in charge of the corporation stock

transfer book inserts his own name as attorney to make the

transfer. Being thus authorized to sign the transfer book as

the lawful attorney of the one in whose name the stock certifi-

cate stands, he proceeds to do so, and thereupon prepares and

delivers a new certificate to the new owner of the shares of

stock.

THE MINUTE BOOK
Sam,e Book or Separate Books for Stockholders' and Directors'

Minutes—Bound and Loose-Leaf Minute Books—Arrangement

of Content

Its Purpose.—The minutes of corporate meetings are the

records of their proceedings or transactions, put in writing

by the corporation secretary or other recording officer. The

minutes of stockholders' and of directors' meetings are kept

in substantially the same form. In a small corporation there

is usually only one minute book for recording the business

conducted at both kinds of meetings, but in larger companies

there are two minute books—one for directors' meetings

and one for stockholders' meetings. Separate books may

also be kept for the minutes of standing committees of di-

rectors. The minute book does not contain any debit or

credit entries, but only a record of the transactions of stock'

holders' or directors' meetings in narrative form.
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Form and Arrangement.—Some corporations record their

minutes in a bound blank book or journal, the entries being

made in longhand. While this method is cumbersome, it

has the advantage that the record cannot be changed by sub-

stitution of pages. The loose-leaf binder, because of its

greater convenience, is now more widely used, as the minutes

can be typewritten and the sheets then slipped into their

places in the binder. The objection to the loose-leaf book

is the ease with which pages may be substituted, added, or

subtracted. One way of meeting this objection is to have

each page numbered and signed by the secretary, making

substitution without the participation of this officer im-

possible.

In the most common arrangement of the minute book,

a copy of the certificate of incorporation is entered first.

Then come the by-laws, followed by a few pages left blank

for future amendments. Next in order are the minutes of

the first meeting of incorporators or stockholders. If the

directors' minutes are kept in the same book, the first meet-

ing of directors follows the first meeting of incorporators

or stockholders. After that the minutes of subsequent meet-

ings follow in chronological order.

BONDS ISSUED BY CORPORATIONS
Trustee under Bond Indenture—Denominations in Which Bonds

Are Issued—Various Types of Bonds

Trust Deed.—Bonds are formal obligations of corpora-

tions, running for five years or longer, and are represented

by a certificate impressed with the corporate seal. Essen-

tially, these are simply long-term indebtedness which corpo-

rations incur in borrowing from investors. Bonds that are

offered to the public are generally issued under a contract,

known variously as mortgage, trust indenture, trust deed,

deed of trust, etc., between the corporation and a trustee,
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usually a trust company. The trustee represents the bond-

holders in their collective capacity. The agreement with the

corporation is a document usually of considerable length,

defining the exact rights of the bondholders, their security,

etc., the duties of the trustee, and, on the other hand, the

covenants or obligations which the corporation has under-

taken to perform in connection with the bond issue.

Classes of Corporate Bonds.—Corporations issue bonds

with almost infinite variation in the terms. They are com-

monly classified into certain more or less standard groups

as follows

:

Coupon and Registered Bonds.—With respect to form,

bonds are either coupon or registered bonds. The former

owe their name to the fact that coupons are attached to them

which represent claims for interest on the successive dates

indicated. The collection of interest on the due dates Is

effected by detaching the coupons and cashing them.

Coupon bonds are negotiable to bearer, passing by delivery,

no record of the owner being kept by the corporation. The

great bulk of coupon bonds are issued in denominations of

$1,000, and less often $500 and $100. The names of the

owners of registered bonds, however, appear on the books

of the company as well as on the face of the bond certifi-

cate. Interest on them is payable, by check, mailed to the

registered owner. The denominations of fully registered

bonds are usually $1,000, $5,000, and $10,000. Coupon

bonds may be registered as to principal to prevent loss by theft.

Mortgage Bonds.—These are secured by a mortgage on

certain property specified in the indenture. If the total

amount which the corporation is authorized to issue under

the indenture is exhausted, the bonds are known as a closed

issue. If no definite limit is set, they are called an "open-

end" issue. If a maximum amount is fixed but it is con-
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siderably in excess of present requirements of the corpora-

tion, the bonds are referred to as a Hmited open-end issue.

Collateral Trust Bonds.—These are bonds secured

by the pledge of securities of other companies. The bonds

of certain public utility holding companies and investment

companies are typical of this group. The pledge of securi-

ties, however, may and is frequently combined in the issues

of railroad and public utility companies with a mortgage

on real property.

Debentures.—Unsecured bonds are generally called de-

benture bonds. They are based simply on the general cor-

porate credit without enjoying any special security. They

may, however, be protected by a covenant in the indenture

entitling them to equal security in the event a subsequent issue

of bonds is put out which is secured by a mortgage.

Income Bonds.—Income bonds are issues which are en-

titled to interest only when earned. Their origin is com-

monly in reorganizations of failed concerns. The principal,

however, may be secured by a mortgage or pledge of securi-

ties, or may simply be unsecured.

Convertible Bonds.—These bonds are convertible, at

the option of the holders, usually into common stock. The

terms of conversion are specified in the indenture, which

relate chiefly to the time and rate of conversion. The pur-

pose of their issue is to combine with the security of a bond

the speculative opportunity possessed by a stock.

Guaranteed Bonds.—These are bonds guaranteed by

another corporation, usually the parent company owning

the stock of the issuing company, or by a railroad which

has leased the property of the issuing company for a long

term. The guaranty is either by an indorsement on the

bond, by special agreement, by lease or operating agreement.
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Redeemable or Callable Bonds.—These are bonds

which the corporation may pay off at its option before the set

date of maturity. Usually such redemption is effected at a

premium above par to compensate the bondholder for the un-

expected termination of his investment.

Refunding Issues.—These are bonds which have been

put out to meet maturing issues. Ordinarily they are sold

for cash which is applied to the payment of the maturing

bonds. At times, however, holders of the maturing bonds

receive an offer from the corporation to exchange the new
bonds for the old.

Sinking Fund Bonds.—This class of bonds provides

for the accumulation of a fund, usually by annual or semi-

annual payments, to meet the payment on the due date of

the bonds. In modern issues, however, the sinking fund is

combined with the callable feature of the bond, and as soon

as the periodical payment is made into the sinking fund,

a number of bonds selected by lot are called and redeemed

from the fund. These may be purchased in the market if

the price at which they are selling is less than the price at

which they may be called or redeemed.

PREFERRED STOCKS

Class of Stock as Determined by Charter or By-Laws—Special

Rights and Restrictions of Various Classes—General Classifica^

tion of Special Stock Issues

General Nature of Preferred Stocks—Corporations are

usually empowered to issue various classes of stock, besides

the common, each differing from the others in the special

rights it possesses, or the limitations and restrictions of cer-

tain stockholder rights it is subject to. It is simply a matter

of contract between the corporation and the holders of the

respective issues, as set forth in the charter, by-laws, or
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stock certificates. Summed up, these provisions consist of

certain preferential rights as regards dividend payments and

payments made when the corporation goes into Hquidation,

Hmitations upon the voting power, the special privilege or

option of the stockholders to convert the stock into another

class of stock and the corporation's right to redeem the stock

at its election, or its duty to redeem a certain amount of the

stock periodically.

Cumulative and Non-Cumulative Preferred Stocks

Preferred stock gets its name from Its prior claim to divi-

dends, or to dividends and assets in liquidation. The prior

claim to dividends may be cumulative or non-cumulative.

Cumulative preferred stock is one entitled to receive divi-

dends at the stipulated rate per annum before any dividends

are paid to the common stockholders. If not paid in any

year, the amount so in arrears must be paid as well as the

current dividend before any distributions can be made on

the common. Non-cumulative preferred stock is that which

is entitled to receive the stated rate of dividends only in the

years in which the directors in their discretion choose to

declare them. Dividends unpaid in any year become a total

loss to the preferred stockholders. In other words, unpaid

dividends do not accumulate as a charge upon the com-

pany's earnings.

Second, Third, etc., Preferred Stock.—When a company

has two or more issues of preferred stock outstanding, the

preferential rights, privileges, qualifications, and restrictions

of each are defined in the charter or certificate of incorpora-

tion. It is then customary to call the issues by number

—

first preferred, second preferred, and third preferred, for

example. The first preferred has the first claim upon the

earnings and assets up to stated amounts, the second has

the next claim, while the third preferred ranks after it, the
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common shares coming last. Preferred shares may also be

designated by letters, as preferred A, preferred B, etc., or

may be called prior preferred, preferred, and junior preferred

stock.

Participating and Non-Participating Preferred Stock—
Preferred stocks may be participating or non-participating

either as to dividends, or as to assets, or as to both divi-

dends and assets. If the dividends they are entitled to are

limited to a fixed preferential rate, as 7%, and all subsequent

earnings inure to the common stock, the preferred stock is

non-participating as to dividends. If, however, it is given

the right to share in the distribution of earnings in excess

of the fixed preferential rate, it is participating as to divi-

dends. Thus a preferred stock may have preference to divi-

dends up to 7%, and participate with the common stock

in all subsequent dividends share and share alike. Similar

provisions may exist for the participation or non-participa-

tion in the assets upon liquidation after the preferred stock

has been paid the fixed preferential amount.

Redeemable Preferred Stock.—Preferred stock may be

subject to redemption or retirement. The redemption may

be voluntary or at the option of the issuing company, or it

may be compulsory, a certain amount to be redeemed each

year or so, and for this purpose the company may be re-

quired to contribute periodically from its earnings a certain

amount to a sinking fund. Usually a premium is paid for

the stock redeemed, varying in amount up to 25% of its par

value and higher.

Convertible Preferred Stock.—Convertible stock is a pre-

ferred issue which is exchangeable usually for a junior pre-

ferred or common stock at the option of the holder. The

convertible feature is attached to preferred stock to render

it more attractive to security buyers. The holder of such
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shares possess certain preferential rights and other protec-

tive features; and through the conversion privilege, par-

ticularly if it applies to common stock, he is in a position to

share in any prosperity which may come to the company.

PAR VALUE OF STOCK
Par Value as Minimum Subscription Price—As Amount of

Subscription Proceeds Credited to Capital Stock—Different

Par Values

Nature of Par Value.—Stocks may be classified according

to whether the shares have or have not a par or so-called

nominal or face value. The par value is a more or less

arbitrary figure set by the corporation charter and stated on

the stock certificates. The significance of par value is that

:

1. It fixes the minimum subscription price at which the

shares must be issued, with certain exceptions per-

mitted by law. An original sale of stock at a price

below par value renders the purchaser liable for the

deficiency to the creditors of the corporation should

it become insolvent.

2. It determines the amount of the subscription proceeds

which is to be credited to the capital stock. This is

the aggregate par value of the shares. Premiums re-

ceived for the shares in excess of their par value con-

stitute paid-in surplus, frequently called Stock Pre-

mium account.

Stocks with Different Par Values.—Stock with par value

of $100 per share was the rule at one time, and still is among
railroads. Among many industrial and public utility com-

panies, however, the par value has been fixed at much less

than $100—at figures ranging usually anywhere from $1

to $25 or so. A few state laws prescribe the maximum and

minimum par values which corporations organized under

them may have, while other state statutes set no such limits.
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BOOK VALUE OF A SHARE OF STOCK

How Book Value Is Computed—Computation as Affected by

Cumulative and Non-Cumulative Preferred Stock

Meaning of Book Value.—Book value of a share of stock

is the portion of net worth assignable to one share of a given

class of stock. The procedure in figuring it, if there is only

one issue outstanding, is to add together the capital stock

and surplus and divide this sum by the number of shares

issued. If a concern has a capital stock of $100,000, rep-

resented by shares with or without par value, and a surplus

of $50,000, while the number of shares is 1,000, the book

value of each share is $150,000 divided by 1,000 shares,

or $150.

Book Value of Preferred Stock.—In the case of non-

cumulative preferred stock, the book value is the par value,

the stated value in the event the shares are without par value

and have been given a stated value, or paid-in value when
no-par shares have been given no stated value. When, how-

ever, there are dividends in arrears on cumulative preferred

stock, the amount due on each share should be added to the

par, stated, or paid-in value to determine the book value

per share.

The presence of preferred stock makes necessary the sub-

traction of the total book value of the outstanding preferred

shares from total net worth; dividing the remainder by the

number of outstanding common shares yields the book value

of a common share.

PREPARING THE MONTHLY TRIAL BALANCE
Purpose of the Trial Balance—What It Proves—Detailed

Explanation of Two Methods of Taking the Trial Balance

Purpose of the Trial Balance.—The trial balance is simply

the general ledger highly condensed or summarized. In it^
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preparation the accounts contained in the ledger are listed.

Against each the balance of the account is written, in the

first column if a debit balance, and in the second column

if a credit balance. Sometimes, instead of merely giving the

balance of each account, the total of its debits and the total

of its credits may be shown in the respective columns.

The preparation of the trial balance is commonly referred

to as "taking the trial balance." Its purpose is to prove the

accuracy of the general ledger after it is completely posted.

If the posting work has been accurately performed, the

ledger must be in balance. That is to say, the total debits

of all accounts must equal the total credits. This follows

from the fundamental principle on which double-entry book-

keeping is based, that for every debit there must be a credit

of equal amount. While the ledger could be proved directly

by arranging the accounts under each other and adding to-

gether all their debit items in one total and all their credit

items in another total, this method would prove to be very

burdensome and time-consuming. By means of the trial

balance the work of proving is greatly simplified by divid-

ing it into two steps. The first consists of ascertaining the

balance of each account, or the debit total and credit total

of each account. The second step consists of listing these

balances, or the debit and credit totals, in two columns, and

then footing the columns. The totals of the columns should

be equal. If they are not, an error has been made in taking

the trial balance, or in posting to the ledger, or in making

the entries in the journals. An investigation is then neces-

sary in order to locate and correct the error or errors.

The trial balance is taken at the close of each month, after

all journals have been totaled and posted. Not until this

posting is completed can the ledger be in balance. It should

be noted that a trial balance is only taken of the general

ledger. Because of the nature of most subsidiary ledgers,

they cannot be in balance.
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Two Methods of Preparation.—In the preparation of the

trial balance, all ledger accounts are listed on a sheet ruled

similar to the form below, which shows both methods of

taking a trial balance. In the parallel money columns oppo-

site the title of each account is placed either

:

1. The total of the debits in each account in the debit col-

umn, and the total of the credits in the credit column

(Method 1) ; or

2. The difference between the total debits and the total

credits of each account in the appropriate column

(Method 2). If the debits exceed the credits, there

is a "debit balance" which is placed in the debit

column. If the credits exceed the debits, the "credit

balance" is placed in the credit column.

Method 1 has one distinct advantage, namely, that it

shows the sum of all debits and all credits posted during

the period. Hence, it follows that the total of the debit

column in the trial balance must agree with the footings of

A. Brown

Trial Balance—January 15, 19-

Method 1 Method 2

Acct.
. .

Dr. Cr.

No. Accounts Debits Credits Balance Balance

1 CashinBank $10,450 $6,815 $3,635
B. Peterson & Co 1,000 1,470 $470
D. C. Tapp 400 400

21 Land 2,500 2,500
22 Furniture and Fixtures 500 500
23 Auto Truck 750 750
51 A. Brown, Capital 10 , 000 10 , 000
71 Sales 850 850
76 Purchases 3,345 3,345
80 Store and Office Salaries. ... 95 95

81 Rent 50 50
82 Delivery Expenses 45 45

$19,135 $19,135 $11,320 $11,320

Trial Balance
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the debit columns of the books of original entry. The same
applies to the credit side.

Method 2 is the one commonly used by accountants. It

excludes all accounts which do not have open balances,

thereby reducing the size of the trial balance.

Steps to be Taken in Preparing Trial Balance The
procedure in preparing the trial balance is as follows:

1. Ascertain the total of the debit side of each ledger

account; also the total of the credit side.

2. Insert these totals in small pencil figures beneath the

last posting on each side. These figures should be small

enough not to interfere with the posting to be made on the

next line below. (See balanced account form below.

)

3. Determine the balance of each account by subtracting

the total of the lesser side from the total of the larger side

and insert it in the explanation column as shown in the form.

Debit balances are inserted on the left side and credit bal-

ances on the right side.

4. Under Method 2 list the debit balances In the debit

(left-hand) column of the trial balance and the credit bal-

ances in the credit (right-hand) column. Under Method 1

the footings instead of the balances are listed.

5. Add the two columns of the trial balance. If the debit

and credit totals are equal, the ledger from which the trial

balance is drawn is said to be "in balance." The sum of the

debits in all accounts in the ledger should equal the sum of

the credits in all accounts. The same is true of the net bal-

ances in all accounts when they are listed in the trial balance

according to Method 2. In such case the totals of the

amounts omitted on the debit and credit sides, respectively,

are equal, thus leaving the totals of the amounts inserted in

the trial balance equal.

The pencil memo footings and balances placed in the

accounts in steps 2 and 3 above constitute part of the ledger
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record and are not to be erased. By providing a starting

point, the pencil footings reduce the amount of adding neces-

sary in taking off the next trial balance. The pencil balances

facilitate duplicating the trial balance in case it is lost.

Furthermore, they can be used in the next trial balance if

no additional debits or credits have been entered.

Cash in Bank Account No. 1

Date
19-
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such equilibrium is not an absolute proof o£ accuracy. It

does not prove the following, for example

:

1. That the debits and credits are in the correct accounts.

Thus, a posting made to the Building account instead

of the Truck account would not disturb the equilib-

rium of the trial balance.

2. That the correct amounts were used in recording the

transactions. Thus, a trial balance would not dis-

close that a sale of $50 had been recorded as $5.

3. That all transactions were recorded. The trial balance

does not reveal failure to record a sale or a purchase

or any other transaction because in such cases equal

debits and credits are omitted.

4. That offsetting errors have not been made. Thus, if a

debit of $80 were posted as $8 ($72 debit short) and

a credit of $91 as $19 ($72 credit short), the trial

balance would be in balance because the two errors

offset each other.

Errors in Posting.—The more common errors which

occur in posting are:

(a) Posting to the wrong account.

(b) Transposition of figures in posting.

(c) Posting wrong amount.

(d) Posting to the wrong side of the account.

(e) Posting the same item twice.

(f ) Not posting the item at all.

Unless offsetting errors exist, all but the first are dis-

closed by a trial balance. The first is not disclosed by a trial

balance and whether or not it is ever uncovered depends on

(1) the nature of the accounts involved and (2) the

thoroughness with which postings are rechecked. An amount

posted to the wrong account receivable will usually be dis-

covered by the customers when they examine their state-

ments. An amount posted to the wrong nominal account
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will probably never be disclosed unless the postings are com-

pletely rechecked.

Procedure in Locating Errors.—If the totals of the debit

and credit columns of the trial balance differ, it is necessary

to search for errors. The following procedure is recom-

mended. Take each step in the order indicated until the

errors are found:

1. Determine the amount of the difference—it is useless

to look for a difference unless its amount is known.

2. Refoot the trial balance—difference in a single figure

or in two adjacent figures of the trial balance totals are often

due to errors in footing.

3. Compare the ledger balances once more with the trial

balance and at the same time recheck the ledger column totals

since the last trial balance and subtract again to secure the

present balance. Note any obscurity in the figures used in

determining the preceding trial balance.

When footing either the trial balance or the ledger ac-

counts, it is well to remember that the same error in foot-

ing may be made twice. Hence, in re-adding, it is desirable

that the bookkeeper foot in a different manner—that is, add

from the bottom up rather than from the top down ; or use

an adding machine if the number of postings warrants; or

have some one else refoot the ledger, and so on.

4. See that the totals of books of original entry properly

crossfoot and that these totals are all properly included in

the trial balance accounts.

5. If the difference represents an apparent excess of debits

over credits some item may have been entered twice among
the debits in the books of original entry. The latter should

be examined for such a sum.

6. If the difference is divisible by two and represents

an apparent excess of debits over credits, one-half of the

amount may be looked for among credits in books of original
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entry, since such a credit, if posted as a debit, would cause

a discrepancy of this nature.

7. A transposition is a reversal of two adjoining figures

of an amount; $86 posted as $68 is an example. Trans-

positions always result in differences divisible by 9 and the

quotient of that figure (neglecting zeros) divided by 9 is

the difference between the transposed figures. Thus, in the

example given, the difference ($86— $68) or $18 divided

by 9 gives a quotient of $2 which ignoring the zeros, is

the difference between the transposed figures 6 and 8. The

zeros in the quotient indicate how many columns to the left

the transposed figures are. In the case given the two zeros

show that the transposition is between digits in third and

fourth columns to the left.

8. Examine the folio columns of the books of original

entry for posting references. Amounts without posting

references should be traced immediately to the ledger.

9. Check the previous trial balance with the ledger. An
offsetting error, for example, may have been made in a

prior month, part of which has been corrected subsequently

either on the books or on the later trial balance. It may
then be necessary to go back over a prior month's accounts.

10. After exhausting these and other devices that may
come to mind, the only remaining method is to recheck com-

pletely the postings to the accounts which were made during

the period following the last trial balance. The best pro-

cedure is to check from the book of final entry to the books

of original entry, which is the reverse of the method fol-

lowed in the original posting.

11. It is never safe to charge off a small difference be-

cause such a difference may really mean a large debit less

a large credit, or vice versa. Only in exceptional cases is it

practicable to carry a difference forward with the hope that

it will right itself or be found in the indefinite future.
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Abstracting Journals.—When the procedure described

above fails to reveal the error, a method referred to as ab-

stracting the books of original entry may be used. This con-

sists of repeating the entire posting of the period on work

sheets which replace the ledger. For this purpose, analysis

sheets as large as can be conveniently handled are used. The

accounts of the ledger are set up on the sheets in skeleton or

so-called T-form, as shown below

:

Cash Accounts Receivable Sales

The steps in the procedure from that point are as fol-

lows :

1. Transcribe to the skeleton accounts their respective

balances at the beginning of the period.

2. Take a trial balance of the accounts to make sure that

they were in balance at the beginning of the period.

3. Post all entries from the journals, entering only the

amounts and references to the journals, thus:

Accounts Receivable

Balance
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PROVING SUBSIDIARY LEDGERS

Verifying Agreement of Subsidiary Ledgers mith Control

Accounts—Procedure to Locate Error—Checking the Control

Accounts

After a trial balance of the general ledger has been taken,

it becomes necessary to verify the agreement of the sub-

sidiary ledgers with their controlling accounts in the general

ledger. If there is a discrepancy, it may be assumed for the

time being that the controlling account is correct and that the

error is in the subsidiary. To locate the error,

1. Refoot the abstract of the subsidiary ledger (see page

427) prepared when the subsidiary ledger was origi-

nally checked against the controlling account.

2. Check the accuracy of the transcription of the subsidiary

ledger balances to the schedule.

3. Check the accuracy of the balances in the subsidiary

ledger.

4. Check all postings to the subsidiary ledger from the

journal, placing check-marks against the entries in

the journals, and the subsidiary ledger accounts. Note

if there are any unchecked items which have been

omitted in posting the subsidiary ledger.

If no error Is found in the subsidiary ledger, turn to the

control account in the general ledger, verifying the postings

from the special journals, and refooting the posted columns

total in those journals.

CHECKING THE VOUCHERS PAYABLE
ACCOUNT

Verifying Unpaid Items in Voucher Register Against Control

Account—Procedure hi Locating Any Error

Comparison with Unpaid Items in Voucher Register.

—

When the voucher register is used, no accounts with creditors

are necessary either in the general ledger or any subsidiary
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ledger. The individual accounts owed creditors at any date

may be determined from the Date Paid column of the

voucher register. The open or unpaid items will not have

any notations in this column. At the end of each month

when the voucher register and check register are posted,

these open items should be listed in a schedule and their total

compared with the balance of the Vouchers Payable account

in the general ledger, with which it should agree. If there

is a difference, an error has been made.

Another method of verifying the balance in the Vouchers

Payable account or the open items in the voucher register,

is to take the file containing the unpaid vouchers and total

these items. The total should agree with the balance in the

Vouchers Payable account; and the individual vouchers

should check against the open items in the register.

Procedure in Checking.—In locating the error, the fol-

lowing procedure may be used

:

1. Verify the total of the Vouchers Payable column in

the voucher register to see that the amount posted

to the credit side of the Vouchers Payable account

is correct.

2. Verify the total of the Vouchers Payable column in

the check register to see that the amount posted to

the debit side of the Vouchers Payable account is

correct.

3. If there are any debits to Vouchers Payable in the Sun-

dry Accounts Debited column in the voucher register,

recording cancellation of vouchers on account of ad-

justments or for any other reason, verify the correct-

ness of the posting of these debits to the Vouchers

Payable account on the general ledger.

4. Working from the check register, which shows the num-
bers of all paid vouchers, see that notations for all

such payments have been made in the Date Paid col-

umn in the voucher register.
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5. If any vouchers are paid by means of a note, a notation

should be made in the Date Paid column of the

voucher register. Trace back all such notations from

the entries made in the general journal debiting

Vouchers Payable and crediting Notes Payable.

VERIFYING NOTES RECEIVABLE AND NOTES
PAYABLE ACCOUNTS

Checking Accounts Against Note Register—Note Register

Against Notes Receivable in Safe—Procedure to Find

Error

Checking Notes Receivable Account.—The total amount

of the open or unpaid items in the notes receivable register

should agree with the balance of the Notes Receivable con-

trol account on the general ledger and with the notes on

hand in the safe. If there is a discrepancy, it is due to some

error, which is located by the following procedure

:

1. Verify the fact that there is an entry in the notes receiv-

able register for every note recorded in the journal

as received from a customer in settlement of his ac-

count, or in the cash disbursements book for every

note received for money loaned.

2. Check the notations in the Date Paid column of the

notes receivable register for every note collected and

recorded in the cash receipts book or otherwise can-

celed and recorded in the journal.

At the same time, it may be well to check the open items

in the note register against the actual notes kept in a strong

box or safe, as indicated above.

Checking Notes Payable Account—The total amount of

notes issued and still remaining unpaid as shown by the

notes payable register should be in agreement with the Notes

Payable control account on the general ledger. The cause

of any disagreement may be traced as follows

:
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1. Verify the entry in the notes payable register for every

note recorded in the voucher register or general jour-

nal as having been given in payment of an account, or

for every note recorded in the cash receipts book as

having been given for a loan of money.

2. Check the notations made in the Date Paid column of

the notes payable register for every note paid and

recorded in the cash disbursements book or check

register.

ENTRIES TO CORRECT ERRORS

Fundamental Rule in Making Corrections—Methods of Cor-

recting Mistakes—Their Advantages and Disadvantages

Manner of Making Corrections.—Since occasional mis-

takes are unavoidable, it is important to know^ how to cor-

rect them. One rule is fundamental : Never erase or scratch

out the original record, because such altered or defaced books

will not be admitted as evidence by courts. Mistakes may

be corrected as follows

:

1. Account name entered incorrectly but not yet posted.

To correct, neatly rule out the incorrect name and insert im-

mediately above the error, on the same line, the correct name

thus

:

Fred Smith

A. Andrews $250.00

2. Amount entered incorrectly. To correct, neatly cross

out the incorrect amount and insert the correct figure im-

mediately above the error thus

:

205.00

A. Andrews $250.00

°^
205.00

A. Andrews %W-^

Both the original and corrected items should be legible.
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3. Transaction omitted through oversight. To correct,

enter it under the current date indicating the correct date

in the explanation, thus

:

Jan. 15 John Smith $30.00

Sales $30.00

Invoice #453 dated January 5 omitted

4. Posting a debit to the credit side of a ledger account.

To correct, neatly rule out the erroneous posting and record

it on the debit side of that account.

5. Posting the debit amount but not the credit amount

of an entry. To correct, post the omitted item.

6. Posting to the wrong ledger account. To correct,

make a journal entry transferring the item to the correct

account. Be sure to give an adequate explanation. Thus

:

Jan. 31 Salaries $10.00

Purchases $10.00

$10 salary item of January 23 debited to

Purchases in error.

When making such corrections apply the rule of debit

and credit, that is, debit the account which should have been

debited originally and credit the account which was debited

in error.

7. Correcting complicated entries. When an error in

principle or clerical work is discovered, the correcting entry

may be made in either of two ways

:

Reverse the entry actually made and make the entry which

should have been made, or

Transfer the item from the account to which it has been

posted to the account where it belongs.

To illustrate, assume a $250 collection was erroneously

credited to Morton & Co. instead of to Davis Supply Co.

The procedure to correct is as follows

:
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Under Method 1

Jan. 31 Morton & Co $250.00

Cash $250.00

Reverse entry made in error January 23.

Cash $250.00

Davis Supply Co $250.00

To record collection on January 23.

Under Method 2

Jan. 31 Morton & Co $250.00

Davis Supply Co $250.00

Correct error in entering cash receipts on

January 23.

Preferable Method.—Ordinarily the second method is

preferable because less clerical work is required and it avoids

showing the same receipt or disbursement twice where cash

is involved and the same item twice where sales, purchases,

etc., are involved. In case of complicated entries, the first

method is preferable because in effect it crosses off on the

books the original entry and substitutes the correct entry.

ADJUSTING ENTRIES BEFORE CLOSING OF
BOOKS

Monthly Statements Prepared froin Trial Balance—Classification

of Adjusting Entries—General Procedure in Recording Closing

Adjustments

Need of Taking a Trial Balance.—When the posting of

the special journals and general journal has been completed,

the general ledger must be in balance. It is the purpose of

the monthly and annual trial balance to prove that this is so.

The information contained on the trial balance is also used

by many firms in preparing monthly profit and loss state-

ments and balance sheets. Under the ordinary procedure of

accounting, the books would be adjusted and closed monthly

for this purpose, but this would require considerable detailed

accounting work. Instead of recording these monthly ad-
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justing and closing entries, the more acceptable plan today Is

to record them only on the work sheet at the end of each

month. At the end of the year, however, the closing and

adjusting entries for the previous months are combined into

one total and are recorded on the books and the accounts are

ruled off. It is thus seen that books may be closed both

monthly and annually, but the usual custom is to record

only the annual adjustment entries in the ledger.

Necessity for Adjusting of Certain Accounts.—Al-

though the trial balance has been completed either monthly

or annually, the ledger though in balance still does not show

the exact condition of the business. It is necessary to add

information not yet on the books and to adjust the values

stated in some of the accounts in order that the exact condi-

tion of affairs will be set forth. Certain entries have been

omitted temporarily, since it is understood that the adjust-

ments will be made when the books are closed.

Accounts Requiring Adjustment Before Closing.—The

accounts which will have to be supplied or will have to be

adjusted preliminary to the closing, vary more or less with

the type of business. In some kinds of businesses, they are

quite numerous and more or less peculiar to the type of busi-

ness. There are certain adjusting entries common practically

to all businesses and these are given below.

The usual adjusting entries may be divided into four

groups, as follows

:

1. The adjusting entries required in the merchandising

concern in order to set up on the books the closing inventory

and thereby adjust the Cost of Goods Sold account. This

entry would be

:

Inventory $30,000.00

Cost of Goods Sold $30,000.00

To record inventory on hand at end.
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2. Entries necessary to show the amount of depreciation

charged on fixtures and furniture, delivery equipment, build-

ings and other assets, subject to depreciation and the amount

of loss expected from uncollectible customers' accounts.

These entries adjust the asset accounts to their present value.

They are as follows :

Depreciation, Furniture and Fixtures $280.00

Depreciation Reserve, Furniture and Fix-

tures $280.00

Depreciation, Delivery Equipment 750.00

Depreciation Reserve, Delivery Equipment. 750.00

Depreciation, Buildings 1,400.00

Depreciation Reserve, Buildings 1,400.00

Bad Debts 482.00

Reserve for Doubtful Accounts 482.00

3. Another group of adjusting entries includes those

which show accrued income (see page 441) and accrued

expense ( see page 445 ) or the so-called accrual accounts :

Accrued Income:

Accrued Interest Receivable $150.00

Interest Income $150.00

Accrued Expense:

Interest Cost $ 50.00

Accrued Interest Payable $ 50.00

Royalties Expense 120.00

Accrued Royalties Payable 120.00

Salaries 175.00

Accrued Salaries 175.00

Wages 200.00

Accrued Wages 200.00

Taxes 340.00

Accrued Taxes 340.00

4. Entries which set up on the books the group of asset

accounts commonly referred to as prepaid expense or de-

ferred charges, and the group of liability accounts commonly

referred to as prepaid income or deferred credits are as

follows

:
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Prepaid Expense or Deferred Charges:

Prepaid Rent Expense $ 50.00

Rent Expense $ 50.00

Advertising ( Deferred) 300.00

Advertising 300.00

Office Supplies ( Deferred) 200.00

Office Supplies 200.00

Prepaid or Deferred Income:

Rent Income $ 50.00

Prepaid Rent Income $ 50.00

General Procedure in Making Adjusting Entries The
general procedure in making and posting the foregoing ad-

justing entries is as follows

:

First, indicate the entries in the two adjustment columns

on the work sheet.

Second, make the entries in the journal from these two

columns in the work sheet.

Third, post the journal entries in the ledger.

Fourth, take a trial balance of the ledger after the postings

are completed to make certain that the ledger is in bal-

ance. This is the so-called adjusted trial balance.

When the adjusted trial balance shows that the ledger

containing the adjusting entries is in balance—the total debit

balances equaling the total credit balances—the ledger is com-

plete in all particulars and is now ready for summarization

or closing entries.

COST OF GOODS SOLD AT CLOSING

Why No Book Inventory Is Kept in Mercantile Concern—
Procedure in Arriving at Cost of Goods Sold—Variations

in Procedure

Recording Purchases and Sales During Year.—In the

merchandising establishment, whether retail or wholesale,

no record is kept of the cost of individual lots of goods sold,

and it is, therefore, impossible to determine the profit on
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each sale. When goods are purchased, the Merchandise Pur-

chases account is debited, and Accounts Payable is credited,

with their cost. When a sale is made, the entry is simply a

debit to Accounts Receivable and a credit to Sales for the

amount of the sale. Thus, no record is maintained of the

cost of the individual items of merchandise, but they are all

lumped together in the one account of Merchandise Pur-

chases. When they are sold, their withdrawal from stock

is again not given separate bookkeeping treatment by charg-

ing inventory with the amount of their cost but they are

entered at sales price.

The reason for this procedure is simply one of reducing

the amount of the bookkeeping work. To maintain a running

book inventory of the many varied lines of merchandise car-

ried in stock by the average merchandising business would

involve an expensive bookkeeping task which would hardly

be warranted, especially since it is not absolutely necessary.

For the ordinary mercantile concern, at the end of the year

when the books are closed, it suffices if the profit on sales

made during the year is ascertained in the aggregate or in

one lump sum. For this purpose it is necessary to first find

the aggregate cost of the goods sold.

Ascertaining Cost of Goods Sold—The procedure in

arriving at the cost of goods sold consists of the following

steps

:

1. Open an account entitled Cost of Goods Sold (or Cost

of Sales, or Trading).

2. Debit Cost of Goods Sold with the following:

(a) With the stock of goods on hand at the beginning of

the year, the amount of which was ascertained by taking a

physical inventory and carried unchanged throughout the

year in the Merchandise Inventory account. The full entry,

which closes out the Merchandise Inventory account, is as

follows

:
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Cost of Goods Sold $10,125.67

Merchandise Inventory $10,125.67

To transfer beginning inventory to Cost of

Goods Sold.

(b) With the balance of the Merchandise Purchases ac-

count, by means of the following entry

:

Cost of Goods Sold $47,897.42

Merchandise Purchases $47,897.42

To transfer purchases to Cost of Goods Sold.

(c) With the amount of the In-Freight and Cartage ac-

count by means of the following entry

:

Cost of Goods Sold $560.25

In-Freight and Cartage $560.25

To transfer balance of In-Freight and Cartage

to Cost of Goods Sold.

3. Credit Cost of Goods Sold with the following

:

(a) With the stock of goods on hand at the close of the

year, found by taking a physical inventory. The complete

entry is as follows

:

Merchandise Inventory $1 1,267.40

Cost of Goods Sold $11,267.40

To transfer final inventory to Cost of Goods
Sold.

(b) With the amount of the Returned Purchases account

by means of the following entry:

Returned Purchases $2,125.40

Cost of Goods Sold $2,125.40

To transfer balance of Returned Purchases to

Cost of Goods Sold.

(c) With the amount of Purchase Rebates and Allow-

ances account by means of the following entry

:

Purchase Rebates and Allowances $267.92

Cost of Goods Sold $267.92

To transfer balance of Purchase Rebates and

Allowances to Cost of Goods Sold.
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4. Post all the foregoing entries and find the balance of

the Cost of Goods Sold account, which will be on the debit

side of the account. This balance is the cost of all sales

made during the year.

The final step is to dispose of the Cost of Goods Sold ac-

count by closing it into Profit and Loss by means of the

following entry:

Profit and Loss $44,922.62

Cost of Goods Sold.

To close out.

$44,922.62

When the Cost of Goods Sold account is completely

posted, it will appear as follows

:

Cost of Goods Sold

19—
Dec.
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purpose by transferring to it the balances of the other ac-

counts with a resultant saving in a certain amount of book-

keeping labor. In that event the Merchandise Purchases ac-

count loses completely its original nature and is now in real-

ity a Cost of Goods Sold account, though it is not entitled

such.

MERCHANDISE INVENTORY ACCOUNT—
AT CLOSING

The Beginning and Closing Inventory—Closing Inventory

Accounts and Purchases into Cost of Goods Sold—Balance

of Cost of Goods Sold Account

Beginning and Closing Inventories.—Most concerns en-

gaged in merchandising business will have two inventories

on the books at the time of closing. One of these, which is

really a subdivision of the Purchases account, represents the

inventory at the beginning, that is, the stock left over from

the previous period. In preparing the profit and loss state-

ment, this amount is added to the purchases to determine the

amount of material that was available for sale during the

period. A second inventory is known as the final inventory

or closing inventory. This represents the amount on hand

at the end of the fiscal period, that is, the date on which the

books are closed. It is necessary to ascertain the final inven-

tory, because when subtracted from the total available for

sale during the fiscal period, it gives the cost of goods sold

during the same period. Since the inventory at the begin-

ning, the purchases made during the period, and the closing

inventory are involved in the cost of goods sold, these ac-

counts are closed into an account called Cost of Goods Sold.

The journal entries are:

Cost of Goods Sold $ 2,000.00

Inventory (Old) $ 2,000.00

To transfer the inventory at the beginning to

the Cost of Goods Sold.
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Cost of Goods Sold

Purchases

To close the Purchase Account into the Cost

of Goods Sold.

$10,000.00

Merchandise Inventory (New) $ 7,800.00

Cost of Goods Sold

To place new inventory on the books and show
its value in the Cost of Goods Sold account.

441

$10,000.00

$ 7,800.00

Merchandise Inventory Account at Closing.—When this

posting has been completed, the inventory in the beginning

has been closed out, the Purchases account has also been

closed and the new inventory is now on the books. The
balance in the Cost of Goods Sold account represents the

cost of merchandise during the period. The accounts will

appear as follows

:

Inventory

19—
Jan.

Dec.
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business is usually in receipt of income from other, miscel-

laneous sources. The chief of these is interest received on

loans of money, notes held, bonds, and even on customers'

accounts in certain instances. Other examples of miscella-

neous income are rent received from leased buildings and

royalties received from licenses to use patents, from leased

coal mines, oil fields, and the like.

Ordinary Method of Recording.—Income from such

sources accrues, that is to say, is earned before it is actually

paid. It is payable periodically, as quarterly, semi-annually,

or annually. Nevertheless, between the date of the last pay-

ment and the date of the next payment, income has accumu-

lated even though not paid. It is customary, however,

merely as a matter of bookkeeping convenience, to record the

income when payment is received, the entry then being, in

the case of interest, as follows

:

Cash $30.00

Interest Income $30.00

Quarterly interest received on loan of $2,000 at 6%
per annum to Thomas H. Jones.

Adjusting Entry at Closing.—When, however, the books

are closed and the date of closing does not coincide with the

dates of payment of these miscellaneous forms of income,

it is necessary to set up on the books the amounts that have

accrued or been earned to the date of closing, even though

they are not payable as yet, in order that the books may
make a complete showing of income earned during the period.

Assume, for example, that the quarterly dates for the pay-

ment of interest on the loan to Thomas H. Jones are Febru-

ary 15, May 15, August 15, and November 15. When the

books are closed on December 31, a month and half's interest

has accrued on the loan, amounting to $15, which, however,

will not be paid until the following February 15. The entry

to be made on December 31 is, therefore, as follows:
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Accrued Interest Receivable $15.00

Interest Income $15.00

Interest accrued to date on loan of $2,000 at 6% per

annum to Thomas H. Jones.

The Interest Income account is closed out to Profit and

Loss in the usual way, charging Interest Income and credit-

ing Profit and Loss. The Accrued Interest Receivable ac-

count is an asset account. It is in the nature of an account

receivable, representing a sum of money owed to the concern,

though its payment is not as yet due. Entries for accrued

interest, together with other similar items of income, consti-

tute one group of adjusting entries which the bookkeeper is

obliged to make preliminary to closing the books.

Post-Closing or Reversing Entries.—The adjusting entry

debiting Accrued Interest Receivable and crediting Interest

Income is made so as to show at the time of closing the true

financial condition of the business and the correct amount of

net profits. Immediately after this purpose has been served,

say January 1, the entry may be canceled by means of a so-

called post-closing or reversing entry

:

Interest Income $15.00

Accrued Interest Receivable $15.00

To reverse adjusting entry.

When the reversing entry is posted, the Accrued Interest

Receivable account will be closed out and will appear as

follows

:
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Interest Income

1935

Jan.

1936
Jan.

Reversal

To Profit & Loss

Reversal
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Dividends received on any stock investment do not accrue

when the books are closed, in the manner explained above,

since dividends are payable only when declared by the direc-

tors of the corporation which has issued the stock.

INTEREST AND OTHER ACCRUED EXPENSES-
ADJUSTING ENTRIES

Making Adjusting Entries and Closing into Profit and Loss—
Reversing Entry—Common Types of Accrued Expense Items

Nature of Accrued Expenses.—Certain business expenses

are incurred continuously or more or less so, but are paid

only periodically—as quarterly, semi-annually, or annually.

Between any two consecutive payment dates, these expenses

accumulate, that is to say, they "accrue" and thus create a

liability, in the nature of an account payable. A common
example of such expense is that for interest on money bor-

rowed. The amount of the interest expense keeps rising or

accruing from day to day until the maturity of the loan,

when it is paid, with the principal of the loan. If it is a

long-term loan and interest is paid periodically, the interest

accrues from one interest payment date to the next.

Entries for Interest Payment.—It would be possible to

debit Interest Expense and credit Accrued Interest Payable,

the liability account, with the amount of each day's accrual

;

and when payment of the interest is made, to debit Interest

Payable Accrued, thus closing it out, and to credit Cash.

Such procedure, however, would greatly increase the book-

keeping work and would serve no useful purpose. There-

fore, a short-cut method is used so as to eliminate unneces-

sary bookkeeping. Except when the books are closed, no

record is kept of the interest accruing between two successive

interest dates, entry being made at the next interest date,

when an instalment of interest is paid, as follows :
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Interest Expense $15.00

Cash $15.00
Quarterly interest at 6% per annum on $1,000 note,

dated August 15, 19- in favor of John H. Taylor.

Adjusting Entry for Accrued Interest Payable.—How-
ever, when the books are being closed, account must be taken

not only of every asset but of every liability as well, includ-

ing that for interest which has accrued since the last interest-

payment date and the payment of which is not due as yet.

Suppose quarterly interest on the $1,000 note referred to in

the journal entry given above was paid on November 15.

The next payment will, therefore, not be due until the fol-

lowing February 15. When the books are closed on Decem-
ber 31, interest for a month and a half, amounting to $7.50,

has accrued. This is a liability which must be taken up on

the books in order to show the actual financial condition of

the business and its actual earnings for the year. The fol-

lowing entry is therefore made :

Interest Expense $7.50

Accrued Interest Payable $7.50

Interest accrued since November 15, 19- at 6% per

annum on $1,000 note, dated August 15, 19- in favor

of John H. Taylor.

After this adjusting entry is posted to the Interest Ex-
pense account, it is closed out to Profit and Loss by the

following entry:

Profit and Loss $7.50
Interest Expense $7.50

To close out interest cost.

Reversing Entry After Closing.—As soon as the books

are closed, it is customary to cancel this entry, debiting In-

terest Expense and crediting Accrued Interest Payable, by
means of reversing entry, also called post-closfng entry, as

follows

:

Accrued Interest Payable $7.50
Interest Expense $7.50

To reverse entry for interest payable accrued.
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After this entry is posted, the Accrued Interest Payable

account is closed out and appears as follows

:

Accrued Interest Payable

1936
Jan.
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charges are commonly referred to as accrued expenses, and

give rise to one group of adjusting entries which it is neces-

sary to make when the books are closed. If rent is paid

monthly, but not in advance, and the date of payment does

not coincide with the date for the closing of the books, the

amount accrued since the previous payment must be set up

as a liability on the books by the following entry

:

Rent Expense $125.00

Accrued Rent Payable $125.00

Rent accrued since December 15, 19-.

Accrued Taxes.—Taxes are usually payable annually or

semi-annually, and the amount accrued since the previous

date of payment must be recorded by the following entry:

Taxes $585.00

Accrued Taxes $585.00

Taxes accrued since March 1, 19-.

Accrued Wages.—If wages are paid weekly on Wednes-

day, and the day on which the books are closed happens to

be Monday, the amount earned by the workmen since the

preceding Wednesday is a liability that must be recorded by

the following entry

:

Payroll $386.00

Payroll Accrued $386.00

Accrual of payroll since December 26, 19-

Accrued Salaries.—If the monthly salaries are paid on the

15th of each month, one-half of the monthly total has there-

fore accrued when the books are closed, to record which the

entry is as follows

:

Salaries $525.00

Salaries Accrued $525.00
Salaries accrued since December 15, 19-

Accrued Royalties.—If the concern pays royalties, the

payments are likely to be made in several instalments

throughout each year, and any accruals when the books are

closed will be recorded like accrued interest payable.
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PREPAID EXPENSE—ADJUSTING ENTRY
Recording Prepayment of Rent During Accounting Period—

Adjustment at Closing—Reversing in Post-Closing Entry

Prepaid Expense Defined.—Prepaid expense is an ex-

penditure of cash for a service which has not yet been ren-

dered. It is equivalent to an advance of money and is in

the nature of an account receivable, but differs from the

ordinary account receivable in that it is to be repaid not in

money but in a service of a stipulated kind and value. As
such, it is an asset, but it is one that decreases in value with

the rendering of the service.

A common example of prepaid expense is rent prepaid for

a certain period of time. Rent paid in advance at the begin-

ning of each month is an asset purchased with cash. It is

a claim to a future service—one month's occupancy of the

building. The asset is called Prepaid Rent. As the month

expires, the value of this asset diminishes in proportion, until

at the close of the month it is nil. With the repetition of

the prepayment of rent at the beginning of the following

month, the asset is again created, to be consumed again.

Entries for Prepayment of Rent.—If a continuous record

were to be kept of this asset, at the beginning of each month

as the prepayment was made. Prepaid Rent would be debited

and Cash would be credited with the amount of the rent. At

the close of each month, in order to record the annihilation

of the asset. Rent Expense would be debited and Prepaid

Rent would be credited with the amount of the monthly rent.

However, such exactness in bookkeeping would serve little

useful purpose and would simply cause unnecessary labor.

For that reason during the accounting or fiscal year, it is

customary, with each monthly payment, to make the entry:

Rent (Expense) $100.00

Cash $100.00

Payment of rent for August.
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In other words, the prepayment is treated as an expense

instead of an asset, as though it were not a prepayment, but

a payment made for each month at its close.

Adjusting Entry at Close.—At the end of the fiscal or

accounting period, however, when the books are closed, if

a portion of the month for which rent was prepaid remains

unexpired, there is an asset equal to a corresponding propor-

tion of the monthly rental, and the rent expense is corre-

spondingly less. This must be shown on the books if they

are to reflect correctly the condition of the business and its

profits for the year.

Assume that the monthly rental of $100 is prepaid on the

15th of each month and that the books are closed on Decem-

ber 31. The last rental payment before the closing was made,

therefore, on December 15. As only half of the rental

month has elapsed before the closing, only that proportion

of the rental prepayment should be charged to Rent Expense.

As the entire amount was so charged on December 15, in

accordance with the usual procedure, an adjustment is neces-

sary and this is effected by means of the following adjusting

entry

:

Rent Prepaid (asset account) $50.00

Rent (expense account) $50.00

To adjust Rent account for unexpired rental of

building and set up the asset.

After the adjusting entry is posted to Rent, its balance

amounts to 12 times the monthly rental charges of $100 each,

less the $50 credited to the account by way of adjustment,

which, however, is offset by a reversing debit of equal

amount made at the beginning of the year. (See below.)

The account is then closed out to Profit and Loss by means

of the following entry:

Profit and Loss $1,200.00

Rent $1,200.00

To close.
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Reversing Entry After Close.—After the books are

closed, and under date of January 1 of the following year,

it is customary to cancel the Prepaid Rent account by the

following reversing entry

:

Rent $50.00

Rent Prepaid $50.00

To reverse adjusting entry.

The account as so canceled and closed out will appear as

follows when posted

:

Prepaid Rent

1935
Dec. 31 Adjusting entry 50 00

1936
Jan. Reversal 50 00

The purpose of the reversing entry is simply a matter of

bookkeeping convenience. If it were not made as of Janu-

ary 1, it would have to be made at the end of the rental

month on January 15, in order to record the fact that the

service for the prepaid rent was fully received. The revers-

ing entry simply anticipates by a half-month the making of

the entry, and the possible risk of overlooking it is avoided

if it is made immediately after the books are closed.

After the reversing entry is posted to Rent, that account

appears as follows, showing all entries made in the course of

the year

:

Rent

1935
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Prepaid Rent represents one of a group of similar adjust-

ing entries which have to be made preliminary to the closing

of the books in order that all assets resulting from prepay-

ment of expenses may be set up and that charges for those

expenses may be adjusted and correctly recorded.

UNEXPIRED INSURANCE—ADJUSTING ENTRY
Entries When Prepaid Insurance Is Carried as an Asset—When

Treated as an Expense—Adjusting and Reversing Entries

Unexpired Insurance as a Prepaid Expense.—Unexpired

or prepaid insurance differs from the usual prepaid expense

because insurance is paid in advance for a longer period

—

one, two, three or five years. All prepaid expenses are assets,

but, unlike the ordinary prepaid expenses which are treated

as expense for convenience of bookkeeping except at the

close of the accounting period, unexpired insurance is usually

treated throughout as an asset. A special reason for this is

the fact that if the insured were to cancel the policy, there

would be a refund on a short-term basis. This would not

be true of such an item as prepaid rent. However, as the

policy expires from month to month, an expense has been

created, which must be charged to Insurance Expense.

It is, therefore, better procedure to set up the asset ac-

count called Prepaid Insurance or Unexpired Insurance to

record the payment of a premium and thereafter, at the end

of each month or year when the books are closed, to charge

off part of this asset to an account called Insurance Expense.

In this way it avoids the necessity of making reversing en-

tries at each closing and at all times the amount expended for

insurance appears on the books as an asset. If, however, for

the sake of consistency it is desired to treat the insurance

expense in the same manner as the other prepaid expenses,

the total amount paid is recorded as an expense and at the end

of each period the unexpired portion is set up as an asset.
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Adjusting Entries at the Closing—First Method.—
Under the first method, the entries for the insurance when
purchased and at the time of closing of the books are illus-

trated below. Assume that a three-year premium of $270 is

paid on January 1. When the premium is paid, the entry

is as follows, being, however, made in the cash disbursements

journal or check register

:

Unexpired Insurance $270.00

Cash $270.00
Premium on fire insurance policy of $25,000 for

three years.

When the books are closed on December 31 following,

one-third of the policy has expired. The actual expense in-

curred to date on account of insurance is, therefore, one-third

of the premium paid, that is, $90. The remaining $180 con-

stitutes the remaining asset of Unexpired Insurance. To re-

cord this fact, the following entry is made preparatory to

closing the books

:

Insurance Expense $90.00

Unexpired Insurance $90.00

To record the amount of insurance expired.

At this point, the Insurance Expense account will be closed

into the Profit and Loss account by the following entry

:

$90.00

$90.00

No reversal entry is necessary under this method of re-

cording prepaid insurance.

The two insurance accounts when posted appear thus

:

Profit and Loss
Insurance Expense

Insurance Expense

19—
Dec.
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Unexpired Insurance

19—
Jan. 1 Fire

19-

270 00 Dec. 31 Expired insurance 90 00

Second Method of Making Adjusting Entries.—Under

the second method, the following entries are made. Upon
the payment of premium, the entry is as follows, being made
in the cash disbursement book or check register

:

Insurance Expense
Cash

Premium on fire insurance policy of $25,000 for

three years.

$270.00

$270.00

When the books are closed on December 31, an adjusting

entry is necessary preparatory to closing as follows

:

Unexpired Insurance $180.00

Insurance Expense $180.00

To set up Unexpired Insurance as an asset.

At this point, the two accounts when posted appear as

follows

:

Insurance Expense

19—
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Immediately after closing the books under this method

and under date of January 1, the following entry is made to

reverse the adjustment.

Insurance Expense
Unexpired Insurance

$180.00

$180.00

The reasons for this reversing entry or, as it is sometimes

called, post-closing entry, are the same as in the case of any

prepaid expense such as prepaid rent.

When the reversing entry is posted, the two accounts in-

volved appear as follows:

Insurance Expense

19—
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paid rent (see page 449) . When the advances are made, they

are considered to be expenses, and the entry is as follows

:

Traveling Expenses $150.00

Cash $150.00

Traveling expenses of J. B. Jones for May.

Adjustment at Closing.—At the date of the closing of the

books, however, an inventory is made of the amount of un-

expended funds in the hands of the traveling salesmen. This

amount of cash is an asset, a part of the general cash fund,

and as it has been previously charged to Traveling Expense,

the following adjusting entry is necessary to cancel the charge

and include the amount in the Cash account

:

Cash $55.00

Traveling Expenses $55.00

To transfer unexpended traveling salesmen's funds

to Cash.

As thus adjusted, the Traveling Expenses account is

closed out to Profit and Loss by the following entry

:

Profit and Loss $95.00

Traveling Expenses $95.00

To close.

Reversing Entry.—Immediately after the closing, under

date of the first day of the next fiscal period, the adjusting

entry, debiting Cash and crediting Traveling Expenses, is

reversed by the following entry

:

Traveling Expenses $55.00

Cash $55.00

To reverse adjusting entry.

The purpose of this entry is to restore the two accounts to

their status before the adjusting entry, so that the regular

bookkeeping procedure may be resumed of simply debiting

Traveling Expenses and crediting Cash with each advance

as it is made to salesmen.
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ADJUSTING ENTRY FOR DEFERRED CHARGES
CARRIED FOR SEVERAL YEARS

Periodical Writing Down of Deferred Charges—Expense of

Advertising Campaign as an Illustration—Deferred Charges in

the Balance Sheet

Deferred Charge Set Up as an Asset.—Deferred charge

or expense is but another name for prepaid expense (see page

449). It refers to an expenditure made for a service that

is to be received in the future, and is therefore not an expense

as yet but an asset. It will become an expense as the service

is received. It is thus a postponed or deferred charge or

expense, or, as it is sometimes referred to, a deferred debit.

The benefits of some prepaid expenses or deferred charges

are received in full in a year or less. Such deferred charges

are treated as expenses except when the books are closed (see

page 449). In the case of other deferred charges, the bene-

fits are expected to be enjoyed for a number of years, and

the total charge is set up as an asset and written off annually

in instalments. Thus, an extensive advertising campaign

may be taken as calculated to yield benefits for three years

and its cost will therefore be set up as an asset by the follow-

ing entry

:

Deferred Charge to Advertising $600.00

Cash $600.00

Cost of advertising campaign carried as a deferred

charge.

At the end of each of the three years, preliminary to the

closing of the books, the following adjusting entry will be

made in order to indicate the amount of service received, or

expense incurred, which in each case is one-third of the

original cost

:

Advertising Expense $200.00

Deferred Charge to Advertising $200.00

To charge off one-third of the deferred expense of

advertising campaign amounting to $600.
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The Advertising Expense account may also contain in each

year other current charges for advertising. The account

will be closed out to Profit and Loss by the following entry

:

Profit and Loss $385.65

Advertising Expense $385.65

To close.

At the end of the third year, the cost of the advertising

campaign will be completely charged off and the account,

Deferred Charge to Advertising, will be closed out.

Deferred Charges on the Balance Sheet.—On the bal-

ance sheet, sometimes all the deferred charge accounts are

lumped together into one item entitled "Deferred Charges,"

since they are usually for comparatively small amounts.

PREPAID INCOME—ADJUSTING ENTRIES

Usual Procedure in Recording—Adjustment at Closing—
Reversing or Post-Closing Entry

Prepaid Income Defined.—Prepaid income is income re-

ceived for services which have not been rendered as yet.

The service is paid for in advance of its receipt. A common
example of such income is monthly rent received in advance.

Until the tenant has had the enjoyment of the occupancy of

the building for the month, the prepayment of the rental is

in the nature of an advance made by him which is to be re-

paid, not in cash, but by permitting him the use of the build-

ing rented. Prepaid income to the landlord Is prepaid ex-

pense to the tenant, and whereas the landlord will record

the amount prepaid as a liability, it represents an asset on

the books of the tenant. (See "Prepaid Expense.") Other

examples of prepaid income are insurance premiums received

in advance by insurance companies and royalties received in

advance by owners of patents. Other designations for pre-

paid income are deferred income or deferred credits.
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Customary Procedure in Recording.—The obvious

method of recording the prepayment of rent received by the

landlord on the first of each month is to debit Cash and

credit Prepaid Rent Income, a liability account, and at the

close of the month to debit Prepaid Rent Income and credit

Rent Income. However, as frequently happens in bookkeep-

ing, a short-cut method is used instead. In place of mak-

ing one entry at the beginning of the month and another at

the end, only one entry is made at the beginning of the

month, as follows

:

Cash $100.00

Rent Income $100.00

Monthly rental received.

By this procedure, the fact that the rental is prepaid and

gives rise to a liability is ignored. It is treated as earned in-

come from the very outset. This method of recording pro-

duces the same result as two entries described in the preceding

paragraph.

Adjusting Entry at Closing—When, however, the books

are being closed, consideration must be given to the fact that

the rental was prepaid and may therefore represent in part

a liability. Suppose the monthly rental of $100 is paid on

the first of each month and the books are closed as of Sep-

tember 15. On the closing date, half of the rental received

still remains prepaid, or unearned, and therefore $50 of the

$100 payment credited to Rent Income on September 1 must

be set up as a liability called Prepaid Rent Income.

The journal entry to make the adjustment by this method
is as follows

:

Rent Income $50.00
Prepaid Rent Income $50.00

To transfer unearned rent to a deferred credit

account.
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The Rent Income account as thus adjusted is closed out

to Profit and Loss by the following entry

:

Rent Income $1,200.00

Profit and Loss $1,200.00

To close.

Reversing Entry After Closing—After the books are

closed and under date of September 16, the following entry

is made reversing the adjusting entry

:

Prepaid Rent Income
Rent Income

To reverse the adjusting entry.

$50.00

$50.00

The purpose of this reversing or post-closing entry is

simply by way of returning at once to the short-cut method

of recording prepaid income. This reversing entry merely

anticipates a similar entry which otherwise would have to be

made at the close of the month when the total amount of the

monthly rental was earned.

When the reversing entry is posted, the Prepaid Rent

Income will be closed out and will appear as follows

:

Prepaid Rent Income

1936
Sept. 16 Reversal

1936
50 00 Sept. 15 Deferred 50 00

At the same time, the Rent Income account will appear as

follows

:

Rent Income

1936
Sept.
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STEPS TAKEN IN CLOSING BOOKS

Reasons for Closing Books—When Books Are Closed—Suc-

cessive Steps by Which Closing Is Effected

When Books Are Closed.—Books of account are closed

in order to ascertain, first, the financial condition of the busi-

ness, which will be shown in the balance sheet, and secondly,

the results of the year, that is, the profit made or loss sus-

tained, which will be shown in the profit and loss statement.

The books are closed at the end of each fiscal accounting year,

which may or may not correspond to the calendar year.

Most businesses close their books as of December 31 of each

year, but many close them as of some quarter-yearly date, as

March 31, June 30, or September 30. Moreover, the closing

may be more often than once a year.

General Procedure in Closing.—The procedure to close

the books consists of the following steps

:

1. Take a preliminary trial balance of the general ledger.

This is the usual monthly trial balance (see page

419).

2. Prepare, enter, and post the necessary adjusting entries,

using the work sheet for this purpose (see page 462).

(For a list of accounts that ordinarily must be ad-

justed upon the closing of the books, see page 434.)

3. Take an inventory of the stock of merchandise on hand

at the close of the period, and find the cost of sales

made during the year (see page 436)

.

4. Make the closing entries by transferring all expense and

income accounts, or the so-called nominal accounts,

to the Profit and Loss account (see page 466).

5. Transfer the balance in the Profit and Loss account to

Proprietor's Capital account in the case of a business

owned by a single person (see page 467) ; or to the

partners' Capital accounts, in the case of a partnership
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(see page 470) ; or to the Surplus account in the case

of a corporation (see page 469).

6. Transfer the balance in the single proprietor's Drawing

account to his Capital account (see page 470) ; or in

the case of a partnership, transfer the balance in the

Drawing account of each partner to his respective

Capital account (see page 470).

7. Rule off all nominal accounts, which are balanced and

closed into Profit and Loss (see page 470).

8. Rule such balance sheet accounts as desired and bring

down the balances ( see page 470)

.

9. Reverse such adjusting entries as require reversal.

(Treated under various adjusting entries.)

10. Take a post-closing trial balance of the general ledger

(see page 474).

11. Prepare balance sheet and profit and loss statement from

the work sheet (see pages 475 and 481).

THE WORK SHEET AT CLOSING

Eight, Ten, and Twelve-Column Work Sheet—Detailed Prh

cedure in Preparation—Relation of Work Sheet to Books of

Account

Function of the Work Sheet.—The work sheet is a "tool"

commonly employed by the bookkeeper to facilitate his work

in closing the books. It serves two main purposes :

First, to indicate the adjustments to be made in the ledger

accounts preliminary to closing the books and insure

their correctness before they are formally entered in the

journal. The work sheet is the basis for these entries.

Second, to control the work incident to drawing up the

final statements—the balance sheet and profit and loss

statement. These statements are, in common practice,

prepared directly from the work sheet and not from the

ledger, simply because of the greater convenience and

assurance of accuracy.
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The preparation of the work sheet represents, therefore,

the first step in the whole closing process.

General Form and Columnar Arrangement.—An illus-

trative work sheet is shown on the preceding page. The work

sheet is prepared on "analysis" paper ruled to provide columns

for the following

:

1. Account titles

2. Trial balance items

3. Adjustment items

4. Adjusted trial balance

5. Profit and loss items

6. Balance sheet items

The work sheet is not a part of the formal accounting

record. It is more in the nature of a schedule supporting the

adjusting entries and the financial statements. As it is a

"work sheet" and not a final record, in which erasures may

be made and corrections effected, it is common practice to

insert figures in pencil.

After the adjustments have been entered in the journal

from the work sheet and the financial statements have been

prepared, the work sheet should be filed away in a separate

folder marked "Closing Work Sheets" or "Work Sheets with

Adjusting Entries," or some similar designation, for future

reference should the occasion for it arise. In the work sheet

shown on the preceding page, provision is made for ten

amount columns, and it is called a ten-column work sheet.

When the adjusting entries are not numerous, the two col-

umns for the adjusted trial balance may be omitted, in which

case the work sheet is an eight-column work sheet. On the

other hand, in a manufacturing concern it is generally advis-

able to show the costs of manufacture in separate columns,

and when that is done the work sheet will have twelve col-

umns.
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Routine Procedure in Preparing Work Sheet The
steps to be taken in preparing the work sheet are given below.

Heading

:

(a) Name of business.

(b) Name of statement, that is, Ten-Column Work Sheet.
(c) Date of statement, that is, January 31, 19-

Account Name column

:

(d) List the ledger accounts comprising the trial balance.

Preliminary Trial Balance columns

:

(e) In the debit and credit columns, list the items com-
prising the preliminary trial balance.

(f) Foot the columns independently to make certain that

the debits equal the credits and that no errors have
been made in copying.

Adjustment columns

:

(g) Post the adjusting entries into these columns. List
additional accounts as needed.

(h) Place before each debit and credit the number of the

adjusting journal entry supporting it. This faciH-

tates reference to the journal entries if necessary to

trace an error or ascertain additional information.
(i) Foot the columns to make certain the debits equal the

credits.

Adjusted Trial Balance columns :

( j ) Each trial balance figure adjusted by the related debits

and credits in the adjustment columns is extended
into the adjusted trial balance columns. The pro-

cedure is illustrated by Insurance. The debit of

$108 less the credit of $105 equals a debit of $3
which is recorded on the same line under the Ad-
justed Trial Balance.

(k) Foot the columns to make certain that the debits equal

the credits.
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Closing inventory:

Record as a debit in Balance Sheet section and a credit in

Profit and Loss section.

Profit and Loss columns ; Balance Sheet columns

:

(1) The debits and credits appearing in the Adjusted Trial

Balance columns are sorted. Those which will ap-

pear in the balance sheet are listed in the debit and

credit columns headed Balance Sheet; those which

will appear in the profit and loss statement are

listed in the debit and credit columns headed Profit

and Loss.

(m) Show sub-totals for the four columns.

(n) Ascertain and record the balancing figures in the

Profit and Loss section and in the Balance Sheet

section. The two are identical if the clerical work

is correct.

(o) Foot the four columns to make certain that the debits

equal the credits.

MAKING THE CLOSING ENTRIES

Closing Entries Grouped to Represent Successive Steps in Clos-

ing—Closing of Income and Expense Accounts into Profit and

Loss—Profit and Loss into Capital Account

The Several Steps in Making the Closing Entries.—The
closing entries can be made only after the necessary changes

and corrections have been made in the ledger accounts by

means of the adjusting entries. The closing entries may be

divided into three groups representing successive steps at

this particular stage of the general process of closing the

books

:

First, entries by which certain accounts representing deduc-

tions from sales, such as Sales Returns and Allowances,

are transferred to Sales, so as to arrive at the net amount
of sales for the period.
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Second, the entries by which the balances of all revenue

and income accounts are transferred to the credit side

of the Profit and Loss account and the balances of all

cost and expense accounts are transferred to the debit

side of the Profit and Loss account.

Third, the entry or entries by which the balance of the

Profit and Loss account (a profit if a credit balance and

a loss if a debit balance) is transferred to the Surplus

account in the case of a corporation, or to the Capital

account in the case of an individually owned business,

or to the Capital accounts of the partners, in the case of

a partnership.

Arriving at Net Sales Figure.—Several entries may be

included in the first group, made in transferring the bal-

ances of accounts representing deductions from sales, to

the Sales account in order to arrive at the net sales. But in

many businesses there may be only one entry, which is as

follows

:

Sales $1,850.00

Sales Returns and Allowances $1,850.00

To close Sales Returns and Allowances into

Sales.

Closing Income and Expense Accounts into Profit and

Loss.—The second group of entries, representing the second

step in the summarization of accounts at closing, consists of

the following:

Sales $193,150.00

Profit and Loss $193,150.00

To close Sales into Profit and Loss.

Profit and Loss $134,450.00

Cost of Goods Sold $134,450.00

To close Cost of Goods Sold into Profit and
Loss.

(See discussion, page 436.)
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Profit and Loss $25,225.00

Salesmen's Salaries $13,675.00

Selling Supplies and Expense 1,400.00

Advertising 4,500.00

Out-Freight 400.00

Delivery Expense 3,300.00

Depreciatipn 1,950.00

Store Furniture and Fixtures $1,200.00

Delivery Equipment 750.00

To close selling expense accounts into Profit

and Loss.

Profit and Loss $18,560.00

Office Salaries $ 5,100.00

Office Expense 4,500.00

General Expense 2,000.00

Printing and Stationery 600.00

Taxes 3,180.00

Insurance 1,500.00

Depreciation 1,680.00

Office Furniture and Fixtures. $ 280.00

Building 1,400.00

To close general administrative expense ac-

counts into Profit and Loss.

Profit and Loss $ 2,367.88

Interest Cost $ 950.00

Sales Discount 850.00

Collection and Exchange 85.00

Bad Debts 482.88

To close financial expense accounts into Profit

and Loss.

Interest Income $ 1,650.00

Purchase Discount 1,300.00

Rentals Income 600.00

Profit and Loss $ 3,550.00

To close financial management income items

into Profit and Loss.

The following points should be noted in examining the

above series of entries

:

1. The various expense accounts are classified into sev-

eral groups—selling, general administrative, and financial.

The accounts for miscellaneous income are also grouped as

financial management income.
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2. To save bookkeeping work, the total of expense ac-

counts in each group are summarized. There is then only

one debit to the Profit and Loss for the total instead of in-

dividual debits for the balances of each account in the group.

The balances of the miscellaneous income accounts are like-

wise summarized, and only one credit for the total is made

to the Profit and Loss account instead of an individual credit

for each account.

In small concerns, however, where expenses and income

are not classified in much detail, the individual items com-

posing the group totals above are often transferred directly

to the Profit and Loss account.

3. The order of the entries follows as much as possible

that of the corresponding items as they appear on the profit

and loss statement.

When the foregoing entries, constituting the second

group of closing entries, are posted. Profit and Loss account

will contain on the credit side the amounts of all revenue or

income accounts, and on the debit side the amounts of all

cost and expense accounts. The balance of the Profit and

Loss account, if a credit, will therefore represent a net profit;

and if a debit, will represent a net loss.

Closing Profit and Loss Account into Surplus or Capital

Accounts.—The final step in making the closing entries is to

transfer the balance of the Profit and Loss account to the

Surplus account in the case of a corporation, or to the Cap-

ital account in the case of a business owned by a single in-

dividual, or to the Capital accounts of the several partners

in the case of a partnership.

In the case of a corporation, the entry is as follows, the

balance of the Profit and Loss account in the above illustra-

tion being a credit

:

Profit and Loss $16,097.12

Surplus $16,097.12

To close Profit and Loss into Surplus.
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In the case of a single proprietorship, the final closing

entry is

:

Profit and Loss $14,447.12

T. R. Smart, Capital $14,447.12

To close Profit and Loss to Capital account.

In the case of a partnership, the final closing entry is as

follows

:

Profit and Loss $ 7,373.56

R. J. Taylor $ 3,686.78

T. M, Smart 3,686.78

To close Profit and Loss into Partners' Capital

accounts.

Closing Drawing Account of Single Proprietor or Draw-

ing Accounts of Partners into Capital Accounts.—When
the business is a single proprietorship or a partnership (not

a corporation), the second group of entries, closing income

and expense accounts into Profit and Loss, would contain

an entry or entries for closing the proprietor or partners'

Personal or Drawing accounts into the Capital accounts, as

for example

:

T. R. Smart, Capital $3,478.53

T. R. Smart, Personal $3,478.53

To close Personal account into Capital account.

Ruling Off Closed Accounts.—When the foregoing clos-

ing entries are posted to the ledger, the accounts that have

been closed into Sales and into Profit and Loss are balanced

and closed and should be double-ruled in the ordinary manner

of closed accounts. The Profit and Loss account having

been closed into the Surplus account, in the case of a corpor-

ation, will also be ruled, and will appear as set forth in form

following.

After the posting of these closing entries has been com-

pleted, the accounts that still remain open on the ledger are

those which represent assets, liabilities, and proprietorship.
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Profit and Loss

19—
Dec. Cost of Goods Sold

Selling Expenses
Administrative

Expenses
Financial Manage

Expenses
Surplus

134,450
25,225

18,560

2,367
16,097

196,700

19—
Dec. Sales

Financial Manage-
ment Income

Sub-Rentals
Income

193,150

2,950

600

196,70000

Profit and Loss Account in Ledger

Variations in Method of Closing—The method of mak-

ing closing entries as explained above is not one that may not

be departed from in any particular. As a matter of fact, it

can be varied in different ways though the final result will be

the same. For example, instead of closing the Sales Returns

and Allowances into Sales, the account may be closed directly

into Profit and Loss, but in that case there will be no account

on the ledger whose balance will represent the net sales, as the

Sales account does when all accounts representing deductions

from the gross sales amount are first closed into Sales. The
bookkeeper should strive to master one specific method of

making the closing entries. Thereafter, he will have no dif-

ficulty in making whatever variations in the method that may
seem desirable in view of the conditions under which he is

working.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

Approved Practice in Connection zvith Profit and Loss Account—
Subdivision of the Account into Several Sections

General Function of Profit and Loss Account.—The part

played by the Profit and Loss account in making the closing

entries is explained and illustrated in the discussion of those

entries on page 467. The account is a summarizing or clear-
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ing account, representing an intermediate step in effecting the

closing entries. Its main function is to show by its balance

the result of operations since the previous closing—the net

profit or net loss. These results are also shown in the profit

and loss statement. The cost and expense accounts, and the

sales and other income accounts might be closed directly into

the Surplus account of a corporation, instead of first into

Profit and Loss. There are, however, two objections to

such practice : First, there would be no one place on the ledger

where the net profit or net loss for the fiscal period would be

shown, and that profit or loss for the period could be ob-

tained only by making a calculation, finding the difference

between the balance of the Surplus account just before and

just after these closing entries. Second, it is desirable not

to overburden the Surplus account with numerous debits and

credits, many of which would not by themselves have any

special significance. The same objections hold to closing

out the income and expense accounts directly into the Capital

account of the single properietor. In a partnership, the

Profit and Loss account is necessary because the net profit or

loss must be determined before it can be distributed to the

Capital accounts of the several partners.

Good practice requires that the Profit and Loss account

should be confined to its function as purely a summarizing

account when making the closing entries. It should not be

used for current entry during the accounting period.

Subdividing the Profit and Loss Account.—If considered

desirable, the Profit and Loss account may be subdivided into

several sections, whose balances will show

:

Gross profit

Net selling profit

Net profit on operations

Net income to surplus, or the final net profit
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As thus subdivided, the form of the Profit and Loss ac-

count would be as shown in the illustration below on this

page. Note that it is subdivided into what are virtually four

accounts. Into the first, the Sales and the Cost of Goods

Sold are posted. It is then balanced to show the gross

profit of $58,700. The account is then ruled up at this point

and the balance is brought down on the credit side as indi-

cated. In the next section of the Profit and Loss account,

the entries closing the selling expense accounts are posted,

and the account is again balanced off to show the net selling

Profit and Loss

19—
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profit, or the profit of $33,475 after deduction of the selHng

expenses as well as the cost of goods sold. The regular

closing rulings are again inserted and the balance brought

down. In the third section, entries closing the administra-

tive expense accounts are posted. The account is again bal-

anced off to show a net profit on operations of $14,915, or

the net profit before the deduction of certain financial and

non-operating items and additions of miscellaneous income.

This balance is again brought down, and after the -entries for

the remaining expense and income accounts are posted and

the account balanced off, the amount of $16,097.12 is shown

as the final net profit figure. Such an account closing ap-

proximates closely the form of the profit and loss statement.

POST-CLOSING TRIAL BALANCE
Proving Ledger in Balance After Closing—Locating Errors

Disclosed by Post-Closing Trial Balance

After the closing and post-closing or reversing entries

have been posted and the ledger accounts balanced and closed,

a new trial balance of the general ledger should be taken to

make certain that the ledger is in balance, that is, that equal

debits and credits are carried forward to the next period.

This trial balance is referred to as the "post-closing" trial

balance. Since the closing process transfers all nominal ac-

counts to the Capital or Surplus account, the closing trial bal-

ance contains only real accounts—asset, liability, and pro-

prietorship accounts. The items on this trial balance should

correspond with those listed in the balance sheet section of

the work sheet. The drawing accounts and profit figures are

combined with the proprietorship accounts on the ledger in

the case of a single proprietorship or partnership, or with the

Surplus account in the case of a corporation. If the post-

closing trial balance discloses that the ledger is not in bal-

ance, the error or errors must lie in the work which followed
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the preparation of the work sheet. In attempting to locate

the error, therefore, it is necessary to trace the adjusting en-

tries made in the journal from the work sheet, and posted

from the journal to the ledger, and the closing and post-clos-

ing entries made directly in the journal and posted to the

ledger.

PREPARING THE BALANCE SHEET
Making Balance Sheet Understandable to Management—Ac-

count and Report Form of Balance Sheet—Grouping and

Arrangem,ent of Items

Balance Sheet Prepared from Work Sheet.—The bal-

ance sheet of a business is one of the two financial statements

prepared when the books of account are closed. It is re-

ferred to as Exhibit A by the public accountant. It is a

statement of the financial condition of the business at that

time, setting forth: (1) the assets, (2) the liabilities to cred-

itors, and (3) the total capital investment of the proprietor,

or of the partners, or of the stockholders in the case of a

corporation. The balance sheet is prepared from the last

two columns of the work sheet, which contain all the balance

sheet items. It is, therefore, the ledger summarized after

the books have been closed, with all adjusting and closing

entries posted. The last two columns of the working sheet

constitute, in fact, the balance sheet. However, before pre-

senting it on a separate sheet to the management or to any

other interested parties, such as the stockholders, or prospec-

tive lenders of money, or in the case of a large corporation,

the investing public, it is necessary to reduce it to a more un-

derstandable form by grouping together related items, cap-

tioning the several groups, and arranging them in a desirable

order.

Two General Forms of Balance Sheet The balance

sheet may be presented in two general forms. The follow-
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ing form (a) presents a balance sheet arranged in two col-

umns—the assets in the left-hand column and the capital and

liabilities in the right-hand column. This is known as the

account form of balance sheet. The other form of the bal-

ance sheet is shown in form (b). Here the entire balance

sheet is arranged in one column, the Assets section appearing

first, followed by the Capital and Liabilities section. This is

called the report form of balance sheet. The first form is

the one usually adopted.

Heading of the Balance Sheet.—The balance sheet should

be headed to show

:

1. The name of the business for which it is prepared, that

is to say, the name of the proprietor, partnership, or

corporation.

2. The character of the statement, namely—Balance Sheet.

3. The date as of which it is prepared, namely—the date

of the closing of the books. This date is essential

because the situation represented by the balance sheet

changes as soon as new transactions occur.

The balance sheet, in the heading, is often referred to by

other titles, as follows :

1. Financial Statement.

2. Statement of Condition

3. Statement of Resources and Liabilities

4. Statement of Assets and Liabilities

5. Statement

Arrangement of the Balance Sheet—Asset Side.—The

usual arrangement and grouping of the items of a balance

sheet is indicated in the account form on page 477. The

left or asset side is divided into three sections, captioned re-

spectively, Current Assets, Prepaid Expenses, and Fixed As-

sets. The Current Assets consist of cash and the assets

which will be converted into cash usually within a year in the
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A. Brown Exhibit A
Balance Sheet—January 31, 19-

ASSETS
Current Assets :

Cash

—

On deposit $ 6,584.14

Petty Cash Fund 50.00 $ 6,634.14

Receivables

—

Notes Receivable ($800 less dis-

counted notes $300) $ 500.00

Accrued Interest .67

Customers' Accounts 200.00

$ 700.67

Less—Reserve for Bad Debts .... 20.59 680.08

Merchandise Inventory 3,646.25

Total Current Assets $10,960.47

Prepaid Expenses :

Unexpired Insurance $ 105.00

Prepaid Interest 9.33 114.33

Fixed Assets :

Land $ 2,500.00

Auto Truck $ 700.00

Less—Reserve for Depreciation 15.00 685.00

Office Furniture and Fixtures $ 500.00

Less—Reserve for Depreciation... 10.00 490.00 3,675.00

Total Assets $14,749.80

Liabilities
Current Liabilities :

Notes Payable $ 1,000.00

Accounts Payable 2,735.00

Accrued Salaries 55.00

Accrued Interest 2.50

Accrued Taxes 10.00

Total Current Liabilities $ 3,802.50

Mortgage Payable (Due in five years) 1,000.00

Total Liabilities $ 4,802.50

Net Worth
Capital Account :

Balance at January 1, 19- $10,000.00

Add—Net Profit for January, Ex-
hibit B 247.30 $10,247.30

Less—Withdrawals 300.00

Balance at January 31, 19- 9,947.30

Total Liabilities and Capital $14,749.80

(b) Report Form of Balance Sheet
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ordinary course of business, namely, accounts and notes re-

ceivable, accrued income and merchandise. Prepaid Ex-

penses are grouped separately because they are peculiar ac-

counts, representing claims for future services, payment for

which has been made in advance. Sometimes, however, they

are included with Current Assets. The Fixed Assets section

comprises the assets which constitute the operating equip-

ment of the business. If there are other assets not falling

into these groups, they may be added under the caption of

"Other Assets."

Liability Side of Balance Sheet—There is also a three-

fold division of the items on the Capital and Liability side

of the balance sheet. The first group includes the Current

Liabilities, consisting of debts contracted usually for less than

a year. Fixed Liabilities, or the second section, is comprised

of liabilities running for upwards of a year. The third sec-

tion of this side of the balance sheet comprises the Net Worth
items of the business.

If the business is a partnership, the net worth section

may be presented in the following form

:

Net Worth

:

J. L. Taylor $5,670.00

T. M. Briggs 4.832.00 $10,502.00

In a corporation, the net worth section will consist of at

least two items. Capital Stock and Surplus, and may be pre-

sented in the following form

:

Net Worth

:

Capital Stock $10,000.00

Surplus 3,467.83 $13,467.83

It is frequently desirable to set forth in the balance sheet

the number of shares of stock issued and the par value of

each, or the fact that they are without par value. Also, if

there is more than one class of stock outstanding, there
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should be a separate Capital Stock item for each. These

data may be set forth in balance sheet in the following form :

Capital Stock

:

Preferred—Par Value $50.00

Authorized and issued—100 shares $ 5,000.00

Common—No Par Value

Authorized and issued—1,000 shares 10,000.00

Total Capital Stock $15,000.00

Surplus 6,832.97

Order of Item as Governed by Their Relative Liquidity.

—In mercantile and manufacturing businesses, the asset and

liability groups are ordinarily arranged in the order of their

liquidity, or their ease of being converted into cash, and the

same arrangement is followed for items within each group.

Thus with respect to current assets, cash—the most liquid as-

set—is placed first, then receivables, then inventory, and so

on. The arrangement of "from the most to the least liquid"

is preferable. Current assets and current liabilities are the

important factors in the balance sheet. Other arrangements

of the balance sheet items may be used when fixed assets con-

stitute the most important group, as in the case of railroads

and public utilities.

Details to be Observed in Preparation of Balance Sheet.

—In connection with the subject of balance sheet construc-

tion, note that the capitalization of certain words, the use of

group headings, the indentations under group headings, and

the arrangement of the columns aid materially in bringing

out the essential facts. The ideal is to set out important

facts and relationships so clearly that they will not be over-

looked even by the casual reader.

Other Terms Used in the Balance Sheet.—The cus-

tomary captions employed on the balance sheet are those

given in the preceding forms.
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Other captions sometimes used are

:

Floating Assets—as a synonym for Current Assets.

Capital Assets—as a synonym for Fixed Assets.

Floating Liabilities—as a synonym for Current Liabilities.

Capital Liabilities—as a synonym for Fixed Liabilities.

Deferred Charges—a broader term, covering more items

than might be included under "Prepaid Expenses."

Quick Assets or Liquid Assets—frequently used as a

synonym for Current Assets, though it should be limited

to cash and assets readily convertible into cash.

Resources—as a synonym for Assets.

PREPARING THE PROFIT AND LOSS
STATEMENT

Essentml Items in Statement—Account and Report Forms—
Various Designations of Statement—Supporting Schedules

Two Forms of Profit and Loss Statement The profit

and loss statement summarizes the results from operations

for an accounting period—the various items of revenue or

income, including sales, the various items of outgo, or cost

and expense, and the final net profit or loss for the period.

It is referred to as Exhibit B by the public accountant. The

statement is prepared at the time of the closing of the books

from the profit and loss columns of the work sheet. In

drawing up the statement, the items in these columns can be

combined and summarized to any degree desired.

In arrangement of the items, the profit and loss statement

may take either one of two forms. One is the account form,

in which items of income are listed on the right side of the

statement, and items of cost and expense on the left side of

the statement. In this form the statement is practically a

reproduction of the profit and loss account after the closing

entries are posted to it. This form, however, is seldom used.
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Exhibit B
A. Brown

Statement of Profit and Loss

Month Ended January 31, 19-

Pajrticulars Amount
Gross Sales $4,118.75

Less—Sales Returns and Allowances 281.25

Net Sales $3,837.50

Deduct—Cost of Goods Sold

:

Purchases $6,558.75

Less—Purchase Returns and Allowances.... 153.75

Net Purchases $6,405.00

Less—Inventory at January 31, 19- 3,646.25 2,758.75

Gross Profit on Sales $1,078.75

Deduct—Operating- Expenses :

Store and Office Salaries $ 380.50

Rent 150.00

Delivery Expense 104.15

Freight Inward 64.50

Sundry Expenses 49.00

Insurance Expense 3.00

Taxes 10.00

Depreciation 25.00

Bad Debts 20.59 806.74

Net Profit from Operations $ 272.01

Deduct—Financial Income & Expense (Net) :

Discount on Sales $ 26.00

Purchase Discount 13.90

Interest Earned 2.17

Interest Expense 4.78 24.71

Net Profit to Capital Account (Exhibit A) $ 247.30

Report Form of Profit and Loss Statement

Much more common is the report or narrative form of

the statement as illustrated in the above form. In this form

the statement brings out more clearly the following essential

points, that should be expressed in every profit and loss state-

ment:
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1. Net Sales—measuring the volume of business.

2. Gross Profit—representing the excess of the sale price

over Cost of Goods Sold.

3. Operating Expenses—being the cost of conducting the

business.

4. Net Profits from Operations—representing gross profit

minus operating expenses.

5. Any other income or expense.

6. Surplus Net Profits—being the amount remaining after

adjusting net profits from operations for any other

expenses or income.

Heading of the Statement of Profits The heading of

the statement of profits should set forth:

1. The name of the business for which the statement is

prepared.

2. The nature of the statement, that is, Statement of

Profits, Statement of Profit and Loss, etc.

3. The period covered by the statement, as month, quarter-

year, half-year, year ending as of a certain date, or

from one date to a following date.

In practice the statement is variously designated, the titles

more commonly employed being

:

1. Statement of Profit and Loss

2. Statement of Profits

3. Statement of Profits and Income

4. Income Account

5. Statement of Revenue and Expenses

6. Statement of Income and Expenses

Instead of the word "statement," the word "summary" is

occasionally used in these titles.

Supporting Schedules.—If the statement of profits covers

more than one page its essential points may easily be over-

looked. Consequently it is preferable to transfer the details
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under cost of sales or the details of the operating expenses

to separate schedules, if that is necessary to secure clearness

and precision. The statement will then represent a con-

densed statement of profit and loss, and the details will be

shown in the supporting schedules.

SPECIAL POINTS ON THE PREPARATION OF
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Points as to Form, Arrangement, Indentation, and Ridings—
Rides to be Observed in Preparation of Statements

Points to be Observed in Drawing Up Statements.—It is

difficult to state absolute rules for preparing financial state-

ments since many items may be treated in more than one way.

However, the bookkeeper will find that observing the points

of technique listed below will assist him in drafting state-

ments in acceptable form.

General

:

1

.

Do not abbreviate ordinarily. Financial statements are

formal documents,

2. Show no unexplained figures. The executive is not

necessarily a skilled accountant. So do not allow for

misunderstanding.

3. Start writing close to the margin line. Develop neat,

even margins.

4. Be consistent in the use of margins. Place the most

important items at the left-hand margin and indent

each subdivision uniformly two or more spaces. The

spaces should be of sufficient size to make the indenta-

tions well defined.

5. Underlining headings and important items makes them

stand out.

6. Do not crowd the items. Use enough paper to make an

attractive looking- statement.
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7. Do not split a statement between two sheets of paper.

If the statement is too large for one sheet, use con-

densed figures supported by detailed schedules on

separate sheets.

8. Number the exhibits and schedules and "tie them to-

gether." Schedules supporting the balance sheet are

numbered A-1, A-2, etc. Schedules supporting the

profit and loss statement are numbered B-1, B-2, etc.

Thus, the profits statement and the balance sheet may-

be "tied up" through cross-referencing the surplus

net profits item.

9. Draw double lines across the money columns below the

last figures on the statement.

10. Show dollar signs, at the head of column figures in the

statements.

11. Center the heading of each exhibit.

Balance Sheet:

12. Do not show "Balance Sheet for the Year Ending . . .
."

A balance sheet is as of a specific date, as for example,

"at December 31, 19-."

13. Where only one item appears in any division, caption

heading and total for that division are unnecessary.

Simply write the item in capital letters and extend its

amount to the total column.

14. Show "Total Current Assets" and "Total Current Lia-

bilities." This emphasizes the working capital amount
which is an important figure, especially if the balance

sheet is to be used for credit purposes.

15. Show the following accounts as deductions from their

related assets :

(a) Notes Receivable Discounted—deduction from

notes receivable.

(b) Reserve for Bad Debts—deduction from ac-

counts and notes receivable.

(c) Reserve for Depreciation—deduction from the

fixed assets.
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16. Analyze the net worth section thus

:

(a) Balance at beginning of period (specify date).

(b) Profits for period (make a reference to the profit

and loss statement).

(c) Drawings for period if a single proprietor or

partnership.

(d) Balance at close of period (specify date).

17. Put grand totals on account form balance sheets oppo-

site each other, i.e., on the same horizontal line.

Profit and Loss Statement

:

18. Do not show "Profit and Loss Statement—December
31." A profit and loss statement covers a period of

time and that period (month, quarter, half-year, year,

etc.) must be clearly indicated in statement heading.

19. Specify the dates of the inventory figures shown in the

profit and loss statement.

20. Use condensed figures for Cost of Goods Sold, Oper-

ating Expenses, etc. (supported by detailed schedules

on separate sheets of paper) only when necessary to

avoid cumbersome statements. In so far as possible,

information should be presented on one sheet.

Use of Term "Financial Statement."—Care is necessary

in the use of the term "financial statement," when used in

the plural or singular number. "Financial statements" com-

monly applies to both balance sheet and profit and loss state-

ment. The singular form, "financial statement," has usually

reference to the balance sheet alone, particularly when it is

used for purposes of obtaining credit or bank loans.

Filing of Financial Statements.—Some attention should

be given to the permanent filing of copies of both statements.

The number of copies that may have to be prepared will de-

pend upon the particular requirements of the general man-

agement. A larger number of copies will be needed in a

partnership than in a single proprietorship, as a copy will
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have to be prepared for each partner. Before the directors'

or the stockholders' meeting of a corporation, quite a number

of copies may be required. But copies of the statements pre-

pared at each closing of the books should be placed in a file

for the permanent use of the management. A flexible binder

serves this purpose very well.

ORGANIZATION OF THE OFFICE
Various Lines Along Which Organisation May he Effected—

Chart Illustrating Complete Organisation of a Large Office

The office organization of particular business establish-

ments varies greatly because of the size of the business and

the different character of the work performed in each. Thus,

the office of one business may be subdivided into the follow-

ing departments

:

1. An office service department which is responsible for

centralized correspondence, house service and mainte-

nance, stationery and records, telegraph, telephone,

mailing, employees' personal purchases, messengers,

photostating and blue-printing.

2. An accounting department in charge of the bookkeep-

ing, expense analysis, auditing of disbursements, bill-

ing and payroll.

3. A personnel department in charge of the employment

and general personnel activities.

Another company may have its office work organized on

the basis of the three major functions of the business: sales,

manufacturing, and financial.

A more complete analysis of the organization of the office

work may be secured by studying the illustration on the fol-

lowing page, which shows the present recognized detail and

control of the various activities carried on in a large office.

In a smaller organization, such a detailed set-up would not

be needed.
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FLOW OF WORK IN AN OFFICE

Simple Method of Correcting Faulty Office Organisation—Pur-

chase Order as Illustrating Flow of Work in an Office

Causes of Uneven Flow of Work.—The term "flow of

work" in an office refers to the passage of work through the

hands of the various operators. Thus, a sales order is han-

dled by several individuals in an office. The work per-

formed in connection with an order by each individual in

turn constitutes the flow of work as regards sales orders.

Uneven flow of work usually results in some of the employees

waiting for work while others are overloaded with work.

This will be due to faulty planning of office organization re-

sulting in uneven distribution of work. There may be too

much wasted time during the early hours in the morning, or

there may be unnecessary breaks in the passage of work from

one department to another resulting in less prompt attention

to orders, correspondence, and the like. Sometimes the cal-

endar causes an uneven flow of work. For example, Mon-
day may bring in a flood of work from all parts of the coun-

try, and Tuesday may show a dearth of such activity. The

half Saturday will usually be heavy at a time when workers

are interested in leaving early for the week end. A little

careful planning will usually help correct such situations.

One of the simplest methods of correcting faulty office or-

ganization is to make a floor plan of the office with the loca-

tion of the desks indicated on it. Lines are then drawn to

show the routes along which the office work will flow. If

the lines cross each other frequently, it may be necessary to

rearrange the desks, in order to eliminate this condition.

Illustrating the Flow of Work in an Office In most

offices, activities center around a few types of transactions

such as purchases, sales, cash receipts, cash payments, and

manufacturing. Each type of work will constitute a sep-
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arate flow of work. The following illustrates the flow of

work in connection with a purchase order

:

Flow of the Purchase Order

1. A purchase requisition may be made out by

:

(a) The purchasing agent.

(b) The credit manager and given to the purchasing agent.

(c) The head accountant who needs supplies.

2. The purchasing agent's department prepares a copy of the

purchasing requisition in duplicate

:

(a) The duplicate copy is filed numerically.

(b) The original is given to a clerk.

(c) The clerk using the information on the requisition

makes out the purchase order in quadruplicate

(using different colored paper for each copy, such

as : original white, duplicate yellow, triplicate pink,

quadruplicate blue)

.

(d) The original is sent to the vendor.

(e) The duplicate is attached to the original purchase

requisition and is filed alphabetically in the purchas-

ing agent's unfilled order file.

(f ) The triplicate is sent to the receiving clerk so that he

may know what material to expect.

(g) Quadruplicate is filed by the purchasing agent, nu-

merically.

The number of copies of the purchase order may vary from

two to six or more, depending upon the organization.

3. The receiving and shipping clerk files the triplicate copy of the

purchase order in his file. This is filed numerically.

(a) When the purchases are received, the receiving and

shipping clerk compares the goods received with the

copy of the purchase order. He may prepare a re-

ceiving report, or he may merely check off the items

on the triplicate copy of the purchase order. In
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either case, the O.K.'d copy of the purchase order

or a copy of the receiving report is sent to the pur-

chasing department to notify it that the goods have

been received.

4. The incoming invoice of the goods purchased is sent to the

purchasing department where a comparison is made with

the receiving report. If all the goods have been received

satisfactorily, the invoice is O.K.'d as to the quantity and

price of the materials. The invoice is then sent to the

accounting department.

5. The accounting department checks all extensions and totals on

the invoice. A voucher form is then prepared (see page

157) and entered in the voucher register. The unpaid

voucher and invoice are filed in an unpaid voucher file until

payment is made.

6. When the voucher check is signed and mailed to the creditor,

an entry is made in the check register and the purchase has

been completed and paid for.

FILING IN THE OFFICE

Filing Accounting Records—Check Files—Transfer of Files by

Continuous Method—Organisation of Executives' Private Files

The Purpose of Filing.—Filing is a procedure used in

business offices whereby business papers and accounting

books are stored in an orderly arrangement so that they may
be quickly found when needed, and may be properly safe-

guarded when not in use. The files consist of cabinets of

wood or steel, containing drawers with guide cards and

folders to facilitate the placing and finding of the stored

material. If the papers are placed on edge, the files are called

vertical files; if the papers are laid flat, the files are called

horizontal files. Correspondence which bulks heaviest of all

filed material is placed in one file, while business papers, ac-
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counting records, and documents are placed in special files.

The special files include such accounting records as accounts

receivable ledger cards, invoices of sales and purchases;

voucher check files ; loose-leaf accounting records, and exec-

utive records. ^

Use of Files for Bookkeeping Records—Every employee

in a business office uses the correspondence files. These are

usually centralized and placed in charge of a capable super-

visor. The accounting records must be kept in separate or

(a) Visible Index for Keeping a Record of Customers' Accounts
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(b) Special File Tray for Customers' Accounts

special files. One special file, for example, is the visible in-

dex shown in form (a), which is a traylike arrangement

used to keep a record of the accounts receivable prepared by

pen and ink. By the use of the colored metal tabs attached

to the cards, it is possible to indicate which accounts are

delinquent; it also provides a better system of follow-up.

Where the accounts receivable are prepared on a posting ma-

chine (see page 501), a special file tray is used, form (b).

This procedure permits easy withdrawal of the file from the

safe in the morning and its return to the safe at the close of

the day.
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Check files are usually of a special size—low but wide.

The checks are filed in numerical order, whereas the ledger

accounts receivable files are arranged alphabetically. De-

tailed information about filing methods can be secured from

manufacturers of filing equipment located in most large

cities.

A third important file for the bookkeeper's use is that of

the perpetual inventory. The perpetual inventories today

are kept either in books with loose-leaf sheets or on cards in

special files. Therefore, the perpetual inventory may be

kept in a visible index file arranged alphabetically, or in box

files, usually of the S^'x?'' size.

Transfer of Files.—Whenever the accumulated material

in the files becomes obsolete or too bulky, it is necessary to

transfer part of it to storage files. This is known as "trans-

ferring the files." Since the accounting records are neces-

sary for future reference both for the firm and for revenue

tax purposes, it is an important problem for the bookkeeper

to know how and when to transfer the records. Although

there are several methods of transferring records in general,

bookkeeping records are usually transferred by what is known

as the continuous method. By this method the files are never

completely cleaned out, but as fast as the material reaches a

certain age or becomes entirely obsolete, it is transferred to

the other files. Since the ledgef cards of customers, the

perpetual inventory, and other bookkeeping records are used

daily, the only system of transfer for accounting records is

by this continuous method. Thus, when a customer has not

made a purchase for a considerable period, his card is placed

in the inactive file ; also, when a ledger card becomes filled, it

is placed in the transfer file.

The Private File.—There is usually one executive in every

organization whose files are filled with confidential matters

and intimate details of the private transactions which it is
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necessary to keep from the employees and other unauthorized

persons. The arrangement within the cabinet of such a file

might be as follows

:

Code Number
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Each of the last eight items may be subdivided as in the

case of items 1, 2, and 3. The private file is of particular in-

terest to a bookkeeper because many of his records are kept

in such a file, including financial statements, minutes of direc-

tors and corporate meetings, credit details, and the like.

INCOMING AND OUTGOING MAIL

Handling Letters Containing Remittances—Handling Outgoing

Mail—Economies to be Effected in Mailing—Postal Information

An important phase of office work concerns the mailing of

letters, forms, reports, statements, and checks, as well as the

receipt of mail. To some extent this work concerns the book-

keeper, depending upon the size and organization of the office.

Handling Incoming Mail.—Mail comes either from the

post-office letter carrier, or the company messengers. It

is opened by hand or machine, depending on the volume.

Whether mail addressed to individuals should be opened de-

pends on the policy of the company. The majority of firms

have mail which is addressed to individuals, delivered di-

rectly to them unopened. All letters containing checks or

cash are either ( 1 ) put in a separate file for direct delivery,

or (2) put in one lot for the cashiers' department, or (3) the

money is detached and a notation made on the face of the

letter stating the amount enclosed. If this last method is

followed, a separate clerk must be employed to enter on a

special form, the remittance sheet, the name of the customer

from whom money has been received and the amount re-

ceived. The mail is sorted by departments, sections, and in

some cases according to individuals. Some companies make

a practice of time-stamping all the incoming mail as it is

sorted. After the mail has been sorted by departments, it is

then ready for delivery by messengers to the various depart-

ments.
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Handling Outgoing Mail.—The methods of handHng out-

going mail are: (a) messengers periodically collect outgoing

mail from outgoing letter trays or baskets on the desks in

the various departments; (b) upon receipt of outgoing mail

in the mailing room, it must be folded, inserted in envelopes,

sealed, and stamped. Particular care must be taken to be

sure that all enclosures which accompany the letter are ac-

tually inserted. Large mailing departments find it advan-

tageous to make use of folding, sealing, and stamping ma-

chines. Sealing and stamping machines may be obtained

which operate by hand or electricity as the volume of the

work may warrant. In recent years the so-called postage

meter machine, which prints a "postage paid" sjrmbol on the

envelope, has supplanted to a certain extent the stamping

machine which automatically placed actual stamps on the

letter.

Economies in Mailing.—In mailing as well as all other

office activities, it is necessary to keep the cost down to a

minimum. The following rules will be of assistance in keep-

ing down the mailing expense, which if care is not taken may
assume large proportions.

1. Eliminate from the mailing list the names of prospects

whose letters are returned by the post office as "not

found."

2. Have proper control over the issuance and the use of

stamps.

3. The use of a single office envelope for sending out each

day's mail from the head office to the district or

branch. By the use of the latter method all letters

going to a given branch office or salesman are held

in the mailing room till the end of the day when they

are forwarded in one envelope. Duplication of post-

age, as well as additional envelopes and effort are

thus saved.
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Postal Information.—Postal information may be secured

from regulations issued by the Post Office Department. Fol-

lowing are special points of such information

:

1. A money order is payable at office drawn on, and within

thirty days at any other office subject to a fee.

2. When the sender of a letter desires to recall it, he ad-

dresses a second envelope, the duplicate of the first, and

rushes with it to his postmaster, who will give him Form
1509 to fill in. The duplicate is required for identification.

The post-office gets in touch with the station to which the

first letter has been sent and with the carrier who would

naturally deliver it. Letters to distant points are wired or

even cabled for. The sender must pay for this, but for let-

ters stopped at the station of mailing, or within the city,

there is no charge.

3. There is now a way to get from the post-office the new
address of a person lost track of. A forwarding address,

hitherto held inviolate by the post-office, may now be had by

sending a letter "registered mail, return receipt showing ad-

dress where delivered." It costs 20 cents more than the

ordinary return—receipt registered mail—but many business

firms and individuals take advantage of this service.

4. A certificate of mailing for ordinary mail of any class

may be had at the local post-office for one cent. It shows

date and place of mailing, name and address of sender and

person addressed; and is useful as proof of mailing income

tax checks, legal notices, etc.

5. Many people have a mistaken idea that it helps the

post-office if they place the address on both sides of a pack-

age. As a matter of fact, it delays the transmission of the

package ; when the distributor sees an address but no stamp,

he sets aside the package to be held for postage-due exami-

nation.
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6. The post-office's greatest handicap is that people do not

mail their letters earlier in the day, business offices especially-

depositing a great flood of mail at five o'clock in the after-

noon or later. There is, in consequence, delay in the post-

office in forwarding mail, which in many cases means that a

letter goes on a later evening train than it should and does

not arrive at destination in time for delivery the next morn-

ing.

THE USE OF MACHINES IN OFFICE WORK
When a Machine May Replace Hand Work—Operation of Post-

ing Machines—Billing and Miscellaneous Machines

The use of machines in office work has increased so

greatly in the last few years that a knowledge of the kinds

of machines and the nature of the work is a prerequisite for

success in bookkeeping and other office work. The various

types of office machines and appliances are described on page

504.

When Office Machines Should be Used The use of

office machines is primarily a question of economy. If it is

cheaper to use human rather than machine effort, no ma-

chines are necessary. But with the large amount of routine

detail necessary in the offices of most large corporations, the

use of machines either supplants some employees already on

the staff or makes unnecessary the employment of additional

workers. Therefore, when an office manager or bookkeeper

is faced with the question, "What office machines shall I

purchase?" the simplest answer is, "That equipment whicTi

costs the least, and yet will satisfactorily do the job." How-
ever, there is another rule which is followed by most office

men today. It is expected that a machine will pay for itself

in one year ; at the latest in two years. That means that the

economies resulting from the use of the machine will equal

the cost of the machine in that time. For example, if the use
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of a billing machine will so increase the output of the billing

machine operator that it will be unnecessary to employ a sec-

ond billing clerk, then the cost of the machine should approx-

imate the salary which a second billing clerk would receive.

Accounting Machines—Posting Machines.—The ma-

chines with which the bookkeeper will probably come into

contact most frequently, exclusive of typewriter, are the post-

ing machines and billing machines. The posting machines

are in great use today in keeping customers' accounts. The
number of postings that an operator of such a machine can

make in an eight-hour day varies from 600 to 900. The
principles on which these machines operate is that of the Bos-

ton ledger (see page 270) and the horizontal adding and sub-

tracting machine. When the machine is tabulated into the

debit position, the amounts are added to the old balance in

the account; if in the credit column, it subtracts the amount

from the balance. The final result is printed in the balance

column. There are several methods of checking the ac-

curacy of the postings. Usually there is a tape attached to

the machine which lists the debits and the credits, so that

at the end of the day the bookkeeper merely totals this tape

and secures the total debits and credits which will agree with

the controlling account. The posting machine is, therefore,

an adaptation of the adding machine, with date columns and

explanation items added. Sometimes a typewriter is added

to the adding mechanism so that a more complete and varied

explanation may be written on the ledger card. By the use

of carbon paper, or a duplicate mechanical arrangement,

many firms find it expedient to prepare the monthly state-

ments simultaneous with the ledger card and at the same time

make an exact duplicate of the ledger account. The possi-

bilities of expanding the work of the posting machine are so

great that the manufacturers today are able to prepare a sales

journal and cash record on the same machine. The illustra-
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tion appearing on page 500 shows the entries made on the

customer's statement, ledger card and sales journal in one

operation on such a machine, the entry being a sale made to

J. D. Jones for $63.25. Likewise, the illustration shows the

entry on the statement, ledger card and cash receipts journal

when a payment is made.

Billing Machines.—The billing machine today is an im-

portant part of the office machine equipment. Many offices

still use the typewriter for the billing work. Others use spe-

cial billing machines. There are two types of these latter

machines. One is the flat bed machine and the other is the

cylinder platen type. Billing machines are used to prepare

bills, orders, bills of lading, and delivery slips. They are also

used to prepare combination records, such as orders and bills

and sales book entries. Sometimes a fanfold arrangement is

attached to the machine which permits the use of continuous

printed forms of bill heads with interleaved carbon paper.

This enables the operator to double the output at a slight ad-

ditional cost in material. The following form shows a com-

bination record of invoice and shipping order prepared in one

operation.

Miscellaneous Machines.—Other machines which are

common in the bookkeeper's work are cash registers and

coin-handling machines, addressing machines and time-

recording machines. The cash registers and coin-handling

machines are used in receiving cash for cash sales, in mak-

ing change, or in the preparation of payroll envelopes where

the employees are paid in cash. Addressing machines are used

to address envelopes and circulars by the use of metal name-

and-address plates. These plates are used over and over

again. As many as two thousand envelopes can be run

off within an hour by means of the addressing machine.

The use of this machine has, therefore, been adapted to book-

keeping work in the following instances : to print time tickets,
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the name and number of each employee being put on the name
plate; to print job-time tickets for the employees; machine

and tool repair records; stock ledger cards; addressing em-

ployee pay envelopes, etc.

Closely allied with the addressing machine is the time-

recording machine. There are several types on the market

—

one uses individual cards for each employee; another uses a

large sheet in the machine on which each employee is desig-

nated by number. The employees punch the cards or tape

when they arrive in the morning; when they leave at noon

for luncheon; when they return from luncheon; and when

they leave at the end of the day.

ACCOUNTING MACHINES

Classification of Accounting Machines—Descriptive Writing and

Printing Equipment—Punch Card Method of Tabulation

There is a great difference in efficiency among the various

accounting machines, some being better adapted for certain

purposes, and others for other purposes. In a great meas-

ure the success of applying accounting mechanical methods

will depend upon the proper selection and proper application

of a machine to a particular accounting condition. In such

selection and application, a knowledge of the fundamental

characteristics of the various types of machine accounting

equipment is essential.

Classification of Machines.—The following is a classifi-

cation of these accounting machines, based on their funda-

mental characteristics

:

1. Descriptive writing equipment

:

(a) Flat-writing platen and arithmetical features.

(b) Cylindrical-writing platen and arithmetical fea-

tures.
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2. Printing equipment

:

(a) Flat-printing platen and arithmetical features.

(b) Cylindrical-printing platen and arithmetical fea-

tures.

3. Tabulating and Recording Equipment

:

(a) Punch card method.

(b) Ticket method.

Descriptive Writing Equipment—This class of ma-

chines is applied to work of descriptive writing such as order

writing and billing. The two types of machines of this class

differ from each other in that the writing surface or platen

is flat in the one case and cylindrical in others. Each type

has its particular advantages for particular applications. By

means of these types of equipment it is possible to write me-

chanically on cut forms, bound books, and continuous-length

forms. The machines have also features making possible

vertical and horizontal adding and subtracting.

Printing Equipment.—Modern machines of this class are

electrically driven and are designed to meet conditions in ac-

counting and statistics that require various kinds of analysis

and distribution data in the process of posting a ledger. The

flat-printing platen type posts mechanically, balances ledger

accounts automatically, and prints all items in clear, legible

type, accumulating totals of all amounts posted. The cylin-

drical-printing platen type differs mechanically in that the

printing surface or place is cylindrical instead of flat.

Tabulating and Recording Equipment.—An analysis of

voluminous facts can readily be made from any desired view-

point with the aid of these electrically driven tabulating and

recording machines. They are adaptable to all kinds of

analysis or distribution work, such as sales analysis, payroll,

cost or expense distribution, purchase analysis, distribution

of remittances received, and so on.
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There are two distinctive types of this class of machines

—the punch card and ticket type. In the punch card method

of tabulation, the process consists of three steps :

1. Punching a card with circular holes, the meaning of

which depends entirely upon their position on the

card.

2. Sorting the punched cards according to the data perfora-

tions.

3. Summarizing the information thus sorted under any

desirable number of headings.

Machines of the ticket producing type automatically issue

tickets on all operations, on any class of applications, or

whenever desired. The ticket may be prepared with or

without stub, as the operator chooses. The information

printed on both parts of the ticket includes the date, serial

number, identifying numbers, symbols for the totals used, and

the amount. The ticket may be used as a voucher, pay ticket,

requisition, posting medium, for filing purposes, and in many

other ways.

SOURCES OF CREDIT INFORMATION
CONCERNING CUSTOMERS

Firm's Experience with Customer—Statements Submitted by

Customer—Salesmen as Source of Credit Information—Mer-

cantile Agencies

The bookkeeper's work is closely allied wath that of the

firm's credit man. Whenever sales or purchases are made,

the question of credit terms is involved. The importance of

bookkeeping and accounting records as a basis of credit grant-

ing makes it necessary for the bookkeeper to be familiar with

certain details of credit information.

Firm's Ledger Experience.—One valuable source of

credit information is found in the records of the customers'
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accounts. The bookkeeper can be of assistance to the credit

man and to the firm by noting irregular or delinquent pay-

ments, frequent complaints, and merchandise returns, which
are almost infallible indications of ultimate loss if the account

is continued without attempting to bring about some correc-

tion of the account.

Customer's Oral Statements—A source of information

concerning a credit risk is the customer himself. Personal

interviews are fruitful sources of such information. They
offer many advantages for an insight into the customer's

character and behavior. As a result of the interviews, the

credit man may or may not be satisfied with the customer's

oral statements made by the customer concerning his willing-

ness and ability to pay.

Customers' Written Statements.—It is proper to ask a

customer for a written statement of his financial affairs. As
credit extensions continue, statements should be obtained

from time to time and the customer should respond willingly

to such requests. Many concerns buying on credit volun-

tarily submit periodical financial statements. The statements

should be signed by the customers and should include over

the signature a declaration that the statement is made for

the specific purpose of obtaining credit. Such statements

have a definite legal standing in prosecution of the customer

for fraud.

Credit Man's Personal Experience with Customer

Another reliable source of information on credit risks is the

credit man's knowledge of individuals and their movements

from one concern to another, their fires and failures, or their

rise from obscurity to prominence. He should recall that a

certain individual, now incorporating a company, as the same

man who formerly failed under rather suspicious circum-

stances ; or that another individual who has organized a busi-
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ness is bringing to the new firm the highest type of personal

credit standing.

Salesmen as a Source of Credit Information.—Except in

retail lines, salesmen usually call on customers and meet them

personally. These salesmen are the only representatives of

concerns who see many of their customers. Moreover, they

meet them more or less frequently. Therefore, salesmen are

in a favorable position to become acquainted with the busi-

ness sagacity and local reputation of customers, and they are,

therefore, an important source of credit information.

However, salesmen do not necessarily make good credit

or collection men. The art of selling and the business of ex-

tending credit are dependent one on the other, but the train-

ing of salesmen does not emphasize primarily careful credit

granting and effecting collections quickly. Nevertheless,

many salesmen do gather useful credit information about cus-

tomers, and make collections.

Bank Reports.—The bank or banks in which the house has

deposits, or the bank given as a reference by a customer, or

any bank which the house may have reason to believe can

give the desired information, is often called upon for infor-

mation concerning a customer's credit risk.

Mercantile Agencies.—Of all external sources of credit

information, the mercantile agencies are the best known and

the most widely used. The foremost of these is Dun & Brad-

street, Inc. (see page following).

Domestic Interchange Bureaus.—The local associations

of credit men operate interchange bureaus. Most of these

bureaus collaborate with a central office conducted by the

National Association of Credit Men, forming a national in-

terchange credit system. The plan of the larger local asso-

ciations is that all members file with that association a record

of their experiences with each of their customers. The mem-
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bers are then supplied with a number of printed forms, one

of which is filled out when information is desired on a certain

risk. Upon receipt of this inquiry from a member, the asso-

ciation promptly mails an inquiry blank to all other members

having dealings with the customers. Replies to these in-

quires are in turn received by the association, are compiled,

and the result sent to the inquiring member. It is customary

also to mail a copy of the final report to each member reply-

ing to the inquiry first sent out.

Trade Credit Bureaus.—Many trade associations organize

sub-departments for the exchange of credit information. The
reports of these bureaus have the advantage of specialization

in a given industry and with a more or less limited class of

debtors.

MERCANTILE AGENCY—DUN & BRADSTREET,
INC.

Rating Book on Credit Standing of Concerns Covered—Rating

Symbols—Special Reports Furnished by Agency

Rating Book.—Dun & Bradstreet is the best known and

most often used of mercantile agencies which disseminate

credit information concerning business enterprises. Its or-

ganization consists of thousands of trained reporters, corre-

spondents, and attorneys located in every trading center. It

publishes a rating book for general reference regarding cap-

ital and credit standing of the concerns covered. The book

undergoes constant revision and is republished every two

months. It purports to list every manufacturer, jobber,

wholesaler, retailer, and bank, about 2,000,000 in number.

Because of the enormous number of listings, it is necessary

to condense the conclusions under two heads, and they are

represented by two symbols.

The first symbol used denotes the relative capital or size

of the business ; and the second indicates the general credit
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1

while its second rating of "2" would signify that its credit

standing was high. The table opposite shows the symbols

used by Dun & Bradstreet, Inc.

Special Reports.—In addition, Dun & Bradstreet, Inc.

furnish reports on the concerns under investigation, which

include

:

1. History of the past record of the concern or the prin-

cipals conducting the business.

2. Financial statements showing assets, liabilities, and net

worth. These statements are as of current and earlier

periods. The agency neither audits nor verifies the

statements obtained by it, but requires the signature

of the merchant.

3. Comments on general conditions indicated by the state-

ments.

4. Information as to character, habit, and business capac-

ity; and as to location, business outlook, etc. These

matters are reported as mere hearsay, but they should

not be disregarded unless actually known to be errone-

ous. Often they will be found to be trustworthy.

5. Information regarding opinions and experiences of

other creditors.

6. Fire record.

COLLECTION METHODS

Retaining Customer's Goodwill—^Several Steps Open to Collector

—Letters and Telegrams—Drafts—Collection Attorneys and

Agencies

The aim of the competent collection man of a business es-

tablishment is not only to collect but also to retain for his

house the goodwill of a good account. To that end he will

have as a background all the available credit information as

well as the ledger history of the account before he decides

upon the mode of handling it.
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In trying to collect from the account whose goodwill it is

important to retain, as well as from the one requiring more

drastic action, several steps are open to the collector.

1. Statements.—Usually the collection process is started

by mailing a statement. The first statement is merely a re-

minder, drawing attention to an oversight or to negligence.

This may be followed, if necessary, by other statements bear-

ing comments such as : "Please remit," "Kindly advise if you

do not find above amount correct."

2. Letters.—The first letter may be extremely mild and

be followed by others of varying degrees of forcefulness but

increasing progressively in insistence. Distinctiveness is es-

sential in a letter intended to be attention-compelling. This

may be realized by injecting personality into the letter, refer-

ring to items in connection with the specific transactions or

particular matters of interest to the debtor, and by a proper

follow-up course.

3. Telegrams.—The collection telegram suggesting ur-

gency has considerable psychological value. In using it, how-

ever, one must avoid liability for libel or extortion. The tele-

gram should not contain a threat of bankruptcy or criminal

prosecution.

4. Drafts.—When no satisfactory response is received to

collection letters or telegrams, the collector may try to force

the issue by drawing on the debtor. Such drafts may be de-

posited by the collector at his bank, which forwards to a

correspondent bank in the debtor's locality, or it may be sent

by the creditor direct to the debtor's bank, or to a bank in the

debtor's vicinity. Usefulness of the draft as a collection in-

strument is, however, limited. It usually makes the debtor

resentful, or he gives the collecting bank some plausible rea-

son for not paying.
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5. Collection Attorneys.—A claim should be placed

with an attorney only after careful consideration, since this

mode of collection involves expense and the probability of

losing the account. Attorneys who specialize in the collec-

tion of accounts and who are organized for this service usually

can serve to best advantage. Care must be exercised in the

selection of such attorneys, so as not to employ an incompe-

tent or unscrupulous attorney.

6. Collection Agencies.—The points to be considered

in connection with the attorney apply to the employment of

collection agencies for collecting accounts. The good collec-

tion agency promptly tries to collect amicably, and advises

suit only after the case has been carefully considered.

METHODS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT
ANALYSIS

Aim of Statement Analysis—Component Percentage Method—
Ratio Method—Trend Percentage Method

General Purpose of Financial Statement Analysis.—One

of the main purposes of accounting work is to prepare and

submit the final statements to the business management—the

balance sheet showing the financial condition of the company,

and the profit and loss statement showing the results of its

operations for a given period. In reading or in analyzing

and interpreting these financial statements, the purpose is

to discern the tendencies that are arising in that business,

whether for good or for evil. If such analysis discloses any

weaknesses or bad practices in operations, resulting in unduly

heavy costs, a remedy may be applied immediately to correct

the evil before the loss from it becomes irreparable. On the

other hand, if the analysis reveals opportunities for increas-

ing the profits or presenting a more favorable statement, these

may be followed up.
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Various Types of Analysis—All methods of financial

statement analysis are based on comparison, either between

items appearing on statements of the same date, or between

corresponding items of statements of different dates, but still

of the same company, or with statements of approximately

the same date, of other companies engaged in more or less the

same line of industry.

The following list includes the principal methods of analy-

sis, with a brief explanation of each.

1. Methods for showing relationship between figures of

the same date

:

(a) Component percentage method, which consists of re-

ducing each item of the balance sheet to a percentage of the

total assets or liabilities, and each item of the income state-

ment to a percentage of sales.

The following balance sheet illustrates this method

:

1934 1935 1936

Assets:
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(c) Ratio method, or calculating the ratios or relation-

ships between various items within the balance sheet or within

the income statement or between one item of the balance sheet

and one of the income statement. These are the familiar

financial and operating ratios. Analysis may consist of com-

paring the actual ratios with those of companies in the same

line of business or with standard ratios, established by aver-

aging on some reasonable basis the actual ratios for a number

of representative concerns in the same line of industry.

2. Methods of showing changes in the figures in the state-

ment from period to period

:

(a) Increase and decrease method, which presents a bal-

ance sheet or income statement in comparative form showing

the respective increases or decreases for the several items

either in amounts or percentages, or both.

The following balance sheet shows the amount increases

and decreases

:

Assets : 1935 1936 Increase Decrease

Cash $22,887.68 $11,077.81 $ $11,809.87

Receivables 53,252.57 55,697.47 2,444.90

Inventories 47,524.81 49,930.45 2,405.64

Fixed Assets 101,484.78 100,579.21 905.57

Other Assets 9,906.30 15,178.02 5,271.78

$235,056.14 $232,463.02 $10,122.32 $12,715.44

Liabilities and Net
Worth :

Current Liabilities . . $ 20,640.27 $ 16,469.89 $ $ 4,170.38

Net Worth 214,415.87 215,993.13 1,577.26

$235,056.14 $232,463.02 $ 1,577.26 $ 4,170.38

(b) Trend percentage method, as developed by Oilman in

"Analyzing Financial Statements," by which the trend of the

various items of the statements cover a period of years is in-

dicated by means of percentages calculated on the basis of the

items for the first year of the period taken, which is consid-
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ered to be 100%, Thus, an analysis of the trend of the in-

ventory item for four successive years may be represented as

100%, 108%, 125%, 95%, the items for the second, third,,

and fourth years being figured as percentages of the item for

the first year.

This method of analyzing statements is shown by the fol-

lowing balance sheet

:

Trend Trend
Assets: 1935 Per Cent 1936 Per Cent

Cash $22,887.68 100% $11,077.81 4«%
Receivables 53,252.57 100 55,697.47 105

Inventories 47,524.81 100 49,930.45 105

Fixed Assets 101,484.78 100 100,579.21 99

Other Assets 9,906.30 15,178.08

$235,056.14 $232,463.02

Liabilities and Net Worth :

Current LiabiHties $ 20,640.27 100% $ 16,469.89 80%
Net Worth 214,415.87 100 215,993.13 100

$235,056.14 $232,463.02

Sales $272,787.07 100 $239,313.42 88

FINANCIAL AND OPERATING RATIOS IN
STATEMENT ANALYSIS

Eight Important Ratios—"Acid Test" Ratio—Current Assets to

Current Liabilities—Turnovers

In analyzing and interpreting financial statements, the fol-

lowing eight ratios are most generally employed

:

1. Quick Assets divided hy Current Liabilities. Quick as-

sets consist of cash and receivables. This is known as the

"acid test" ratio, and is of value as a quick index of the debt-

paying capacity of the company. Many use a standard of 1

to 1 as a basis of comparison. While this is more or less

arbitrary, it has value only if used with discrimination.
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2. Current Assets divided by Current Liabilities. The
difference between this ratio and the "acid test" ratio is the

inclusion of inventory with cash and receivables. It is an im-

portant difference, however, because of the importance of the

inventory item in trading and manufacturing concerns. It

has been customary to apply the standard of 2 to 1 to this ratio.

Such a standard is, however, a very arbitrary one.

3. Sales divided by Receivables. This ratio is frequently

referred to as the turnover of receivables and measures the

comparative amount of capital invested in the receivables ac-

count and the relative efficiency with which collections are

made.

4. Sales divided by Inventory. This ratio is a useful in-

dex of merchandising efficiency—of the purchasing policy in

relation to the general sales program.

5. Sales divided by Net Worth. On the general theory

that sales volume should bear some logical relation to the size

of the company as indicated by the net worth, this ratio is

often used as one of the tests of insufficient sales.

6. Net Worth divided by Fixed Assets. This ratio is em-

ployed as one of the tests for overinvestment in fixed assets.

A tendency shown by the ratio to decline is an indication of

an increasing amount of the company's capital being locked

up in the property account.

7. Net Worth divided by Current Liabilities. This ratio

has value in diagnosing for insufficient capital. From a credit

viewpoint a customer with a large net worth and small cur-

rent liabilities is preferable to one with less net worth and

larger current liabilities.

8. Sales divided by Fixed Assets. This ratio has value in

diagnosing for insufficient sales, or conversely, overinvest-

ment in fixed assets. The larger the sales in comparison with

the fixed assets, the greater is the saving in the use of capital.
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTING SERVICES

Classification of Services of Public Auditor—Detailed Audit—
Test Audit—Other Services

Value o£ Knowledge of Public Accounting Services.—
Nowadays when there is an increasing demand for the serv-

ices of pubHc accountants by business houses, both large and

small, a knowledge of the general nature of those services is

a part of the equipment of every skilled bookkeeper. Such

knowledge will enable him to cooperate more effectively with

the public auditors and make the services of the latter more

valuable to his employers.

Classification of Public Accounting Services.—The

services rendered by outside auditors are various, but the

American Society of Certified Public Accountants and vari-

ous state societies have indorsed a classification, the principal

divisions of which are as follows

:

1. Examination of financial condition and detailed audit

of transactions for a period. Short title—^"Detailed

Audit."

2. Examination of financial condition and audit tests of

transactions for a period. Short title
—

"Test Audit."

3. Examination of financial condition and review of opera-

tions.

4. Examination of financial condition.

5. Audits of specific accounts.

6. Other services.

Public Auditing Services Explained.—The first two

types of services differ only in the degree of thoroughness

with which the transactions are verified. In the third and

fourth types, the auditor undertakes to substantiate the rep-

resentations made in respect to the organization under ex-

amination, with a view to determining that there is no over-

statement of net assets or of net profits, and that the net assets
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and net profits are at least as good as represented. Such serv-

ices are not designed to detect dishonesty or fraud or any un-

derstatement of assets which may have been concealed in the

operating accounts. The fifth division covers either a de-

tailed or test audit of some specific account or group of ac-

counts. The sixth division contains various activities which

are considered to fall within the field of the public accountant.

Among the services mentioned under this heading are tax

services, system installation services, budgetary services, opin-

ions on various questions submitted, and specific investiga-

tions.

AUDITING

List of Purposes Served by Audits—Internal and External

Auditing—Assisting Public Auditor in His Work

The Purposes of Audit.—Auditing is an analytical proc-

ess which aims to determine whether certain statements or

accounts correctly set forth the results of the business opera-

tions for a certain period, or the condition of a business at a

certain date. The extent to which such an analysis will be

made is determined by the conditions of the business.

Formerly, the primary purpose of an audit was only to de-

tect fraud or errors or to examine the books of a company

which was forced into bankruptcy. More recently, the audit

has become a recognized part of the business man's opera-

tions, which are looked upon much less suspiciously than for-

merly. The auditor's opinion is recognized as essential in the

determination of a business policy.

The purpose of audits may be listed as follows

:

1. To ascertain the financial condition and the earnings of

a business for the proprietor, partners, stockholders,

managers, directors, officers, or bankers and Investors

in the securities of the corporation.

2. To detect fraud or embezzlement.
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3. To detect errors.

4. To secure bank loans on the basis of a statement pre-

pared by a recognized authority disinterested in the

business.

5. To inform bondholders periodically that provisions of

a deed of trust securing the bonds have been met.

6. To inform partners that the provisions of the partner-

ship arrangement have been met.

7. To assist In the settlement of fire losses.

8. To form the basis of the reorganization of a business

concern.

9. To establish the true financial condition in bankrupt and

insolvent concerns.

10. To assure stockholders that the accounts presented by

the directors are correctly stated.

11. To establish a basis for the fixing of rates by public

utilities.

12. To assist in the preparation of all kinds of tax reports.

13. For the moral effect on employees.

Internal versus External Auditing.—Many large organi-

zations maintain an auditing staff whose function it is to audit

daily or continuously the accounting records. The internal

auditor's work does not eliminate the need of the public ac-

countant's work. It is merely a supplementary internal check

on such items as cash, securities, and accounts receivable.

Large organizations such as banks and brokerage houses find

that it is necessary to do this in order to safeguard their rec-

ords and property. A thorough and well-organized internal

auditing department greatly reduces and facilitates the work

of an outside auditing force.

Importance of Auditing to the Employees.—Many office

employees feel that the presence of an auditor is a reflection

upon their integrity. This is not at all the case. Both in-

ternal and external auditing are recognized activities of a
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business firm especially where the work is greatly subdivided.

If the bookkeeper has carefully done his work, there is no

concern for worry on the part of the employee. The work of

the auditing force is merely to give accurate information to

those interested and to protect the honest employee against

any suspicions or claims for fraud.

Assisting the Auditor in His Work.—Where an outside

auditor is called upon to perform the auditing work, it will be

necessary for him to come into more or less close contact with

the bookkeeping force. To facilitate the auditor in his work,

without too greatly sacrificing the working time of the book-

keeper, the latter should comply with some of the following

rules

:

1. Be sure that the books are in balance as of the date of

closing. Draw up a trial balance of the general ledger

with supporting schedules of accounts receivable and

accounts payable and any other subsidiary ledgers

that may be used.

2. Secure from the bank the latest statement of the bank

account. Prepare reconciliation of bank balance.

3. Make all necessary correction and adjusting entries and

secure the proper official authorization for each.

4. Promptly submit all books and records for the exami-

nation of the auditor when he and his assistants call

for them.

5. Answer all necessary questions relating to the books

quickly and briefly.

6. Do not linger or stand around watching the auditor's

work. Find something else to do in the office unless

called by the auditor to answer questions relating to

the books.

The bookkeeper should attempt to answer all questions re-

lating to the books. All other questions should be referred to

the proper executive.
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VERIFYING CURRENT ASSETS

Checking Cash—''Sighting the Notes"—Preparation of Schedule

of Accounts Receivable—Aging Accounts—Verifying Inven-

tories and Securities

It is often helpful to the bookkeeper in his work, to be

familiar with the essential routine of auditing or verifying

the various assets. The following procedure describes the

methods used in checking the most important current assets.

Verifying Cash.—The cash in the safe and in the petty

cash box is counted. A list is made of the various denomi-

nations of the bills, checks, and coins on hand. A certificate

or statement is secured from the bank which shows the bal-

ances per the bank records on the date of the audit and the

present date. The receipts and disbursements are also veri-

fied. Since cash is a very easily manipulated asset, it is

usually necessary to verify all disbursements and all receipts.

Along with this, there should be a voucher for each disburse-

ment. From time to time the auditor finds it necessary to

scan the indorsements appearing on the checks to see that

they were indorsed by those who were supposed to receive

them. The totals of all cash book columns is usually verified.

Verifying Notes Receivable.—It is a simple matter to

verify the notes receivable on hand. The notes must actually

be examined and the amounts compared with those entered

in the Notes Receivable account or in the notes receivable

register. This process is known as ''sighting the notes."

Since it is a simple matter to fill out fictitious notes and to

record them in the books, the auditor usually confirms the

genuineness of the notes by communicating with the makers.

Some notes may have been discounted at the bank and a

contingent liability may exist thereon. This fact will usually

be brought out in confirming the cash balance at the bank.

The bank usually reports, if requested to do so, what notes
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have been discounted. If the notes are received from others

than trade debtors, these should be stated separately.

Verifying Accounts Receivable.—The bookkeeper should

facilitate the work of the auditors by preparing a schedule

showing the total of the accounts receivable subsidiary ledger.

The auditor may then proceed to check each account in detail.

However, where there are many accounts this is often a

rather laborious task, usually not justified. The auditor,

therefore, resorts to a method known as "test check"—that

is, he selects certain groups of accounts to verify in detail

and, if these are found to be correct, he assumes that the

others are also. Sometimes the auditor sends out statements

of accounts and requests each customer to report to him

directly whether it is correct or not.

It is the duty of the auditor to determine a proper amount

to be set up as a Reserve for Bad and Doubtful Accounts. He
may do this by "aging the accounts" as described on page

204, or he may have a conference with one or more of the

officials of the company and inquire into the probable col-

lectibility of the accounts. Care is usually taken to note

whether or not any of the accounts have been assigned or

pledged.

Any accounts receivable arising from transactions other

than the sale of merchandise are listed under separate head-

ings—such as Due from Officers, Due from Employees, or

Due from Affiliated Companies.

When this procedure has all been completed, the auditor

is able to set down a correct figure for accounts receivable

on the balance sheet. After all, the main purpose of the

auditing work is to be sure that the facts on the statements

are accurately presented.

Verifying Inventories.—It Is not customary to have the

auditor prepare or take a physical inventory. This is usually

given to him by the owner of a business or one of the officers.
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It may have been prepared with the bookkeepers' assistance.

The auditor must be careful to verify three phases of the

inventory—the quantities, the prices, the extensions and

totals. The quantities are sampled—that is, he examines

items selected at random—and verifies the quantity. The

prices are tested to be sure that the value has not been over-

stated. With the use of calculating machines today, it is

possible to verify all the extensions and totals in a very short

time. Some of the precautions that an auditor must take

are as follows : that no goods on consignment are included

in the inventory; that no supplies or other materials are in-

cluded in a merchandise inventory; that all goods included

in the inventory are salable or usable.

Verifying Securities.—The auditor must be able to ex-

amine the securities owned by the firm. If these are in the

possession of a bank as a safe depository or in the hands of

an attorney, it will be necessary to secure a letter from them

confirming the existence and ownership of the securities. It

is important to check the names in which the securities are

registered or the names appearing on the face of the security.

If there are coupon bonds, it is necessary to see that no

coupons are missing.

VERIFYING FIXED ASSETS AND CONFIRMING
LIABILITIES

Checking Depreciation of Fixed Assets—Intangible Assets—
Confirming Liabilities and Capital Stock

Although current assets require very careful attention on

the part of the auditor, it is necessary in many instances

to verify the other assets and to confirm the liabilities before

rendering a reliable report. Some of the common procedures

followed are given below.
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Fixed Assets.—The auditor usually examines the deeds

and other legal evidences of ownership of fixed assets, such

as real estate, delivery equipment, and machinery, to be sure

that these are really owned by the corporation and are re-

corded in its name. It is also necessary to examine all future

entries in the accounts to note that these are increases in the

value of the assets and not merely a means of hiding losses

through capitalizing large expenses. Since the government,

through its Internal Revenue Department, has clearly indi-

cated what are reasonable rates of depreciation of assets under

ordinary usage, it becomes easier for the accountant and

auditor to note that a proper amount of depreciation has been

set for each asset (see page 331). Patents, goodwill, and

copyrights are intangible assets which may cause a little

difficulty, but since their relative importance in analyzing a

statement is small, confirmation by examining the legal title

to these and securing a statement from the proper officials

may be sufficient for the simple audit.

Liabilities.—The auditor's main task is not necessarily

the checking of the firm's liabilities now on the books. No
doubt these are genuine because no concern will add lia-

bilities which it does not owe. But the auditor must be clever

enough to attempt to detect whether or not all the liabilities

are on the books, or whether those on the books are fully

stated. A study of the unpaid vouchers and canceled checks

and a cursory examination of the correspondence with some

of the largest creditors may prove helpful. The auditor

should then separate the liabilities, such as accounts and notes

payable, into those arising from trade creditors, and those

from officers, employees, and affiliated companies.

Capital Stock An examination of the stock records,

minute books, and the certificate or articles of Incorporation

(charter) usually give sufficient Information for this veri-

fication.
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SIMPLE INTEREST CALCULATIONS

Exact and Ordinary Interest—Short-Cut Methods of Calcula-

tion—Adjusting Interest Computation from 360-Day to 365-Day

Basis

Computing the Days Between Two Dates.—In comput-

ing the number of days between two dates, either the first

day is included and the last day excluded or the first day

is excluded and the last day included. Business and com-

mercial houses as a rule count only the first or last day, but

not both.

Example: To find the number of days between July 12

and October 23. Excluding July 12, there are in

—

July , 19 days

August 31 days

September 30 days

October 23 days

Total 103 days

Brokers and bankers frequently charge interest by count-

ing both the first and last days when the interest is payable

to themselves. In the illustration above, there would thus

be 104 days between July 12 and October 23.

Exact and Ordinary Interest.—Exact interest is simple

interest computed on the basis of 365 days to the year. Ordi-

nary interest, on the other hand, is simple interest computed

on the basis of 360 days to the year.

Computation by Formula.—When interest tables are

not available, exact interest may be obtained by substituting

in the formula, principal X rate X time, the rate per annum

in hundredths and the time in years or multiples of a year.

Example: To find the interest on $10,428.40 for 193

days at 4>^%.

$10,428.40 XA X 1| = $248.14
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Computation by Use of Interest Tables.—By using

the 5% exact interest table given on page 531, the exact

interest on $8,426.10 for 223 days is found to amount to

$257.40.

Short-Cut Calculation of Ordinary Interest at 6%.—The

rate of 6% per annum is in more common use than is any

other rate. As 6 is a multiple of 12, the number of months

in the year, it lends itself to certain mathematical short-cuts.

Also, as 30 days per month gives 360 days to the year, this

is often used as a basis upon which ordinary interest com-

putations are made. On this basis, the rate per month is Yz

of 1%, or 1% for 60 days. Therefore, in order to compute

the interest for 60 days on any amount when the rate is 6%,
it is only necessary to move the decimal point two places to

the left. For example, the interest on $1,580 at 6% for

60 days is $15.80.

If the number of days is a multiple of 6, the solution of

any interest problem under this method is simplified, as is

shown by the following examples.

Example 1: Find the interest on $847.15 for 108 days

at 6%:

$ 8.4715 interest for 60 days

16.9430 " " 120 "

Less: 1.6943 " " 12 "

$15.2487 " " 108 "

The interest is $15.25

Example 2: Find the interest on $1,430.12 for 83 days

at 6% :

$14.3012 interest for 60 days

4.7671 " " 20 "

.7151 " " 3 "

$19.7834 " " 83

The interest is $19.78.
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Calculating Interest by Interchange of Principal and

Days.—When the principal is a factor or multiple of 6, inter-

change principal and days. The interest on $4,800 for 27

days is the same as the interest on $27 for 4,800 days. The
interest on $27 for 60 days equals $.27, secured by moving

the decimal point two places to the left. Multiplying $.27

by 80 gives $21.60, the interest on $27 for 4,800 days, or its

equivalent, the interest on $4,800 for 27 days.

Adjusting Interest Computation from 360-Day to 365-

Day Basis.—When interest has been computed on the basis

of 360 days as in preceding illustrations, and it is desired to

adjust it to a 365-day basis, the amount of the interest should

be decreased by 1/73 of itself, because the difference of 5

days is 1/73 of 365. Thus, to find the exact interest on

$942.52 for 19 days at 6%, take the amount computed on a

360-day basis, $2.98465, and from this amount deduct 1/73

of itself, which leaves $2.94377 as the interest for the given

time and rate on a 365-day basis.

Explanation of reason why 1/73 is subtracted from ordi-

nary interest

:

1 day's int. on 360-day basis is 1/360 of year's int.

" " " " 365-day " " 1/365 " "

1 day's exact int. : 1 day's ordinary int. = 1/365 : 1/360

or as 1/73 : 1/72 = 1/73 X 72/1 = 72/73

or, exact int. : Ordinary int. = 72 : 73

Short-Cut Interest Computation at Rates Other Than

6%—The following additional rules are to be applied when

the rate of interest differs from 6%. Point off 2 places of

decimals to the left for

—

72 days at 5% 90 days at 4%
80 days at 4>i% 120 days at 3%

To simplify the labor of determining the number of days

between any two dates, the table on page 543 gives the num-

ber of days from January 1 to any other day of the year.
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Taking the problem just stated and solving it by means of

the table, from January 1 to July 12 there are 193 days, and
from January 1 to October 23 there are 296 days, or a differ-

ence of 103 days. If it is a leap year, there would be 194

days and 297 respectively, or still 103 days.

The number of days were obtained in each instance by

dividing 360 by the rate.

Example: To find the interest on $5,186.00 at 5% for

90 days: f

$51.86 interest for 72 days

% of $51.86, or 12.97 " " 18 days

$64.83 " " 90 days at 5%

At 4^ % the interest for 90 days would be as follows

:

$51.86 interest for 80 days

}i of $51.86, or 6.48 " "10 days

$58.34 " "90 days at 4^%

Where the number of days upon which the interest is to

be computed is not a multiple of the days shown in the above

tabulation, the following rule is to be applied:

1. Secure the interest for 6 days at 6% by pointing off

3 places in the principal.

2. Multiply this result by the number of days interest is

reckoned, which gives interest for six times the re-

quired number of days.

3. Divide this resulf by 6.

Example: To find the interest on $942.52 for 19 days

at 6%:
$ .94252 interest for 6 days

19

848268

94252

$17.90788 interest for 114 days

$17.90788 ^ 6 = $2.98465 interest for 19 days
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4% INTEREST TABLE

Exact Interest on 365-Day Basis at 4%, by Days from 1 to 360

Days

Da.
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5% INTEREST TABLE

5%, hy Days from 1 to 360Exact Interest on 365-Day Basis at

Days

Da.
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6% INTEREST TABLE

Exact Interest on 365-Day Basis at 6%, by Days from 1 to 360

Days

Da.
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With a rate other than 6%, find the interest at 6% as

on page 529 and adjust the interest to the required basis. For

example, with a rate of 5%, the interest on $942.52 for 19

days is $2.48721. This would be found by taking ^ of

the interest at 6% which was $2.98465.

With a rate of 7%, take 7/6 of the interest at 6%, which

gives $3.48209.

RATIO AND PROPORTION

Ratio and Proportion Defined—Finding Missing Term of a

Proportion—Practical Applications

Ratio Defined.—The ratio of one number to another is the

fraction of which the one number is the numerator and the

other the denominator. The ratio is expressed either as a

fraction, as ^, or by placing a colon between the numbers,

as 2 :3.

Proportion.—When two ratios are equal, they form a pro-

portion. For example, 2 :3 = 8:12. The first and the last

terms, 2 and 12, are called extremes. The second and third

terms are called the means. Given any three terms of a pro-

portion, the fourth can readily be found. If the missing

term is an extreme, multiply together the two means and

divide by the extreme given. If the missing term is a mean,

multiply together the two extremes and divide by the mean

given.

The rule for dividing a number in proportion to a given

series of numbers, is to divide the number by the sum of the

numbers in the series and then multiply the quotient by each

number of the series.

Practical Applications.—Practical applications of ratios

and proportions are frequently found in business. One of

the most common is in the distribution of net profits among

partners.
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Example: A partnership has net earnings for the year

amounting to $136,500 which is to be distributed among the

three partners in the ratio of 2, 3, 8.

The sum of this series is 13.

Dividing $136,500 by 13 gives $10,500.

Multiplying by the numbers in the series the distribution

of profit is as follows

:

2X10,500 = $ 21,000

3X10,500= 31,500

8 X 10,500 = 84,000

Total $136,500

RULES FOR COMPUTING INTEREST ON
PARTIAL PAYMENTS

Merchant's Rule and United States Rule—Practical Application

of Rules Illustrated

When a short-term debt is paid in periodical instalments,

the interest upon the indebtedness is computed in either one

of two ways. The method commonly used among business

men is known as the "Merchant's Rule." This method gives

the results more quickly but not as accurately as the other

method, the "United States Rule," so called because of its

approval by the United States Supreme Court.

"Merchant's Rule."—In following the "Merchant's Rule,"

the interest is computed upon the total debt from the date

of its creation to the date of maturity, and the interest earned

from the date each partial payment is made to the date of

maturity of the debt is deducted therefrom.

Example: A merchant obligates himself to liquidate a

debt of $7,500 incurred January 1 and due on June 1 with

interest at 6% per annum by making the following payments

:

$2,500 on February 1, $2,500 on March 15, $1,500 on

May 1, and the balance on June 1.
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Original debt $7,500.00

Interest on $7,500 for 5 months $ 187.50

Less

:

Interest on $2,500 for 4 months $50.00

Interest on 2,500 for 2^ months 31.25

Interest on 1,500 for 1 month 7.50 88.75

Interest due June 1 98.75

Unpaid principal 1,000.00

Balance due June 1 $1,098.75

"United States Rule."—Under the "United States Rule,"

each instalment is first applied against the interest due at the

date the partial payment is made, and the balance of the

instalment is then applied to reduce the principal. Interest

is always computed upon the reduced principal, as shown

below

:

Original debt $7,500.00

Payment made February 1 $2,500.00

Interest on $7,500 for 1 month 37.50 2,462.50

5,037.50

Payment made March 15 2,500.00

Interest on $5,037.50 for XYz months 37.78 2,462.22

2,575.28

Payment made May 1 1,500.00

Interest on $2,575.28 for W^ months 19.31 1,480.69

1,094.59

Interest on $1,094.59 for 1 month to June 1 5.47

Balance due June 1 $1,100.06

However, in case any payment is not large enough to pay

the interest on the principal up to the date of such payment,

then this payment is held by the creditor, without reduction

of principal, until this payment and subsequent payments

exceed the accrued interest.
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES—UNITED STATES

24 grains = 1 pennyweight
20 pennyweights = 1 ounce

TROY WEIGHT
12 ounces = 1 pound

APOTHECARIES'
20 grains = 1 scruple
3 scruples = 1 dram
The ounce and the pound in this system are the same as in troy weight.

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT

WEIGHT
8 drams = 1 ounce
12 ounces = 1 pound

27JJ
16
16
25

60
60
24
7

12
3
51/2

21/4

4

grains = 1 dram
drams = 1 ounce
ounces = 1 pound
pounds = 1 quarter

pints =

quarts
1 quart
= 1 peck

4

2,000
2,240

DRY MEASURE
4

36

quarters = 1 hundredweight
pounds = 1 short ton
pounds = 1 long ton

pecks = 1 bushel
bushels = 1 chaldron

gills = 1 pint
pints = 1 quart
quarts = 1 gallon

seconds = 1 minute
minutes = 1 hour
hours = 1 day
days = 1 week

inches = 1 foot
feet = 1 yard
yards = 1 rod

inches =^ 1 nail

nails = 1 quarter

LIQUID MEASURE
31% gallons = 1 barrel
2 barrels = 1 hogshead

16 fluid ounces = 1 pint

TIME MEASURE
28, 29, 30, or 31 days = 1

calendar month
days = 1 year365

366

LONG MEASURE
40

CLOTH MEASURE
4

days = 1 leap year

rods = 1 furlong
furlongs = 1 standard mile
miles = 1 league

quarters = 1 yard

SQUARE MEASURE
square inches = 1 square foot 40 squarej-ods = 1 rood
square feet = 1 square yard 4 roods = 1 acre

square yards = 1 square rod 640 acres = 1 square mile

SURVEYORS' MEASURE
7.92 inches = 1 link 4 rods = 1 chain

25 links = 1 rod
10 square chains or 160 square rods

= 1 acre
acres = 1 square mile
square miles (6 miles square) =

1 township

CUBIC MEASURE
cubic inches = 1 cubic foot 128 cubic feet = 1 cord (wood)

cubic feet = 1 cubic yard 40 cubic feet = 1 ton (ship-

2,150.42 cubic inches = 1 standard bushel ping)

231 cubic inches = 1 standard gallon
(liquid)

1 cubic foot = 4/5 of a bushel

144
9
30%

640
36

1,728
27
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LEGAL AND LAWFUL RATES OF INTEREST

State
Legal Rate
of Interest

Maximum Eate Permitted
by Agreement

Alabama 6%
Arizona 6
Arkansas 6
California 7
Colorado 8

Connecticut 6
Delaware 6
District of Columbia 6
Florida 8
Georgia 7
Idaho 7
Illinois 5
Indiana 6
Iowa 6
Kansas 6
Kentucky 6
Louisiana 5
Maine 6
Maryland 6
Massachusetts 6
Michigan 5
Minnesota 6
Mississippi 6
Missouri 6

Montana 8
Nebraska 7
Nevada 7
New Hampshire 6
New Jersey 6
New Mexico 6

New York 6

North Carolina 6
North Dakota 6
Ohio 6
Oklahoma 6
Oregon 6
Pennsylvania 6
Rhode Island 6
South Carolina 7
South Dakota 7
Tennessee 6
Texas 6
Utah 8
Vermont 6
Virginia 6

Washington 6
West Virginia 6

Wisconsin 6
Wj'oming 7

8%
10
10
12
12

12

10

10
7

10
6

On amounts to $300 and
any agreed rate above
this amount

Any rate parties may agree to

6
Any rate parties may agree to

7

10
10
12
Any rate parties may agree to

6

12
10
6

6
9

8
10
10
6

30
8

10
6

10
12
6

6

12
6

10
10

On unsecured loans
On secured loans
No restriction on demand

loans above $5,000 se-

cured by collateral
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The legal rate of interest is the rate of interest fixed by-

law in each state for application where no rate has been

stipulated by the parties to an agreement, and in the award

of damages, including interest, by a court of law. Any rate

of interest which may be charged in agreements up to the

maximum set by law is a lawful rate. Charging interest in

excess of the maximum rate is usury and unlawful.

AVERAGING ONE-SIDED ACCOUNTS

Settlement of One-Sided Account—Finding Equated Date—
Making Adjustment for Interest

General Procedure.—Sometimes it is desired to settle by

a single payment an account consisting of several items due

on different dates—some overdue and some not as yet due.

The question then arises what the amount should be, given

the date of settlement. This is determined with the aid of

a process called averaging accounts, consisting of the follow-

ing two steps

:

First, find the date on which settlement may be made

simply by payment of the amount of the account balance as

shown on the books. This will be the so-called equated due

date, or the date on which interest on the overdue items

exactly balances interest on the items not as yet due.

Second, if the actual date chosen for the settlement is

before the equated date, interest should be deducted from the

account balance in making payment ; if the date of settlement

is after the equated date, interest should be added to the

account balance.

Settlement of One-Sided Accounts—A one-sided ac-

count is one which on the creditor's book has only debit items

and, vice versa, on the debtor's books has only credit items.

Assume the following account on the books of the creditor

:
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4. Multiply, in the case of each item, its amount by the

number of days its due date is beyond the focal date,

and add the products. This gives a sum of $58,480,

as set forth in the last column of the table.

5. Divide this sum by the total balance of the account thus

:

58,480 ._^. ,.—^— = 19.05 or 19
3,070

6. The result is the number of days the equated date is

beyond the focal date. As the focal date is March 20,

the equated date is therefore April 8.

Accordingly, on April 8, the entire account may be settled

by a payment of $3,070, the amount of the account, without

any adjustment for interest.

Adjustment for Interest.—While April 8, the equated

date, is the date on v^hich the account can be settled by its

amount without any adjustment for interest, the actual date

of settlement may be after or before that date. If it is April

13, then 5 days' interest should be added to the amount. If

the bill is paid on April 4, 4 days' interest should be deducted

from the amount.

AVERAGING COMPOUND ACCOUNTS

Equated Date Later TJmn Focal Date—Earlier Than Focal Date

—When Account Contains Notes

Compoimd accounts contain both debit and credit items.

However, the general principle of averaging the account and

finding the amount due on whatever day settlement is made

is the same as in the case of the one-sided account (see page

538).

Equated Date Later Than Focal Date.—Find the equated

date of the following account

:
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Dr. J. Jones Cr.

541

19—
June

a
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dollar-day balance to find the number of days the equated

date is from the focal date. Because the balances are found

in this instance on the same side of the account, the rule in

that case is that the equated date is after the focal date.

Equated Date Before Focal Date—If the balance of

dollars and dollar-day products fall on opposite sides of the

account, the answer obtained by dividing the one into the

other represents the number of days before the focal date

the account is equitably due, as in the following account

:

Dr. J. Jones Cr.

19—
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As the dollar and dollar-day balances are on opposite sides

of the account, the equated date is 25 days before the focal

date of July 3, or June 8. If Jones should settle the account

after this date, he would pay interest for that number of days.

Account Containing Notes—When notes are included in

the account, they are treated as follows

:

1. If interest-bearing, they are dealt with exactly like cash

;

that is, they are considered as a payment as of the

date received.

2. If non-interest-bearing, they are considered as payment

as of date of maturity.

THE NUMBER OF EACH DAY OF THE YEAR
Counting from January 1

Day of
Month
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NUMBER OF DAYS BETWEEN MONTHS

From
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both the remainders and in the total. If the results are the

same, the result proves. See (2) below.

Subtraction of Excesses of 9's.—Cast out 9's in minuend

and subtrahend, and find the difference between the results.

This should agree with excess of 9's in the remainder, if the

subtraction is correct. See (3) below.

Casting Out 9's in Multiplication.—Find excesses of 9's

in multiplier and in multiplicand. The product of these ex-

cesses should equal the excesses of 9's in the product. See

(4) below.
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To Divide by 10, 100, 1,000, etc—Move the decimal places

to the left as many point as there are O's in the divisor.

To Divide by 25, 50, 75, etc—To divide by 25, divide by

100; then multiply by 4. To divide by 50, divide by 100;

then multiply by 2. To divide by 75, divide by 100; then

increase the quotient by ^ of itself.

Casting Out 9's in Division.—Find excesses of 9's in the

dividend, divisor, quotient, and remainder. Excesses in divi-

dend should equal excesses in remainder plus excesses in

product of excesses of divisor and quotient.

Illustration: 6,793 -^ 147 = 46, and a remainder of 31.

Excesses of 9's in 6,793 = 7
" " " 147 = 3
" " " 46 = 1

« " " 31=4
3X 1 = 3

Excesses of 9's in 3^3
4 + 3 = 7

SPECIAL RECORDS IN CONNECTION
WITH PAYROLL TAXES

Old-Age Retirement Tax—^Under the old-age retirement

plan, salaries, wages, commissions, etc., up to $3,000 are tax-

able. This tax is levied on both the employer and employee.

The employee's share is deducted from his earnings by the em-

ployer. The employer is liable for the total tax, and must

remit it to the Collector of Internal Revenue after the end of

each quarter, with a report showing names of employees, their

Social Security numbers, and taxable wages paid for the three

preceding months. The tax must be deducted from the first

$3,000 earned by every employee in each year ; it cannot be

distributed over the year.

Time and Payroll Record.—The form given on page 547

illustrates a typical time and payroll record. The column
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arrangement provides space for entering pay basis, working

time, the wage rate, the amount earned (taxable and non-tax-

able), the tax, and the wages paid. A sheet or more should be

used for each payroll week. When the payroll for the week is

determined, a check is cashed for the amount shown in the

wages-paid column. The check is entered in the cash disburse-

ment record as a charge to the payroll account. The tax de-

ducted from the employees for the month is journalized by

charging the payroll account and crediting Old-Age Retire-

ment Tax Payable. This tax and the actual wages paid for

the month are posted to the payroll account and together make
up the total earned wages for the month. The old-age retire-

ment tax imposed on the employer is based on the total taxable

wages, salaries, commissions, etc., earned. The amount of this

tax should be charged to the Taxes Expense account and

credited to the Old-Age Retirement Tax Payable. The total

amount in this account is paid to the Collector of Internal Rev-

enue quarterly.

Hours Worked—Under the Federal Wage and Hour law,

the employer is required to keep a record of the number of

hours worked by each employee in each week. This informa-

tion can be easily obtained from time cards or other records of

attendance, and entered in the daily or weekly column on the

time and payroll record shown on page 547. In that form a

permanent record is maintained of this information as well as

of salaries and payroll taxes deducted.

Wage and Salary Record.—Such a record is shown oppo-

site. A sheet should be kept for each employee and a summary
sheet filed in the front of the record. Postings should be made
weekly or monthly to the individual sheets from the time and

payroll record. This record can also be used to fill out Return

of Information forms required by the federal and state gov-

ernments for income tax purposes. The salary record is a per-
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Acceptance (See also "Trade Ac-
ceptances")

draft, 80; form, 78
protest for non-acceptance, 81

Account Sales, form, 356
Accounting Machines, classifica-

tion, 504
descriptive writing, 504
posting, 501
printing equipment, 505
tabulating and recording, 505

Accounts (See also "Ledger Ac-
counts")

asset, 380
averaging, 538
classification, Zld
fixed tangible, 380
grouping of, 380
income, 382
intangible, 380
liability, 381
numbering and lettering of, 376
proprietary, 381
ruling off at closing, 470

Accounts Payable,
authorization of disbursements, 8

controlling account, 180
creditor's reconciliation state-

ment, form, 9
general journal, posting from, 261

general ledger account, 180

accounts payable ledger, 181

accounts payable ledger, prov-
ing of, 183

cash disbursements journal, 181

posting, 180
purchase journal, 181
returned purchases and allow-

ances, 181
remittance advice, 8

Accounts Payable Ledger
"Accounts Payable," general

ledger account, 181
forms, 148-149
posting, 146, 147
proving of, 182
voucher system, under, form, 162

Accounts Receivable,
averaging, 538
bad debts, 202, 216

Accounts Receivable

—

Continued
controlhng account, 281
general journal, posting accounts

receivable from, 261

general ledger account, 210;
form, 212

posting, 211
proving customers ledger, 208

officers and employees, due from,
523

public auditing, 523
remittance slips, 25
sight draft, 126
turnover, 207

Accounts Receivable Ledger, form,
500

Accrued Expense,
adjusting entry at closing, 435,

445
interest, 445
nature of, 445
rent, 447
reversing entry, 446
royalties, 448
salaries, 448
taxes, 448
wages, 448

Accrued Income,
adjusting entry, 442

at closing, 435
nature of, 442
rent, 442
reversing entries, 443

"Acid Test" Ratio, 516
Adding Machine,
bank deposit slip, as, 51

Additions,
fixed assets, 344

Addressing Machines, 502
job-time tickets, printing, of, 504
materials ledger, 503
payroll, 504

Adjusting Entries,

accounts adjusted, 434
accrued expense, 435, 445
accrued income, 435, 441
before closing, 433
cost of goods sold, 434
deferred charges, 436, 457
depreciation, 435

551
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Adjusting Entries

—

Continued
prepaid expense, 436, 449
prepaid income, 436, 458
traveling expenses, 455
trial balance, taking, 433
unexpired insurance, 452

Advertising,
deferred, entry at closing, 457

Affiliated Companies,
cash transfers, 15

Allowances for Bad Debts (See
"Reserve for Bad Debts")

Amounts,
dollars and cents in journal and

ledger entries, 274
Anticipation,

defined, 100
profit and loss statement, 109
recording of, 108
table of rates, 102-103

Apothecaries' Weight Table, 536
Assets,

classification of accounts, 380
current, 381
fixed, 344
intangible, 525

Auditing,
external, 520
internal, 520

voucher, 158
public, 518

accounts receivable, 523
bookkeeper's interest, 521
capital stock, 525
cash, 522
current assets, 522
depreciation, 525
discounted notes, 522
fixed assets, 524
intangible assets, 525
inventory, 523
investment securities, 524
liabilities, 525
notes receivable, 522
purposes, 518
reserve for bad debts, 523
services of, 518

Authorized Stock,
balance sheet, in, 480
defined, 391

entries, 393
Averaging Accounts,
compound accounts, 540
equaled date, 538, 540
notes, 543
one-sided accounts, 538

Avoirdupois Weight Table, 536

Back-Order Memo, form, 187
Bad Debts,
adjusting entry at closing, 435
blanket estimate, 203
book entry, 217
customers' accounts, 202
estimating of, 202
recovered, 218
reserve for, 216

Balance Sheet (See also "Financial
Statements")

account form, 477
arrangement of items, 476, 480
asset items, 476

deductions from, 485
authorized stock, 480
capital stock, 479
deferred charges, 458
defined, 475
depletion reserve, 346
finished goods, 320
goods in process, 317
heading of, 476
instalment sales, 352
issued stock, 480
liability items, 479
net w^orth items, 486
prepaid expense, 479
preparation of, 485
from work sheet, 475

report form, 478
surplus, 479
terms used in, 480
titles of, 476

Balance Sheet Accounts,
arrangement of, in ledger, 273

Bank,
collection agent, as, 50

Bank Account,
bank statement, 52, 56

reconciliation of, 58
branch office, 14
cash disbursements, 52
cash disbursements journal, 44
cash receipts journal, 44
cash remittance sheet, 5

check-book stub, recording de-
posits on, 53

check register, 35
checks, collection of, 50
corporation, 47
daily receipts, deposit of, 51

deposit slip, 47, 48, 49
depositor's signature, 47
introduction to bank, 45
minimum balance, maintenance

of, 63
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Bank Account

—

Continued
opening of, 48
overdrafts, 62
pass-book, 47
payroll, 123

post-dated checks, 64
reconciliation of, 58

signature card, 47 ; forms, 46
slip, form, 4
true balance, 61

two or more, 52
Bank Check,

basis of entry, 6
book, 47, 74

form, 75
reconciliation, 75
recording deposits on, 53
stub, form, 54

cancelled, 8, 53

cash disbursements journal, 7
cashing for employees, 13

cashing out of petty cash, 13

certified, 85
check book, 74
check register, 34-37

collection of, 50
deposit of, 49
disbursement of cash, 6
essential parts, 74
exchange for currency, 13

files, 494
form, 76
indorsements, form, 76
non-essential parts, 74
parties to, 73
payroll, 123

post-dated, 64
entries for, 64

protective devices, 77
signature, 7, 10

spoiled, handling of, 55

stop payment blank, form, 66
stopping payment of, 65

bank's responsibility, 65

entry for, 67
stub, entries on, S3

iincashed, 125

voucher check, 67
writing of, 74

Bank Deposit (See also "Bank
Account")

certificate of deposit, 87

Bank Deposit Slip, 47

adding machine list, 49

adding machine tape, 51

classification of items, 51

cash receipts journal, 51

Bank Deposit Slip

—

Continued
duplicate, use of, 48
form, 50
numerous items, 50
preparation of, 49

Bank Discount,
computation of,

interest-bearing note, 247
non-interest-bearing note, 247

defined, 246
time drafts, 125

Bank Drafts,

Chicago Exchange, 87
New York exchange, 87
Use of, 86

Bank Overdraft,
bank's attitude toward, 63
law, 63
nature of, 62

Bank Pass-Book,
balancing of, 56
bank deposit, 47
entries, 48
form, 48
memorandum record, 48
use of, 47

Bank Register,
control of finances, 55
form, 56

Bank Statement,
cancelled checks, 53
form, 57
monthly, 56
reconciliation of, 58

Betterments,
fixed assets, 344

Bill of Lading,
copies used, 223
form, 222
order, 221
standard forms, 221
straight, 221

Billing (See also "Invoicing")
procedure, 194

Billing Machine,
operation of, 500
use of, 502

Bills Payable, 238
Bills Receivable, 238
Bonds,

capitalization, 392
classes, 413
collateral trust, 414
convertible, 414
coupon and registered, 413
debentures, 414
guaranteed. 414
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Bonds

—

Contimied
income bonds, 414
mortgage, 413
redeemable or callable, 415
refunding issues, 415
sinking fund, 415
trust deed, 412

Bookkeeping Machines,
customers' statements, 202

Book Inventory (See "Inventory")
Boston Ledger,

form, 271
progressive ledger, 271

Branch Office,

bank accounts, 14
cash held at, 14
cash remittances to head office, 14
closing books, 294
collections, 14
illustration, 293
ledger, 292

Buildings,
depreciation, 331

Business Calculations,

decimal equivalents of fractions,

544
mathematical short-cuts and

checks, 106, 544
number of days between months,

544
number of each day of year, 543
ratio and proportion, 533
simple interest, 526-533
weights and measures, 536

Business Mathematics (See "Busi-
ness Calculations")

Capital Account,
individual proprietor, 382

"profit and loss" account, 384
partnership, 386

Capital Stock, 382
account, 382, 395, 418
authorized, 391, 393
balance sheet, in, 479
book value, 419
changes in, 398
defined, 391, 395
issued, 391, 392, 393

at discount, 397
at premium, 396

no-par value, 390, 391, 397
outstanding, 392
par value stock, 391, 398, 418
preferred, 393, 404

classes, 415
public auditor, 525

Capital Stock

—

Continued
registry of shares, 409
shares of stock, 392, 404
stockholders' list, 407
stock certificate book, 406
stock certificates, 401, 404
stock ledger, 407
stock subscription account, 399
stock subscriptions, 394, 395, 399
stock transfer book, 408
subscribers ledger, 399
treasury stock, 392
unissued, 392, 393

Capitalization,

defined, 392
Cash (See also "Petty Cash")
bank check book, 53
cash book, 25, 26 (See also "Cash
Book")

cash disbursements journal, 23
cash items, 125
cash receipts journal, 30
cash register, 2Z
cash remittance sheet, 3
check register, 34
control of, 51

counting of, 16
daily proof of, 16
deposit of, 49
deposit slip, 49
disbursement,

authorization of, 8, 10
handling of, 6
remittance advice, 8
voucher system, 12

doubtful remittances, 6
forms of remittance, 88
I. O. U.'s, 125
intercompany transfers, 15
non-cash items, 125
receipts,

control of, 3
handling of, 3
recording of, 3

requisition, 10; form, 11

remittance,

disputed items, 6
scrutiny of, 5

sheet, form, 4
slips, 25

short and over, 17

causes, 18

sorting and wrapping, 49
stamps, 125

statement of receipts and dis-

bursements, forms, 20-22
uncashed checks, 125
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Cash

—

Continued
verification of, 522
verification slip, form, 17

Cash Account, cash book, 25

Cash Book (See also "Cash Re-
ceipts Journal," and "Cash Dis-

bursements Journal")

balancing and ruling, 26, 40

bank register, 55

basis of entry, 252

cash account, as, 25

columnar arrangement, 40

columns, additional, 41

departmental accounting, 348

forms, 26, 28-31, 38-39, 42-43

forwarding balance, 27

proving and summarizing, 45

Cash Disbursements,
bank accounts, two or more, 52

check, by, 52
check-book stub, entry on, 53

statement of, 20 ; forms, 20-22

Cash Disbursements Journal (See

also "Cash Book")
accounts payable, 181

anticipation, recording of, 108

bank account, 44
bank check, 7

cash discount, 92

check book, entry from, 53

columns, additional, 44

forms, 33, 39, 43

ledger folio, 34
"Out-Freight" account, 219

post-dated checks, 64

posting, 44
rules for, 33

simple, 33
spoiled checks, 55

stopped checks, 67
voucher check, 7

Cash Discount,
anticipation, relation to, 100, 108

cash disbursements journal, 33,

92
cash receipts journal, 31

figuring, 90
F.O.B. shipment, 91

general journal, 91

note register, 239
purchases,

account titles, 93
"Discounts Lost" account, 93

"Profit and Loss" account, 93

profit and loss statement, on,

93
recording, 91

Cash Discount

—

Continued
purchases

—

Continued
voucher register, 97, 155

rate of, 90
sales, on,

account titles, 96
employees, to, 97
"Profit and Loss" account, 96
profit and loss statement, 96
recording of, 94

terms, 89
typical terms, 90

Cash Journal (See "Cash Book")
Cash Purchases,

recording of, 169

voucher system, 170

Cash Receipts,

business papers representing, 23

cashier, 25

daily, deposit of, 51

deposit of, 51

in two or more banks, 52

memo ticket, 24
petty cash, 52
remittance slip, 25
sources of, 23
statement of, 20; forms, 21-22

Cash Receipts Journal (See also

"Cash Book")
sight drafts, 125

anticipation, recording of, 108

bank account, 44
bank deposit slip, 51

cash discount on sales, 94

cash remittance sheet, 5

cash sales, 44, 184

check book, entry from, 53

columns, additional, 41

folio, 32
forms, 31, 38, 42, 500

posting, rules for, 31

promissory notes, payment of, 224

time drafts, 125

Cash Registers, 502
"readings," 23

Cash Remittance Sheet, 3

bank account, 5

bank deposit slip, 5

cashier, 5

cash receipts journal, 5

drafts, 126
entries, 5

Cash Remittance Slip,

customer's statement, form, 24

Cash Requisition, 10; form, 11

Cash Sales,

cash receipts journal, 44, 184
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Cash Sales

—

Continued
control of, 185
recording of, 184
retail, 185, 204
sales journal, 184

scrap, 185

Cash Short and Over, 17

profit and loss, 18

Cash Verification Slip, 17

Cashier,

cash receipts, 25

cash remittance sheet, 5

Cashier's Check,
form, 84
use of, 84

Cents,
entering no cents in journal and

ledger, 274
Certified Checks, form, 85

bank's liability, 85
presentation for certification, 86
use of, 85

Certificate of Deposit,

defined, 87
demand, 87
time, 87
when issued, 87

Chain Discounts,
calculation of, 105

table, 105

Chart of Accounts, 376

Check (See "Bank Check")
Check Register,

bank accounts, two or more, 35

bank checks, numbering of, 37
form, 34, 36
voucher, 37
voucher system, 37

Chicago Exchange, 87

Cloth Measure Table, 536

Closing Books (See also "Adjust-

ing Entries" and "Closing En-
tries")

adjusting entries, 433

branch office, 294
entries, 466
inventory, merchandise, 440
private ledger, 291

procedure, outline of, 461

ruling off closed accounts, 470

when closed, 461

work sheet,_ 462
Closing Entries,

cost of goods sold, 467

drawing accounts, 470
expense accounts, 467

income accounts, 467

Closing Entries

—

Continued
partnership, drawing accounts,

470
procedure in making, 466
"Profit and Loss" account, 467
sales, 466
sales returns and allowances, 466

C.O.D. Shipment, 219
collections, 220
express company, 220
parcel post, 220

Collection Drafts (See also

"Drafts") form, 235
legal status, 235
use of, 234

Collections,

agencies, 513
attorneys, 513
branch office, 14

C.O.D., 220
customer's statement, 511

drafts, 512
letters, 512
methods, 512
telegrams, 512

Commercial Credit,

bank reports concerning cus-

tomer, 508
customer's, 198

oral statement, 507
written statement, 507

Domestic Interchange Bureaus,

508
Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., 509

ledger experience, 506

mercantile agencies, 508
personal experience with cus-

tomer, 507
salesmen as source of credit in-

formation, 508
sources of information, 506
Trade Credit Bureaus, 509

Commission Merchant Duties, 354
Consignments,

account sales, form, 356
billing price, 357
commission merchant, 354
consignee's books, entries on, 359

consignor's books, entries on, 357

inventory, 174
sales, 353
when made, 354

Controlling Accounts,
accounts payable, 180

accounts receivable, 210, 281

factory expense, 309
factory expense in process, 317
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Controlling Accounts

—

Continued
finished goods, 318
general ledger, 280
goods in process account, 315

labor in process, 317
materials, 302
materials in process, 317
posting of subsidiary ledgers,

281

special journals, relation to, 281
stock subscriptions, 399
subsidiary ledgers,

proving, 428
relation to, 280

Corporation (See also "Capital

Stock," "Stock")
bank account, 47
minute book, 411

Cost of Manufacture and Goods
Sold Statement,

factory expense, 325
form, 326
labor, 325
materials, 325

Cost of Goods Sold,

adjusting entry, 434, 467
closing of books, 436
defined, 320
how ascertained at closing, 437
manufacturing business, 321
"Profit and Loss" account, 439
trading concern, 321

Cost of Goods Sold Account, 322
entries, diagram, 323
finished goods, 320

Cost of Sales (see "Cost of Goods
Sold")

Cost Sheet,

factory overhead, 314
form, 314
"Goods in Process" account, 315

labor, 314
materials, 314
unit cost, 315

Costs (See also "Manufacturing
Costs" and "Factory Costs")

elements of, 298
selling, 297

Credit (See "Commercial Credit")

Credit Memorandum of Sales Re-
turns and Allowances, 188

Creditors Ledger (See "Accounts
Payable Ledger")

Cubic Measure Table, 536
Currency Exchanged for Bank

Check, 13

Current Assets,

classification, 381
grouping of in balance sheet,

476
public auditing, 522

Current Liabilities,

grouping of in balance sheet, 479
Customers' Accounts,
aging of, 204
appraisal of, 203
bad debts, 202, 216

recovered, 218
form, 206
invoice,

payment of specific, 206
posting from, 207

posting, 147
schedule of, 209
visible index, illustration, 492
when closed, 277

Customers Ledger,
bound book, 213
credit data, 216
division of, 214
form, 213, 215
loose-leaf, 213
posting, 205
proving of, 208
ruling of, 214
standard form, 214

Customer's Order,
acceptance of, 198
handling of, 198
house form, 199
invoicing, 200
order clerk, 199
order department, 199
order register, 199
recording of, 198
shipment, 200

Customer's Statement,
bookkeeping machines, 202
collection, effecting, 512
cash remittance slip, 24
forms, 24, 201, 500
posting machines, prepared by,

287; form, 288
time of mailing, 201

Dating Terms, 100
Debentures, 414
Deferred Charges (See also "Pre-

paid Expense")
adjusting entry at closing, 436,

457
advertising, 457
balance sheet, on, 458
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Deferred Debits (See "Deferred
Charges" and "Prepaid Ex-
pense")

Deferred Credits (See "Prepaid
Income")

Departmental Accounting,
mercantile business, 347
profit and loss statement, form,

349
sales journal, form, 348
selling expense, 350

Depletion,

balance sheet, on, 346
computation of, 345
entries, 346
natural resources, of, 345
reserve, 345

Depreciation,
adjusting entry at closing, 435
adjustment of, 333
amount, determining, 332
balance sheet, on, 336
buildings, 331
depreciating assets, 331
entries, 334
expense, as, 331
factory ledger, 330
land, 331
machinery, 331
obsolescence, 331
public auditor, 525
rates of, 333
reserve account, 334
retirement of assets, 342
scrap value, 333
"straight-line" method, 332

Discount (See "Cash Discount,"
"Trade Discount")

Dividends,

accrued income, relation to, 444
declared, 402
paid, 402
surplus, paid from, 401

Dollar Sign,

omission of in journal and ledger
entries, 274

Domestic Interchange Bureaus, 508
Drafts (See also "Collection

Drafts," "Sight Drafts")
acceptance of, 80

form, 78
bookkeeping entries, 80-84
cash remittance sheet, 126
collection, 220, 234
definition, 77

Drafts

—

Continued
dishonored,

non-acceptance, 233
non-payment, 234
protest, 234

domestic, 79
drawer, bookkeeping entries, 81
foreign, 79
kinds of, 79
payee,
bookkeeping entries, 82
dishonor of draft, 83

protested, bookkeeping entries, 81
sight, 79, 125; form, 79
time, 80, 125

cash receipts journal, 125
discounted, 125

time-after-date, form, 78
time-after-sight, form, 78

Drawing Account,
closing entry, 470
individual proprietor, 382
partnership, 386
profit and loss accoimt, 383

Dry Measure, table, 536
Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., mercan-

tile agency, 509
rating book, 509
special reports, 511

Errors,
abstracting journals, 427
checking note register, 430
entries to correct, 431
locating of, 423, 474
posting, in, 424
subsidiary ledgers, 428

"Exchange" Account, 13

Expenses,
accounts,

arrangement of, 273
closing entries, 467

classification, 372
financial management, 374
general, 372
non-operating, 375
operating, 374
purchasing, 372
selling, 372

Express Money Order, 88

Factory Burden (See "Factory Ex-
pense" and "Factory Over-
head")

Factory Costs (See "Manufactur-
ing Costs")
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Factory Expense (See also "Manu-
facturing Costs")

account, 309
entries in, 309
factory expense ledger, 311
illustrative diagram, 310
voucher register, 309

cost of manufacture and goods
sold statement, 325

factory expense in process, 317
factory ledger, 328, 330
Goods in Process account, 316
payroll, factory, 115

Factory Expense in Process,
controlling account, 317

Factory Expense Ledger, 311
factory expense account, 311
posting, 311

Factory Ledger,
depreciation, 330
factory expense, 328, 330
General Ledger account, 327
general ledger, relation to, 327
materials, 328
payroll, 328, 329
prepaid expense, 330
trial balance, 331
voucher register, 328

Factory Overhead,
apportionment of, 314
cost sheet, 314
distribution, 305
factory expense account, 309
items comprising, classification

of, 308
indirect labor, 303, 305

Files,

bank checks, 493
bookkeeping records, 492
cabinets, 491
perpetual inventory, 494
private files, 494
promissory notes, 224
purpose of, 491
transfer of files, 494
trial balance, 423
vouchers, 159

Financial and Operating Ratios,

"acid test," 516
current assets to current liabili-

ties, 517
financial statements, analysis of,

515
inventory turnover, 517
net worth to current liabilities,

517

Financial and Operating Ratios

—

Co7ttinued
net worth to fixed assets, 517
quick assets to current liabilities,

516
sales to fixed assets, 517
sales to net worth, 517
turnover of receivables, 517

Financial Statements (See also
"Balance Sheet," and "Profit
and Loss Statement")

analysis,

component percentage method,
514_

deviations from standard, 514
increase and decrease method,

515
methods, 513
purpose, 513
ratios, 515
trend percentage method, 515

book inventory, 175
copies, number of, 486
filing of, 486
preparation, 272

special points, 484
ratios, 516
use of term, 486

Finished Goods,
account,

cost of sales, 320
account, controlling,

finished goods ledger, 320
accounts, entries, diagram, 319
balance sheet, on, 320
control account, 318
goods in process, relation to, 318
inventory, 317, 320
journal, 318
ledger, 317 (See also "Stock

Ledger")
Finished Goods account, 320
subsidiary, 317

manufacturing costs, 317
Fire Insurance,

contract, 361
loss, determination of, 362

Fire Loss,

adjusting entries, 365
adjustments, 363
determination of, 362
Fire Loss account, 367
stock-in-trade, 364

Fixed Asset Register,

form, 337
function, 336
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Fixed Assets,

additions, 344
betterments, 344
book value, record of, 338
depletion reserve, 345
depreciation, 330
equipment record, form, 339
grouping of, in balance sheet, 479
improvements, 344
plant ledger, 339
public auditor, 524
register, 336
repairs, 343
replacements, 343
retirement of, 341, 343
sale of, 341

Fixed Liabilities,

grouping of, in balance sheet, 479

F.O.B. Shipment,
cash discount, 91

Freight, 219
expense, 195
Freight-In account, 150

notice, 195

purchases, 150
payment of, 150

Gains, extraordinary, 402
General Expenses,

classification, ZIZ
General Journal (See "Journal")
General Ledger (See also "Ledg-

ers")

Account Payable account, 180
controlling accounts, 280
Factory Expense account, 309
Factory Ledger account, 327
factory ledger, relation to, 327
Finished Goods account, 318
form, 282
Goods in Process account, 315
Materials account, 302
Stock Subscriptions account, 399
subsidiary ledgers, relation to, 280

Goods in Process,
account,

factory expense, 316
labor, 316
materials, 316
posting, 316

balance sheet, on, 317
cost sheets, relation to, 315
factory expense in process, 317
finished goods, relation to, 318
inventory, 317
labor in process, 317
materials in process. 317

"Gross Profit" Inventory,
procedure, 176

Imprest Fund System, 7, 109
Improvements of Fixed Assets, 344
In-and-Out Time Cards,

time-recording machine, 504
Income,

financial, 374
non-operating, 375
operating, 374

Income Accounts, 382
arrangement of, 273
closing entries, 467

Income Statement (See "Profit
and Loss Statement")

Individual Proprietor,
capital account, 382
closing entries, 470
drawing account, 382

Indorsements,
bank check, form, 76
promissory notes, 228 ; form, 229
qualified, 230
restrictive, 231
unqualified, 230

Instalment Sales,

balance sheet, 353
entries, 352
nature of, 350
realized income, 351
unrealized income, 351

Insurance,
kinds of, 369
register, form, 370
schedule of expired and unex-

pired, 371
tickler, 371

Intangible Assets,

public auditor, 525
Interest,

accrued, 445
averaging accounts, 538
legal and lawful rates, table, 537

notes, 223, 227
number of each day of year, table,

543
partial payments,

"Merchant's Rule," 534
"United States Rule," 535

simple,
calculations, 526-533

exact, 526
short-cut methods of calcula-

tion, 527
tables, 530-532

usury, 538
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Interest Income,
interest-bearing note, 242
promissory notes, 224

Inventory,
account at closing, 441
beginning, 440
book, 174
pricing merchandise withdrawn,

175
relation to physical, 175

closing of books, 440
consignments, 174

cost of manufacture and goods
sold statement, 324

finished goods, 317, 320
fire loss, 364
goods in process, 317
goods in transit, 174
gross profit method, 176

materials, 317
merchandise, 171

perpetual (See "book" above)
physical, 171

public auditor, 523
retail method, 177; form, 179

stock ledger, 174
taking of, 171

turnover, 179

computation, 180

significance, 180

valuation, 172

Invoice (See also "Billing,"

"Voucher")
amount of, 89

billing of, 194

copies prepared, 200

auditing of, 131, 132 ; form, 134

filing of, 132

handling of, 131

invoice checking department,

132
invoice register, 136

stamp, form, 133

retail sales, 204
sales, 196, 200, 207, 322 ; form, 197

copies prepared, 197

payment of specific, 206

verification of, 130

trade discount, 89

Invoice Register,

form, 136

function, 135

Invoicing (See "Billing")

procedure, 200

I. O. U.'s, Treatment of, 125

Issued Stock,
balance sheet, in, 480
entries, 393

Job Time Tickets,

addressing machine, use of, 504
payroll, factory, 114

Journals (See also special journals
under individual headings)

abstracting of, 427
book of original entry, 253
business papers, 252
cents column, use of zeros or

dash, 274
characteristics of, 253
cross-indexing, 257
dollar mark, use of, 274
entry,

basis of, 251
_

verbal authorization, 251
form, 254
general,

accounts payable, 261
accounts receivable, 261
divided or split-column, 260
forms, 259, 260, 262, 263
notes payable, 259
notes receivable, 259
posting, 259
returned purchases and allow-

ances, 261
special columns, 258

invoice as basis of entry, 252
miscellaneous journals, 266
notes, entry for, 252
payroll, 252, 266
posting, 256
procedure in journalizing, 255
supporting schedules, 266
voucher, 264; form, 265
writing figures, care in, 274

Labor,
cost of manufacture and goods

sold statement, 325
cost sheet, 314
direct, 303
entries for, 307
"Goods in Process" account, 316

in-and-out time card, 303 ; form,

304
indirect, 303, 305
job time tickets, 305; form, 306

labor in process, 3l7
controlling account, 317
payroll, factory, 115

manufacturing cost, 296, 303

payroll, payment of, 307
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Land,
depreciation, 331

sale of, 341
Ledger Accounts (See also "Ac-

counts")
arrangement of, 272
balance sheet,

arrangement of, 273
ruling of, 277

center column, form, 268
clearing, arrangement of, 273
closing of, 277
divided column, form, 268
explanation column, 267

expense, arrangement of, 273

income, arrangement of, 273

ruling of, 267, 277, 279
standard form, 267
transfer of, 275
when closed, 277

Ledgers (See also "General
Ledger," "Subsidiary Ledgers")

balanced account, form, 269, 423

Boston, 271

bound book, 271
card, 271
cents column, use of zeros or

dash, 274
customers (See "Customers
Ledger")

different types, 269, 271

dollar mark, use of, 274
factory, 327
factory expense, 311

folio, cash receipts journal, 32

cash disbursements journal, 34

loose-leaf, 271
progressive, 270
standard ruled, 269
writing figures, care in, 274

Liabilities,

current, 381

fixed, 382
public auditor, 525

Liquid Measure, table, 536

Long Measure, table, 536

Losses (See also "Expenses")
extraordinary, 402
fire, 362-367

Machinery,
depreciation, 331

Machines (See "Office," "Posting")

Mail,
certificate of mailing, 498

economies in mailing, 497

incoming, 496

Mail

—

Continued
new address, getting, 498
outgoing, 496
opening of, 3

packages, addressing of, 498
postal information, 498
recalling of letter, 498
stamps, 12

Manufacturing Business,
trading business, contrasted with,

295
Manufacturing Costs (See "Fac-

tory Expense")
cost of manufacture and goods

sold statement, 324
cost sheet, form, 314
direct labor, 303
elements of, 296
factory overhead, 296
finished goods, 317
indirect labor, 303
job order, 313
job time tickets, 305; form, 306
labor, 296

entries for, 307
materials, 296, 299
payroll, 305
prime cost, 297
three elements, 312
total costs, 297
unit cost, 315

Mark-Up, Retail Inventory, 178
Materials,

account, 299
controlling account, 302

materials ledger, relation to,

302
cost of manufacture and goods

sold statement, 325
cost sheet, 314
factory ledger, 328
"Goods in Process" account, 316
inventory, 317
ledger (See below)
manufacturing costs, 296

materials in process, 317
requisition, 301, 313 (See also

"Stores Requisition'-')

requisition journal, 301

withdrawal of, entries, 301

Materials in Process, 317

controlling account, 317
Materials Ledger, 299

addressing machine, use of, 503

entries, 299

form, 300
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Materials Ledger

—

Continued
materials account, relation to,

302
Mathematics (See "Business Cal-

culations")

Mercantile Agencies, commercial
credit, 508
Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., 509

Merchandise,
account, 138
inventory, 171

mark-up, 178
Merchant's Rule,

interest calculation, 534
Minute Book,
form and arrangement, 412
purpose, 411

Money Orders, express, 88
postal, 88
telegraph, 89

Net Worth, balance sheet, analysis

in, 486
grouping of items in balance

sheet, 479
No-Par Value Stock,

authorization of, 390
capital stock, 390, 391, 397
issue price, 390
surplus, 390, 397

Note Register (See also "Note Re-
ceivable Journal" and "Note
Payable Journal")

sales discount, 239
verifying, 430

Notes (See "Promissory Notes")
Notes Payable,

bills payable, 238
general journal, 259
verifying, 430
voucher system, imder, 166

Notes Payable Journal,

closing, 249
form, 250
memorandum record, 251

posting, 249
Notes Receivable (See also "Prom-

issory Notes")
account, 223
averaging, 543
bank discount, 246
bills receivable, 238
discounted, 240, 522

dishonored, recording of, 225

extension of, 249
general journal, 259
interest-bearing, 223, 242

Notes Receivable

—

Continued
non-cash item, 125
non-interest-bearing, 223

discount of, 241
''Notes Past Due" account, 225
open account, payment of, 228
partial payment, 248
payment of, 224
post-dated checks, 64
public auditing, 522
renewal, 248
sales discount, 239
verifying, 428

Notes Receivable Journal,
form, 243
formal journal, 244
memorandum book, 244
posting, 245

Obsolescence of Assets, 331
Office, filing in, 491

flow of work, 489
organization, 487, 489

chart, 488
functional, 487

Office Machines,
addressing machines, 502
billing, 501

cash registers, 502
coin-handling, 502
posting machines, 501
time-recording, 504
when to purchase, 499

Office Payroll, 122
Old-Age Retirement Tax, 546-549
Order Clerk, 199
Order Department, 199

Order Register, 199

Organization of Office, 487
Out-Freight Account, 219

cash disbursements journal, 219

sales journal, 219

Par Value Stock,

capital stock, 391

"Capital Stock" account, 418

issue price, 418

no-par value, contrasted with, 390

par value,

different, 418
nature of, 418

premium, 418
Parcel Post,

C.O.D. shipment, 220

Partial Payments,
voucher system, under, 171
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Partnership, articles of, 386
capital accounts, 386, 470
drawing account, 386
defined, 385
entries, 387
profits, apportionment of, 386

Payroll,

accounts, 119
addressing machine, 504
analysis of currency sheet, form,

120
bank account, 123
book, 118, 266
book entries, 124
check-book, form, 124
closing of, 114
factory, 114, 307; form, 116

factory expense, 115
labor in process, 115
labor time tickets, 114
payment of, 117

purchase journal, 115
unclaimed wages, 117
voucher register, 115

factory ledger, 328, 329
in-and-out time card, 305
journal, 117
journal, as, 266
journal entry, 252
ledger entry, 115
linen pay envelope, form, 121
memorandum record, 266
office, 122 ; form, 123
pay envelopes, 119; forms, 119,

121

payment by check, 123
payroll bank account, 123
payroll book, 118
payroll sheet, form, 119
sales, 122
small concern, 118
Social Security Act, 117, 546-549
time book, 118
time card, 118
voucher register, 124

Perpetual Inventory (See also "In-
ventory")

files, 494
manufacturing cost, 312

Petty Cash,
book, 112; form, 113
book entries, 111

cash receipts, 52
cashier, 6
cashing checks, 13

disbursement, authority for, 125
general cash receipts, 113

Petty Cash

—

Continued
imprest fund, 109
several funds, HI
slip, form, 110
stamps, 12, 114, 125
voucher, 125

voucher system, 111

Plant Ledger, 339
form, 340

Postal Money Order, 88
payment of, 498

Posting,
accounts receivable, controlling

account, 211
accounts payable ledger, 147
cash disbursements journal, 33
cash receipts journal, 31

controlling accounts, 281
customers ledger, 205
errors of, 424
factory expense ledger, 311
"Goods in Process" account, 316
journal, 256
machine, by, 281

customers' statements, 287
daily proof, 287
illustrations, 283, 284
ledger sheets, forms, 285, 286
operation of, 284, 501

notes receivable journal, 245
purchase journal, 140
sales journal, 191

voucher register, 154
Preferred Stock,
book value, 419
classes, 393
convertible, 417
cumulative, 416
redeemable, 417
non-cumulative, 416
non-participating, 417
participating, 417
relative preferences, 416
stock certificate, 404

Prepaid Expense (See also "De-
ferred Charges")

adjusting entry at closing, 436,

449
balance sheet, grouping in, 479
defined, 449
factory ledger, 330
rent, 449
reversing entry, 451

Prepaid Income,
adjusting entry at closing, 436,

458
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Prepaid Income

—

Continued
defined, 458
rent, 459
reversing entry, 460

Prepaid Insurance (See "Unex-
pired Insurance")

Prime Cost,

manufacturing cost, 297
Private Files, 494
Private Ledger,
accounts included, 289
closing books, 291
function, 288
operation of, 289
profit and loss account, 290

Profit and Loss Account,
capital account, closing into, 469
cash discount on sales, 96
cash short and over, 18

closing entries, 467
cost of goods sold, 439
drawing account, 383
freight-in account, 150
function, 471
individual proprietor, capital ac-

count, 384
private ledger, 290
purchases, cash discount, 93
subdivision of, 472
surplus,

closing into, 469
relation to, 401

Profit and Loss Statement (See
also "Financial Statements")

account form, 481
anticipation, 109

cash discount, 93
cash discounts on sales, 96
defined, 481
departmentalized business, form,

349
essential points, 482
heading of, 483
narrative form, 482
preparation of, 486
supporting schedules, 483
titles, 483
trade discounts, 107

Progressive Ledger, 270 (See also

"Boston Ledger")
Promissory Notes (See also "Notes

Payable," "Notes Receivable")

bank discount, 246
defined, 226
discounting of, 240
dishonored, recording of, 225

extension of. 249

Promissory Notes

—

Continued
filing of, 224
indorsements, 228; forms, 229,

230
qualified, 230
restrictive, 231
unqualified, 230

interest-bearing, form, 227
interest payment, 227
maturity, 226
negotiability, 226
negotiation of, 228
non-interest-bearing, form, 227
notice of dishonor, form, 232
partial payment, 248
payment of, 237
place of payment, 237
presentation for payment, 237
protest, 225, 231
renewal of, 248
used in business, 223

Proprietary Accounts,
capital account, 382
closing entries, 470
drawing accoimt, 382
surplus, 382

Protest,

drafts, 234
promissory notes, 225, 231

Public accounting, 518
Public Auditing (See "Auditing,

Public")
Purchase Allowances,
purchases accoimt, 137

Purchase Contracts,
blanket, 130
purchase order, 130

Purchase Discount (See "Cash
Discount")

Purchase Journal,
accounts payable, 181
cross-indexing of journal and

ledger, 141
departmental, form, 142
earned trade discount, 107
payroll, 115
posting, 140
simple, form, 139, 140
voucher register, contrasted with,

151
Purchase Order,
acknowledgment of, form, 187
back-order memo, form, 187

content, 128
contract of purchase, 130

form, 128

handling of copies, 128
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Purchase Requisition,

approval of, 126
bill of materials, 127
form, 127
handling of, 490
issuance of, 126

Purchase Returns and Allowances,
accounts payable, 181

debit memorandum, form, 145

general journal, 261
journal, forrns, 144
purchases account, 137

voucher system, under, 165

Purchases,
acceptance or acknowledgment

card, 130
account, 136, 137
accounts payable ledger, 146
allowances, 137
cash,

recording of, 169
voucher system, 170

cash discount, 89
account titles, 93
profit and loss statement, on, 93
recording of, 91

definition, 136
expenses, 372
freight on, 150

paid by buyer, 151

paid by seller, 151

payment of, 150
invoice,

maturity tickler, 135
verification of, 125

merchandise account, 138

procedure, 128

purchase journal, 139-143

purchase order, 128

purchasing agent, 126

purchasing department, 126

receiving clerk, 131

receiving department, 131

requisition, 126

returned, 137

returns and allowances journal,

forms, 143

supplies, 141

Purchasing Agent, 126

Quantity Discounts, 105

Ratio and Proportion, 533

Receiving Clerk,

receiving report, 131

shipments, inspection of, 131

Receiving Department,
purchases, 131

Remittance Advice, 8; form, 9
Remittance Slip, form, 24
Rent,
accrued expense, 447
prepaid expense, 449
prepaid income, 459

Repairs to Fixed Assets, 343
Replacements of Fixed Assets, 343
Requisition Journal, form, 302
Reserve for Bad Debts,

accounts receivable, relation to,

217
adjustment of, 218
balance sheet, on, 217
charging actual losses, 217
customers' accounts, 216
public auditor, 523

Retail Sales,

analysis of, 204
cash ticket, 204
charge ticket, 204
invoice, 204

Retirement of Fixed Assets, 343
Returned Purchases (See "Pur-

chase Returns and Allow-
ances")

Royalties Accrued at Closing, 448
Running Inventory (See "Inven-

tory")

Salaries Accrued at Closing, 448
Sales,

cash, 44
cash receipts journal, 184
recording of, 184
sales journal, 184
scrap, 185

cash discount, 89
employees, to, 97
recording of, 94

closing entry, 466
cost of, 320
customers' statements, 201
bookkeeping machines, 202

instalment, 350 (See also "In-

stalment Sales")

manufactured goods, entries, 322
net sales, 467
retail, 204

analysis of, 204
cash, 185

cash ticket, 204
selling price, elements of, 298
shipment, 200
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Sales Discount (See also "Cash
Discount")

note register, 239
notes receivable, 239
recording of, 94

Sales Invoice, 196
copies prepared, 197
form, 197
manufactured goods, 322
posting from, 207

Sales Journal,
cash sales, 184
columnar, 192
departmental, 348
forms, 191-193, 500
ledger folio, 213
manufactured goods, 322
Out-Freight account, 219
posting and closing, 191

trade discount allowances, 107
Sales Order (See "Customer's

Order")
customer's credit, 198

Sales Payroll, 122
Sales Returns and Allowances,

closing entry, 467
credit memorandum, 188; form,

188
journal, form, 190

Selling Expenses,
classification, 373
departmentalized business, 350

Selling Price,

elements of, 298
Shipments, 150, 195, 200

bill of lading, 221

C. O. D., 219
Sight Drafts, 79 (See also

"Drafts")
accounts receivable, 126
cash receipts book, 125
form, 79

Social Security Act,
payroll records, 117

Special Journals,
controlling accounts, relation to,

281
departmental columns, 348

Square Measure, table, 536
Stamps, handling of, 125

petty cash, 12, 114, 125
remittances, received as, 12

Stated Capital,

no-par value stock, 391
Stock (See "Capital Stock")
Stock (Capital) Ledger, 407
form, 408

Stock (Capital) Transfer Book,
408

form, 410
registry of shares, 409

Stock Certificate Book, 406
Stock Certificates,

assignment, form, 409
cancellation of, 407
evidence of shares, 404
form, 405
issue of, 401, 406
preparation of, 406
transfer of, 409

Stock Ledger, 318 (See also "Fin-
ished Goods Ledger")

form, 176
procedure, 175

Stock Requisition, form, 313
Stock Subscriptions,

controlling account, 399
entries, 394, 396
immediate payment, 399
installment payments, 399

Stock Transfer Book, 408
form, 410

Stockholders,
list, 407
rights and liabilities, 392

Stores (See "Materials")
Stores Ledger (See "Materials

Ledger")
Stores Requisition (See also "Ma-

terials")

materials, 301
requisition journal, 301

Subscribers Ledger, 399
Subsidiary Ledgers (See also

"Ledgers")
control accounts, agreement with,

428
cost sheets, 316
double-entry system, relation to,

280
factory, 327
factory expense, 311
finished goods, 317
general ledger, relation to, 280
locating errors, 428
loose-leaf, 284
posting by machines, 283
proving of, 428
subscribers ledger, 399

Supplies,

purchases, recording of, 141

Supporting Schedules,
journal, 266
profit and loss statement, 484
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Surplus, 382
balance sheet, in, 479
capital stock, relation to, 401
dividends, source of, 401
extraordinary gains and losses,

402
nature of, 401
no-par value stock, 390, 397
paid-in, 418
Profit and Loss account, 401

Surveyors' Measure, table, 536

Tables,

anticipation rates and percent-
ages, 102-103

chain discounts, net equivalent
after, 106

decimal equivalents of fractions,

544
interest,

legal and lawful rates, 537
simple interest, 530-532

number of days between months,
544

number of each day of year, 543
weights and measures, 536

Taxes, 448 ; Payroll Records, 547-549
Telegraph,

collection of accounts by, 512
money order, 89

Time drafts (See "Drafts")
Time Measure, table, 536
Trade Acceptances,

account, 239
defined, 236
form, 236
ordinary draft, distinguished

from, 236
Trade Credit Bureaus, 509
Trade Discounts,

allowances, 107
catalog prices, 104
chain discounts, 105

discount sheets, 104
earned trade discount, 107

invoice, 89
profit and loss statement, 107

purpose of, 104

recording of, 106
Trading Business,

manufacturing business, con-

trasted with, 295

Traveling Expense,
adjusting entries at closing. 455

reversing entry after closing, 456

Treasury Stock, 392

Trial Balance,
adjusted, 436
adjusting entries, 433
factory ledger, 331
filing of, 423
locating errors, 423, 474
post-closing, 474
preparation of, 421
proof of accuracy of ledger, 423
purpose of, 419

Troy Weight, table, 536
Turnover,

accounts receivable, 207, 517
inventory, 517

Unclaimed Wages Account. 117
Unemployment Insurance Tax, 549
Unexpired Insurance.

entry at closing, 452
prepaid expense, 452

Unissued Stock, entries, 393
"United States Rule,"

interest calculation, 535
Usury, 538

Voucher (See also "Invoice, pur-
chase")

audit of, 158
check sheet, form, 158
definition, 154
files, 159
form, 157
numbering of, Zl, 158
purpose of, 156

Voucher Check,
cash disbursement, 12
cash disbursements journal, 7

folded, 72; form, 69
forms, 7, 68-71

informational statement, with,

72; form, 70-71

numbering of, Zl
preparation of, 72
purpose served by, 67
single, 68 ; form, 68

Voucher Distribution Book,
form, 168

Voucher Register,

accounts payable ledger, 161

cash discount on purchases, 97
distribution columns, 155

Factory Expense account, 309
factory ledger, 328
form, 153

manufacturing materials, 299
opening of, 160
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Voucher Register

—

Continued
payroll, 124

factory, 115
petty cash, 111
posting, 154, 156
purchase discount, 155
purchase journal, contrasted

with, 151

purchase returns and allowances,
165

unpaid items, verifying, 428
voucher, 156
voucher distribution book, 168

vouchers payable column, 154

Voucher System,
accounts payable ledger, under,

161

cash disbursements, 12
cash discount on purchases, 97
cash purchases, 170
check register, 37
index of creditors, form, 163
installation of, 160
notes payable, 166

Voucher System

—

Continued
partial payments, 171

purchase returns and allowances,
165

voucher check, 67-72

voucher distribution book, form,
168

Vouchers Payable,

account,

checking of, 428
locating errors, 428

posting, 154

Wages, 546-549
accrued at closing, 448
Unclaimed, account, 117

Weights and Measures, table, 536

Work Sheet,

balance sheet preparation of, 475

columnar arrangement, 464
form, 463
fimction, 462
preparation of, 465
















